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Abstract
With the characteristic of spatial diversity and low cost,
cooperative system is a tendency for the future communications. In the wireless communication system, there
exist degradation factors such as signal fading, multipath
transmission, signal inferences, bandwidth limitation and
so on. In addition to these degradation factors, the wireless transmission is not a secure environment. The information might be leaked during the transmission. Currently, the issues of privacy and security have become increasingly important for the mobile users. Traditionally,
the security scheme is applied to the higher network layer.
Encryption can be complex and difficult without infrastructure. It is not suitable to apply to the equipment with
low computing resources, such as Internet of Things (IoT)
application. Within information theoretic security characterizes the fundamental ability of the physical layer to
provide a secure transmission. Hence, this work concentrates on the secure cooperative communication system.
Based on the Shannon third theorem on channel capacity, this work analyzes the secrecy capacity between the
source station and the destination station. For a practical situation in the system, the scenario includes multiple
source stations, multiple relay stations, multiple destination stations, and eavesdroppers. For the positive secrecy
rate consideration, the maximum mutual information between the source station and the destination station and
the minimum mutual information between the source station and the eavesdropper should be held. To ensure
a secure communication, the derived theoretical solution
could be applied to find the optimal relay assignment. Beyond the relay selection, some issues related to the secure

cooperative communication are suggested for the future
researches in the final.
Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT); Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO); Physical Layer Security; Secrecy
Capacity; Secure Cooperative Communications; Shannon
Third Theorem

1

Introduction

The wireless communications provide a number of multimedia services for the mobile users. However, there
exist degradation factors, such as signal fading, multipath transmission, signal inferences, bandwidth limitation and so on because of the radio transmission. Under
the condition of imitated transmission bandwidth, to improve system performance in the wireless systems could
be a significant work. Especially, the spatial diversity
techniques could be employed to improve the system performance [4, 7, 8, 11, 13]. For example, in the Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system, a spatial diversity gain is employed to improve the system performance.
However, MIMO is with the high cost of hardware implementation because there are multiple antennas at both
the transmitter and receiver [3, 7, 11]. Instead of MIMO
technique, the cooperative communications with a relay
channel increase the system capacity without extra antennas [8, 13].
Cooperative communication is an idea to employ the
wireless channel to make communication nodes help each
other to implement the communication process [11]. It
benefits the wireless communication with the gain similar to that of MIMO. It improves the system capacity,
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transmission speed, and system performance. On the
other hand, it could reduce the power consumption at
the communication ends to extend the lifetime of the system. It is suitable to provide the multimedia services for
the mobile devices. In the cooperative communication
systems, the relay station functions with a character of
spatial diversity. Comparing with multiple carrier modulation schemes, the relay stations work as the receivers
and the transmitters. The relay station not only forwards the transmitted information but also process the
received signal. It provides a high throughput performance. The destination station could receive the information with a spatial diversity with employing the relay
selection scheme. Even though the destination station
has no multiple antennas, by employing the relay station
as the virtual antenna, it increases the transmission data
rate and provides a reliable channel capacity [7]. With a
consideration of low cost, the cooperative communication
system is a tendency in the future communications.
However, the wireless communication is not a secure
environment for a highly private request. The issues of
privacy and security have become increasingly important
for the mobile users. Besides, security is the fundamental requirement for a personal communication. Secure
communications enable the authenticated destination station could successfully receive the information from the
source station. Also, it protects the transmitted information from the eavesdroppers to interpret. Traditionally,
the secure communication depends on the cryptographic
encryption at the application layer. The complex and
difficult cryptography is the practical techniques without infrastructure for the secure communication in the
presence of third parties [5, 10], i.e. eavesdroppers. The
technique relates to construct and analyze the transmission protocols to overcome the influence of eavesdroppers
to ensure the security constraints with confidentiality,
integrity, and availability including authentication, and
non-repudiation. Cryptographic encryption converts the
meaningful information to be the apparent nonsense to
avoid the eavesdroppers to release the desired and transmitted information. However, the encryption algorithms
are developed based on the assumption of limited computational capability at the eavesdroppers [10]. Also, these
encryptions assume there are a perfectly secret key management and the distribution scheme for the users. Hence,
it is not practical for the wireless communication application. Especially, it is obvious for IoT application [19]. Besides, for the secure purpose, the social-aware networking
has been proposed to the secure cooperative communication systems [6, 17]. The authentication protocol within
the networking could be the preliminary limitation for
access control scheme. Eventually, the secure communication could be hold based on the secrecy rate [9]. Hence,
physical layer security has been proposed for this purpose [3, 5, 14, 20, 21].
In the cooperative communication system, the information is transmitted from the source station to the destination station with the help of relay stations [4]. Among the

864

relay stations, the transmitted information is unwrapped
in the presence of one or more eavesdroppers. The information could be eavesdropped from the source station
or from the relay which the source station adopts in the
cooperative communication. Hence, to provide a secure
communication and service quality could become an important issue. In Section 2, the concept of the cooperative communication system is described and the quantity
measurements of the information between the source station and the destination station are provided. Section 3
illustrates the analytical model for the secure communication and the theoretical requirement for the cooperative
system is derived. Under the secure cooperative communication requirement, the constraint of the relay selection
strategy is shown in Section 4. The conclusion and the
further work suggestion are given in the final.

2

The Cooperative Communication

Similarly to the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
technique with a character of spatial diversity, the cooperative communication system uses single-antenna mobiles
in a multi-user environment to share their antennas to
create a virtual MIMO system and to improve the system
performance. Basically, the concept of the cooperative
communication is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The concept of cooperative communication

In Figure 1, there are two mobile devices transmit the
data to the same destination station simultaneously. Each
device has its own antenna and cannot generate a spatial
diversity. With the cooperation from the other device, it
might be possible for one device to receive the other, the
transmitted data can be forwarded with the same information to the destination station. One of these two mobile devices could be thought as the source station and
the other is the corresponding relay station. With these
three nodes, the source station, the relay station and the
destination station, the capacity analysis of the cooperation communication system including these three nodes
could be modeled as that in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, hs,r and hr,d denote as the channel response between source station to resource station and the
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The system capacity depends on the maximum mutual information between the source station and the destination
stations.
However, the wireless communication is not a secure
environment. Within the theoretical information security
characterizes [12], the fundamental ability of the physical
layer provides a secure transmission. For example, channel coding and spread spectrum techniques provide secure communications. Hence, based on the Shannon third
theorem on channel capacity, the secure communication
could be hold based on the positive secrecy rate [1, 12].
The secrecy rate (i.e. secrecy capacity) of transmission is
defined as the mutual information difference between the
Figure 2: Analytical model for the cooperative communi- mutual information to the destination and that to the
eavesdropper, i.e.
cation
Cs,d = Is,d − Is,e .
channel response between the resource station to destination station, respectively. The source station broadcasts the information to the destination station with both
straight forward link and the assistant link with the relay
station. This relay station might be another user in the
system. The relay station functions as receiving the transmitted information from the source station and transmitting the information to the destination station. At the
destination station, it multiple receives the information
from the source station and the relay station. In the cooperative communication system, the destination station
employs Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) technique or
Selective Combining (SC) technique to the received signals from the source station and the relay station [2].
It depends on the cooperative strategy used in the relay
station. For example, in Amplify-and-Forward transmission mode, under AWGN channel, the maximize mutual
information between the source and the destination becomes [18]:
Is,d

=

1
Ps |hs,d |2
log2 (1 +
2
N0
Ps Pr |hs,r |2 |hr,d |2
1
+
)
N0 Ps |hs,r |2 + Pr |hr,d |2 + N0

3

(3)

The Secure Cooperative System

The secure cooperative system could be illustrated in Figure 3. There are a source station, a relay group, an eavesdropper group and a destination station in the system. In
the system, the source station transmits the information.
The information could be delivered directly to the destination station through the straightforward link between
the source station and the destination. On the other hand,
the information might be transmitted to the relay station
and, then, delivered to the destination station with the
help of the relay station. Similarly, the scenario of the information transmitted to the eavesdropper could be held
in this wireless environment.

(1)

where Ps is the signal power from the source station, Pr
is the signal power from the relay station, and ns,r and
ns,d are AWGN with the variance N0 . In Fixed Decodeand-Forward transmission mode, under AWGN channel,
the mutual information between the source and the destination becomes [16]
Is,d = min{Is,r , Ir,d }

(2)

Figure 3: The cooperative communication environment

where
Is,r =

1
1
Ps |hs,r |2
log2 (1 + SN Rs,r ) = log2 (1 +
)
2
2
N0

and
Ir,d =

1
1
Pr |hr,d |2
log2 (1 + SN Rr,d ) = log2 (1 +
).
2
2
N0

In order to consider the secure communication between
the source station and the destination station, the location of the eavesdroppers could be considered with the
following scenarios in Figure 4.
In Figure 4(a), the eavesdropper locates at the end
communication link. The cooperative system employs
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(a) Scenario A

866

(b) Scenario B

(c) Scenario C

Figure 4: The scenario for the location of eavesdroppers

the relay station to forward the information to the destination station. Hence, the mutual information between
the source station and the destination could be obtained
according to the previous theoretical derivation [16, 18].
Also, the mutual information between the source station
and the eavesdropper could be obtained. The nodes in
the cooperative communication system could work as the
transmitter and receiver as that mentioned previously and
each node could function as the relay station between the
source station and destination station. Hence, in Figure 4(b), the relay could work as the eavesdropper to
forward the information from the source station to the
destination station. Similarly, the theoretical mutual information between the source station and the destination
could be obtained according to the previous theoretical
derivation. At the meantime, the analysis to mutual information between the source station and the eavesdropper could be considered as the case in Figure 4(a) with
the same channel impulse response to the relay station,
i.e. hs,e = hs,r . The case in Figure 4(b) could be considered as a special case of the scenario A. In Figure 4(c),
the eavesdropper locates at the end communication link.
With the different scenario to the scenario B, the relay
station is not an eavesdropper and it forwards the transmitted information to the destination station. However,
the eavesdropper receives the information from the source
station and the relay station. For simplified analysis, the
scenario C could be considered as the general case. For
example, the situation in Figure 4(a) could be modified as
that with the broken link between the relay station and
eavesdropper in Figure 4(c). Hence, Figure 4(c) can be

considered as the general situation for secure analysis and
reshown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Analytical model for the secure cooperative
communication
As the mentioned previously, for example, the maximize mutual information with AF mode between the
source and the eavesdropper
Is,e =

Ps |hs,e |2
Pr |hr,e |2
1
log2 (1 +
+
)
2
N0
N0

(4)

Under the condition that the relay station could not decode the received signal correctly, the mutual information
between the source station and the eavesdropper is
Is,e =

1
Ps
log2 (1 +
|hs,e |2 ).
2
N0

(5)

The secrecy capacity of transmission is defined in Equation (3).
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When the secrecy capacity is negative, the intercept
event will be held and the eavesdropper could intercept
the transmitted information successfully. Hence, the condition for a secure communication, the secrecy capacity
Cs,d should be positive. The maximum of secrecy capacity Cs,d could be reached with maximizing the mutual information between the source station and the destination
station and minimizing the mutual information between
the source station and the eavesdropper. Hence, the relay
selection strategy in the secure cooperative system could
be employed with the concern of maximum the secrecy
capacity in the system.
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station ri . Under AWGN channel, for the example in AF
mode, the mutual information between the source station
i and the destination is described in Equation (1):
Is,d(si ) =

Ps |hs ,d(s ) |2
Pr ||hri ,d(si ) |2
1
log2 (1 + i i i + i
).
2
N0
N0

Similarly, Equation (3) could be applied to DF mode if the
relay station could correctly decode the transmitted signal
and maximal ratio combining (MRC) strategy the equal
gain for each forward link applied. However, if the relay
station could not decode the transmitted signal correctly,
Selective Combining (SC) strategy applied, the mutual
information between the source station i and the destination is described in Equation (3) and could be rewritten
4 Relay Selection Strategy
as
Ps
1
Isi ,d(si ) = log2 (1 + i |hsi ,d(si ) |2 ).
For the relay selection, almost researchers concentrated
2
N0
on the situation that the single source station and discussed the relay assignment. However, in practical, there In the both modes, the mutual information between the
exist many source stations in the system. There are a lot source station and the eavesdropper is
of users requiring the relay stations to transfer the infor1
Ps |hs ,e |2
Pr |hr ,e |2
Isi ,e = log2 (1 + i i
+ i i
).
mation. Based on this situation, relay selection should
2
N0
N0
consider the multiple source stations, multiple relay staThe secrecy capacity in the cooperative system becomes
tions and multiple destination stations in the system, as
shown in Figure 6
Csi ,d(si ) = Isi ,d(si ) − Isi ,e .
To approach the maximal mutual information achieved in
the system at the destination stations should consider the
channel condition, under the situation of multiple source
station, multiple relay stations, and multiple destination
station environments. Hence, the relay selection strategy
for secure cooperative communication could be developed
based on the maximum mutual information between the
source station i and the destination station, the minimum
mutual information between the source station i and the
eavesdropper and the positive secrecy capacity, i.e.
Is,d(s) =

max
r=(r1 ,r2 ,··· ,rk )∈R(s1 )×R(s2 )×···×R(sk )

k
X

Isi ,d(si )

i=1

and
Figure 6: Fixed mode relay selection
Is,e =

min
r=(r1 ,r2 ,··· ,rk )∈R(s1 )×R(s2 )×···×R(sk )

k
X
i=1

Isi ,e

The analysis to the relay selection is based on fixed
mode in the cooperative communication system [16, 18]. and, the positive secrecy capacity Csi ,d(si ) . Hence, the
It supposes that there are v nodes in the system and those limitation to this problem could become
k X
m
nodes are denoted as set V. In the set V, there are k nodes
X
C
=
max
ρi,j Csi ,d(si )
as the source stations there are m nodes that could funci=1
j=1
tion as the source station and the relay station. These
k X
m
m nodes are denoted as set M. All the source stations
X
=
ρi,j · {max(Is,d(s) − Is,e )}
are denoted as set S, i.e. S ⊆ M . r(s) is defined as the
i=1 j=1
set of the relay stations with forwarding the transmitted
signal for the source station s. In this system, all source under the conditions,
stations have their own destination stations. d(si ) reprek
X
sents the destination station for source station si . The
ρi,j ≤ 1, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , k, and
destination station does not belong to set M. To analyze
i=1
the secrecy capacity in the cooperative communications,
m
X
initially, consider for the source station i transmits the inρi,j = 1, ∀j = 1, 2, · · · , m
formation to the destination station d(si) with the relay
j=1
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References
5

Conclusion and Further Work

With the character of low cost, the cooperative system is
a tendency for the future communications. For a practical
situation in the cooperative system, the scenario includes
multiple source stations, multiple relay stations, multiple destination stations, and eavesdroppers. This paper
concentrates on the physical layer secure in the cooperative systems and develops the theoretical limitation for
the relay assignment scheme. For the secrecy capacity in
the system, it begins to analyze the theoretical mutual
information between the source station and the destination station. The maximum mutual information could
be achieved by the power management in the system.
Also, it could be obtained with the appropriate relay selection strategy. On the other hand, in order to obtain
the maximum the secrecy capacity, one possible solution
is to achieve the minimum mutual information between
the source station and the eavesdropper. To ensure the secure communication, based on the information theory, the
secrecy capacity should be kept a positive value. By deriving the theoretical solution to the system performance
in the secure cooperative system, this work applies the derived results to the considered environment to construct
the optimal relay assignment scheme. By the way, the
better relay selection strategy could be developed with
maximizing the secrecy capacity in the system. Also, the
effective relay selection algorithm could be developed in
the future.
Other important issues to the secure cooperative communications including the power distribution, the coding
schemes, the multiple access technique, and the transmission protocol and so on could be made further researches. Power control management is to find the appropriate power distribution among the relay stations.
Obviously, it could be found in the theoretical mutual
information analysis. Within the mathematical derivations, the transmitted power from the source station and
the relay stations effects the system capacity. This power
control issue for the relay stations could be included in the
design to achieve the optimal throughput for the cooperative system. The coding schemes and multiple access
techniques convert the desired information to be the nonsense data. It increases the secrecy capacity between the
source station and the destination station to make sure
the positive secrecy rate. These practical considerations
and requirements on the system design could contribute
to constructing a cooperative system as well as extensions
to the fundamental idea of secure communication.
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Abstract
In today0 s communications over Internet Protocol (IP),
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is using establish, modify and terminate the sessions multimedia among participants. Authentication is the most security service required for SIP. Authentication HTTP Digest is the original authentication protocol proposed for SIP. However,
this protocol is demonstrated insecure against different attacks. To improve the authentication, a different authentication protocols have being proposed. Very recently,
Jiang et al. demonstrate that Zhang et al.’s scheme cannot resist to impersonation attack. Then, Jiang et al.
proposed their protocol. However, in this paper we show
that Jiang et al.’s protocol suffer from server spoofing attack. In order to overcome this problem we propose an
improved SIP authentication protocol. The security analysis shows that the proposed protocol is more secure and
can deal with several attacks.
Keywords: Authentication Protocol; Elliptic Curve Cryptography; Session Initiation Protocol; Smart Card

1

Introduction

Telephony over IP (ToIP) is a service that allows transferring voice communications flow on IP (Internet Protocol).
This is the application that will require the IP infrastructure as the standard for all types of information or media.
IP telephony is based on open standards. To establish
ToIP communication two types of protocols are required
which are signaling protocol and transport protocol. In
recently decade, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the
most signaling protocol used for establishing, altering and
terminating session multimedia between different users.
Authentication is the most security service required by
SIP. The original SIP authentication protocol is HTTP
Digest Authentication. This protocol was found vulner-

able to deferent attacks. In order to reinforce SIP authentication, a large community has been participated by
proposing the different protocols based on various mechanisms. Generally, authentication protocol can be categorized as Password Authentication protocol [17, 21, 22],
ID-based protocol [7] and Elliptic Curve Cryptography
based protocol [2].
In 2005, Yang et al. [25] demonstrated that the original SIP authentication protocol is vulnerable to Off-line
password guessing attack and stolen verifier attack. So,
they based on Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange [3] to propose
their protocol which is secure against Off-line password
guessing attack, server spoofing attack and replay attack.
However, the protocol of Yang et al. requires maintenance
and configuration of the passwords table. In addition, it
based on the discrete logarithm problem which requires
an important computation time cost. Therefore, it is not
suitable for applications with low memory and limited
computing capability. In 2006, Huang et al. [9] proposed
a new protocol based on one-way hash functions. After
comparing the computational complexity of their protocol
with the Yang et al.’s protocol they concluded that their
protocol is the fastest. Moreover, Jo et al. [12] demonstrated that the protocol of Yang et al. and the protocol
of Huang et al. are both vulnerable to Off-line password
guessing attack.
To overcome this weakness,
Durlanik and
Sogukpinar [4] based on the Yang et al.’s protocol
to propose another SIP authentication protocol using
the Elliptic Curve Cryptography Diffie-Hellman (ECCDH) [13]. They demonstrated that their protocol
reduces the computation time cost. Because it uses a
small size key but offer the same security offered by
the Diffie-Hellman large key size. However, Yoon et
al. [27, 29] introduced that the protocol of Durlanik and
Sogukpinar cannot resist the stolen verifier attack and
Denning-Sacco attack.In 2008, Wu et al. [23] proposed a
new SIP authentication and key exchange protocol based
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on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Wu et al. prove
that their protocol is secure against man-in-the-middle
attack, replay attack, Off-line password guessing attack
and server spoofing attack. Unfortunately, this protocol
is vulnerable to Off-line password guessing attack,
Denning-Sacco attack and stolen verifier attack [26].
In the same year, Tsai [19] proposed an authentication
protocol for SIP based on random nonce. The protocol
uses one-way hash functions, and a bit-wise exclusiveor(XOR) operation to encrypt and decrypt messages.
As result, the calculation time cost is reduced when it
compared with the existing protocols. For this, it is
desirable for applications with low computing capability.
However, Yoon et al. [28], then Arshad and Ikram [1]
found that Tsai0 s protocol is vulnerable to Off-line
password guessing attack, server spoofing attack and
stolen verifier attack. One year later, Yoon and Yoo
[28] proposed a new secure SIP authentication protocol.
They demonstrated that their protocol is secure against
the man-in-the-middle attack, Off-line password guessing
attack, replay attack, modification attack, Denning-Sacco
attack and stolen verifier attack. In addition, it provides
mutual authentication, known key secrecy, session key
secrecy and perfect forward secrecy. However, Liu and
Koenig [14] demonstrated that this protocol is vulnerable
to Off-line password guessing attack and partition attack.
In 2011, Arshad and Ikram [1] demonstrated that Tsai et
al.’s protocol is vulnerable to Off-line password guessing
attack and stolen verifier attack, and it does not provide
key known secrecy and perfect forward secrecy. As
result, Arshad and Ikram presented an authentication
protocol for SIP based on ECC. In 2012, Xie [24] showed
that the protocol of Yoon and Yoo is insecure against
stolen verifier attack and Off-line password guessing
attack. Based on these attacks Xie proposes a new SIP
authentication protocol. Then, he demonstrated that his
protocol is more secure, and it is faster when it compared
with existing protocols. However, Xie0 s protocol is shown
vulnerable to Off-line password guessing attack. In
the same year, Tang et al. [18] noted that the protocol
introduced by Arshad and Ikram is not secure against
Off-line password guessing attack. In order to deal with
this problem, they suggested another secure and efficient
SIP authentication protocol based on Elliptic Curve
Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP).
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on elliptic curve cryptography.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 delivers general information on the architecture
and the original SIP authentication protocol. In Section 3,
we review briefly Jiang et al.’s scheme. A cryptanalysis of
Jiang et al.’s scheme is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we
present our secure and efficient SIP authentication protocol. The security analysis and performance comparison
are presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally,
section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Preliminaries

Session Initialization Protocol was initiated by the Multiparty Multimedia Session Control Group (MUSICG) in
RFC 2543 [5]; then it was taken over and maintained by
the SIP Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). The first works are started from 1995, which resulted in a first version of SIP with the publication of RFC
2543 [6] in 1999; then a second version of SIP was published in 2002 to correct certain defects of the previous
version.
SIP is a text-based protocol built on the basis of protocols such as HTTP or SMTP. The exchanges are in
the form of dialogues (peer-to-peer relationships between
agents) that include transactions (request/response). It is
a widely used protocol, mainly for telephony applications
on IP.

2.1

SIP Architecture

The architecture of SIP consists of a proxy server, redirect
server, register server, location server, and User agents.
The role of each component is described as follows.
User Agent Client (UAC): generates SIP requests
before they were sent;
User Agent Server (UAS): generates answers to SIP
requests (accepting, refusing, or redirecting);

User Agent (UA): it can be a SoftPhone (software) or
HardPhone (IP phone). It is able to generate, send
and receive SIP requests. It can act at the same time
In 2013, Zhang et al. [30] introduced for the first
as a UAC and UAS;
time smart-card-based protocol and key exchange for SIP.
Then, they demonstrated that their protocol is secured Registrar Server: handles the registration of SIP teragainst different attacks. However, Tu et al. [20], Irshad
minals. This is a server that accepts SIP REGISTER
et al. [10], Zhang et al. [31], and Jiang et al. [11] demonrequests;
strated that Zhang et al.’s scheme is insecure against impersonation attacks. To solve the problem Jiang et al. [11] Proxy Server: is a server which is connected to fixed or
proposed a new SIP authentication protocol. Then, they
mobile terminals (UA). It plays the role of a server
proved that their scheme resist to various attacks. Howand client;
ever, in this paper we demonstrate that Jiang et al.’s protocol is vulnerable to server spoofing attack. In order to Redirect Server: is a server that accepts SIP requests,
overcome this weakness, we propose a secure and efficient
translates the SIP address of a destination network
SIP authentication protocol using smart card and based
IP address and returns them to the client;
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Location Server: The responsibility of the location
server is to maintain information on the current location of the user agent. It provides the proxy server,
redirect server, and register server, it allows for them
to look up or register the location of the user agent.

2.2

HTTP Digest Authentication Protocol

The authentication of SIP is the most security service
recommended by the IETF in RFC 2617 [16]. If a user
wants to get access into the SIP services, he/she must be
authenticated by server. In addition to needing to know if
a user’s identity is legitimate or not. The user also needs
to know if the server with which it communicates is the
legal server or not.
HTTP Digest Authentication for SIP is based on the
mechanism challenge/response. Before the protocol execution, the client and the server share the password, the
latter is used to verify the client0 s identity. The messages
exchanged between the server and the clients during authentication procedure are illustrated in Figure 1. and
they are described as follows:

Figure 1: HTTP digest authentication

Step 1. Client → Server: REQUEST
The client sends a REQUEST to the server;
Step 2. Server → Client: CHALLENGE (nonce, realm)
After receiving REQUEST; the server generates
CHALLENGE that includes a nonce and the client0 s
realm. Note that realm is used to verify username
and password. Then the server sends back CHALLENGE to the client;
Step 3. Client → Server: RESPONSE (nonce, realm,
username, response)
After receiving CHALLENGE from the server, the
client computes the response by using received
nonce, username, secret password, and realm. response=F(nonce, username, password, realm). Note
that F (·) is a one-way hash function. Next, the client
sends back the original REQUEST with the computed response, username, nonce and realm;

the fact that there is no sub-exponential algorithm known
to solve the discrete logarithm problem on a properly chosen elliptic curve. This means that ECC uses the keys of
small size but offer the same levels of security offered by
the Diffie-Hellman key large size. Some benefits of having
smaller key size include faster computations, and reductions in processing power, storage space and bandwidth.
This makes ECC ideal for constrained environments such
as cellular phones and smart cards [15].
The elliptic curve is a cubic equation of the form in
Equation (1):
E : y 2 + axy + by = x3 + cx2 + dx + e

(1)

where a, b, c and e are real numbers.
In cryptosystem, the elliptic curve equation is defined
as the form in Equation (2) over a prim finite field (F )p ,
where (a, b) ∈ Fp and 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0(mod p). Given an
integer k ∈ (Fp )∗ and a point P ∈ Ep (a, b), the scalar
multiplication kP over Ep (a, b) can be computed as in
Step 4. According to username the server extracts the Equation (3).
client’s password. Then, the server verifies wither
Ep (a, b) : y 2 = x3 + ax + b(mod p)
(2)
nonce is correct or not. If it is correct, the server computes F(nonce, username, password, realm) and uses
kP = (P + P + ... + P )(k times)
(3)
it to compare it with the response. If they match,
Definition 1. Given two points P and Q over (E)p (a, b),
the server authenticates the identity of the client.
the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) is
to find an integer k ∈ (Fp )∗ such as Q = kP .

2.3

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) was introduced by
Neal Koblitz in 1985 [25]. ECC proposed as an alternative
to established public-key systems such as DSA and RSA.
ECC have lately received a lot attention in information
security. The main reason for the attractiveness of ECC is

Definition 2. Given three points P ,sP and kP over
Ep (a, b)for s,k ∈ (Fp )∗ , the computational Diffie-Hellman
problem (DHP) is to find the point skP over Ep (a, b).
Definition 3. Given two points P and Q = sP +kP over
Ep (a, b) for s, k ∈ (Fp )∗ , the elliptic curve factorization
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After that, U computes h(P W ka) and sends
{h(P W ka), username} to the server through a secure channel.

problem (ECFP) is to find two points sP and kP over
Ep (a, b).

3

873

Review of Zhang et al.’s Scheme

R2: after receiving the registration information, the
server computes R = h(h(P W ka)kusername)s( −
1)P and X = h(usernameks)P . Then the server
In this section we briefly review the Jiang et al.’s [30]
stores R and X into the smart card and issues it to
authentication scheme for SIP. The Jiang et al.’s scheme
U.
consists of four phases: the setup phase, the registration
phase, and the authentication phase. The notations used
R3: Upon receiving the card, U stores a in the card.
in this paper are shown in Table 1.
Then the card contains (R, X, a).
Table 1: Notions and their explanations
Notations
U
S
X → Y:M
username
PW
Ep (a, b)
s
Pp ub = sP
SK
h(·),h1 (·),h2 (·)
Zq∗
k
Es (•)

3.1

3.3

Explanations
The remote user
The remote server
X sends a message M to Y
The identity of user U
The password of user U
An elliptic curve equation
with order n
The long-live secret key of server S
The long-live public key of server S
A session key
Three secure one-way hash functions
Multiplication group of Zq
The string concatenation operator
Symmetric key encryption
under the key s

System Setup Phase

Authentication Phase

Whenever the user wants to login into the remote server,
he/she performs the following.
A1: U → S : REQU EST (username, V, W ) U inserts his/her smart card into a card reader and inputs his/her username and password P W . Then,
U 0 s smart card picks a random number b ∈R
(Zp )∗ , and computes V= bR + X and W =
h(h(P W ka)kusername)Ppub . Next, the card sends
a request message REQU EST (username, V, W ) to
the server.
A2: S → U : CHALLEN GE(realm, Auths , S, r) After receiving the request message, the server S
computes (X)0 = h(usernameks)P and W 0 =
?

s2 (V − X 0 ). Then, it checks W = W 0 , if true
it chooses two random integers c ∈R Zp∗ and
r ∈R Zp∗ .
Then computes S = cP , K =
cs(V − X 0 )P , SK = h1 (Kkrkusername) and
Auths = h2 (KkW krkSK). Next, it sends message
CHALLEN GE(realm, Auths , S, r) to U over a public channel.

Step 1. The server selects an elliptic curve equation A3: U → S : RESP ON SE(realm, Authu ) Upon receivEp (a, b) with the order n, and chooses a base point
ing message CHALLEN GE(realm, Auths , S, r), U
P over (E)p (a, b), where n is a large number for the
computes K = bh(h(P W ka)kusername)S and
?
security consideration. Then, it chooses a random
SK = h1 (Kkrkusername) and verifies if Auths =
number s ∈R (Zp )∗ as the secret key and computes
h2 (Kkh(h(P W ka)kusername)bPpub krkSK).
the public key (P )pub = sP ;
If so, U computes Authu = h2 (K k h(h(P W k
a) k username) bPpub k r + 1kSK) and sends
Step 2. The server selects three one-way hash functions,
∗
k
∗
∗
RESP ON SE(realm, Authu ) back to the server over
h(·) : {0, 1} → {0, 1} , h1 (·) : G×{0, 1} ×{0, 1} →
k
∗
k
public channel. Otherwise, it deletes received infor{0, 1} , h2 (·) : G×G×{0, 1} → {0, 1} ,where G is a
mation and the protocol stops.
cyclic addition group generated by P over (E) (a, b);
p

Step 3. The server publishes {Ep (a, b), P , Ppub , h(·),
h1 (·), h2 (·)} and keeps s in secret.

3.2

Registration Phase

A4: After receiving the RESPONSE message, the server
?
verifies Authu = h2 (KkW 0 kr + 1kSK). If the message is authenticated, the server sets SK a shared
session key with user U . Otherwise, it deletes received information and the protocol stops.

In this phase, the user registers on the SIP server through
a secure channel. When a user wants to login into the 3.4 Password Changing Phase
remote server, he/she firstly should register to the remote
This phase is similar to the Zhang et al.’s password changserver..The details of this phase are as follows.
ing phase. When the user U wants to update its password,
R1: The user U selects his or her username, pass- it needs to agree on a session key with the server via the
word P W and a random number a ∈R Zp∗ . authentication phase in advance.
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computes SK 0 = h1 (K 0 krl|username) and Auth0s =
h2 (K 0 kW krkSK 0 ). Next, A sends message CHALLENGE(realm, Auth0s , S 0 , r) to U .
Step 3. Upon
receiving
message
CHALLENGE
(realm,
Auth0s , S 0 , r),
U computes K =
bh(h(P W k a) k username)S 0 and SK =
?

h1 (K k r k username) and verifies if Auth0s =
h2 (Kkh(h(P W ka)kusername)bPpub krkSK).
The
user will find true because:
K

= bh(h(P W ka)kusername)S 0
= bh(h(P W ka)kusername)Ppub
= W
= K0

SK

= h1 (Kkrkusername)
= h1 (K 0 krkusername)
= SK 0

W

= bh(h(P W ka)kusername)Ppub
= h(h(P W ka)kusername)bPpub .

Then user U authenticates attacker A and sends to
him RESPONSE thinking that he/she communicate
with a legal server S.
According to previous analysis, the adversary can easily impersonate identity of server at any time. The user
U does not know whether the one he contacts is that the
valid server or not. So the adversary can impersonate the
Figure 2: Server spoofing attack on Jiang et al.’s scheme server successfully. Therefore, Jiang et al.’s protocol is
vulnerable to the server spoofing attack.

4

Cryptanalysis of Jiang et al.’s
5
Scheme

Jiang et al. claimed that their protocols can resist various attacks. However, in this section, we will show that
the Server spoofing attack, not as they claimed, is still
effective in Jiang et al.’s protocol.
Let A be an attacker. A can eavesdrops the message
REQUESTusername,V,W transmitted between server S
and user U. A can get server0 s public key, because S has
published it with other parameters. Then, A can execute
server spoofing attack. The detail of attack is illustrated
in Figure 2 and is presented as follows.
Step 1. U inputs his username and password P W
after inserting his smart card in card reader.
The card generates randomly a number b ∈R
Zp∗ and computes V = bR + X and W =
bh(h(P W ka), username)Ppub . Then, the card sends
a request message REQUEST(username, V , W )
to S.

Our Proposed Protocol

In this section, in order to overcome weakness in Jiang
et al.s protocol, we propose an improved and efficient
authentication and key agreement protocol for SIP. Our
protocol consists of four phases, which are system setup
phase, registration phase, authentication and key agreement phase, and password changing phase. These phases
are described as follows.

5.1

System Setup Phase

In this section, the server selects an elliptic curve equation
Ep (a, b), over a finite field Fq , an additive group G of
order p and P a base point generator with order n over
equation Ep (a, b), n is a large prime of height entropy.
Then, the server picks a random integer s ∈R Zp∗ as its
secrete key, and computes its public key Ppub = sP . Next,
the server chooses three one-way hash functions h(·), h1 (·)
and h2 (·). Finally, the server publishes all parameters
except its private key, which it is saved secretly.

Step 2. A eavesdrops message REQUEST(username,
V , W ) and get username, V , W . he/she gener5.2 Registration Phase
ates a random number r ∈R Zp∗ . Next he/she get
server public key, put its value in S 0 (S 0 ← Ppub ) When user wants to register in server and become a legal
and put value of W in K 0 (K 0 ← W ). Then he/she user, he has to perform the following steps.
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R1: The user U selects his or her username, password P W and a random number a ∈R Zp∗ .
After that, U computes h(P W ka) and sends
{h(P W ka), username} to the server over a secure
channel.
R2: after receiving the registration information, the
server computes R = h(h(P W ka)kusername)s−1 P
and X = h(usernameks)P . Then, the server stores
R and X into the smart card and issues it to U .
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Otherwise, it stops the protocol and deletes received
and calculated parameters

5.4

Password Changing Phase

This phase is similar to Zhang et al.s password changing
phase. When the user U wants to update its password,
it needs to agree on a session key with the server via the
authentication phase in advance. The details of this phase
are described as following.

R3: Upon receiving the card, U stores a in the card.
Pass 1. U → S: (username, e, N ewu )
Therefore, user card contains (R,X,a).
The user U chooses its new password P W ∗
and two random integers a∗ , e
∈R
Zp∗
5.3 Authentication and Key Agreement
∗
∗
and computes h(P W ka ) and tagu
=
Phase
h(usernamekekh(P W ∗ ka∗ )), it then uses SK
As illustrated in Figure 3, whenever a legal user U wishes
to encrypt the new parameters:
N ewu =
to log into the server, he/she have to inserts his/her smart
EKS (usernamekekh(P W ∗ ka∗ )ktagu ).
Next, it
card in card reader and inputs his/her username and passsends message(username, e, N ewu ) to server.
word PW. Next, the following steps will be executed between server S and user U.
Pass 2. S → U : (N ews )
Auth 1: U → S:REQU EST (username, V, W )
After inserting the smart card in card reader and inputting the username and password; the smart card
of user U chooses a random b ∈R Zp∗ , and computes V = bR + X, Y = bh(h(P W ka), username)
and W = Y Ppub , then, he/she sends a request message REQU EST (username, V, W ) to the server over
a public channel.

Upon receiving the information, the server decrypts
the message and then checks the validity of the au?
thentication tagu = h(usernamekekh(P W ∗ ka∗ )). If
it is valid, the server computes the new secret information R∗ = h(h(P W ∗ ka∗ )kusername)s−1 P and
tags = h(usernameke + 1kR∗ ). Then, it sends encryption information N ews = EKS (R∗ ktags ) to the
user U .

Auth 2: S → U : CHALLEN GE(realm, Auths , S, r)

Pass 3. The user U decrypts received message and veri?
fies the validity of tags = h(usernameke + 1kR∗ ). If
When server S gets the request message, it comit is valid, the user U stores R∗ and a∗ in its smart
putes X 0 = h(usernameks)P and W 0 = s2 (V − X 0 ).
?
card.
Then, it verifies W = W 0 . If true, U is authenticated and the server S picks randomly two integers c, r ∈R Zp∗ . Then, it computes S = cP ,
K = cs(V − X 0 ), SK = h1 (KkrkusernamekX 0 ) and
6 Security Analysis
Auths = h2 (KkW krkSKkX 0 ). Next, it sends message CHALLEN GE(realm, Auths , S, r) to U over a In this section we will prove that our protocol provide
public channel.
mutual authentication and session key secrecy. Moreover,

we will show that its secure against several attacks especially server spoofing attack, user impersonation attack,
Once the user U receives the CHAL- Denning-Sacco attack, replay attack, stolen verifier atLENGE message, it calculates K = Y S and tack, offline password guessing attack, and man-in-theSK = h1 (KkrkusernamekX).
Then, checks middle attack.
h2 (KkW krkSKkX) if is true, the server is authenticated. Then, user U computes Authu as
following Authu = h2 (KkW kr + 1kSKkX) and 6.1 Mutual Authentication
sends RESP ON SE(realm, Authu ) back to the
server over public channel. Otherwise, it stops Mutual authentication means that both the user and
the protocol and deletes received and calculated server are authenticated to each other within the same
protocol. In the proposed scheme the server can authenparameters.
ticate user after receiving REQUEST by checking W , and
Auth 4: After receiving the RESPONSE message, the after receiving RESPONSE by checking Authu . Upon reserver computes h2 (KkW 0 kr + 1kSKkX 0 ) and ver- ceiving message CHALLENGE user can authenticate the
ifies that it equal to received Authu . If successful, server by testing validity of Auths . Consequently, the
the server sets SK a shared session key with user U . proposed protocol provides mutual authentication.
Auth 3: U → S:RESP ON SE(realm, Authu
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Denning-Sacco Attack

The Denning-Sacco attack is when User or Server compromises an old session key and an attacker tries to find
a long-term private key (e.g. user password or server private key) or other session keys.
In our scheme, the session key is calculated in
this way SK = h1 (KkrkusernamekX) or SK =
h1 (KkrkusernamekX 0 ). If an attacker obtains a session key, he will have to break the one-way hash function to get K,r and X or X . Then he have to know
a secrete a and face the ECDLP if he want to guess
?
password (P W 0 ) and verify the validity of Auth0s =
0
h2 (Kkh(h(P W ka)kusername)bPpub krkSKkX). So, the
proposed scheme is secure against Denning Sacco attack.

6.6

Figure 3: Authentication phase of our proposed scheme

6.2

Session Key Secrecy

Session key security means that at the end of the key exchange anyone cannot know the session key excepting the
legal communication parties (the user and the server).
In the proposed scheme the session key is computed
in this way SK = h1 (Kkrkusername| X) where X 0 =
h(usernameks)P and K = bh(h(P W ka)kusername)S.
Since, P W , a and s are secret the session key cannot calculate by anyone except the server and the client. Therefore, our proposed protocol provides session key secrecy.

6.3

Server Spoofing Attack

Replay Attack

A replay attack is applied when an adversary reuse the
information obtained in a protocol, trying to impersonate or deceive another legitimate participant. The
following explain why the proposed protocol can resist to this attack.
The adversary Alice may intercept the messages REQU EST (username, V, W ) and
RESP ON SE(realm, Authu ) from the User U and try
to impersonate a legitimate user. However, she cannot calculate V , W and Authu since she don’t know
server secret key. Alice has to face the ECDLP, if she
wants get the correct one by guessing the secret key
s from V or W . after replaying REQUEST or RESPONSE the server will detect the attack via compar?
?
ing if W = s2 (V − X 0 ) or Authu = h2 (KkW 0 kr +
1kSKkX 0 ). Now, Suppose that Alive intercepts the message CHALLEN GE(realm, Auths , S, r) and try to replays it to impersonate the legal server. In order, to
be authenticated by the user, Alice have to computes
the value of h2 (KkW krkSKkX) using secret P W ,X,a,
K = Y S and SK = h1 (KkrkusernamekX). Since Alice don’t have information about secret parameters she
cannot computes a valid Auths . As result the proposed
protocol withstand replay attack.

The proposed scheme can resist against server spoofing
attack. Assume that attacker Alice wants to impersonate the server and spoof user U , Alice has to computes 6.7 Stolen Verifier Attack
Auths = h2 (KkW 0 krkSkKkX 0 ). However, Alice does not
have any information about a server secret key s. Then, The stolen verifier attack means that an adversary steals
she cannot compute K,SK and X 0 . Therefore, Alice can- the secret information from the server, like user’s password. Then, the adversary uses it directly to masquerade
not forge a valid CHALLENGE message.
as a legitimate user in a user authentication connection.
In the proposed scheme, any user’s secret is stored in
6.4 User Impersonation Attack
server database, so the attackers cannot obtain the user’s
Assume that attacker Alice wishes to connect to the server secret information from server. Therefore, our proposed
as legitimate user U. Alice has to prove its validity by protocol is secure against stolen verifier attack.

forging two messages REQU EST (username, V, W ) and
RESP ON SE(realm, Authu ). While Alice need to know 6.8 Offline Password Guessing Attack
some secret information P W ,a and X. Therefore, Alice is
not capable to send the two validate messages. As result, Password guessing attacks means that when an attacker
our scheme can resist user impersonation attack.
interposes the communication between user and server
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then he can guess the correct secret password by repeatedly guessing possible passwords and verifying the correctness of the guesses.
Suppose an attacker records all messages (REQUEST,
CHALLENGE and RESPONSE) transmitted between
user and server, then extract username, V , W , realm,
Auths , S, r and Authu , and tries to guess the password P W ∗ and verifies its correctness.
Since the
attacker does not know any information about values of s, a and b he cant compute K, X, SK and
h(h(P W ka)kusername)bPpub . Then, he cant verify the
calculated V , W , Auths or Authu .
If attacker steals user card he can get R, a and X, he
must to know s to checks h(h(P W ∗ ka)kusername)s−1 P .
However, he will face ECDLP to extract s from X =
h(usernameks)P . Therefore, our proposed scheme is safe
against password guessing attack.

6.9

Man-in-the-Middle Attack

Man-in-the-middle attacks means that the attacker makes
independent connections with the victims and relays messages between them, making them believe that they are
talking directly to each other over a private connection.
However, the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.
In our protocol all messages are authenticated by server
or user, to know their origin. In addition, at the end of
authentication, the session key is shared between user and
server, so the following messages will be encrypt using
session key. To replay these messages, an attacker needs
to know a session key. But, he cannot calculate it since he
does not know s, a, X, P W and b. As result, our protocol
is secure against Man-in-the-middle attack.

7

Performance Comparison

In this section, the performance of our proposed authentication and key agreement schemes is compared with other
related authentication protocols. In this comparison a
very lightweight operations like string concatenation operation, Exclusive-OR operation are not examined, because there computation cost is negligible. The notations
used are illustrated as follows.
• Th : Computational cost of one-way hash operation.
• Tpm : Computational cost of elliptic curve point multiplication.
• Tpa : Computational cost of elliptic curve point addition.
• Tinv : Computational cost of modular inversion.
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In the registration phase of our protocol the user uses
one hash function and the server computes 2Th + 2Tpm +
1Tinv . When the user need to be authenticated by server,
it calculates 5Th + 3Tpm + 1Tpa and the server computes
4Th + 4Tpm + 1Tpa . In the password changing phase the
user computes 3Th + 1TEKs + 1TDKs and the server computes 3Th + 1Tpm + 1Tinv + 1TEKs + 1TDKs .
In Table 2, we have illustrated the security performance
of related schemes, as we can show ours protocol is secure against stolen verifier attack, Denning-Sacco attack,
off-line password guessing attack, replay attack, man in
the middle attack, server spoofing attack, insider attack,
impersonation attack and denial of service attack. But,
the Jiang et al. protocol is not secured against Server
Spoofing attack and suffer from impersonation attack,
and don0 t provide security against man-in-the middle attack and Denning Sacco attack. So, we can say that our
protocol is more secured if it is compared with Jiang et
al.’s scheme.
According to Table 3, we can observe that our protocol
reduce the number of Tpm from 4 to 3 in the authentication phase, if it’s comparede with the same phase of Jiang
et al. protocol. Hence, we can say that authentication
phase of our protocol is faster than the same phase of
Jiang et al.’s protocol. So, our protocol is more efficient
than Jiang et al.’s protocol.
Table 2: Security comparison
Attacks
Stolen
Verifier
Denning
Sacco
Password
Guessing
replay
Man in
the Middle
Server
Spoofing
Impersonation
Mutual
Authentication
Session
Key Secrecy

8

Zhang
et al.

Tu
et al.

Jiang
et al.

Lin et
al. [8]

Ours

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

-

-

Yes

No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Conclusion

In this article, we demonstrated that the protocol pro• TEKs : Computational cost of symmetric encryption. posed by Jiang et al. cannot withstand server spoofing
attacks. In order to overcome this weakness we proposed
• TDKs : Computational cost of symmetric decryption. an efficient and secure SIP authentication scheme. By
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Table 3: Computational comparisons between our protocol and related protocols
Phases
Registration
Phase

Entities
User

Zhang et al.
1Th

Server

1Th + 1Tpm
+1Ti nv
6Th + 4Tpm
+1Tpa
4Th + 4Tpm
+1Tpa
3Th + 1TEKs
+1TDKs
3Th + 1Tpm
+1TEKs + 1TDKs
+1Tinv
18Th + 10Tpm +
2Tpa + 2Tinv
+2TEKs + 2TDKs

User
Authentication
Phase

Server
User

Password
Changing Phase

Total

Server

Tu et al.
1Th

Jiang et al.
1Th
2Th + 2Tpm
+1Ti nv
4Tpm

1Th + 1Tpm
5Th + 4Tpm
+1Tpa
5Th + 3Tpm
3Th + 1TEKs
+1TDKs
3Th + 1Tpm
+1TEKs + 1TDKs
18Th + 9Tpm +
1Tp a + 2TEKs
+2TDKs

analyzing our scheme, we show that it is secure against
various attacks and can provide many security services.
Then, we conclude that our proposed protocol is suitable
for Telephony over IP applications
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Abstract
The intrusion detection methods used in the industrial
control network generally have a higher false positive
rate. Considering this issue and improving the detection
performance of intrusion behaviors, an integrated artificial immune intrusion detection model based on decisiontheoretic rough set was proposed in this paper. Firstly,
by the approach of decision-theoretic rough set attributes
reduction algorithm (DTRSA), attributes reduction was
finished. And the rule set was obtained from the training
data which has the binary string form. Secondly, taking into consideration of the negative selection algorithm
(NSA), the rule set produced the corresponding detector
sets. Vaccine mechanism was added into the model. Finally, real time dendritic cell algorithm (rtDCA) analyzed
the environment and antigen information. The antigen
matching threshold was obtained. Considering the intrusion behaviors and antigen matching threshold, the dynamic increases of rule set was achieved. Experimental
results show that the proposed model obtained the lower
false positive rate (FP) and the true positive rate (TP)
reached to 95.5%. And both known and unknown intrusion detections had the high performance.
Keywords: Decision-theoretic Rough Set; Detector; Integrated Artificial Immune; Intrusion Detection System;
Rule Set

1

Introduction

Industrial control system (ICS) is widely used in many
national critical infrastructures. According to the statistics, more than 80% national critical infrastructures use
ICS to achieve the automation of the industrial production. Therefore, the security of ICS can affect the national
security and economy development directly. At the beginning of ICS development, the design of industrial control

network didn’t consider the security requirements. Following the disappearances of the network physical closure, the “Stuxnet” and “Flame” security events happen
on the industrial control area. The security situation of
industrial control network becomes worse. The main information security problem of ICS is closely related to
the security of industrial control network. As the vital
technique in the network security, intrusion detection approaches in industrial control network attach more focus
from the researchers.
For the improvement of intrusion detection system
(IDS), many approaches included probability statistics,
neural network, support vector machine, genetic algorithm and artificial immune system [7, 10, 11], were proposed to research the network intrusion detection. According to the different intrusion detection objects, intrusion detection methods are divided into two types.
One is named as anomaly detection which is used in the
detection of the unknown intrusion. And, the other is
called misuse detection that is used to detect the known
intrusion. Both of them have advantages and disadvantages [14]. In [6], the simulation experiments and analysis
of the integrated scheme for the anomaly and misuse detection were achieved. By the combination of structural
features and behavioral characteristics two detection measures, the integrated system obtained the good detection
performance. But, the experimental data has the high
dimension of the condition attributes, which leads to the
high time complexity. In this condition, for the real-time
of system, the attributes reduction approach was recommended. According to [19], the above mentioned integrated scheme for two methods was also adopted. By the
rough set algorithm (RSA), the rule set was obtained from
the training data. And the corresponding detectors which
actively participated in the intrusion detection were produced. Using vaccine mechanism, the producing process
of detectors was optimized. But, as Figure 4 shown, comparing with the rough set, the decision-theoretic rough
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set has a better characterization degree of domain. The
characterization speed of domain is also faster.
In the artificial immune intrusion detection researches,
Forrest, Castro and Greensmith [3, 8, 9] make more contributions. In [18], an improved artificial immune intrusion detection method was introduced. To obtain the superior antibodies, by the using of rough set and fuzzy
set, a scheme of antibody based on the rough set was proposed. And the speed of intrusion detection was kept. According to [17], for the low detection performance of clone
selection algorithm (CSA), a features selection method
was used in the improvement of CSA. With the clone and
mutation of some objects which have excellent characteristics, the classification ability of classifiers and algorithm performance were improved. In [12], the negative
selection algorithm (NSA) included the fixed and variable
r-contiguous bits two kinds matching methods, was introduced. The performance of NSA was improved via the
real-time adjustment of binary string matching length.
According to [15], in the process of features selection, using the filter approach, the result of attributes reduction
was input into the dendritic cell algorithm (DCA). As the
experiment shown, the performance of DCA was improved
and the requirement of calculation ability was low.
Considering the shortcomings of the above researches,
an integrated artificial immune intrusion detection model
based on decision-theoretic rough set (DTRSIAI-IDM)
was proposed in this study. By the DTRSA, the attributes reduction of experimental data was achieved.
And the complexity of condition attributes was efficiently
decreased. Meanwhile, self and nonself rule set was obtained from the training data. The corresponding nonself
detectors which were used in the misuse detection were
produced. To overcome the disadvantages of randomly
producing detectors, vaccine mechanism was added into
the NSA. Then, the real time dendritic cell algorithm
(rtDCA) real-timely captured the antigen and environment information. The abnormal judgment was made via
the computing of antigen abnormal index and matching
threshold. To improve the speed of intrusion detection,
the abnormal behaviors real-timely gave feedbacks to the
rule set and detector sets. Finally, as the simulation experiments shown, comparing with the traditional rough
set algorithm, the DTRSA got a better description of the
positive domain and a lower complexity of experiment
data. And the quality of detectors could be guaranteed.
By the above proposed integrated scheme, the artificial
immune model got a high true positive rate and a lower
false positive rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the model and workflow of the integrated artificial immune intrusion detection approach. Section 3
describes all the algorithms included in the model and
analyzes the complexity. In Section 4, firstly, it introduces the preprocessing of the data and analysis of the
detectors length. Secondly, it discusses the merits and
demerits of rough set (RS) and decision-theoretic rough
set (DTRS). Thirdly, it analyzes and compares the de-
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tection performance of the proposed model. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Section 5.

2

DTRSIAI-IDM

According to the research of Common Intrusion Detection Frame (CIDF) [19], as Figure 1 shown, an integrated
intrusion detection model is designed. The model includes three function modules: rule set module (thymus),
rule matching module (tissue) and analysis center module (lymph gland). By the preprocessing of KDD99 data,
the experimental data translates into binary string form.
Then, the data set, as the information of antigen, is input into the rule matching module and participates in the
detection.

Figure 1: DTRSIAI-IDM integrated model

DTRSIAI-IDM includes four algorithms: integrated
artificial immune algorithm based on decision-theoretic
rough set (DTRSIAIA), DTRSA, NSA and rtDCA. By
the using of the DTRSA approach, the data is processed
and the rule set is obtained. According to the rule set,
NSA produces the detector sets which meet the demands
of detection system. For the undetected antigens, dendritic cell model captures the antigen and environment information. According to the metastasis threshold of dendritic cells, the states of dendritic cells are real-timely updated. And the match threshold is also computed. Then,
the rule matching module receives the feedbacks from the
anomaly detections. There is the general workflow of the
model, as shown in Figure 2.

3
3.1

The Proposed Model
DTRSIAIA

In [6], the conception of matching threshold was mentioned. In the integrated artificial immune system, combining the dynamic anomaly index of antigen, the ap-
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Figure 2: The workflow of the DTRSIAI-IDM

proach of computing matching threshold between detec- Algorithm 1 DTRSIAIA
tors and antigen is proposed.
1: Input: Antigen and preprocessing information flow
2: Output: The detected anomaly antigens
Yα = (L − ε)e−a(Xα −δ) .
(1) 3: while input data do
4:
if Semi ≤ Mat then
where the Yα is the matching threshold of α type antigen. 5:
Add the input antigens to the self-set
And, a is a constant. For the memory detectors, a = −1. 6:
end if
In rtDCA, δ is the anomaly threshold. L is the length 7:
Check and produce the detectors (NSA)
of detectors. And, L = 24. In the binary space, ε is 8:
Using rtDCA to deal with the antigens and the enself-radius which decides the coverage area of detectors.
vironment information
According to the Equation (2), when the anomaly degree 9:
According to Equation (2), real-timely analyze the
is higher, the matching threshold is lower. And, when
input data and obtain the dynamic anomaly index
the anomaly degree of antigen is decreasing, the matching 10:
According to Equation (1), when we know the
threshold is increasing. Xα is the dynamic anomaly index
anomaly index, computing the matching threshold
of α type antigen.
11:
Using detectors to detect the antigens
12:
Produce the alarm signals
ma
Xα = PA
.
(2) 13: end while
i=1 Ai
where α is the antigen set which has the same value. And,
Definition 1. (Decision-theoretic Rough Set) A decisionthe number of α type mature antigens is ma . Ai is the
theoretic table is following tuple:DT = {U, At = {C ∪
total transformation number of i type antigens. The total
D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}, where U = {x1 , x2 , .., xm }
number of all the types is A.
is a finite nonempty set of objects. At is S
a finite nonempty
set of all condition attributes. At = C D , where C is
the condition attributes set and D is the decision-theoretic
3.2 DTRSA
set. And, Va is a nonempty set of values of a ∈ At .
As the Ref. [16] describes, the study introduces the follow Ia : U → Va is an information function that maps an
definitions: decision-theoretic rough set, α-positive do- object in U to exactly one value in Va .
main, positive domain reduction and α-positive domain
global significance.
Definition 2. (α-positive domain) Given a decision-
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Figure 3: The attributes reduction model for DTRSA

theoretic table is following tuple: DT = {U, At = {C ∪ Algorithm 2 DTRSA
D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}. The decision-theoretic 1: Input: The decision-theoretic table DT = {U, At =
rough set is related with decision attributes and condition
{C ∪ D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }} and the condition
attributes. The α-positive domain is defined as:
probability threshold α ∈ [0, 1]
[
2: Output: α attributes reduction
β
α
P OSB
=
(X).
(3) 3: Preprocessing the positive domain attributes set r = ∅
aprC
U
X∈ D
M ×N
4: According to Equation (3), computing the positive doα
α
where aprC (X) is the α approximations of X, aprC (X) =
main of attributes. According to Equation (4), com{x ∈ U |P (X|[x]c ) ≥ α}.
puting the significance of every condition attributes.
Definition 3. (positive domain reduction) Given a 5: Obtain the global significance list γ, and show in descending order.
decision-theoretic table is following tuple: DT = {U, At =
α
α
(D)| < |P OSC
(D)| do
{C ∪ D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}. α ∈ [0, 1], when the 6: while |P OSB
Let a = P (i), addSa to α-positive reduction atattributes subset B ⊆ C has the following characteristics: 7:
tributes set,R = R {a}; i = i + 1
1) Positive domain no decreasing property:
8:
end
while
α
α
|P OSB
(D)| ≥ |P OSC
(D)|
9: while R does not meet this property do
10:
∀a ∈ R,
2) Independence of attributes:
α
α
α
α
11:
if |P OSB−a
(D)| ≥ |P OSB
(D)| then
∀α ∈ B, |P OSB−{a}
(D)| < |P OSB
(D)|
12:
R = R − {a}
Definition 4. (α-positive domain global significance) 13:
end if
Given a decision-theoretic table is following tuple: DT = 14:
Using detectors to detect the antigens
{U, At = {C ∪ D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}.Let the con- 15: end while
dition probability threshold α ∈ [0, 1], a ∈ C, a is one
attribute. The α-positive domain global significance is defined as follow:
3.3 NSA
γaα =

α
|P OSB
(D)|
.
|U |

(4)

Attention, in reduction algorithm, there is one low time
complexity belongs to positive domain global significance.
In DTRSA, a heuristic reduction algorithm is adopted.
The α-positive domain global significance, as the heuristic function, is selected to compute positive domain reduction. As shown in Figure 3, that is the basic thought
of the DTRSA.

NSA includes two parts: producing the detectors and
anomaly detection. By the DTRSA approach, the rule set
is obtained. According to the affinity, NSA randomly produces some detectors which meet the self-radius. In [5],
by the Equation (5), the affinity between detectors and
self-samples is computed.
v
u L
uX
(5)
af f inity = t (xi − yi )2 .
i=1
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where xi is the i feature bit and yi is the i feature bit.
When the detector sets cannot meet the demands of
model, NSA producing detectors randomly and computing the affinity. When the affinity is less than matching
threshold, the antigen sample is abnormal.
Algorithm 3 DTRSA(Produce the detectors)
1: Input: Self set, Self-radius, Detector length and the
number of required detectors
2: Output:Detectors set
3: while the number of current detectors ≤ the number
of required detectors do
4:
Randomly produce some fixed length detectors
5:
for every self-sample do
6:
According to Equation (5), computing the affinity between detectors and self-sample
7:
if candidate detectors are not in the self-radius
range then
8:
Add the candidate detectors into the detectors
set
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end while
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where Si is input information and Oj is output information. Iin is inflammatory signal. Let ωij be the transformation weight. I is the number of signal types. S0 , S1 , S2
are separately corresponding to PAMP signal, Danger Signal and Safe Signal. O0 , O1 , O2 separately represent three
signals: Csm, Semi and Mat. Table 3 describes the signal
transformation rule.

Algorithm 5 rtDCA
1: Input: Antigen flow and preprocessing signal flow
2: Output: Dynamic anomaly index of antigens
3: (Tissue)
4: Initialization of dendritic cell population
5: while input the data do
6:
Update the antigen structure and signal matrix
7:
for dendritic cell do
8:
Capture and store antigen
9:
According to Equation (6), processing the signal
10:
if Csm ≥ Migration threshold then
11:
if Mat ≥ Semi then
12:
cell context = 1
13:
else
14:
cell context = 0
15:
end if
16:
Dendritic cell migrate into lymph gland
17:
Add a new dendritic cell into the tissue
18:
end if
Algorithm 4 DTRSA(Anomaly detection)
end for
1: Input: Anomaly detection output the unknown anti- 19:
20:
end
while
gens and self-detectors set
21:
(T
cell
population)
2: Output:Detection results
22:
for
dendritic
cell do
3: while input date do
23:
Computing
the anomaly index of every kinds anti4:
for every detector do
gen
5:
Computing the affinity between antigen and de24: end for
tectors
6:
if affinity less than matching threshold then
7:
Abnormal antigen
Dendritic cell not only capture the antigen and environ8:
else
ment information, but produce the output information.
9:
Normal antigen
Dependent on concentration of input information, the en10:
end if
vironment information can be obtained. Then, computing
11:
end for
the antigen anomaly index and responding the abnormal
12: end while
feedbacks.

3.5
3.4

rtDCA

DC can capture three kinds of information: PAMP signal, Danger Signal and Safe Signal. In [2], the preprocessing scheme of data was researched. Receiving the input information, by the Equation (6), dendritic cell produces the output information and the dynamic anomaly
index. The output information includes: Co stimulation
signal (Csm), Semi mature signal (Semi) and Mature signal (Mat). The equality about the information can be
written as follows:
Oj = (1 + Iin )

I
X
i=0

ωij Si .

(6)

Algorithm Complexity Analysis

The analyses for the above discussed algorithms were
made, as the Table 1 shown. In the DTRSA, let M
be the number of condition attributes. The number of
decision-theoretic attribute is 1. Let the training set be
N1 . And, let the number of undetected antigens be N .
After the misuse detection, N2 is the number of antigens.
And, let the number of self-detectors is K. Let K1 be
the number of nonself detectors. And L is the length of
detectors. Let R(R < M ) to express the number of αpositive domain objects. The time complexity of DTRSA
is O((N1 +1)∗2R+1 +2∗(R+M )N1 ). And the space complexity is O((M N1 KL). Comparing with the RSA mentioned in [10], the time and space complexities of DTRSA
are equivalent with RSA. In the NSA, the time complexity
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is O(LN2 K). And, the space complexity is O((L + 1)K).
For the rtDCA, the time complexity is O(M N22 ) and the
space complexity is O(N2 (L + 1)). The time complexity
of DTRSIAIA is O(N L(N2 + N K)) and the space complexity is O(M N1 K1 L).

The normalization of the data can be processed by
the following equation.


 0, x ∈ [0, m)

100x
,
x
∈
[m,
n]
f (x) =
.
(7)
 n−m

100, x ∈ (n, +∞)

Table 1: Analyses of algorithm complexity

For the attribute 12, the numerical range is [0, 0.99].
According to [min, max], the numerical range is constructed. The mean value express the condition of
this kind of signal.

Algorithm
DTRSA
NSA
rtDCA
DTRSIAIA

4

Time complexity
O((N1 + 1) ∗ 2R+1
+2 ∗ (R + M )N1 )
O(LN2 K)
O(M N22 )
O(N L(N2 + N K))

Space complexity
O((M N1 KL)
O((L + 1)K)
O(N2 (L + 1))
O(M N1 K1 L)

The sum of dendritic cells is 10. The range of migration threshold is [50, 400]. Let the abnormal threshold δ = 0.35. For the approach of NSA, the length of
detector is 24. For the memory detectors, let a = −1.
And, for the general detectors, let a = −1/2. The
following Table 3 is an advised threshold value.

Experiments and Analysis

In intrusion detection, considering the security problems
of industrial control network, true positive rate (TP), false
positive rate (FP) and the speed of detection are the main
evaluating indicators for the intrusion detection system.
By the above indicators, the real-time and effectiveness of
the system can be analyzed. As the input data, KDD99
data participates in the experiments and verifies the performance of DTRSIAIA. The simulation experiment is finished in the windows 7 system.

4.1

3) Experimental Parameters

Date Set

For intrusion detection systems, KDD 99 is a standard
test data which includes connection and attack items.
There are almost 38 kinds of attacks which include smurf,
nmap and rootkit. The dimension of KDD99 data is 41.
According to the demands of experiments, preprocessing
of data can be finished. In [6], the preprocessing approach
of the data was proposed. On the one hand, antigen expresses the structural features. On the other hand, signals
represent the behavioral characteristics.

Table 3: Threshold value
Weight
PAMP Signal
Safe Signal
Danger Signal

4.2

Csm Signal
2
1
2

Semi Signal
0
0
3

Mat Signal
2
1
-3

Length of Detector

In the experiment, comparing with the monotonicity of
rough set, the decision-theoretic rough set has the nonmonotonicity. Select 1,000 message records, increase one
attribute every time and record the description of the positive domain. As Figure 4 shown, the sum of attributes is
10.

1) Antigen
In Table 2, transform the selected attributes into the
corresponding binary strings and construct the new
antigen.
2) Input Information
According to the information gain attributes selection approach [19], divide 10 selected attributes into
three kinds of signals.
• PAMP Signal: attributes 25, 26, 29, 38 and 40
• Danger Signal: attributes 23 and 24
• Safe Signal: attributes 12, 31 and 32

Figure 4: Attributes reduction description of the positive
domain

Let x to express the value of attribute. When x ∈
[m, n], this domain can be divided into PAMP signal
In Figure 4, the dashed line describes the change sitor Danger signal. Otherwise, it is the Safe signal. uation of decision-theoretic rough set α positive domain.
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Table 2: The construction of antigen
Attribute number
2
3
4
5
6
12
28
30
31
36

Transformation
TCP,UDP and ICMP expressed by 00,01,10
Transform the number of the value into binary form
Transform the number of the value into binary form
Low, Middle, High and highest expressed by 00,01,10,11
Low, Middle, High and highest expressed by 00,01,10,11
Expressed by 0 or 1
Low, Middle and High expressed by 00,01,10
If the value equal to 1, expressed by 1, or 0
If the value equal to 1, expressed by 1, or 0
Low, Middle, High and highest expressed by 00,01,10,11

Length
2
7
4
2
2
1
2
1
1
2

And, the dashed line does not meet the strict monotonic- 4.4 Comparing the Performance
ity. The solid line describes the change situation of the
rough set. The dashed line is mostly on the upper of the Compare the performance of DTRSIAIA with immune
solid line. And, account for the change situation of the algorithm, rough set and support vector machine. The
positive domain, decision-theoretic rough set has a better Table 5 lists the TP and FP of every approach.
description of the domain objects, as Figure 4 shown.
When α = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, Figure 5 describes the sigTable 5: Comparing the performance
nificance situation of attributes. When the value of
α is decreases, the significance of attributes is increas- Name
True positive rate
False positive Rate
ing. And, in the decision-theoretic rough set, several RSAI-IID [19]
0.9786
0.0268
0.931
0.0081
attributes can mostly describe the whole positive do- SVM [20]
0.91
0.1424
main which originally needs all condition attributes to RS-FSVM [13]
rtDCA [6]
0.930
0.025
represent. The message record includes 41 attributes. IAIS [6]
0.9691
0.0321
According to [4], the result of attributes reduction is CSA [17]
0.996
0.1
D = {2 3 4 5 6 12 28 30 31 36}. Therefore, accord- NSA [12]
0.95
0.01
0.955
0.020
ing to Table 2, the length of detector is 24. From the DTRSIAIA
following Table 4, after the attributes reduction, the rule
set is obviously decreasing. Add the rule sets into the self
or nonself rule sets.
As the Table 5 shown, comparing with other rough set
algorithms, DTRSIAIA keeps the higher TP and lower
Table 4: The situation of DTRSA attributes reduction FP. In [6], comparing with rtDCA, the FP is decreasing.
And, for the IAIS approach, the proposed approach has a
Rule number
Before reduction
After reduction
lower FP. In [19], the classifier method based on rough set
PAMP Signal
8000
149
has a higher TP and FP. The FP of proposed method is
Safe Signal

4.3

2000

117

Self-radius

Researching the intrusion detection problems of industrial
control network, the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve) can be used to express the TP and FP of
the detection. Adjust the self-radius continually, record
the TP and FP [1]. Then, the ROC can be obtained, as
Figure 6 shown.
Let r = 0, antigen completely matches detector sets.
And, following the increasing of the self-radius, the TP
and FP are also raising. When r = 9, the trend of the
curve is balanced and the TP is higher than 0.9. For
a higher TP and a lower FP, r = 9 can be selected to
construct the detector sets.

Figure 6: The ROC of the self-radius
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Figure 5: Significances of condition attributes

0.02 and TP is 0.955. In [17], an improved clone selection
intrusion detection method was proposed. And the TP
is 0.996, but the FP is 0.1. The FP is higher than the
approach in this research. In [12], the FP is 0.01, but the
TP is also lower. In [20], the FP is 0.0081 and TP is
lower. In [13], the DTRSIAIA has a higher TP and lower
FP.
According to Figure 6, r ∈ [8, 10] is suitable for the
simulation experiments. And the TP is higher than 0.9.
Considering the analysis of algorithm in Section 3.5 , the
DTRSIAIA has a lower complexity of algorithm. And, as
Figure 4 shown, the DTRSA has a better description of
the positive domain.

5

Conclusions

An integrated artificial immune intrusion detection algorithm based on decision-theoretic rough set was proposed. The effectiveness of the proposed intrusion detection method was proved, which deals with the intrusion
detection problems in industrial control network effectively. Firstly, by the DTRSA approach, the attributes
reduction was finished. Comparing with the RSA, the
DTRSA is a better choice for the operation of attributes
reduction. Secondly, overcoming the disadvantages of
randomly producing detectors, the vaccine mechanism
was added into the NSA. Then, the qualified detectors
were produced. Finally, using rtDCA to analyze the antigen and environment information, rtDCA real-timely responded the feedbacks to the rule set. By this method,
the real-time property was kept. In the experiment, the
TP of DTRSIAIA is 0.955 and FP is 0.02. And, with the
operation of DTRSA, the result of attributes reduction
is obvious. The data complexity is decreasing. However,
the time complexity of DTRSA is higher.
Next, the research will pay more attention and time

to improve the performance of algorithm and prove the
completeness.
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Abstract
In recent years, distributed systems, including cloud computing, are becoming increasingly popular. They are
based on traditional security mechanisms that focus on
access control policies and the use of cryptographic primitives. However, these mechanisms do not implement some
more advanced security properties, including authentication policies. Kerberos V5, the most recent version, is a
successful protocol that is designed to authenticate clients
to multiple networked services. In this paper we propose
a new mutuel Kerberos authentication protocol for distributed systems based upon Kerberos V5 and Diffie Hellman models. it is composed of three phases: 1) registration phase, based on the Diffie Hellman model, enabling
the design and reliable exchange of client’s authentication
parameters to the authentication server side; 2) communication phase, based upon the two functions S2KexS ()
and DKexS (), which aims to the exchange of encryption
keys and creates a secure the communication channel between client and server of services and 3) renewal phase
for updating the client authentication parameters. Our
security analysis and performance evaluation demonstrate
that our scheme creates a secure channel to a more secure
password exchange. Hence, it reduces the chance that
a password will be guessed from the parameters stored
or exchanged between client and authentication server,
which make our proposed protocol efficient against dictionary and brute force attacks. The results proved by
the behavior study show the success of our scheme and
the easily of implementation. Keywords: Authentication;
Cloud Computing; Cryptographic Primitives; Diffie Hellman Model; Distributed Systems; Kerberos V5

1

Introduction and Notations

Most authentication mechanisms are based only on password [8, 11, 20, 26]. In these regimes, the distant

server maintains a table to record information of each
user’s password, and exploits them to verify the corresponding user privileges. However, although they are
widely used in many applications in real life, authentication systems based on password suffer from several attacks [1, 3, 20, 27], such as dictionary attacks [23] brute
force, steals data, Guessing Attacks [4, 14, 22, 27], etc.
to respond to these issues, Kerberos V5 presents a strong
protocol of network authentication for client/ server applications [13, 31]. It uses a (KDC), and tickets distribution center (TDC) [12, 24, 25]; in the sense that
it never transmits passwords [21, 25, 31]. It exchanges
encrypted messages with limited life by adding entities
called tickets [12, 25]. All authentication requests are
routed through the centralized KDC server [24, 25]. The
latter defines a unique namespace for different clients [12].
In our approach, we assume that the communication between realms and service servers is based on Single Sign
On.
In this paper, we begin by presenting the authentication dialog and the different cryptographic primitives for
keys generation. In the third section, we propose a new
communication scheme with a description of the three
phases: 1)the registration phase based on Diffie Hellman
model [7] and a dynamic salt generator (RGSCS) [2]);
2)the communication phase based upon the two functions
S2KexS () and DKexS ().
The first function aims to generate a basic key from the
footprint of the password and a dynamic salt per session.
Based on this basic key, the second function is designed to
generate encryption keys and 3)the renewal phase for updating the clients authentication parameters. The fourth
section describes a behavioral study of the three phases
with the use of regenerator of salts (RGSCS), dynamic
and cryptographically secure. The five section studies
the security analysis of our approach by evaluating the
impact of its three phases on the robustness of the Kerberos V5 protocol. We end this paper with a conclusion.
In all that follows, we denote by Table 1.
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Table 1: Notations
Symbols
C:
S:
KDC:
ID:
IDR :
P wd:
N:
salti :
||:
==:
mod:
Kx,y :
{m}Kx :
Tx,y :
Ax,y :
Fp :
F∗p :
S(i):

2

Meaning
Client.
Server of services.
Key Distribution Center.
Identity of client.
Identity of releam.
User’s password.
The set of natural numbers.
Dynamic pseudorandom sequence.
Concatenation.
Comparaison.
Modulo operation.
Session key shared between x and y.
m encrypted by the secret key.
Ticket of x to use y.
Authenticator of x for y.
Finite field of order a prime number p.
Cyclic multiplicative group of all non
zero elements in Fp of order p − 1.
(i + 1)th binary string position of S.

Related Work

The modern Kerberos has undergone several major revisions. In each review, significant improvements have
been made like scalability and security. The version 1
through 3 were used internally and as to version 4 was
the first version distributed to the public was Kerberos
V4, which has been limited in some nations due to the
limitations of used encryption algorithms. These limitations made norms to evolve a new protocol that contains
all the features presented in the Kerberos V4, with the
addition of features such as extensible encryption types
and more transparent authentication to create the version 5 of Keberos [13, 25]. After all these changes and
with the development of computer system, Kerberos V5
still vulnerable against attacks such as attacks by brute
force and dictionary. They still represent a real challenge
for this protocol. These conclusions made thinking several
researchers to propose solutions such as the use of asymmetric cryptographic primitives [17], in order to make the
keys generation more reliable, or the introducing of new
technologies such as smart card [16]. In this section, we
present the communication phase based on two strong
points: cryptographic primitives and tickets, and the various requests exchanged between a client and the KDC
server to access a service.

2.1

Communication Dialogue

Figure 1: Description of Kerberos V5 queries
through the centralized server KDC [12, 25] as described
in Figure 1.
In Kerberos V5, the ticket distribution center acts as
an intermediary of various requests exchanged between
client and server of services to authenticate the client before access to the wanted service, based on two entities:
tickets, which are used to authenticate client to the ticket
distribution center and an authenticator to validate the
client’s identity to the server of services.

2.2

Cryptographic Primitives and Diffie
Hellman Problem

Kerberos V5, in its communication phase, uses three encryption keys. Referring to [12, 25], the steps to generate
these three keys are as follows:
• Regeneration of the basic key either by the randomto-key () function from a random bit string, or by the
String-to-key() function from a password and a salt.
• Regeneration of these three keys associated to this
based key by the key derivation function called
Derived-key().
The Diffie-Hellman protocol is a method for two computer
users to generate a shared private key with which they
can then exchange information across an insecure channel.
We refer to [15, 19] and we deduce the following results.
Definition 1. A primitive element of Fp is a generator
of a cyclic units group F∗p .
Definition 2. The Diffie Helman problem is the following
: given a prime number, a primitive element g of Fp , and
g a mod p and g b mod p, find g ab mod p.

The communication dialogue in Kerberos V5 introduces Definition 3. The generated Diffie Helman problem is
three entities: a client, a centralized KDC server and the following : given a finite cyclic group G, a primitive
a server of services. Authentication requests are routed element g of G, and group elements g a and g b , find g ab .
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Figure 2: Description of the new registration phase
According to Definitionss [1, 2, 3] the use of Diffie2) The confidentiality of messages exchanged beHellman causes some problems at the implementation
tween users and the KDC server.
level: 1) the problem to determine with effective way the
3) The confidentiality of the new password chosen
primitive elements of a finite field [5, 6]; 2) the difficulty of
by users in the renewal phase.
implementation specifically the complexity of the computation time and performance especially in systems require
• N : Integer number regenerated from the password.
the notion of time [10], and 3) the synchronization problem relatively to the time system. In our approach, we
have took into consideration these problems with using 3.1 Conception of Our Approach
the Diffie-hellman principle by the choice of a finite field Our authentication scheme is based on three phases: regFp with p = 2n + 1 and its primitive elements which are istration, communication and renewal phases.
the form 32m+1 modulo p for all m ∈ N.
3.1.1

3

Description of Our Approach

The scheme of our conception consists of three entities:
1) Kerberos client that belongs to the KDC realm; 2)
Browser that supports HTTPS for a more secure data exchange and cryptographic primitives, virtualisation functions and hash functions; 3) KDC server, which is the
key distribution center, provides symmetric cryptographic
primitives, virtualization functions and hash functions. It
is composed of a basic three storing identification parameters assigned to each user identified by ID. These parameters are used to authenticate users during the communication phase and can be easily changed in the renewal
phase, and which are successively rated:
ID

pwv

N

• ID: User identification.
• pwv : Footprint of the password. In our proposal, it
will be used for generating keys encryption / decryption to ensure:
1) The user identification during communication
and renewal phases.

Registration Phase

This phase, regenerates its own authentication settings
using a username and password of user not shared between the browser and the KDC, as described in Figure 2.
In this process, the KDC generates for each user three
authentication parameters, based on a salt generator
which generates different salts for each user. At the client
side, each client must have a valid password and a unique
ID that does not exist in the database. The dialogue of
the registration phase is described as follows:
• The client sends its ID and IDR of releam Which he
wants to register to the KDC.
• The KDC server checks the existence of the ID.
– If it exists, it returns an error message.
– Otherwise, it
∗ Generates a first salti.
∗ Calculates M that is equal to the sum of the
bits of salti and salti length.
∗ Chooses two prime numbers p and q with p
upper than M and q lower than M.
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Figure 3: Description of the new communication phase
∗ Chooses a number g in order that g is a server. it last checks the ID in the database, if it exists,
divisor of M.
the KDC generates a basic key from client authentication parameters stored in the database if not it returns
∗ Calculates qkdc = g q mod p
a message error. The key generation has been enhanced
∗ Sends qkdc , g and q to the client.
by new features S2KexS and DKexS [30] to make the
• The client:
generation key dynamic.
The dialogue of the communication phase is described
– Calculates N , which is equal to the sum of the
as follows (see Figure 3):
password bits and the password length.
• Client :
– Chooses a prime number r upper than N.
– Calculates qc = g r mod p.
– Calculates pwv = f (pwd) where f is a virtualization function.
r
– Calculates the key Ks = qkdc
mod p.

– Sends qc , {pwv, N }Ks to KDC .
• The KDC server:
– Calculates the key Ks = qcq mod p.
– Decrypts {pwv, N }Ks and obtains pwv, and N .
– Stores ID, pwv and N .
3.1.2

Authentication and Identification Phase
(Communication)

In this phase each user must prove his identity (ID) to
the KDC server, specifically the KDC that must authenticate the user because the Kerberos system is based on
a trusted third party [8, 20, 24, 25]. For this reason the
client sends his ID and the IDR of its realm (authentication without sending the password [12, 21]) to the KDC

– Sends his ID and the IDR of its releam to KDC
server.
– Calculates N .
– Enters the password pwd and calculates pwv =
f (pwd).
• The KDC server:
– Verifies his own IDR and checks the existence
of user ID, if doesn’t exist the KDC sends an
error message, otherwise.
– Calculates a based key with the function
S2KexS from pwv stored in the database and
a new regenerated salti
– Calculates three derived keys Kc,kdc Kkdc and
Kc,s with the key derivation function from the
based key DKexS(besed key).
– Calculates a
H(pwv||salti ).

temporary

– Encrypts Kc,kdc with Kt .

key

Kt

=
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Figure 4: Description of the renewal phase
– Encrypts Tc,kdc with Kkdc .
– Sends {Tc,kdc }Kkdc , {Kc,kdc }Kt and salti to the
client.
• The client:
– Calculates Kt = H(pwv||salti ).

– Decrypts {Tc,s }Ks with Ks and checks the
client’s identity and the validity of the ticket
time..
– If the identification is successful, it encrypts the
requested service with the key Kc,s and sends
the message to the client. Otherwise the server
of services sends an error message.

– Finds the Kc,kdc .
– Generates an authenticator Ac,kdc which con- 3.1.3 Renewal Phase
tains the requested service, the calculated num- This phase allows the renewal of client authentication paber N and others authentication parameters.
rameters. It represents the most important phase espe– Sends {Ac,kdc }Kc,kdc and {Tc,kdc }Kkdc to KDC. cially for new users, because it enables the exchange of
the new parameters in an environment more secure than
• The KDC server:
the registration phase. In this phase, we must ensure the
identity of the user, mutual authentication and validity of
– Finds Ac,kdc and Tc,kdc .
the new password as described in Figure 4.
In this phase, it should be noted that the client is al– Checks the validity of the ticket time and the
ready logged into his session so the encryption keys are
client’s identity from Ac,kdc parameters.
already shared. So the client must enter his old password
– Encrypts Kc,s with Kc,kdc .
to validate the authentication parameters with the KDC
– Creates a ticket Tc,s that will be shared between server, then he enters his new password.
the client and the server of services.
• Client sends his ID and IDR of releam to the KDC.
– Encrypts Tc,s with Ks .
• The KDC server:
– Sends {Tc,s }Ks and {Kc,s }Kc,kdc to the client.
– Verifies his IDR and checks the existence of ID.
• Client:
if doesn’t exist, it returns an error message, otherwise:
– Decrypts {Kc,s }Kc,kdc and gets Kc,s .
– Generates two new salts saltnew and saltj .
– Generates Ac,s which contains the service and
– Calculates Kt which is equal to hashed pwv conclient authentication parameters and encrypts
catenated with saltj .
it with Kc,s .
– Sends saltj to the client.
– Sends {Ac,s }Kc,s and {Tc,s }Ks to server of services.
• Client:
• Server of services:

– Enters his pwd.
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Figure 5: Behavioral study of the registration phase for three iterations
– Calculates pwv 0
H(pwv 0 ||saltj ).

=

f (pwd) and Kt

=

– Sends {pwv 0 }Kt to the KDC.
• The KDC server:
– Decrypts {pwv 0 }Kt and compares pwv 0 with
pwv:
– If pwv 0 == pwv then Kt == Kt0 therefore the
server sends the salti encrypted with Kt to the
client. Otherwise it sends an error message asking him to send his ID.
• Client:
– Gets the saltnew using Kt .

4

Behavior Study

After presenting the purpose of the integrated regenerator RGSCS [2] in different phases, in this section, we
focus on behavioral study of registration and communication phases to test the influence of RGSCS on our proposal. We begin then by studying the impact of salts
regenerated by RGSCS for a low and redundant given
password ’aaaaaa’, on the generation of encryption keys
in the registration phase, and generation of session key in
the communication phase by studying the correlation of
the generated binary sequences.

4.1

Behavioral Study of the Registration
Phase

In the figure Figure 5, we have implemented the registration phase using PHP 5 to program the various functions;
DES mode CBC as an encryption algorithm, a virtual– Calculates pwvnew = f (pwdnew ).
ization function based on the dynamic rotation [1], the
RGSCS generator and the Diffie Helmman protocol based
– Sends {pwvnew , N 0 }Kt to KDC.
on a finite field Fp of characteristic p = 2n + 1 [7] having
as primitive elements the numbers 32m+1 modulo p for
• Server KDC:
all m ∈ N. The hardware used in our experiments is a
AMD E − 300 CPU 1.3 GHz and 4Go as RAM running
0
– Decrypts {pwvnew , N }Kt with Kt .
under Windows 7. In our case, we took the number 3
– Updates the server database with new values of as a small primitive element of Fp to evaluate our results
pwvnew and N 0 .
even this primitive element make our protocol dynamic
– Calculates the new value of N .
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Figure 6: Study of the no correlation of the keys Kt for 200 sessions with the same password, and different salts
and per user.
5 Security Analysis
For three iterations and a given password, we analyze
the entities regenerated for the client and the KDC server The evolution of the computer system and the development of new technologies, the attacks become increasingly
and we deduce the following results:
efficient. For these reasons, Kerberos has known several
• The sent messages are not related to the original modifications to the levels of performance and functionpassword.
ality against these attacks. However Kerberos V5, the
current version, with all its amelioration, was discussed
• The footprint of the password is unpredictable.
by several security analysis [9, 13, 33, 31], those show its
weaknesses specifically against the dictionary attack only
• The encryption keys are dynamic and per session.
in the communication phase.
In this section, we evaluate the security of our proto4.2 Behavioral Study of the Communica- col by analyzing the level of influence using addition salt
to the password, and the impact of the Diffie Hellman
tion Phase
principle [7] against different types of attacks. Further,
In our approach the session keys are dynamic, per session we discuss the impact of adding dynamic salt per session
and have a variable size. However, the behavioral study to the password in both client side and KDC server side.
of these keys requires a normalized Hamming distance, In the client side, the addition of a dynamic salt per sesnamed D, defined in [2] by:
sion to the password, and the application of virtualization
function make the authentication process by password unk−1
P
breakable. They reduce the chance of password divination
0
0
((S(i mod K) + S (i mod K )) mod 2)
attacks such as brute force and dictionary attacks. In the
i=0
0
D(S, S ) =
other hand, storing the password footprint (dynamic passk
(1) word disturbed by salt in our case) is stronger than storing
with S and S’ are two binary strings having period suc- the clear password in KDC database server. This makes
cessively K and K’ not necessary the same and k = storage of password more reliable in the KDC server side.
lcm(K, K 0 ). This function D allows the estimation of
correlation between binary sequences not necessary with
the same length. Asimi et al [2] found that two binary 5.1 Impact of Salt Upon Password
strings S and S’ are weakly correlated if D ' 0.5.
The majority of the applications users are conscious of
Propriety 1. : Let S and S’ be two periodic binary authentication by passwords. It requires the storage of
strings. we say that S and S’ are weakly correlated if simple passwords in most cases [20, 26]. In parallel,
other authentication alternatives have been proposed [34].
D(S, S 0 ) ' 0.5.
However, their use is too limited especially in web appliIn Figure 6, even under restricted cases the results are cations [32]. The description of Kerberos integrated a
accumulated in the vicinity of 0.5, which means that the static salt (client address or the domain name) to diskeys used and associated to the same password are not rupt the password used for the generation of encryption
correlated. Therefore, knowledge of information on the keys [12, 13].
This technique does not solve the problem of dictiokey gives no information on the other. This is due to
the uncorrelation of binary signals calculated by the hash nary attack that represents a real challenge against the
function applied to the fingerprint password concatenated Kerberos authentication techniques [17, 31, 33]. To address this type of attack, our approach is based on the
with a dynamic salt per session.
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Table 2: Comparison between our protocol and previous versions of Kerberos
Parameters
Mutual authentication
Portability
Use of ticket
Use of expiration time
Use of Deffie Helman
salt
Session key
Based key
Derived key
N

Previous version of Kerberos
OK
OK
OK
OK
static and per user
Ks = H(pwd)
based on string-to-key function
based on derived key function

RGSCS regenerator making the use of keys generation
functions more robust, and who’s their different outputs
from a session to another.
As for the registration phase, the impact of salt used
to disrupt the password makes it communication phase
more reliable (registration of password footprint). Therefore the guess of original password either by listening to
requests exchanged between the client and the KDC or
by brute force is almost impossible.

5.2

Our protocol
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
dynamic and per session
pwv = f (pwd) and Ks = H(pwv||salti )
based on S2KexS function
based on DKexS function
New authentication number calculated from password

6

Comparison Between Our Protocol and Previous Versions

Our protocol, which is a Kerberos V5 improvement, aims
to ensure the confidential exchange between clients, authentication servers and services server. For these reasons
our approach is based on tickets, the Diffie Hellman protocol and other functions namely: S2KexS function, DKexS
function [30].
• Diffie Hellman algorithm allows confidential exchange of credentials authentication without requirement HTTPS.

Impact of the Diffie Hellman Principle

The principle of Diffie Hellman solved several types of at• S2KexS function calculates a more robust and undevtacks such as man in the middle [7]. It has undergone
inable base key from a dynamic salt and a password
several changes [5, 6, 10] with the development of comdigital print.
puters (computing speed, performance processors). The
• DKexS function calculates three encryption keys
conjunction of this principle and the dynamic salt per sesused in the communication phase to ensure the consion made the parameters used in our protocol more comfidentiality and integrity of data exchanged between
plicated and indefinable. This allows us to create a secure
clients, servers and services.
channel to a more secure password exchange. with this
technology we have reduced the chance that a password
However the adding of pseudorandom regenerator,
will be guessed from the parameters stored or exchanged
S2KexS
function, DKexS function and Diffie Hellman probetween client and KDC.
tocol makes our protocol more robust. The comparison
between our approach and the traditional Kerberos de5.3 Robustness to the Dictionary Attack fined in [25] is described as follows:
Most password crackers are provided with standard dictionaries [23]. The experience allows that the Kerberos
realm had already the strength of the password, reflecting authentication without sending it [12]. Although, the
description of registration phase is not written in any reference, and the communication phase is based on a clearly
stored password [18, 25, 28]. Our principle reduces the
probability of finding the password is in the registration
phase and communication phase. It is caused by disturbance by adding the dynamic salt per session and application virtualization function. Even if a hacker succeeded
in capturing several messages, he will not have the opportunity to find the password in question by the dictionary
attack.

7

Conclusion

Several extended authentication protocols have been described for strong password authentication [20, 27, 29].
For Kerberos, several solutions have been proposed such
as using the smart card [16] or public keys [17] etc, but
these techniques do not reduce the chance that the password is guessed and the rest of the protocol becomes
breakable. In this article, we presented a new protocol
based on the principle of Diffie Hellman [7] and the regenerator of salt RGSCS [2] cryptographically secure and
per session. Our principal objective, however, was to protect users even with weak passwords. This leads us to use
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Abstract
Vectorial Boolean bent functions, which possess the
maximal nonlinearity and the minimum differential
uniformity, contribute to optimum resistance against
linear cryptanalysis and differential cryptanalysis. H
vectorial functions is an infinite class of vectorial Boolean
bent functions presented by S. Mesnager. This paper
is devoted to further characterization of the H vectorial functions. It is shown that the EA-equivalent
relationships among vectorial Boolean functions may
be characterized by their component functions. As a
result, the EA-equivalent relationships among H vectorial functions induced by many projectively equivalent
o-polynomials of a given o-polynomial are obtained.
Keywords:
Bent Functions; Cryptography; EAequivalence; H Functions; O-polynomials

1

Introduction

from F2n to F2m ) exist if and only if n is even and n ≥ 2m.
Vectorial Boolean bent functions are also named as perfect nonlinear functions [11, 22], for the reason possessing
the minimum differential uniformity, which is the optimal differential uniformity. Thus, the study of vectorial
Boolean bent functions are of great significance.
In [20], an infinite class of vectorial Boolean bent functions named as H vectorial functions was presented. More
precisely, it was shown in [20] that, if G is an o-polynomial
k
on F2k , then the function xG(yx2 −2 ) is bent, where
(x, y) ∈ F2k × F2k . In [20], it is proved that H vectorial functions induced by the projectively equivalent
k
o-polynomials G(x), µG(x) + ν, G(µx + ν), xG(x2 −2 )
s
k−s
and (G(x2 ))2
are EA-equivalent, where G is an opolynomial on F2k , µ ∈ F∗2k and ν ∈ F2k . However,
k
whether G is an o-polynomial is necessary for xG(yx2 −2 )
to be bent is unknown. And the EA-equivalent relationships among the H vectorial functions induced by other
projectively equivalent o-polynomials is unclear.
This paper shows that, for m | k, the function
k
k
T rm
(xG(yx2 −2 )) is bent if and only if G is an opolynomial on F2k , where (x, y) ∈ F2k × F2k . This paper
also shows that the EA-equivalent relationships among
vectorial Boolean functions may be characterized by their
component functions. Subsequently, the EA-equivalent
relationships among the H vectorial functions induced
by 27 projectively equivalent o-polynomials are characterized.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some preliminaries for the description of the paper. Section 3 characterizes H vectorial functions. And
Section 4 concludes this paper.

Vectorial Boolean functions, which are widely used in
block ciphers, stream ciphers and Hash functions, paly
an important role in cryptography [1, 2, 14, 15, 16, 19].
The security of the cryptographic algorithms, adopting
vectorial Boolean functions as nonlinear components, usually depends on the cryptographic properties of the vectorial Boolean functions adopted [12]. The nonlinearity
and the differential uniformity of the adopted vectorial
Boolean functions are two parameters that measure the
resistence of the cryptographic algorithms against linear
cryptanalysis [3, 18] and differential cryptanalysis [4, 17]
respectively. The vectorial Boolean functions possessing
the maximal nonlinearity, which is the optimal nonlinearity, are referred to as vectorial Boolean bent functions.
The concept bent of vectorial Boolean functions, which 2
Preliminaries
is an extension of Boolean bent functions [24], was first
considered by Nyberg in [22], where it was shown that Throughout this paper, let k, m be two positive integers,
bent (n, m)-functions (i.e., the vectorial Boolean functions F2k denote the Galois field GF (2k ) and F∗2k = F2k \ {0}.
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k
For m | k, the trace function T rm
: F2k → F2m is λ ∈ F∗2m }. The nonlinearity of G can be measured by
nl(G) = 2k−1 − 12 maxω∈F2k maxλ∈F∗2m WG (ω, λ), where
defined as
P
m
k
k
WG (ω, λ) = x∈F k (−1)T r1 (λG(x))+T r1 (ωx) is the Walsh
k
2m
22m
2( m −1)m
2
T rm (x) = x + x + x
+ ··· + x
.
transform of G. The Walsh spectrum of G is the set
{WG (ω, λ) : ω ∈ F2k , λ ∈ F∗2m }. The Parseval’s equak
In particular, T r1 (x) is called the absolute trace function
tion also implies that, for the (k, m)-function G, nl(G) ≤
on F2k . Note that the trace function has the well known k−1
k
− 2 2 −1 . An (n, m)-function F with n even is rek
m
k
k
properties that T rm (x) = T r1 ◦ T rm (x) and T rm (x) = 2
ferred to as a vectorial Boolean bent function if and only
k
T rm
(x2 ).
n
n−1
− 2 2 −1 . The bent property of vectorial
A mapping G : F2k → F2m is referred to as a vecto- if nl(F ) = 2
rial Boolean function, which is also known as a (k, m)- Boolean functions can be characterized by their compofunction, a multiple output Boolean function or an S- nent functions.

box. Particularly, G is a k-variable Boolean function
if m = 1. A (k, m)-function G can be represented as
G = (g1 , g2 , · · · , gm ), where g1 , g2 , · · · , gm are m Boolean
functions on F2k and called the coordinate functions of G.
Any nonzero linear combination of the coordinate functions is called a component function of G, and can be
represented as T r1m (λG), where λ ∈ F∗2m .
A (k, m)-function G can be uniquely represented in
the univariate polynomial representation as G(x) =
P2k −1
i
i=0 ai x , where ai ∈ F2k . The algebraic degree of G,
denoted by deg(G), is defined as deg(G) = max{wt(i) :
0 ≤ i ≤ 2k −1, ai 6= 0}, where wt(i) denotes the Hamming
weight of i, i.e., the number of 1’s of i in its 2-adic representation. G is called an affine vectorial Boolean function
if deg(G) ≤ 1. Particularly, a linear vectorial Boolean
functions is a affine vectorial Boolean functions with algebraic degree 1 and constant term null, or with algebraic
degree 0 (i.e., constant function). For m | k, G can also
be represented in a non-unique way as
k
G(x) = T rm
(P (x)), P (x) ∈ F2k [x].

An (n, m)-function F with n = 2k can be uniquely
represented inPthe bivariate polynomial representation
i1 i2
as F (x, y) =
0≤i1 ,i2 ≤2k −1 ai1 ,i2 x y , where (x, y) ∈
F2k × F2k and ai1 ,i2 ∈ F2k . The algebraic degree of F is
deg(F ) = max{wt(i1 )+wt(i2 ) : 0 ≤ i1 , i2 ≤ 2k −1, ai1 ,i2 6=
0}. For m | k, F can also be represented non-uniquely as
k
F (x, y) = T rm
(P (x, y)), P (x, y) ∈ F2k [x, y].

Definition 1. An (n, m)-function F with n even is bent
if and only if all of its component functions are Boolean
bent functions (i.e., T r1m (λF ) is bent for every λ ∈ F∗2m ).
The extended affine equivalence (EA-equivalence)
and the Carlet-Charpin-Zinoviev equivalence (CCZequivalence) are two greatly useful tools to study the
existence, constructions and various properties of vectorial Boolean functions. Although EA-equivalence is a
particular case of CCZ-equivalence [6, 9], the two concepts of equivalent relations are coincident in some special cases [5], such as Boolean functions [6] and vectorial
Boolean bent functions [7]. Note that the nonlinearity is
an EA-invariant parameter [9]. Here, we recall the definition of EA-equivalence.
Definition 2 ([5, 9, 23]). Let G, G0 be two (k, m)functions and
G0 = A3 ◦ G ◦ A2 + A1 .
The corresponding concepts of equivalence between G
and G0 are called:
• Linear equivalence, if A3 and A2 are two linear permutations on F2m and F2k respectively, and A1 is
null.
• Affine equivalence, if A3 and A2 are two affine permutations on F2m and F2k respectively, and A1 is
null.
• Extended affine equivalence (EA-equivalence), if A3
and A2 are two affine permutations on F2m and F2k
respectively, and A1 is an affine (k, m)-function.

The nonlinearity of a k-variable Boolean function g,
denoted by nl(g), is defined as nl(g) = ming0 ∈Ak d(g, g 0 ),
where Ak is the set of all the k-variable affine Boolean
We recall the definition of o-polynomials.
functions and d(g, g 0 ) is the Hamming distance between
g and g 0 , i.e., the cardinality of the set {x ∈ F2k : Definition 3 ([10]). A permutation polynomial G on F2k
g(x) 6= g 0 (x)}. The nonlinearity of g can be measured is called an oval polynomial (o-polynomial), if the function
by nl(g) = 2k−1 − 12 maxω∈F2k Wg (ω), where Wg (ω) =
 G(x+γ)+G(γ)
P
,
if x 6= 0
g(x)+T r1k (ωx)
x
(−1)
is
the
Walsh
transform
of
g.
The
x
∈
F
→
7
k
x∈F2k
2
0,
if x = 0
Walsh spectrum of g is the set {W
Pg (ω) : ω ∈ F2k2}. The
well known Parseval’s equation ω∈F k (Wg (ω)) = 22k is a permutation on F2k for every γ ∈ F2k .
2
k
implies that nl(g) ≤ 2k−1 − 2 2 −1 . An n-variable Boolean
In the end of this section, we recall two useful lemmas.
function f with n even is referred to as a Boolean bent
k
n
function if and only if nl(f ) = 2n−1 − 2 2 −1 .
Lemma 1 ([10]). The function T r1k (xG(yx2 −2 )) is bent
The nonlinearity of a (k, m)-function G, denoted if and only if G is an o-polynomial on F2k , where (x, y) ∈
by nl(G), is defined as nl(G) = min{nl(T r1m (λG)) : F2k × F2k .
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Lemma 2 ([10]). Let G be an o-polynomial on F2k . For
By Definition 2, T r1m (G) and T r1m (G0 ) are EA∗
k
2k −2
k
2k −2
every λ ∈ F2k , T r1 (xG(yx
)) and T r1 (λxG(yx
)) equivalent if and only if there exist some affine permutation A2 on F2k and some k-variable affine Boolean
are EA-equivalent, where (x, y) ∈ F2k × F2k .
function g such that T r1m (G0 (x)) = T r1m (G(A2 (x))) +
g(x). For the k-variable affine Boolean function g, there
3 Further Characterization of H exists some affine function P (x) ∈ F2k [x] such that
k
g(x) = T r1k (P (x)) = T r1m ◦ T rm
(P (x)). Let A1 (x) =
vectorial functions
k
T rm (P (x)).
Then A1 is an affine (k, m)-function.
T r1m (G0 (x)) = T r1m (G(A2 (x))) + T r1m (A1 (x)), i.e.,
In [20], S. Mesnager shown that, if G is an o-polynomial Thus,
m
k
T r1 (G0 (x) + G(A2 (x)) + A1 (x)) ≡ 0. Then G0 = G ◦ A2 +
on F2k , then the function xG(yx2 −2 ) is bent, (x, y) ∈
A1 .
F2k × F2k , which is referred to as H vectorial functions.
Here we give the following conclusion.
Following from the discussions in [10, 8], we divide 27
Theorem 1 (H vectorial functions). Let m | k. Then the projectively equivalent o-polynomials into four classes.
function
k
Lemma 4. Let G be an o-polynomial on F2k . Denote
k
T rm
(xG(yx2 −2 ))
k
τ1 = G(x), τ2 = G−1 (x), τ3 = (xG(x2 −2 ))−1 , τ4 =
is bent if and only if G is an o-polynomial on F2k , where (x + xG(x2k −2 + 1))−1 , and
(x, y) ∈ F2k × F2k .
Proof. According to Lemma 1, the necessity is obvious. Sτ1
Assume G is an o-polynomial on F2k . According to
Lemma 2, for any λ1 , λ2 ∈ F∗2m , the bent properties
k
k
of T r1k (λ1 xG(yx2 −2 )) and T r1k (λ2 xG(yx2 −2 )) are the
same. According to Definition 1 and Lemma 1, the sufficiency holds.
Sτ2

s

= {G(x), (G(x2 ))2
xG(x

2k −2

x + (x + 1)G(x(x + 1)
(x + 1)G((x + 1)
k

= {G−1 (x), zG−1 (x2
x(G−1 (x2

−2

x + (x + 1)G
−1

(x + 1)G
k

= { (xG(x2

−2

2k −2

−2

k

k

· (x(x + 1)2

((x + 1)

−2

2k −2

k

+ (x2

Sτ4

−2

= {(x + xG(x2

k

+ (x2
k

−2

) + 1},

−2

−2

) + 1)−1 ,

+ 1)G((x + 1)2
−2

k

−2

k

+ 1)G−1 ((x + 1)2

−2

+ (x2

k

−2

−2

+ (x2

k

−2

k

−2

))−1 )−1 },

))−1 ,
k

+ 1)G−1 ((x + 1)2
k

k

−2

+ 1))−1 ,

(x + (x + 1)G(x(x + 1)2
x(x2

))−1 )−1 ,

) + 1)−1 ,

(x + (x + 1)G−1 (x · (x + 1)2
x(x2

−2

+ 1))−1 ,

(x + xG−1 (z 2
k

),

k

−2

k

(x(x2

−2

))−1 ,

((x + 1)G((x + 1)2
k

),

), G−1 (x + 1) + 1,

k

−2

+ 1) + 1),

) + 1},

((x + 1)G−1 ((x + 1)2
k

2 −2

−2

))−1 ,

(xG−1 (x2
(x(x2

k

k

+ 1) + 1),
−1

Sτ3

, µG(x) + ν, G(µx + ν),

), G(x + 1) + 1, x(G(x2

k

Proposition 2 in [20] showed that, the funck
tion xG(yx2 −2 ) is EA-equivalent to every one of
k
k
k
µxG(yx2 −2 ) + ν), xG(µyx2 −2 + ν), yG(y 2 −2 x) and
s
k
s
k−s
x(G(y 2 x2 +2 −2 ))2 , where G is an o-polynomial on
∗
F2k , s ∈ N, µ ∈ F2k and ν ∈ F2k . That is, S. Mesnager’s
H vectorial functions induced by the projectively equivak
lent o-polynomials G(x), µG(x)+ν, G(µx+ν), xG(x2 −2 )
s
k−s
and (G(x2 ))2
are EA-equivalent. Recall that two opolynomials G and G0 are called projectively equivalent [8]
0
(x)+G0 (0)
0α
if Gα = G(x)+G(0)
=G
G(1)+G(0) and G
G0 (1)+G0 (0) define equivalent
hyperovals. However, the proof of Proposition 2 in [20]
is based on special forms of the four projectively equivak
lent o-polynomials µG(x) + ν, G(µx + ν), xG(x2 −2 ) and
s
k−s
(G(x2 ))2 , which is not suitable for the general case.
Here, we introduce a new technique for studying the
EA-equivalent relationships among the H vectorial functions induced by projectively equivalent o-polynomials.
That is, the EA-equivalent relationships among vectorial
Boolean functions may be characterized by their component functions. By this means, the EA-equivalent
relationships among H vectorial functions induced by
more projectively equivalent o-polynomials of a given opolynomial can be characterized.

k−s

−2

−2

))−1 ,

))−1 ,
k

+ 1)G((x + 1)2

−2

))−1 },

where s ∈ N, µ ∈ F∗2k and ν ∈ F2k . Let i1 , i2 ∈
{τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , τ4 }, G1 ∈ Si1 and G2 ∈ Si2 .
Then
k
2k −2
k
2k −2
T r1 (xG1 (yx
)) and T r1 (xG2 (yx
)), where (x, y) ∈
Lemma 3. Let G, G0 be two (k, m)-functions. Then there F2k × F2k ,
exist some affine (k, m)-function A1 and some affine permutation A2 on F2k such that G0 = G ◦ A2 + A1 if and 1) are EA-equivalent if i1 = i2 ;
only if T r1m (G) and T r1m (G0 ) are EA-equivalent.
2) may be EA-inequivalent if i1 6= i2 .
Proof. The necessity is obvious. In the following, we
prove the sufficiency.
According to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we deduce
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Theorem 2. Let the parameters be identified with
k
k
those in Lemma 4.
Then T rm
(xG1 (yx2 −2 )) and
k
k
T rm
(xG2 (yx2 −2 )), where (x, y) ∈ F2k × F2k , G1 ∈ Si1
and G2 ∈ Si2 ,
1) are EA-equivalent if i1 = i2 ;
2) may be EA-inequivalent if i1 6= i2 .
Note that H vectorial functions viewed in univariate
representation are Niho vectorial Boolean bent functions.
Indeed, the result of Lemma 4 in [10] can be extend to
(n, m)-functions with n = 2k, which indicates that the
restrictions of H vectorial functions to the vector space
ωF2k are linear for all ω ∈ F∗2n . Recall that a positive
integer d (in the sense of modulo 2n −1) is named as a Niho
exponent and xd a Niho power function if the restriction
of xd to F2k is linear [13, 21], i.e., d ≡ 2s (mod 2k − 1)
for some nonnegative integer s < n. A bent function is
named as a Niho bent function if the exponents of all its
non-constant terms are Niho exponents, when it is viewed
in the univariate representation.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, H vectorial functions are further characterized. In [20], it was shown that G is an o-polynomial on
k
F2k is sufficient for xG(yx2 −2 ) is bent, (x, y) ∈ F2k × F2k
to be bent. However, the necessity is unknown. This pak
k
per proves that T rm
(xG(yx2 −2 )) is bent if and only if G
is an o-polynomial on F2k .
Based on special forms of the four projectively equivk
alent o-polynomials µG(x) + ν, G(µx + ν), xG(x2 −2 ),
s
k−s
(G(x2 ))2
of a given o-polynomial G, Proposition 2
in [20] showed that the H vectorial functions corresponding to the five projectively equivalent o-polynomials G(x)
k
s
k−s
µG(x) + ν, G(µx + ν), xG(x2 −2 ), (G(x2 ))2
are EAequivalent. In this paper, we introduce a new technique
for studying the EA-equivalent relationships among vectorial Boolean functions, i.e Lemma 3. According to
Lemma 3, the EA-equivalent relationships among the H
vectorial functions corresponding to 27 projectively equivalent o-polynomials are characterized.
As we can see from Theorem 2, new projectively equivalent o-polynomials may derive new EA-inequivalent H
vectorial functions, thus the identification and classification of new projectively equivalent o-polynomials of a
given o-polynomial is very interesting, which is our future
work.
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Abstract
Along with the extensive prevalence of the network and
the portable equipments, people can access network resources conveniently. The protection of participants’ privacy and data confidentiality is significant. Authentication mechanism is essential to assure the authenticity of
all participants and forbid the illegal accessing. In this
paper, we propose a robust remote authentication scheme
with privacy protection, which achieves the efficiency. Besides, we prove the completeness of the proposed scheme
through BAN-logic. The performance comparisons show
that our proposal is sufficiently robust and suitable to the
practical application environment.
Keywords: Anonymity; Authentication; BAN-logic

1

Introduction

With the large-scale proliferation of Internet and network
technologies, users can conveniently obtain the desire resources by kinds of portable devices such as (e.g., mobile
phones, PDAs and notebook computers) at any time and
any place. On the other hand, it also brings kinds of
network security problems due to the open nature of the
Internet. In order to solve these security problems, the
password based authentication schemes using smart cards
have been widely deployed to verify the legitimacy of remote users in the login process. Since the computation
capacity of these potable devices is limited, these authentication schemes should be more efficient for suiting to
the practical application environment.
In 1981, Lamport [20] proposed a remote authentication scheme based on static login identity (ID). Until now, ample of remote authentication schemes based
on Lamport’s scheme have been published in the literatures [1, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 26]. These schemes can be further
divided into static ID and dynamic ID schemes, the main
drawback of the former schemes is that users should login
to the remote server with the fixed ID. However, the lat-

ter kind of schemes can eliminate the risk of ID-theft and
protect users’ privacy. In 2004, Das et al. [8] presented
a remote user authentication scheme based on dynamic
ID using smart cards, which allowed users to choose and
change their passwords freely, and need not servers to
maintain the verifier table. However, in 2004, Awashti [2]
analyzed several weaknesses of Das et al.’s scheme and
showed that their scheme was completely insecure. Later
on, many dynamic-ID authentication schemes based on
Das et al.’s scheme are published to achieve better security and efficiency [1, 5, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 26].
Because of the convenience and secure computation
of smart cards, a number of password authentication
schemes using smart cards have been proposed [3, 6, 7, 9,
12, 14, 18, 21, 23, 24]. Most of the previous authentication
schemes assume that smart cards are tamper-resistant
(i.e., secret information stored in the smart card cannot be revealed). However, recent research results have
shown that the sensitive data stored in the smart card
could be extracted by monitoring the power consumption and analyzing the leaked information about the cardholder [15, 22]. Thus, such schemes rely on the tamperresistance assumption are prone to types of attacks, such
as impersonation attack, server spoofing attack, and offline password guessing attack, etc.. And hence, a secure
authentication scheme should be able to withstand a series of attacks rely on stolen smart card attack.
Most of the schemes proposed in the literatures do not
achieve the revocation of smart cards. This problem may
lead to the abuse of lost smart cards to login the system successfully. Thereby, to avoid the misuse of smart
cards, the remote server should allow users’ revocation.
In 2005, Fan et al. [9] proposed a robust authentication
scheme based on the factoring problem. In their scheme,
the smart cards revocation problem is solved. However,
in 2009, Rhee et al. [23] pointed out Fan et al.’s scheme
is vulnerable to server spoofing attack. At the same time,
Wang et al. [25] presented an authentication scheme tried
to solve smart cards revocation problem. Unfortunately,
their scheme is susceptible to the known key attack and
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Table 1: Notations
Notation
Ui
S
IDi
P Wi
x
SK
H(·)
Ek (M )/Dk (C)
⊕
k

Meaning
The ith user
The remote server
The identity of the user Ui
The password of the user Ui
The master secret key of S
The session key shared among Ui and S
A one-way hash function
The symmetric encryption/decryption
Exclusive-OR operation
String concatenation operation

the stolen smart card attack. In 2011, Wang et al. [24]
proposed an improved scheme with key agreement based
on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. Nevertheless, in the same year, Chang et al. [6] pointed out
Wang et al.’s scheme cannot withstand server spoofing attack and presented an improved authentication scheme.
In this paper, we propose a comparatively secure dynamic identity authentication scheme which achieves the
criterion listed in Table II. Noticeably, in the security
analysis, BAN-logic [4] is employed to prove the completeness of the proposal. From the performance and functionality comparisons, our scheme is superior for suiting the
practical environment.
The structure of our paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we propose an improved robust authentication
scheme. Subsequently, we analyze the security of our proposal in Section 3 and compare the performance with the
previous related protocols in Section 4. At last, Section 5
presents the overall conclusion.

a series of letters that may be warped or obscured by distracting backgrounds and other noise in the image. Using
CAPTCHA, S can distinguish legitimate users from computer bots while requiring minimal effort by human user.

2.2

Registration Phase

Initially, S stores a large number of CAPTCHA puzzles
which correspond to answers in a database with the format (puzzle, answer). Then the remote server S selects a
large prime number p and two integer elements a, b, where
p > 2160 and 4a3 + 27b2 modp 6= 0. Then S chooses an elliptic curve equation Ep (a, b) : y 2 = x3 + ax + bmodp. Let
G be a base point of the elliptic curve, where n multiplies
G is equal to O and n > 2160 .
Step 1: Ui selects his/her identity IDi and password
P Wi . After that, he/she registers in S with sending {IDi , Ai } over a secure communication channel,
where Ai = H(IDi kP Wi ).

Step 2: Upon receiving the registration request, S computes Bi = EAi (H(xkni ), ni · G), where x is the master secret key and ni is a unique random number for
In this section, we propose an authentication scheme
Ui . Note that, the public key of S is P ubS = x · G.
which can remedy a range of network attacks. It is composed five basic phases: registration phase, login phase, Step 3: After that, S maintains a registration table
which includes (H(IDi ⊕ x) · G, ni ). S can retrieve
authentication and session key exchange phase, smart
ni from the registration table by H(IDi ⊕ x) · G in
card revocation phase and off-line password change phase.
the revocation phase and in the authentication and
The notations used in our scheme are summarized in Takey agreement phase.
ble 1.

2

2.1

Our Scheme

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the basic knowledge about
CAPTCHA in brief. More details about CAPTCHA are
referenced in [27].
2.1.1

Related Concepts

Step 4: Then S writes {Bi , H(·), G, Ek ()/Dk ()} into the
smart card and issues it to the client Ui through a
secure channel.

2.3

Login Phase

When the user Ui wants to login S, he/she should insert
the smart card to the terminal and key in IDi with P Wi ,
then the smart card performs the following steps:

Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computer and Humans Apart(CAPTCHA) is an automated Step 1: The smart card computes Ai = H(IDi kP Wi ) to
test that humans can pass, but difficult for computers to
decrypt Bi and obtains H(xkni ), ni · G. Afterwards,
pass. For example, CAPTCHA requires users to identify
it generates a random nonce t in Zp∗ and computes
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Figure 1: Login phase and authentication and session key exchange phase

Ci = t · G, Ki = t · P ubS , Di = EKi (IDi , H(xkni )), Step 2: S calculates H(xkni ) with the retrieved ni .
then sends the login request message {Ci , Di } to the
If the computed value is equal to the decrypted
remote server S.
H(xkni ) from Di , S will execute the following steps;
otherwise, the login request will be rejected.
Step 2: When S receives the message {Ci , Di }, it ranStep 3: After the verification of Ui , S generates a randomly selects a CAPTCHA puzzle in its database
dom number s in Zp∗ and computes Ei = s · G and
and sends to Ui . If S receives the incorrect reply from
Fi = s · Ci + ni · G. Then S transmits the replied
Ui which is not corresponding to the puzzle transmitmessage {Ei , Fi } to Ui .
ted to Ui , the login request will be terminated.
Step 4: Upon receiving the replication, the smart card
computes Fi∗ = t · Ei + ni · G and checks Fi∗ ? = Fi . If
2.4 Authentication and Session Key Exthe equation holds, the legitimacy of S is authentic.
change Phase
After that, Ui computes Ri = H(t · Ei kEi kCi ) and
transmits the session key verification message {Ri }
Step 1: After checking the reply of CAPTCHA puzzle
to S.
from Ui , S computes Ki = x · Ci . Then it decrypts
Di with Ki to obtain IDi and H(xkni ). Then it Step 5: Upon receiving the reply, S verifies whether Ri
calculates H(x⊕IDi )·G and checks it whether exists
equals to the computed value H(s · Ci kEi kCi ). If
in the registration table. If so, S can retrieve the
the equivalence holds, the mutual authentication is
nonce ni ; otherwise, S aborts the messages.
achieved; else, the entire authentication is failed.
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k

After finishing the mutual authentication, Ui and S
agree on the common session key SK = s · t · G.

• P Q: k is shared secret known to P, Q, and possibly to one trusted by them.

2.5

• SK: The session key used in the current session.

Password Changing Phase

In the following, we introduce Some main logical posWhen Ui wants to update his/her password without the
tulates
used in the demonstration:
help of S. Ui inserts his/her smart card into a card reader
k
and inputs IDi with P Wi .
←→ P,P/{X}k
,
• The message-meaning rule: P|≡QP|≡Q|∼X
k
Step 1: Ui computes Ai = H(IDi kP Wi ) to decrypt Bi
P|≡Q
P,P/hXik
.
P|≡Q|∼X
and obtains H(xkni ), ni · G.
Step 2: Ui can be allowed to input the new password
P Winew .
Anew
i

Step 3: The smart card computes
=
(H(xkn
),
n
·
G),
H(IDi kP Winew ), Binew = EAnew
i
i
i
and stores Binew into the smart card to replace Bi .

2.6

• The freshness-conjuncatenation rule:
• The nonce-verification rule:
• The jurisdiction rule:

P|≡](X)
P|≡](X,Y ) .

P|≡](X),P|≡Q|∼X
.
P|≡Q|≡X

P|≡Q⇒X,P|≡Q|≡X P|≡(X,Y )
, P|≡X ,
P|≡X

P/(X,Y ) P|≡Q|∼(X,Y )
P/X ,
P|≡Q|∼X .

Smart Card Revocation Phase

For proving the proper mutual authentication and the
agreement of session key, we list the verification goals as
In case of lost or stolen smart cards, Ui could request follows:
S for its revocation. In our scheme, Ui should transmit
SK
IDi to S via a secure communication channel, then S Goal 1: Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ S).
computes H(IDi ⊕ x) · G and checks it whether exists in
SK
the registration table or not. If so, S removes the entry Goal 2: S |≡ (Ui ←→ S).
(H(IDi ⊕ x) · G, ni ) from the registration table.
Next, we list the idealized form transformed from the
proposed scheme in the following:

3

Secure Analysis of Our Scheme

3.1

Message 1: Ui → S: (Ci , {IDi , Ci }hni ix ).

SK
Completeness Proof Based on BANMessage 2: S → Ui : (Ei , {S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei }ni ).
logic

Message 3: Ui → S: hCi , Ei iSK .
In this section, we prove that the authentication goals using BAN-logic [4], which is a logic of belief focuses on the
The following assumptions are presented to further anbeliefs of the legitimate principals involved in the proto- alyze our scheme:
col. Let define the notations below:
ni
A.1: Ui |≡ (Ui ←→
S);
• P |≡ X: The principal P believes a statement X or
hni ix
P would be entitled to believe X.
A.2: S |≡ (S ←→ Ui );
• ](X): The formula X is fresh.

A.3: Ui |≡ ](Ci );

• P ⇒ X: The principal P has jurisdiction over the A.4:
statement X.
A.5:
• P / X: The principal P sees the statement X.
A.6:
• P |∼ X: The principal P once said the statement X.
A.7:
• (X, Y ): The formula X or Y is one part of the formula (X, Y ).
A.8:

S |≡ ](Ei );
S |≡ Ui ⇒ (IDi , Ci );
S |≡ Ui ⇒ (Ci , Ei );
Ui |≡ S ⇒ (S |≡ (S

SK

Ui ), Ci , Ei );

Ui |≡ t;

• hXiY : The formula X is combined with the formula A.9: S |≡ s.
Y.
According to the above-mentioned logical postulates
• {X}Y : The formula X is encrypted under the key Y . and assumptions, we demonstrate the validity of our
scheme in the following:
k
• P ←→ Q: The principals P and Q use the shared key
• According to Message 1, we obtain:
k to communicate. Here, k will never be discovered
S / (Ci , {IDi , Ci }hni ix ).
by any principal except for P and Q.
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• According to Assumption A.6 and the jurisdiction
rule, we obtain:
S |≡ (Ci , Ei ).
• According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:

S |≡ Ui |∼ (IDi , Ci ).

S |≡ Ci .

• According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
S |≡ Ui |∼ Ci .

• According to S |≡ Ui |∼ Ci , SK = s · Ci and Assumption A.9, we obtain:
SK

S |≡ (Ui ←→ S) (Goal 2).

• According to Message 2, we obtain:
Ui / (Ei , {S |≡ (S

SK

Ui ), Ci , Ei }ni ).

3.2

Discussion on Possible Attacks

• According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:

In the following, we demonstrate that our scheme is able
to withstand DoS attack, off-line password guessing atUi / {S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei }ni .
tack, replay attack, server spoofing attack, parallel session
• According to Assumption A.1 and the message- attack and impersonation attack. Moreover, our scheme
achieves mutual authentication and users’ anonymity.
meaning rule, we obtain:
We assume that the computation Diffie-Hellman probSK
Ui |≡ S |∼ (S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei ).
lem (CDHP) in the elliptic curves is difficult to be solved
in polynomial time.
• According to Assumption A.3 and the freshnessCDHP: Given two points s · P, t · P , where s, t ∈ Zp∗ , the
conjuncatenation rule, we obtain:
computation Diffie-Hellman problem (CDHP) is to find
SK
the point (s · t)P on Ep (a, b).
Ui |≡ ](S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei ).
SK

SK

• According to Ui |≡ S |∼ (S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei ) and 3.2.1 DoS Attack
the nonce-verification rule, we obtain:
Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell ComSK
puter and Humans Apart(CAPTCHA) technique is used
Ui |≡ S |≡ (S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei ).
in our proposed scheme which makes the malicious at• According to Assumption A.7 and the jurisdiction tacker cannot launch DoS attack. When users login in
rule, we obtain:
the remote server S, they must reply S an answer reSK
sponding to the CAPTCHA puzzle. These puzzles are
Ui |≡ (S |≡ (S
Ui ), Ci , Ei ).
difficult for computers to solve, and thus the DoS attack
which launched by computers is resisted effectively.
• According to the jurisdiction rule, we obtain:
Ui |≡ (S |≡ (S

SK

Ui )), Ui |≡ Ei .

3.2.2

Off-line Password Guessing Attack

• According to SK = t · Ei and Assumption A.8, we In off-line password guessing attack, the adversary atobtain:
tempts to guess the identity IDi and password P Wi from
SK
the intercepted messages transmitted between Ui and S.
Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ S) (Goal 1).
If an adversary eavesdrops Ui ’s login request message
• According to Message 3, we obtain:
{Ci , Di }, which Ci = t · G, Di = EKi (IDi , H(xkni )).
It is impossible to obtain IDi in real polynomial time due
S / hCi , Ei iSK .
to the difficulty of CDHP in elliptic curve cryptosystem.
• According to S |≡ S
rule, we obtain:
S |≡ Ui |∼ (Ci , Ei ).

SK

Ui and message-meaning
3.2.3

Mutual
Authentication
Anonymity

and

Users’

In the authentication and session key exchange phase, the
• According to Assumption A.4 and the freshnessremote server and users can authenticate each other such
conjuncatenation rule, we obtain:
that no adversary can impersonate any participant in this
S |≡ ](Ci , Ei ).
system. Besides, the message transmitted between users
and the server will be updated in each session, therefore,
• According to S |≡ Ui |∼ (Ci , Ei ) and the nonce- no one can trace the user by eavesdropping. Thus, our
verification rule, we obtain:
proposal provides perfect forward security, mutual auS |≡ Ui |≡ (Ci , Ei ).
thentication and users’ anonymity.
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Table 2: Comparisons of functionality

Prevention of impersonation attack
Prevention of off-line password guessing attack
Prevention of server spoofing attack
Prevention of replay attack
Preserving user anonymity
Parallel session attack
Mutual authentication
Perfect forward secrecy

Li et al.’s
[21]
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Chen et al.’s
[7]
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Jiang et al.’s
[14]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Wei et al.’s
[26]
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ours
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 3: Performance comparisons: Computation cost
Type of operations
TH
Tsym
Tasy

Li et al.’s [21]
7
0
8

Chen et al.’s [7]
8
0
6

Jiang et al.’s [14]
6
0
6

Wei et al.’s [26]
12
0
4

Ours
5
2
8

identity of Ui . Further, we have demonstrated that our
proposed scheme could achieve the security of identity and
The replay attack is that attackers re-submit the login
password in the above. Thus, the attacker cannot forge
message transmitted between users and the server to imthe valid login request to impersonate Ui and launch such
personate users. In our scheme, neither the replay of an
an attack.
old login message {Ci , Di } in the login phase nor the replay of the response message {Ei , Fi } of the server in the
authentication and session key exchange phase, it will fail 3.2.8 Server Spoofing Attack
in Step 2 and Step 4 of authentication and session key As illustrated above, our enhanced scheme achieves muexchange phase, due to the random numbers are updated tual authentication between users and the remote server.
for every session and the adversary cannot get the real Moreover, the attacker cannot obtain t, s and n from the
i
one. Therefore, our scheme can withstand replay attack. message {E , F }. And hence, he/she has no ability to
3.2.4

Replay Attack

i

3.2.5

Parallel Session Attack

i

calculate the session key SK = s · t · G. Thus, our scheme
can avoid the server spoofing attack.

The parallel session attack is impossible to be launched
in our scheme, due to message structure transmitted be4 Performance Evaluation
tween users and the server is different. Both {Di , Ei , Fi }
and {Mi , Ni } have different structures, so the adversary In this section, we will evaluate the performance and funcis not able to perform such an attack.
tionality of the proposed scheme, and then make comparisons with Li et al.’s [21], Chen et al.’s [7], Jiang et
3.2.6 Perfect Forward Secrecy
al.’s [14] and Wei et al.’s [26] schemes. Let TH be the time
Suppose the long-term secret key x is revealed by an ad- complexity for one-way hash function operations; Tsym inversary, he/she cannot derive Ui ’s previous session key dicates the time complexity of asymmetric encryption and
SK = s · t · G since they are contributed by two selected Tasy is defined as the time complexity of the symmetric
random numbers. Moreover, even the user’s previous lo- encryption.
Table 2 lists the functionality comparisons of the progin request message {Ci , Di } is eavesdropped by the atposed
scheme and other related schemes. We can see that
tacker, he/she also cannot obtain s and t. Thus, the proLi
et
al.’s,
Chen et al.’s, Jiang et al.’s and Wei et al.’s
posed scheme is able to ensure perfect forward secrecy.
schemes satisfy only five, five, six and six requirements
list in Table 2, respectively. While the proposed scheme
3.2.7 Impersonation Attack
can achieve all requirements list in Table 2. As a result,
An adversary can obtain Bi = EAi (H(xkni ), ni ·G), which the proposed scheme is more secure and has more funcis stored in Ui ’s smart card. Then, he/she needs to forge tionalities compared with these related schemes.
From Table 3, we can find that the total computation
a valid login request {Ci , Di }, in which Ci = t · G, Di =
Et·P ubS (IDi , H(xkni )). Nevertheless, it is impossible for cost of Li et al.’s, Chen et al.’s, Jiang et al.’s, Wei et al.’s
the adversary to compute them without password and and our proposed schemes are 7TH + 8Tasy , 8TH + 6Tasy ,
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6TH + 6Tasy , 12TH + 4Tasy , 5TH + 2Tsym + 8Tasy . Com- [9] C. I. Fan, Y. C. Chan and Z. K. Zhang, “Robust
pared with other related schemes, our scheme is slightly
remote authentication scheme with smart cards”,
efficient than Li et al.’s scheme and needs more comComputers & Secutity, vol. 24, no. 8, pp. 619–628,
putational cost than other schemes. Nevertheless, these
2005.
schemes are insecure and our scheme can satisfy more ad- [10] D. L. Guo and F. T. Wen, “A more robust authentimired criterion compared with them.
cation scheme for roaming service in global mobility
networks using ECC,” International Journal of Network Security, vol. 18, no. 2, pp. 217–233, 2016.
5 Conclusions
[11] D. L. Guo, Q. Y. Wen, W. M. Li, H. Zhang and Z.
P. Jin, “A Novel Authentication Scheme Using SelfIn this paper, we propose a secure authentication scheme
certified Public Keys for Telecare Medical Informausing CAPTCHA technique. Then, we present its formal
tion Systems,” Journal of Medical Systems, vol. 39,
proof using the BAN-logic. Furthermore, the discussions
no. 6, pp. 1–8, 2015.
on possible attacks shows that the robustness of the pro- [12] D. L. Guo, Q. Y. Wen, W. M. Li, H. Zhang and Z.
posal. By comparing with several related schemes, our
P. Jin, “Analysis and Improvement of Chaotic Map
scheme satisfies many admired criterion to suit for pracBased Mobile Dynamic ID Authenticated Key Agreetical application.
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Abstract
Data Outsourcing in Cloud (DOC) has its exclusive benefits like low-cost, lower management overhead, elasticity
of storage etc and these encourage organizations to use
cloud computing to outsource massive amount of data to
the cloud providers. The outsourced environment of the
cloud and its inherent loss of control cause risk of exposing highly sensitive data to internal or external attacks.
Traditionally, the data are kept encrypted to have secure
authorized-only access. But, encrypting and decrypting
large data files are computationally costly. Hence, secret
sharing based DOC schemes have emerged due to their
low complexity. Here, the proposed scheme uses simple
Boolean based encryption and decryption of the data files
(only image-files are considered in this paper) which is
low in computational cost. The encrypted data files will
be shared on the cloud. A threshold (t, n)-secret sharing
scheme applied on the symmetric key of the encryption
algorithm. The n share-keys will be generated from the
secret key and will be distributed among participants. If
t or more (≤ n) shared-keys are submitted, the original
data files can be retrieved. Hence, it allows a threshold
authorized-group of t or more data-users.
Keywords: Cloud Computing; DOC; Image Encryption;
Secret Sharing

1

Introduction

Cloud computing was primarily developed for resource
sharing with the motive of high availability, scalability,
efficiency, cost-effectiveness of deploying utilities on network. Today cloud is a cost effective, flexible and on
demand service delivery platform for providing business
online. The key benefits of cloud computing are as follow:
1) Rapid Deployment: Deployment of hardware and

software resources on cloud is on demand.
2) Availability: Resources on cloud is available anytime
and anywhere.
3) Cost Reduction: It reduces the cost invested on hardware and software.
4) Scalability: Cloud can scale up or down its availability of resources like storage, computing depending on
the varying needs of client.
5) Efficiency: Sharing the resources on cloud also provides an optimal utilization of resources.
6) Easier Collaboration: The resources shared on cloud
can be accessed by many users at the same time from
heterogeneous platforms. Thus it provides a collaborative approach for resource use.
Authors in [9] have described the key characteristics of
cloud technology such as Multi-tenancy, Massive Scalability, Rapid Elasticity, Measured Service etc.
Data Outsourcing in Cloud (DOC) is a new paradigm
where data are stored onto a trusted third-party service
provider, such as cloud file server, cloud data server etc.
The benefits of DOC as described in [5, 35] are on-demand
and high quality service, universal data access by datausers regardless of their location and cost reduction in
hardware and software resources.
Security remains the critical issue for the data outsourced on cloud. Data owner leverages on the service
provider’s hardware and software for storing and managing the outsourced data because it is a cost-effective and
efficient solution, but at the same time the data owner
loses control over the sensitive or confidential data which
may be disclosed to unauthorized users [8]. As a result
some customers are unwilling or unable to entrust their
raw sensitive data to cloud providers. Authors in [16, 21]
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have discussed the security issues for cloud. These issues
include - cloud integrity, privacy, confidentiality and availability. The unique security requirements for cloud computing are identified in [43]. In such situation, different
solutions for securing the confidentiality of the outsourced
data has been developed. The authors in [11] discussed
different types of attack on cloud which can be security
threat for the outsourced data at cloud and authors in [4]
have summarized the key strategies to be used to enhance
the security of data stored at cloud environment and compare those techniques [29].
The traditional approaches used to secure the outsourced data on cloud are based on encryption. Both symmetric and asymmetric encryption schemes are used to
conceal the original data and provide access structure to
authorize the user to access the data. The use of encryption techniques to secure the data on cloud are discussed
in [15, 20, 28, 34, 40, 46]. Vimercati et al. in [40] proposed
a scheme where a two layer encryption is to be imposed
on data to manage the access control on outsourced data.
In 2007, Chase [10] has put forward Multi-Authority Authority Based Encryption (ABE), in this scheme a user is
identified by a set of attributes and functions to determine
the ability of the user to decrypt the cipher and it provides a fine grain access control. The scheme in [10] was
improved by Li et al. [22] and defined with lesser ciphertexts and user’s secret keys, along with ability to the encrypter to determine the number of attributes are desired
for each ciphertext. The attribute based access control
proposed in [20] is based ciphertext-policy attribute based
encryption (CP-ABE) to enforce access control policies
with efficient attribute and user revocation capability. Lu
et al. in [28] proposed fine grained content level access
control by hiding the paintext data content and issuing
search token with decryption keys. Raykova et al. in [34]
proposed a two-level access control scheme which handles both read and write access control for data users and
data owners. Zhou et al. in [46] have proposed a treebased key management scheme that allows the outsourced
data to be accessed by multiple parties who hold different rights. Tree-based key management method of access
hierarchies for data outsourcing is also discussed by W.
Wang et al. in [41]. The authors in [12] have proposed a
new public-key cryptosystems (that compress secret keys)
that produce constant size ciphertext and enable efficient
delegation of decryption rights for any set of ciphertexts.
Giweli et al. [15] proposed a secure DOC method based
on a combination of cryptography techniques, including
the Chines Remainder Theorem, symmetric and asymmetric encryption. Fu et al. in [14] proposed a verifiable
outsourced ciphertext decryption based on prime order
bilinear group which made the scheme efficient for data
consumer.
Achieving confidentiality of outsourced data using encryption is not computationally efficient as the encryption/decryption operations are time consuming. Most of
these schemes use specialized encryption with complex
mechanism, ranging from order-preserving encryption [2],
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which has limited security but is highly efficient, to oblivious RAM [37], which has provable access pattern and is
highly secure but with poor performance. In recent years,
a number of DOC schemes have been proposed with secret sharing. The authors in [1, 18, 39] proposed secure
data outsourcing with Shamir’s threshold secret sharing
scheme [36], in which the secret (the data file) will be
encoded into n shares or pieces and those n shares or
pieces will be kept on n different data-storage-servers in
the cloud; knowledge of any t or more shares will retrieve the whole secret (data file). But, Dautrich and
Ravishankar [13] have shown that these schemes are vulnerable to the collusive attack in which any t colluding
servers can recover all the files outsourced to the cloud.
Muhammad et al. in [30] proposed secure data outsourcing based on Asmuth-Bloom secret sharing scheme
(Asumuth-Bloom used Chinese Remainder Theorem in
their proposed scheme [6]). Authors in [3, 31, 33] proposed secret sharing for securing multi-cloud i.e. a collection of several cloud infrastructures. Another fast and
secure data outsourcing scheme is proposed by Liu at
el. [27] based on Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. It split
the data files into public and private shares. Public shares
are available in the cloud where as private shares are with
data users. If valid data users submit their private shares,
then only full data file can be retrieved from the cloud.
We assume honest-but-curious server threat model,
commonly used for data outsourcing in cloud. The objective of the scheme described in this paper, is to secure
the outsourced data with the combined effect of encryption and secret sharing. The data to be outsourced will
be encrypted with a key and the key will be shared by
a secret sharing algorithm to generate a threshold access
structure to retrieve the key in full. Hence, the permissible group having threshold number of members will be
able to retrieve all the secrets, encrypted using the key.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
defines the entities from cloud computing and secret sharing to be used in our scheme, Section 3 describes the algorithms to be used at proposed scheme, Section 4 describes
the proposed model, a few experimental results are shown
in Section 5, the security analysis is there in Section 6, and
the scheme in concluded at Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

The entities from the cloud computing and secret sharing
schemes to be used in the proposed model are described
as follows.

2.1

Entities of Cloud Computing

Data Owner. Data owner is the actual possessor of the
sensitive and confidential data files to be outsourced
on the cloud. The data owner does not prefer to
store the raw data with trusted third-party server,
rather the encrypted version - cipher-steam will be
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outsourced and store at cloud data-storage-server.
Data User. Data user is the end-user trying to access
the secure outsourced data on cloud. The data user
must have enough privilege such that he/she will be
called an authorized user permitted to access the secret data on cloud.
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reconstructed and no less than t shares can reconstruct
the secret or expose any information about the secret. As
the decoding criteria depends on minimum number (t) of
participants who can reconstruct the secret, t is called
threshold. As proposed by Shamir, the (t, n)-threshold
secret sharing scheme requires (t − 1) degree of polynomial:

Cloud Storage Server. These are the collection of
q(x) = (a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 , · · · , at−1 xt−1 )mod p,
(1)
data-storage-servers in the cloud that stores the data
files outsourced on the cloud and provides location
where a0 = S, the secret, p is a large prime,
transparency to the data owner and data users.
a0 , a1 , · · · , at−1 are coefficients are in GF (p).

2.2

Entities
Sharing

of

(t, n)-threshold

Secret Construction of Shares: The n shares si where i =
1, 2, · · · , n can be generated as follows:

Secret. In secret-sharing schemes, the secret S is the
s1 = q(1), · · · , si = q(i), · · · , sn = q(n).
data or data file which must the secured from the
unauthorized user or unauthorized group. In the proposed scheme, the secret S is the encrypted version Reconstruction of Secret: If t or more shares are submitted then the polynomial q(x) can be regenerated
of the data-file to the stored in cloud.
by Lagrange interpolation theorem as follows:
Shares. The secret S will be encoded in n pieces called
t
t
X
Y
shares or shadows. Knowledge of t or more shares
x − xm
mod p.
s
q(x)
=
j
(≤ n) reveal the secret in full, any less than t shares
xj − xm
j=1
m=1,m6=j
will not reveal any secret.
The secret S can be determine as

Dealer. Dealer is the owner of the secret, who generates the shares and distributes them among n participants.

S = q(0).

Participants. The participants are the users seeking the
Several improvements have been proposed on the
secret. If t or more participants submit their shares
Shamir’s scheme to detect and identify cheaters - disloyal
the secret can be revealed.
participants who provide faked shares to deceive the honCombiner. The combiner is responsible for decoding of est participants (because they obtain an incorrect secret)
the secret. If t or more shares are submitted to the or dishonest dealer supplies fake shares to the particicombiner then the combiner can decode the secret. pants. Harn et al. [19] and Liu et al. [26] proposed verOtherwise no information about the secret can be ifiable secret sharing scheme based CRT and extended
Asmuth-Bloom scheme. Those schemes are further imrevealed.
proved by Liu et al. [25] by introducing single way hash
function to ensure the secrecy maintained for both the
3 Related Works
shares and secret.
The secret sharing scheme used in our proposed model
is based on Shamir’s (t, n)-threshold secret sharing
(1979) [36] and Thien-Lin image secret sharing scheme
(2002) [38] (which extended Shamir’s scheme for secret
image sharing (SIS)). In the following subsections we discuss Shamir’s scheme and the image encryption scheme
using affine transformation and XOR operations as proposed by Nag et al. [32].

3.2

Image Encryption Using Affine
Transform and XOR Operation

Nag et al. proposed an encryption scheme [32] in 2011
effective for images. The scheme considered eight 8-bit
keys, say K0 , K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 , K5 , K6 and K7 . The twophase encryption process is as follows.

Phase 1: Redistribution of the pixels to the new locations using affine transformation with four keys
breaks the strong correlation between the pixels. Let
Shamir in [36] has proposed a (t, n)− threshold secret
the old pixel position be (x, y), the translated locasharing scheme based on Lagrange interpolation. In a
tion (x0 , y 0 ) can be calculated as
(t, n)− threshold secret sharing scheme, a secret S is
encoded into n parts called shadows or shares and disx0 = (K0 + K1 × x)mod n
tributed among n participants or players. If any t (or
y 0 = (K2 + K3 × y)mod n.
more) shares are obtained then the full secret S can be

3.1

Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme
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where (x, y) is the old pixel position and (x0 , y 0 ) is
the new position. Then, the translated images, SIi0
will be XORed with R as

Phase 2: The image will be decomposed into n2 × n2
blocks recursively till each block will be of size (2×2).
Encrypt the block pixels (p1 , p2 , p3 and p4 ) using
keys - K4 , K5 , K6 and K7 as follows:
cp1

= p1 ⊕ K4

cp2

= p2 ⊕ K5
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EIi = SIi0 ⊕ R, {f or i = 1 to m}.

Step 2: The encoded images will be stored in cloud and
the combiner secret R will be encrypted (with affine
cp3 = p3 ⊕ K6
transformation) to CR with a key k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 and
cp4 = p4 ⊕ K7 .
will be stored with the combiner. For each pixel position (x, y) of R, calculate the translated position
Apply the procedure for all the blocks. The decryption
(x0 , y 0 ) using affine translation.
can be done when all 8 keys are available.
Phase 1: The encrypted pixels in the blocks will be encrypted as
p1

= cp1 ⊕ K4

p2

= cp2 ⊕ K5

p3

= cp3 ⊕ K6

p4

= cp4 ⊕ K7 .

((x + (−K0 )) × K1−1 ))mod
((y 0 + (−K2 )) × K3−1 ))mod

x =
y

=

=

(k1 + k2 × x)mod w

0

=

(k3 + k4 × y)mod h.

y

Step 3: Generate n shares sk1 , sk2 , · · · , skn from the 16bit key, K using Shamir Secret Sharing Scheme.
Step 4: Distribute key shares ski to Pi for i
1, 2, · · · , n.

Phase 2: The image pixels will be re-positioned as
0

x0

n
n.

4.2

=

Retrieval of Secret Images

Step 1: Let t or more participants (≤ n) submit their
key shares ski to the Combiner.

The same scheme has been applied for the proposed Step 2: Combiner uses Shamir’s (t, n)-threshold Secret
Sharing Scheme to reconstruct the secret key, K.
model with some modification - (1) the key size is 16-bit
Thus, from K, four 4-bit subkeys- k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 beconsist of four 4-bit subkeys used for affine transformacome
available now.
tion, and (2) a key matrix of size the same size as the
target image (w × h) is used rather (2 × 2) matrix with
four 8-bit keys; the key matrix directly gets XORed with Step 3: The encrypted combiner secret CR will be decrypted with k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 and the combiner key R
the target image.
will be retrieved as

4

Proposed Model

x

=

(x0 + (−k1 )) × k2−1 ) mod w

y = (y 0 + (−k3 )) × k4−1 ) mod h.
Let the m secret images are SI1 , SI2 , · · · , SIm of fixed
size w × h and a random matrix R (Combiner Secret) of
Step 4: Combiner fetches all m encoded images, EIi and
same size. Let number of participants be n. The objective
decodes them as follows: First, EIi will be XORed
is that if any t or more participants (≤ n) submit their
with R:
keys then all the images can be retrieved. The phases are
as follows.
SIi0 = EIi ⊕ R, {f or i = 1 to m}

4.1

Encryption of Secret Images and Distribution of Secret Keys

Then, apply affine re-translation for each SIi0 for i =
1, 2, · · · , m as

Step 1: The data owner submit m secret images to the
x = (x0 + (−k1 )) × k2−1 ) mod w
dealer. The dealer encrypts the secret images SIi ,
y = (y 0 + (−k3 )) × k4−1 ) mod h
{i = 1 to m} with combiner secret R and a 16-bit
key K (having four 4-bit subkeys - k1 , k2 , k3 , and k4 ).
where (x, y) is the original location of the pixel.
The encoded images EIi are generated as follows:
For each image SIi in i = 1, 2, · · · , m apply affine Step 5: The decoded images will be made available to
transformation as
the t or more requesting participants.
x0

=

(k1 + k2 × x)mod w

0

=

(k3 + k4 × y)mod h

y

A comparative study between different encryption
schemes proposed for DOC is show in Table 1.
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Table 1: Comparisons between proposed encryption scheme with other related scheme
Schemes
Proposed Scheme
Key assignment schemes for a predefined hierarchy in [24]
Symmetric-key encryption with
Compact Key in [7]
Attribute-Based Encryption in [17]
Key-Aggregate Cryptosystem based
Encryption in [12]

5

Decryption key size
key-size for affine transformation is fixed; key-size for XOR
is in O(plaintext)

Cipher-text size

Encryption type

O(plaintext)

symmetric-key

depends on the hierarchy

O(plaintext)

symmetric or publickey

fixed

O(plaintext)

symmetric-key

variable size

O(plaintext)

public-key

fixed

O(plaintext)

public-key

Observations

6

Security Analysis

Consider the secret image SI (as shown in Figure 1a) The original image and the final encrypted image are as
which has to be uploaded in the cloud. Consider a 16- shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b respectively.
bit key, K = 20715 (0110101110000101) as secret, S =
K. Using Shamir’s (t, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme 6.1 Key Space Analysis
where n = 5, t = 3, the shares are generated as follows:
To resist brute force attack the key space should be large
s1 = 20748 (0001100001000101),
enough to make the attack infeasible. In proposed scheme,
the key used for the XOR operation is the same size of
s2 = 20805 (0101000101000101),
the image i.e. w × h. Hence, the key space will be 2w×h .
s3 = 20886 (0011010011000101),
So, for a very small image of (64 × 64), they key space is
264×64 , which is quite large. Affine cipher is created by 4
s4 = 20991 (0111111111000101),
keys each of size 4 bits, key space for affine translation is
s5 = 21120 (0000000010100101).
216 . So, total key space will be 2(16×w×h) , which is large
The subkeys used for encryption from key K are - enough if the image is not extremely small.
k1 , k2 , k3 and k4 as follows:
k1

=

0110 = 6,

k2

=

1011 = 11,

k3

=

1000 = 8,

k4

=

0101 = 5.

Consider combiner secret R (random matrix of the size
of original image) as shown in Figure 1b. Use the combiner secret R to encrypt the original image SI. The
result encrypted image shown in Figure 1c.
Applying Affine transformation to translate the pixel
positions with keys k1 , k2 , k3 and k4 we get the encrypted
image shown in Figure 1d. The Combiner Secret, R is
also encrypted by keys, k1 , k2 , k3 and k4 to generate the
encrypted version of Combiner Secret, CR and will be
stored with the Combiner.
Considering any 3 shares say, s1 , s2 , s3 the key K and
the subkeys are reconstructed as: K = 20715 (k1 =
0110 = 6; k2 = 1011 = 11; k3 = 1000 = 8; k4 = 0101 =
5).
Using the keys Combiner perform affine transformation
to re-translate the pixels to reconstruct the Combiner Secret R from CR . The same keys are used to re-translate
the encrypted image, as shown in Figure 2a.
Use Combiner Secret R to farther decrypt the image.
The obtained image is shown in Figure 2b.

6.2

Statistical Analysis

To resist statistical attacks, large amount of diffusion and
confusion needs to be introduced in the cipher image. The
following are the statistical analysis to ensure that it can
prevent statistical attacks.
6.2.1

Histograms of Corresponding Images

Histogram of a given image reflects the distribution information of the pixel values. The histogram of an ideal
encrypted image should have a uniform distribution and
it will be completely different from the histogram of the
plain-image. Histograms of the (512 × 512) grayscale image (of Lena.tif) and the cipher image are as shown in
figures 4a and 4b. It is clearly visible that the histogram
of the ciphered image in Figure 4b is fairly uniformly distributed, this is important in resisting statistical analysis
attack.
6.2.2

Correlations of Two Adjacent Pixels

In a plain-image the adjacent pixels are highly correlated
in either horizontal, vertical or diagonal direction. It is
an important challenge for an encryption technique to
reduce the correlation significantly in cipher image. To
test the correlation of plain-image and cipher-image, the
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Figure 1: Construction of the encrypted image - (a) is the original image; (b) Combiner Secret R; (c) image after
XORed with Combiner Secret R; (d) image after affine translation (this is the final image to be uploaded on cloud)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Reconstruction of the secret image.(a) image after affine re-translation of the pixels; (b) image after XORed
with Combiner Secret R

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) is the original image; (b) final encrypted image
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(b)

Figure 4: (a) is the histogram of the original image; (b) is the histogram of the final encrypted image
correlation coefficients of the adjacent pixels in vertical,
horizontal and diagonal directions are evaluated by using
following equations:
rxy
E(x)

=
=

cov(x, y)
p
p
,
D(x) D(y)
1
S

S
X

xi ,

i=1

D(x)

=

S
1X
(xi − E(x))2 ,
S i=1

cov(x, y)

=

S
1X
(xi − E(x))(yi − E(y)),
S i=1

6.2.4

Entropy value of Original Image

=

7.4451

Entropy value of Cipher Image

=

7.9992

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is another measure of randomness,
have two indicators (1) NPCR (number of pixels change
rate) and (2) UACI (unified average changing intensity).
NPCR and UACI are computed by the following equations:
P
i,j D(i, j)
N P CR =
× 100%
W ×H
X |c1 (i, j) − c2 (i, j)|
1
× 100
U ACI =
W × H i,j
255

where x and y are gray values of adjacent pixels and S
is total number of duplets (x, y) obtained from image. where c1 and c2 are two images of size W ×H. If c1 (i, j) 6=
E(x) and D(x) are the expectation and variance of x, c2 (i, j), then D(i, j) = 1, otherwise D(i, j) = 0.
respectively. As shown in Table 2, there is high correla- Sensitivity Analysis for Lena.tif (512 × 521)
tion in the original image, but correlation in cipher imNPCR Score = 0.996105194091797
age is negligible. Comparison between proposed scheme
UACI Score = 0.286168850169462
with few important encryption schemes (with respect to
correlation-values) is shown in Table 2.
NPCR and UACI values of proposed image encryption
and few other important encryption schemes are as shown
6.2.3 Information Entropy Analysis
in Table 3.
The information entropy is the indicator of the randomness in the image, which can be calculated as
H(s) =

N −2
2X

i=0

p(si )log2

1
,
p(Si )

6.3

Security Analysis of Data Outsourced
at Cloud

The following are few security requirements (known as
CIA) to be satisfied by DOC.

where p(si ) is the probability of variable s(i). For true Data Confidentiality. The outsourced data on cloud
random source producing 2L , the entropy should be L.
should not be revealed to an unauthorized data user
For, a gray-scale image with 8-bit pixels can have 28 difor data group. In the proposed (t, n)-scheme, a
ferent values (that is 0 to 255). Thus, entropy of a true
threshold group of t or more data-users only can acrandom image must be 8. A close value of 8 of information
cess the outsourced data. But, as the scheme is apentropy for a cipher image indicates, it is random enough.
plied on the symmetric keys, not on the data-file,
Information Entropy Analysis for Lena.tif (512 × 521)
the scheme cannot provides access transparency for
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients of two adjacent pixels in three directions
Image (Scheme)
Original image
Cipher image (using Proposed Scheme)
Cipher image (using Zhu’s Scheme ([47])
Cipher image (using Zhang’s Scheme ([45]))
Cipher image (using Wang’s Scheme ([42]))

Horizontal
0.97192828
0.00201878
0.00201613
0.00243875
0.00190641

Vertical
0.98502945
0.00136410
0.00091642
0.00064593
0.00381759

Diagonal
0.95933083
0.00186629
0.00165094
0.00124402
0.00194828

Table 3: Performance of different algorithms
Algorithm
Proposed algorithm
Wang’s algorithm in [42]
Zhang’s algorithm in [44]
Zhu’s algorithm in [47]
Lian’s algorithm in [23]

NPCR
0.996105194
0.995864868
0.995998382
0.811958313
0.033283200

UACI
0.286168850
0.332533000
0.310221067
0.273860931
0.007984160

data-files (data-user know the file which content the pixels’ positions which are efficient in term of computadesired data).
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Abstract
Visual Cryptography (VC) has been developed to encode
a secret image into n shares for n participants in the past
decades, in which each share is treated with the same priority. However, the privilege for participants in a group
is not always the same. In this paper, a weighted visual
cryptography scheme is proposed such that each participant obtains her/his share with different weight according to the different group of predefined privilege. The
secret can be disclosed only if stacking predefined k or
more shares in which containing predefined some specific
shares from the specific groups. Otherwise, no information about the secret can be revealed. It is worthwhile
to note that the higher value of total weight of stacking
shares; the more information about the secret revealed
from the stacked result. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme does work.
Keywords:
Random Grid; Visual Secret Sharing;
Weighted Visual Cryptography

1

Introduction

With the technology continually upgrading and improving, people communicate each other on the Internet conveniently. However, the security for the transmission of
information through the public channel will be taken into
consideration seriously. To this end, traditional cryptography, including DES, AES and RSA [12, 16], has been
well-defined to guarantee confidentiality, authentication,
integrity, etc. Security of these computational cryptographic tools is determined by the strength of encryp0
tion/decryption key s length. This draws the security to
be relative but not absolute.
Visual Secret Sharing (VSS) has drawn much attention
in academia, in which the concept of k-out-of-n threshold
is presented to encode a secret into n share images by a
codebook and, then, recover the secret by recognizing the
stacked result of at least k share images (2 ≤ k ≤ n).

Compared with traditional encryption, VSS offers unbreakable encryption if less than k meaningless share images are collected. Furthermore, VSS provides the decryption operations without the needs of cryptographic
knowledge and computational devices. It is worthwhile
to note that VSS is suitable for the applications of highsecurity needed and without computational devices given.
Within VSS there are three categories: (1) Visual
Cryptography (VC) [11]; (2) Probabilistic VC (PVC) [19];
and (3) Random Grid-based (RG) [3, 8]. It is a tradeoff between adopting VC or PVC/RG techniques. It is
well-known that VC has two main disadvantages: codebook design and pixel expansion [3] while size-invariant
PVC/RG has one main concern compared with VC, i.e.,
lower visual quality of reconstructed secret image. However, the size of pixel expansion seems not always a problem nowadays since of the rapid development of Internet
bandwidth and display resolution including HDTV, smart
phone, digital camera/recorder, etc. At this stage, VC
does not have its own grievances in terms of pixel expansion.
VSS is further extended in various application, such as
Progressive VSS [5], General Access Structure (GAS) [1],
(k, n)-threshold based VSS [13], Meaningful VSS [4],
Multi-secret VSS [6], etc. By the way, Secret Image Sharing (SIS) [15] performs secret sharing like VSS, but computational devices are needed to encode and decode.
A traditional VSS mechanism assumes that each share
is treated as the same priority. However, the privilege for
participants is not always the same. Hence, the assumption does not reflect the actual situation in real life because everyone stays in different level of job with different
duty. For example, the company is composed of the different level of employees. Simultaneously, these employees
can be further subdivided into the general manager, the
manager and the staff. It is reasonable that a staff of k or
0
more has the same privilege as the manager s. Likewise,
only k or more managers have the same privilege as the
0
general manager s.
In the literature, there are several VSS or SIS schemes
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taking privilege into account. Chen et al. [2] proposed 2
Related Works
a weighted SIS method, in which the encoding process
is divided into two phases. Firstly, sharing shares gen- This section gives the brief review of traditional VC and
erated by a (k, n) threshold SIS scheme obtain the same weighted RG-based VSS.
weight. Secondly, these shares are further divided into
some groups. The final shares of each group with different privilege are generated respectively. Inspired by the 2.1 Visual Cryptography
previous SIS method, Lin et al. [10] and Shyu et al. [14]
Visual cryptography (VC), proposed by Naor and
presented their weighted SIS schemes.
Shamir [11] in 1995, encodes a secret image into a number
Li et al. [9] proposed the (t, s, k, n)-Essential secret of meaningless shares. The secret can be recognized by
image sharing (ESIS) scheme, in which the traditional the human visual system and disclosed by stacking share
threshold property is combined with the essential prop- upon satisfying recovering threshold condition.
erty in the decoding process. ESIS generates n shares
containing s essential shares and (n − s) non-essential
shares. Within k or more shares including t or more es- Table 1: The codebook of (2, 2) VC scheme and the stacksential shares, the hidden secret can be disclosed compu- ing results
tationally; otherwise, no secret is revealed.
0

Yan et al. [18] further extend Li et al. s SIS scheme
to form (k0 , n0 , k, n)-Essential RG-based scheme. In Yan
0
et al. s scheme, participants are divided into two group:
essential and non-essential. In the decoding process, the
essential share is essential to disclose the secret; otherwise, no secret is revealed without any essential share.
There are n shares which contain n0 essential shares and
n − n0 non-essential shares. Only k or more shares within
containing at least k0 essential shares can be used to recover the secret. Since Yan et al. adopt a size-invariant
0
VSS scheme, for instance, Wu and Sun s RG-based VSS
scheme [17], the visual quality of disclosed secret is potentially concerned.
In 2015, the concept of privilege is introduced into VC
by Hou et al. [7] to benefit from the following advantages:
(1) each share with an predefined capability to disclose
0
the secret according to the participant s privilege; (2) the
disclosed secret with a better contrast; and (3) shares with
0
size of the original secret. However, Hou et al. s scheme
does not support the concept and the related property of
”essential group”.

Table 1 shows the codebook of a (2, 2) VSS scheme.
The dealer uses the codebook to generate two shares, S1
and S2 . Each secret pixel is corresponding to the defined
1 × 2 pixels according the codebook. In such a way, the
size of a share is twice as big as the secret. When S1 and
S2 are stacked together, the secret can be disclosed.

2.2

Weighted Visual Secret
Based on Random Grid

Sharing

0

Inspired from Li et al. s SIS scheme [9], Yan et al. [18] propose a (k0 , n0 , k, n)-essential and non-essential RG-VSS
scheme, in which the encoding process is divided into two
steps.

In order to benefit the superiority of visual quality Step 1. Encoding a binary secret image into n0 + 1 escompared to the RG-based VSS [18] and of supporting
sential shares by (k0 + 1, n0 + 1) RG-based VSS, like
the property of ”essential group”, this paper proposes a
^
^
SC1 , SC2 , ..., SCn0 , SC
n0 +1 . The share SCn0 +1 is
weighted visual cryptography scheme such that each parfurther encoded to generate non-essential shares.
ticipant obtains the share with different weight according
to the different-privilege group predefined. It is worth^
Step 2. Encoding SC
n0 +1 into n − n0 non-essential
while to note the proposed scheme achieves progressiveshares by (k − k0 , n − n0 ) RG-based VSS, like
recovery of secret. That is, the higher value of total weight
SCn0 +1 , ..., SCn−1 , SCn .
of stacking shares; the more information about the secret
revealed from the stacked result. The experimental re^
Therefore, SC
n0 +1 can be restored by stacking some
sults demonstrate that the proposed scheme does work.
k − k0 or more non-essential shares. The secret image
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The can be disclosed by stacking k or more shares in which
related works are given in the next section. The present containing k0 or more essential shares.
Note that the VC-based VSS has its superiority of vischeme is described in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates
the experimental results, respectively. Further discussions sual quality compared to the RG-based VSS. It benefits
to present a VC-based weighted VSS scheme.
and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6.
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Proposed Method

Step 3. Specific-share generation: Carry on Step 2.
n0 temporary shares are further expanded into the
The proposed VC-based weighted VSS scheme consists of
shares of size 4w×4h assigned to specific participants.
encoding and decoding phases. An example is given to
Note that here a pixel is extended into four ones by
clear the processes.
duplicating a pixel into four.
Assume there are n participants P1 , P2 , ..., Pn classified
into two sub-group: n0 specific participants and n − n0 Step 4. General-share generation: The last temporary share is used to generate n − n0 shares assigned
general participants. And at least k0 out of n0 specific
to all general participants. Here, a pixel of the temparticipants are essentially asked to take part in the secret
0
porary share image is decoding according to CB
and
disclosing operations. Furthermore, k − k0 or more out
1
C
by
a
(k
−
k
,
n
−
n
)
VC
scheme.
Finally,
the
0
0
B
of n − n0 general participants have the same privilege as
n
−
n
general
shares
of
size
4w
×
4h
are
generated.
0
one specific participant. Note that there are at least k
participants asked to disclose the secret.
Example 1. Assume the access structure is defined
Encoding process is divided into four steps: pre- (k0 , n0 , k, n) = (2, 2, 4, 6). There are n = 6 participrocessing, temporary-share generation, specific-share pants in which two members have the higher privilege and
generation, and general-share generation.
the others have the general privilege. First, a 512 × 512
Step 1. Pre-processing: According predefined k0 and secret image S is encoded into three temporary shares of
If a secret pixel
n0 (resp. k − k0 and n − n0 ), design the codebook size 2048 × 512 by (3,3) VC in Table 2.
0
1
is
white
(black),
the
sharing
matrix
C
(C
1
0
A
A ) is referred.
CBA of m × (n0 + 1) matrix CA andCA (resp. CBB
0
1
of m × (n − n0 ) matrix CB
and CB
) for decoding When the generated two shares of size 2048 × 2048 are asthe white (resp. black) pixels of a secret image and signed to the two participants of higher privilege. Finally,
within each row is presented a sharing method in the third temporary share is encoded below. If a pixel of
temporary share is white (black), the sharing matrix
which a participant is assigned. Tables 3 and 4 show the
1
0
(C
C
B ) in Table 3 is referred to generate four shares with
B
the codebook examples of CBA and CBB .
size of 2048 × 2048 by (2,4) VC and, then, assign the genWithin Table 2 (Resp. 3) there are two groups: a erated three shares to the general members.
white group and a black group. If a certain pixel
of a secret image is white, participants are assigned
codewords by randomly selecting one of the cases in 4
Experimental Results
the white group. On the contrary, if the secret pixel
is black, the codewords are selected from the black Carry on the example given in Section 3 and the access structure is defined (k0 , n0 , k, n) = (2, 2, 4, 6). The
group.
512 × 512 secret image S in Figure 1(a) is encoded into
six 2048 × 2048 shares as S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5 , S6 in Figure 1
Table 2: The codebook CBA of 4×3 sharing metrics used (b)-(g), in which S , S for specific members with higher
1
2
for (3,3) VC case
privilege, and S3 , S4 , S5 , S6 for the other general members.
As the access structure is defined (k0 , n0 , k, n) = (2,
2, 4, 6), if stacking any two or three shares, no secret is
revealed as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
As the access structure is defined (k0 , n0 , k, n) = (2, 2,
4, 6), if stacking both S1 and S2 with at least two shares
out from S3 , S4 , S5 ,and S6 , the secret can be disclosed
as shown in Figure 4(a)-(f) and Figure 5(a)-(d) and (g).
Table 3: The codebook CBB of 4×4 sharing metrics used Otherwise, the stacked results are noise-like as shown in
for (2,4) VC case
Figure 4(g)-(o) and Figure (e)-(f).
The experimental results presented above demonstrate
that the proposed scheme does work and the secret can
be disclosed and recognized by the human visual system
under the predefined privilege policy.

5

Discussions

Step 2. Temporary-share generation: A secret image S with size of w × h is decoded to generate n0 + 1 The proposed scheme presents a new VC-based VSS
temporary shares by decoding a secret pixel 0/1 (de- scheme with the following properties.
0
1
noted white/black) according to CA
and CA
by a 1) Privilege: The participants are classified into differ(k0 + 1, n0 + 1) VC scheme. Finally, the n0 + 1 tement groups. The high-privilege members are asked to
porary shares of size 4w × h are generated.
essentially participate to disclose the secret.
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Figure 1: (a) secret image S; (b)-(c) special shares with
higher weight; and (d)-(g) general shares

Figure 3: The twenty stacked results of stacking any three
shares

Figure 2: The fifteen stacked results of any two from six
shares
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Figure 5: (a)-(d) the stacked results including two specific
shares and three general ones; (e)-(f) the stacked noiselike results; and (g) the one by stacking all shares

Figure 4: (a)-(f) the stacked results including two specific
shares and two general ones; (g)-(o) the stacked noise-like
results

Table 4: The contrast values in the experimental results
Stacked results
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 )
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S5 )
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S6 )
(S1 , S2 , S4 , S5 )
(S1 , S2 , S4 , S6 )
(S1 , S2 , S5 , S6 )
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5 )
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S6 )
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S5 , S6 )
(S1 , S2 , S4 , S5 , S6 )
(S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5 , S6 )

Contrast
0.0553059
0.0552645
0.0553177
0.055266
0.0553192
0.0552778
0.117063
0.117122
0.117076
0.117078
0.186576

2) Visual quality: The disclosed secret can be clearly
recognized in the experiments. Furthermore, the con0)
trast is defined as H(V1 )−H(V
, where m is the pixel
m
expansion rate, H(V0 ) and H(V1 ) are the Hamming
weights of all white and all black area in the disclosed
image corresponding to the white and black areas in
the original image. Table 4 demonstrates the contrast values of all the cases in which the secret can
be disclosed in the experimental results.
3) Progressive: It is obvious by Table 4 that the secret in the proposed scheme can be progressively disclosed.
4) Security: Any information of the secret cannot
be revealed without satisfying the access structure.
Here, less than k shares or less than k0 specif ic shares
cannot be stacked to reveal the secret.
Table 5 gives the comparison between the related works
and the proposed.

6

Conclusions

In order to enable the practical end of assigning shares
with the specific privilege, this paper proposes a new
weighted VC scheme. Each participant in a different
group with distinct privilege is delivered a share with specific weight. The disclosed secret is revealed only under
the predefined policy of privilege. The experimental results demonstrate the proposed scheme works well.
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Table 5: Comparisons of the weighted VSS schemes
Schemes
Chen et al. [2]
Lin et al. [10]
Shyu et al. [14]
Li et al. [9]
Yan et al. [18]
Hou et al. [7]
The proposed

VC

X
X

RG

PVC

X

X

SIS
X
X
X
X

Pixel expansion
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
No
No
Yes
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Abstract
In this paper we present a low cost yet robust DDoS detection method to identify all classes of DDoS attacks.
Our method attempts to detect DDoS attack by monitoring the deviation of the count of unique source IPs and
the count of source IPs whose transmission rate is higher
than a given threshold value. Unlike other similar existing methods, our method does not need to maintain a list
of source IPs which makes our detection method faster.
Another advantage of our method is the ability to detect
attack performed by small size bot net. In case of such an
attack the packet rate of the attack sources deviate from
its mean value significantly and thus we can detect this
change. We use a non-parametric change point modeling
technique to identify flooding attacks of all types in real
time. An other contribution of this work is the development of an attack took referred to as TU-CANNON, to
generate different variations of DDoS attack under a controlled test-bed environment.
Keywords: DDoS; DDoS Attack Detection; Low-Rate
DDoS Attack; DDoS Attack Tool

1

Introduction

In a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack, one or
more group of compromised users send legitimate traffic
to the victim to degrade or even shut down the service
of the victim. The goal of such a DDoS attack typically
varies from creating simple inconvenience to the user of
a website, to incur major financial losses to the on-line
service providers. Several such incidents can be found in
history [10, 11], which show the great threat of DDoS attack to the Internet service providers as well as the Internet users. Today, our day to day activities are becoming more and more dependent on the Internet, starting
from e-shopping to e-banking. Most emergency services
are also dependent on the Internet. Hence, the impact
of a DDoS attack is becoming more threatening. The

availability of large no of DDoS attack tools in the public
domain has made it very easy to launch such attack with
various levels of intensities, even for unskilled users with
malicious intention [2, 21]. Such tools are well equipped
with automatic scanning of the vulnerable machines over
the Internet, exploitation and deployment of attack code
in those machines and then performing the actual attack.
A detailed description of DDoS attacks and their classifications can be found in [28].
The design goal of TCP/IP was to deliver packets from
source to destination in a fast and accurate way. The
payload of the packets are of little concern to TCP/IP. A
DDoS attack generates a huge volume of TCP/IP packets from a large number of sources. These attack packets
are generally indistinguishable from that of normal traffic packets. Thus when all these attack packets merge at
the victims site, they occupy most of the victim’s network
bandwidth and forces the victim to degrade its service or
at worst shut down its services temporarily. Typically a
DDoS attack is launched from different sources in a coordinated manner and the attack traffic from individual
source is comparatively low which make it difficult to distinguish from normal traffic.
Most defense solutions [13, 24, 25] to DDoS attack detection have been found less effective due to the distributive nature of the attack.
Thus we consider two key challenges for DDoS attack
defenders. First, how to detect the attack as close as
possible to the sources, so that the traffic from such source
can be blocked early. Second, to detect the DDoS attack
in the victim site as early as possible so that the victim
gets enough time to take appropriate action to such an
attack.
One obvious way taken by most researchers [5, 15, 27]
is to monitor the volume of traffic that are received by
the victim site.
However, such methods are not robust against the
bursty nature of Internet traffic. In case of the bursty
nature of internet traffic such methods often identify it as
an attack. On the other hand, such bursty traffic may ac-
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Figure 1: The main elements of a DDoS attack
tually be attack traffic, and a delayed decision may turn
out to be very risky for the victim. Since a DDoS attack is highly distributed, the number of source IPs involved in the attack is much larger than the number of
source IPs under normal condition. Peng et. al. [22] used
the arrival rate of new source IP addresses in the traffic
during each observation period. However, this approach
needs to maintain a database of trustworthy source IP
addresses, which might itself be vulnerable to attack. In
this paper, we propose a mechanism that monitors the
number of unique source IP addresses during each observation period. Our assumption is that during an attack,
the number of source IP will increase abruptly, and by detecting this change we can detect the attack. Also, if the
attacker attempts to launch a DDoS attack with less number of sources, the rate of transmission from each source
must be high to achieve a bandwidth attack. We monitor
the count of sources which transmits above a threshold.
Under a less distributive attack the mean value of this
count deviates significantly, which indicates the presence
of an attack.
Our contribution in this paper is a simple and fast approach to detect DDoS attacks by monitoring the deviation of (i)the count of the unique source IPs from its
mean value and (b)the count of the sources transmitting
at a high rate. We also introduce an effective tool to
launch DDoS attacks, called (TUCANNON) of all types.
We establish that our method shows significant detection
performance for both benchmark DDoS dataset as well as
for our own datasets than most of the previous schemes.
To detect changes in our observed features we adopted
the non-parametric CUSUM approach and applied it by
following the idea of wang et al. [26].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of distributed denial of service attacks.
Section 3 mentions some of the related work done and in

Section 4 we provide our attack tool called TUCANNON.
In Section 5 we present our detection algorithm along
with the necessary theory. Section 6 presents the results
of performing our algorithm on various network traces.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2

Background of DDoS Attack

The goal of a DoS attack is to overwhelm the victim by
occupying its resources like network link,different queues,
processing unit etc. As a consequence, the victim’s performance degrades, and the legitimate user of the service observes a denial of service from the victim side. Typically,
an attacker sends a few malformed packets to the victim.
These packets are crafted in a way which is unexpected
for the application or a protocol on the victim machine.
Processing of such packets forces the victim application
or protocol to freeze or to restart. However, in this paper
we study the characteristics of flooding attacks. In such
an attack the attacker sends a large volume of legitimate
traffic to the victim site. As a result, the victims network
link might go into congestion. Also the communication
protocol may allocate resources to such attack traffic and
might run out of resources. In case of a DDoS attack, the
attacker generates a high volume of traffic from different
sources in a coordinated manner. To perform a DDoS
attack, the attacker uses different protocols like Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP)and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
The main elements of a DDOS attack are the attacker,
the victim and the intermediate network of machines as
shown in Figure 1.
Here the attacker is the real source of the attack. The
victim could be a single machine or an entire subnetwork. The intermediate network composed of many compromised machines. Generally, the intermediate network
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contains masters and zombies. The masters are compromised machines, and are loaded with programs to control multiple attacking machines, called as zombies. The
zombies are the compromised machines which send attack
traffic to the victim in response to the command received
from their masters.
The following steps take place while preparing and conducting a DDoS attack:
1) Discovery and Compromise: In this step the attacker
discovers vulnerable machines over the Internet to get
access to them. Later on, such systems are loaded
with programs which can further detect and compromise other vulnerable machines over the net. Different scanning tools available to discover vulnerable
machines such as Nmap, self-propagating tools like
the Ramen worm [19] and Code Red [18] are used to
discover and compromise victim machines.
2) Communication: Once machines are compromised,
the attacker communicates with the masters on various occasions to know what are the agents which
are on line, starting time of the attack, the rate of
attack traffic, the end time of the attack etc. The
agents are configured to communicate with one or
more masters. Protocols like TCP, UDP and ICMP
are used for these communications. Another mode of
communication is by making use of the IRC servers.
3) Actual Attack: In this phase the attacker sends command to the masters which inturn activates the online zombies to carry out the actual attack.
A detailed description of different types of DDoS attacks and along with different tools to perform such
attacks can be found in [28].
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the IP database, which might turnout to be a loophole
in the detection mechanism. Also they used a threshold
based mechanism to detect high speed sources as attacking source, which may not be the case always. In normal
traffic burst from single source can be seen quite often.
In [1] the authors use rank correlation measures to
discriminate DDoS attack traffic from legitimate traffic.
In [20] the authors propose a DDoS mitigation technique
based on correlation pattern suitable for cloud computing
environment. In [14] authors propose an entropy based
DDoS mitigation technique, which is capable of discriminating flash crowd in VOIP network. In [4] authors discuss a method to prevent DDoS attack which uses IP
spoofing to perform the attack.
In this paper we present an effective detection scheme
called Violating Source IP Count (VSC) which is based
on the observation that under normal condirion the number of unique source IPs over a fixed observation period
remains stable. At each interval VSC checks whether the
count significantly deviates from its mean value or not.
Our detection schema detects such significant change to
identify the presence of an attack. Our detection schema
also keeps track of the count of such high speed sources.
If the attacker uses a small size bot to escape the unique
IP count deviation system,the sources has to transmit at
high speed. Hence a deviation can be seen in the mean
value of the count of high speed sender under an attack.
VSC detects such a change and confirms an attack. To
evaluate our detection mechanism we perform several experiments on different network traces and are presented in
section 5. The evaluation results indicate that VSC has a
short detection time and a high accuracy rate. Also since
the complexity of this method is very low both in terms
of space and time, this method can easily be deployed in
a distributed manner in the first mile and intermediate
routers to detect the attack in the beginning stage itself.

Related Work
4

DDoS Attack Generation Tool

DDoS attack is different from a DoS attack in that a DoS
TUCANNON
attack can be characterized by high volume of traffic from
a single source, however in case of a DDoS attack the volume of traffic seen by the victim is actually generated Based on the protocol we can classify the basic attack
from a large number of sources over the Internet. Hence types as follows.
the traffic from each source is very dilute. Even if the 1) TCP Flood: A stream of packets with various flags
number of sources are small, use of IP spoofing can cre(SYN, RST, ACK) are sent to the victim machine.
ate the same effect. Hence detecting the attack based
The TCP SYN flood works by exhausting the TCP
on the source IP seems to be a better option over traffic
connection queue of the host and thus denying levolume based detection mechanisms [13, 24, 25]. Peng
gitimate connection requests. TCP ACK floods can
et al. [22] develop a source IP based detection mechacause disruption at the nodes corresponding to the
nism, SIM (Source Addres Monitoring). It maintains a
host addresses of the floods as well. TFN [12] is a
database of known source IP addresses and updates this
popular DDoS tool for this type of attack.
database periodically. For each observation period they
calculate the percentage of new source IP addresses in the 2) ICMP Flood (e.g ping floods): A stream of ICMP
traffic and used non-parametric CUSUM algorithm to depackets is sent to the victim host. A variant of the
tect abrupt change in the percentage of new IP addresses
ICMP floods is the Smurf attack in which a spoofed
in the network. The working of this method is dependent
IP packet consisting of an ICMP ECHO REQUEST
is sent to a directed broadcast address. TFN [12] is
on the content of the IP database. The attacker can send
a popular DDoS tool for this type of attack.
traffic in a legitimate way and thus get itself an entry in
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Figure 2: TUCANNON based direct attack strategy
3) UDP Flood: A huge amount of UDP packets are sent randomly generate valid but spoofed IP address), no of
to the victim host. Trinoo [12] is a popular DDoS tool threads (where each thread executes one copy of the slave
that uses UDP floods as one of its attack payloads. program inside a single bot machine) and range of ports
of the victim to send the traffic. When the master starts,
The DDoS attack tools like trinoo, tfn, tfn2k [12] along
it waits for slaves to connect to it. Figure 3 is a snapshot
with a lots of other tools are easily available on the inof the GUI of the server program.
ternet. However these tools are not suitable for generatThe following is a brief description of various compoing a coordinated DDoS attack in a testbed environment.
nents of the interface:
Hence, as part of our research we developed a DDoS attack generation tool referred as TUCANNON, which can List of Zombies: When the attacker starts the server
generate all the above mentioned DDoS attacks, also proprogram, it waits for the client programs to connect
vide a lots of flexibility to adjust the pattern of the attack
to it. As soon as a client program connects to the
traffic like constant rate attack, increasing rate attack,
server, the clients IP address is shown in the left side
pulsing attack and subgroup attack as mentioned in [16].
panel of the interface as shown in Figure 3.
A pictorial description of our attack tool is shown in
Protocol type: To launch an attack, the attacker has to
Figure 2. The tool comprises of two programs.
select the type of protocol by selecting any one of the
1) The first program is used by the attacker to commucorresponding radio button.
nicate with the bots. This program uses GUI so that
the attacker can easily specify various parameters like Source IP Configuration: These options are used to
protocol type, attack pattern type etc. In this paper
specify whether the attack packet carries the actual
we will refer to this program as server program.
source IP or a spoofed one. Also in case of spoof
source IP, the attacker can specify the number of dif2) The other program is executed in each bot. This
ferent unique spoofed IPs used in the attack. This
program is responsible for accepting command from
option allows the attacker to spread the required atserver program and launch the attack accordingly. In
tack traffic over a specified number of source IP.
this paper we will refer to this program as the client
program.
No of Threads: The number of machines in our test

4.1

Server Program

bed is very limited (around 50). Hence to increase
the amount of traffic each client program sends traffic by using multiple threads. The number of threads
used by each client can be specified by the attacker
through this input. This feature is used by the attacker to control the traffic rate in the attack.

Using this program we communicate with the machines
which are configured as bots in the test-bed. This program is developed with a user interface through which
one can easily specify and control different properties of
the attack traffic. Such properties are the protocol type Victim IP: This input field is used by the attacker to
(TCP, UDP and ICMP), the attack pattern (constant
specify the IP address of the victim machine.
rate attack, increasing rate attack and pulsing attack)
and the type of source IP (actual IP of the machine or Low Port and High Port: The attacker can specify
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Figure 3: GUI of TUCANNON server program
the range of ports where to send the traffic via these that under normal condition the deviation of the numinput.
ber of unique source IP addresses from its mean value is
bounded by an upper bound. And also during normal
Attack Pattern: As mentioned earlier there can be four condition the deviation of the number of source IP addifferent traffic pattern. The Attacker can select the dresses sending traffic above a threshold from its mean
pattern from this list.
value is also bounded by an upper bound. In this paper
Fire: when the attacker clicks on this button, attack we refer to such IP addresses as violating IP.
Based on these two assumptions we present a deteccommand along with the specified input is sent to
tion
mechanism called violating Source IP count (VSC)
all clients currently connected to the server.
to detect a distributed denial of service (DDoS).
The key features of VSC are highlighted below.
Stop: The attacker can stop the attack by clicking on
this button.
1) Researchers have already used source IP addresses
as detection feature such as in Peng et al. [22]. How4.2 Client Program
ever, we use the count of unique source IP addresses,
in an observation period, as detection feature. This
This program is responsible for actually sending the atapproach does not require to maintain a database of
tack traffic as specified by the command sent from the
trustworthy IP addresses for its operation. Thus the
master. When the client program starts it connects to
memory requirement and speed of this algorithm is
the server whose IP is specified as input to the client procomparatively better, which is a key goal for a detecgram. After connecting to the server it waits for command
tion system. This feature makes VSC very suitable
from the server.
to be used in a distributed manner.

5

Our Solution: Violating Source
IP Count (VSC)

2) A DDoS attack may either use a small size bot sending traffic at a high speed or a large size bot consisting
of many zombies. VSC monitors changes in both the
number of source IP addresses and count of sources
transmitting at high speed. Thus VSC traps the attacker from both the directions, hence reducing the
scope of the attacker.

For a DDOS attack, the attacker’s main goal is to overwhelm the server by sending illegitimate network traffic
using different protocols.
One common characteristic of DDoS attack is that the
volume of the traffic during an attack is very high. To 5.1 Overview of Violating Source IP
generate high volume of traffic the attacker either has to
Count
use a large botnet consisting of lot of compromised machines or the attacker may send traffic from a small botnet VSC attempts to detect the presence of attack by monbut at very high speed. We are making the assumption itoring two features of the traffic, namely the number of
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unique source IP addresses and the number of violating 5.1.2 Placement of the Detection Mechanism
source IP addresses. VSC collects the incoming packets
The VSC can be deployed in different locations in a netduring every observation period, say δT and inserts the
work as shown in Figure 6.
packets into a binary search tree based on their source
IP address. Each node in the tree has a count field that
specifies the number of packets from the source IP represented by the source IP field of the node, as illustrated in
Figure 4

Figure 6: Different possible placement location of VSC

Figure 4: The binary search tree used in the detection
engine
If the number of packets for a source IP address
is greater than a certain threshold, that IP address is
marked as violating IP. This information is used by VSC
to detect DDoS attack that uses a small size botnet to
carry out the attack. Also, at the end of each observation period the number of nodes in the binary search tree
gives the number of unique source IP addresses during
the observation period. Thus at the end of each observation period the BST (Binary Search Tree) gives us a) the
number of violating source IP addresses Vi , and b) the
number of unique source IP addresses Xi in the current
observation period ti .
5.1.1

System Architecture

Figure 5 provides an overview of VSC mechanism. The
VSC mechanism consists of three basic components, viz,
detection engine, decision engine, and response engine.

If it is deployed in the first mile router, the detection
rate will depend on the size of the bot. If a small bot
is used then the number of packets from one IP must be
high, which our detection engine can detect by estimating the change in the count of violating source IP count.
However, in case of a large bot, the detection rate might
decline.
If deployed in intermediate routers, the detection rate
increases as it moves towards the victim site. One can
thus deploy VSC at different intermediate routers and detect the occurrence of an attack in a distributed manner.
Chen et al. [9] describe such an approach in their work.
Another point of deployment is at the victim site, i.e,
the last mile outer. Since all the attack traffic aggregate
in the last mile router, deviation of An and/or B n can
easily be detected, if there is any.
Among these different detection points the intermediate routers and the last mile router carries the greatest
interest from the point of view of the victim. In this paper we present the experimental results performed on the
last mile router. Detection of the attack by placing VSC
at different intermediate routers in a distributed manner
is out of thee scope of this paper.

5.2

Theory Behind VSC

As mentioned above, VSC monitors the number of unique
source IP address Xi and number of violating source IP
addresses Vi in each observation period to detect the occurrence of an attack in the network. Under the normal
condition, the deviation of Xi and Vi from its mean value
is less, however under an attack these parameters deviate
from their mean largely. Our detection engine thus monitors and detects (if any) such a significant change in these
two parameters and confirms as an attack based on some
Figure 5: Architecture of VSC
threshold value.
The following section describes the approach we use to
The detection engine processes the incoming traffic to detect such change in the above mentioned framework.
detect any attack. The task of the decision engine is to
combine the results from the detection engine and to reach
5.2.1 The Non-Parametric CUSUM Algorithm:
a consensus about the occurrence of an attack. The response engine in turn sets an alarm on or off based on the Let Xn , where n = 0, 1, 2, 3.. and Vn , where n = 0, 1, 2, 3..
output of the decision engine.
be the number of unique source IP addresses and the num-
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ber of violating source IP address in an observation period 5.2.2 Parameter Specification
tn . Since Xn and Vn are highly dependent on different atTwo key measures of greatest interest for a DDoS attack
tributes of the network (such as size, time of the day, etc)
detection system are given below.
from which they are collected, we first normalize Xn and
Vn by the average value of Xn and Vn respectively. Let X n
1) False alarm rate, i.e, the number of normal instances
and V n represent the mean value of Xn and Vn . Then X n
reported as attack over a specific period of time.
and V n can be computed as follows X n =α*X n − 1+(1α)*Xn , V n =α* V n −1+(1-α)*Vn Where α is the memory 2) Detection time, i.e, time duration between the starting of an attack and the detection of the attack.
factor and lies between 0 and 1.
However, both these design goals are mutually conflictThus from Xn and Vn we define An =Xn /X n
Bn =Vn /V n Since An and Bn are normalized values, no ing, as expected! To achieve one other one often has to
longer they are dependent on the current network char- compromise up to extent. in practice (1,4,30 p) CUSUM
is considered as optimal in terms of both false alarm rate
acteristics.
We use the concept of sequential change point detec- and detection time. As presented in Brodsky et al. [6]
tion [10] in our detection algorithm. The goal of the
change point detection mechanism is to detect the presence of a change of the mean value in a observed time
series data. In our algorithm, it detects change in An
and Bn . However,accurate estimation of An and Bn are
challenging task, hence we use non-parametric CUSUM
method [24] in our detection algorithm. Non-parametric
CUSUM is not model specific and hence suitable for our
purpose. The basic idea of using non-parametric CUSUM
to detect abrupt change in a time series data is based on
the model presented in Wang et al. [10]. The details of
non-parametric CUSUM can be found in [24]. Here we
demonstrate how to apply non-parametric CUSUM on
An to detect change. Similar approach is taken in case of
Bn .
Under normal condition, the mean of An denoted by
c (i.e, c = E(An )) is near by 1. We chose a parameter
which is the upper bound of c. From An we derive another random sequence An such that An = An − c. This
transformation will make the mean value of An negative
under normal condition, which is a basic assumption of
non-parametric CUSUM algorithm [6]. Now consider h as
the lower bound of the amplitude of increase in the mean
value of An during an attack and h  c. As presented
in wang et al. [26] the nonparametric CUSUM algorithm
can be written as
Yn = Sn − min Sk , 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Pk
Where Sk =
i=1 Ai , S0 = 0 at the beginning and
Yn is the accumulated positive values of Ai . Thus if
Yn is very large it is a clear indication of the deviation
of the observed value of the random sequence from its
mean value.We use a threshold value N which is compared against Yn at the end of each observation period.
If Yn exceeds N an attack is detected. Thus we can now
formally define the detection function as

DN (Yn ) =

0 if Yn ≤ N
1 otherwise.

Where 1́ı́ndicates an attack and 0́d́etects normal traffic.

τN
ρN

=

inf n : Dn (.) = 1
(τN − m)+
,
=
N

(1)

where τN = detection time; ρN = normalized detection
time after a change occurs. Inf represents inf imum. n
is the time when the attack started.
ρN and h can be related by the following equation
ρN → γ =

1
h − |c − a|

(2)

where h − |c − a| gives the mean of An , after an attack
begins. As mentioned in [26] the above equation gives
an upper bound of the actual detection time. Thus to
achieve our design goals we have to choose optimal values for the parameters a and N . It is clear from Equation (1) and Equation (2) that once we are given a,h and
a detection time period we can calculate N accordingly.
The parameter a is used to offset An to be An , so that
An has a negative mean under normal condition. If a is
chosen to be very high the likelihood of getting positive
values in the sequence An is less. In turn the accumulated
value i.e, Yn might not reach the threshold.
The parameter N specifies the threshold for Yn . If N
is chosen to be very high, false alarm rate will be low at
a cost of high detection time. On the other hand, a small
value of N may increase the false alarm rate.
As mentioned earlier CUSUM algorithm needs a, h and
detection time interval to be specified and calculates N
by using Equations (1) and (2).
Here a is the upper bound estimation of the mean of
An . From the definition of An can safely assume a as 1.1.
The parameter h specifies the amplitude of the minimum increase of the mean value of An under an attack.
By following the same principle as in wang et al. [26] we
set h = 2 ∗ a.
We used detection interval as 3 sec. Assuming c = 1,
from Equation (1) and (2) we get N = 6.3.

6

Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the detection efficiency of our mechanism we
validate VSC by using both available benchmark datasets
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Table 1: Network traces used in the experiments
Trace
TU 170813
DARPA
CAIDA2007

Duration
1 hr
3 week
1 hr

Created on
Aug,2013
1999
2007

as well as our own testbed network traces. Table 1 describes the traces used in our experiments.
Also to show the effectiveness of VSC under different
attack scenario, we embedded simulated attack traffic of
various characteristics generated in our testbed into the
normal traffic of Table 1. Following sections provide the
description of our testbed followed by different experiments and their results.

6.1

Type
Bi-Directional
Bi-Directional
Uni-Directional

Label
normal
attack
attack

(a) packet rate of in normal scenario

Testbed Setup

Our testbed consists of two sub-networks as shown in Figure 7.

(b) unique IP rate in normal scenario

Figure 7: The testbed of our experiments

1) The first sub-network (marked by the left side oval)
is used to generate the attack traffic. In this subnetwork we installed TU-CANNON as explained earlier.
2) The second sub-network (marked by the right side
oval) contains the victim server and also the capturing and detection unit (labeled as IDS in the diagram).

6.2

VSC Under Normal Condition

(c) CUSUM statistics under normal condition

Figure 8: Result of VSC on attack scenario 1

mean value, rather than the volume of the traffic.thus our
detection mechanism can detect low rate DDoS attack involving large number of sources. To demonstrate this we
embedded a simulated attack of duration 1 minutes into
the normal traffic. The attack was performed at a rate of
250 packets/sec, which is much lesser than the usual traffic of the network. Hence such an attack can easily escape
a traffic volume based detection mechanism. However as
6.3 Detection of Low Rate DDoS Attack shown in Figure 9, our detection mechanism detects the
attack within 23 sec of the starting of the attack. HowOur detection mechanism detects attack based on the de- ever, during the attack period the traffic volume does not
viation of the number of unique source IP address from its change significantly.

To perform our experiments we used the TU 170813
dataset as normal traffic reference. We are assuming this
traffic as attack free traffic. the result of VSC when applied on TU 170813 is shown in Figure 8. We can see that
both of our test statistics are much below their threshold
value.
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(a) Packet rate of DARPA

(a) packet rate of in attack scenario

(b) unique IP rate

6.4

(b) Unique IP rate of DARPA

(c) CUSUM detection of attack

(c) CUSUM detection in DARPA

Figure 9: Result of VSC on attack scenario 1

Figure 10: Result of VSC on DARPA dataset

Detection of Randomly
Source IP Attack

Spoofed

We used the DARPA dataset [17] in our experiments to
show the effectiveness of VSC in detecting DDoS attack
which uses a randomly spoofed source IP addresses.Figure
11 demonstrate the result of this experiment. From the
figure we can see that the attack present in the DARPA
dataset is easily detectable by VSC in less than 3 seconds.

6.5

937

6.6

Detection of DDoS
CAIDA2007 Dataset

Attack

in

CAIDA 2007 [7] is an widely used and benchmark DDoS
network trace. We applied VSC on this dataset in our
experiment. The result of VSC is shown in Figure 9(a).
The length of CAIDA is around 1 hour. The first 30
minutes contains traffic at a low rate, from a small number
of sources. However at the begining of the second 30
minitue half, there is an abrupt change in both number
of unique source IP address as well as the traffic volume.
VSC detects this change with in 8 seconds.

Detection of DDoS Attack From A 7 Conclusion and Future Work
Small Size Bot
In this paper we present a robust and low cost method to

The attacker may use a small size bot net (consisting a
small number of sources) to carryout the attack. However
in that case the speed of the individual source need to be
high to end up in an effective DDoS attack. We used a
simulated attack consisting of 7 sources, performing an
attack at 2000 packets/sec, for a duration of 10 minutes.
we used 150 packets/sec as the threshold to mark an IP
as violating IP. From Figure 11 it is clear that VSC can
detect such an attack in less than 15 seconds, by detecting
a change in the violating source IP count.

detect DDoS attack. Our method detects DDoS attack
by monitoring the deviation of the count of unique source
IP and the count of source IPs whose transmission rate
is higher than a threshold value. Another feature of our
detection mechanism is that to detect attack performed
from small size bot net, i.e, where the transmission rate
of each source is very high we keep track of the count
of such sources. In case of an attack, this count value
deviates from its mean value abruptly, and thus we can
detect this change to confirm the attack.
In this paper we present the experimental results of
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(a) Packet rate of small size BOT

(a) packet rate of CAIDA

(b) unique IP rate of CAIDA

(b) High speed IP rate of small size BOT

(c) CUSUM detection on small size BOT

(c) CUSUM detection on CAIDA

Figure 11: Result of VSC on small size BOT

Figure 12: Result of VSC on CAIDA

applying VSC in a last mile router in the context of simulated network traces as well as benchmark datasets like
CAIDA and DARPA . Our future research will be on the
deployment of the detection mechanism in a distributed
manner. A distributive approach will be able to detect the
attack as it propagates towards the victim. Thus the victim will get enough time to take necessary precaution.Also
a distributive approach will be able to detect the attack
near to the source, which is a very desired property of an
detection system.
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Abstract
Certificateless encryption (CLE) alleviates the heavy certificate management in traditional public key encryption
and the key escrow problem in the ID-based encryption
simultaneously. Current CLE schemes assumed that the
user’s secret key is absolutely secure. Unfortunately, this
assumption is too strong in case the CLE is deployed in
the hostile setting and the leakage of the secret key is inevitable. In this paper, we present a new concept called a
certificateless key insulated encryption scheme(CL-KIE).
We argue that this is an important cryptographic primitive that can be used to achieve key-escrow free and keyexposure resilience. We also present an efficient CL-KIE
scheme based on bilinear pairing. After that, the security
of our scheme is proved under the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
assumption in the random oracle model. Further, the potential applications of CL-KIE is also briefly illustrated.
Keywords: Bilinear Pairing; Certificateless Cryptography;
Key-insulated

1

Introduction

The public-key cryptography is called asymmetric key encryption, as every user owns a pair of keys: a public key
and a private key. In 1978, Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and
Leonard Adleman [15] published the first practical public key encryption RSA algorithm. The security of this
algorithm is relied on practical difficulty of factoring the
product of two large prime number. Another widely used
public key cryptography Elgama algorithm based on the
Diffie-Hellman key exchange was described by Taher Elgamal [10] in 1984.
The public key cryptosystem needs Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to offer the authentication and validation
for the public key [19]. But PKI will encounter a lot of
challenges on efficiency and scalability for its complicated

structure. In 1984, the Identity-based Encryption was
firstly proposed by Shamir [24]. In 2001, Dan Boneh and
Matthew K. Franklin [7] proposed a practical identitybased encryption system based on Weil pairing over elliptic curves and finite fields. In IBE, the public key could be
any arbitrary characters related to user’s identity [13, 22].
The private key is derived from the identity of an entity and the master key only known by Key Generation
Center (KGC). So the certificate which is used to authenticate public key will not be necessary. However, the key
escrow problem arises that the malicious authority can
impersonate any users to get the corresponding private
key.
To solve the problem of key escrow in Identity-based
Encryption and guarantee the authenticity of public keys
without the use of the certificate in public key encryption,
the certificateless public key encryption (CL-PKE) has
been introduced by Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] in 2003.
In CL-PKE, the private key is separated into two parts:
one partial private key is still generated in KGC, and the
secret key is selected by the user itself. The malicious
KGC only can get the partial private key, so it can not
impersonate any user to attack the system. Hence, the
CL-PKE solves the problems of key escrow. Since then,
CL-PKE becomes a research hotspot and several other
relevant certificateless encryption schemes [3, 4, 5, 8, 14,
20, 23] have been developed. Until then, current CL-PKE
schemes assumed that the user’s secret key is absolutely
secure. However, a higher security requirement in CLPKE is needed, for example, the case where an adversary
steals the whole private key.
The exposure of private key is a devastating disaster for the cryptosystem. Key-evolving cryptosystem
can alleviate the damage of key leakage. Normally,
Key-evolving cryptosystem can be categorized into three
groups as follows: forward-security [2, 26], key-insulation
[9, 11, 16, 18, 21, 25] and intrusion-resilience [12]. In the
key-evolving cryptosystem, the lifetime of the system is
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Table 1: Functionality comparison

PKE
IBE
CL-PKE
our scheme

Public key management-Free
×
√
√
√

divided into N time periods. For forward-secure scheme,
the private key is updated by the user himself during every time period without any interaction with other devices. Even when an adversary compromise the private
key at the current time period, the forward-secure scheme
can also guarantee the security of the prior time periods.
In the key-insulated scheme, a user’s private key is updated by communicating with a physically-secure device
for every time period. The private key is composed of two
parts: one part is generated by the master key and the
other is created by the helper key from the physicallysecure device. Meanwhile, the public key remains fixed
during the whole periods of key updating. By this approach, even an adversary who steals the private key in
the present time period cannot get the private key in the
former or later period. The private key in the intrusionresilient scheme also will be updated by interaction with
a physically-secure device.
The difference between the key-insulated scheme and
the intrusion-resilient scheme is that the intrusionresilient scheme refreshes the secret keys of the user and
physically-secure device many times in one period. So
intrusion-resilient scheme remains secure even after many
arbitrary compromises of both user and physically-secure
device, as long as the compromise are not simultaneous.
Among the above three types of key-evolving schemes, the
key-insulated scheme and the intrusion-resilient scheme
can offer higher security than the forward-secure scheme.
Also, the intrusion-resilient scheme gives more security
and is less efficient compared with the key-insulated
scheme. Therefore, the key-insulated scheme is the tradeoff between security and efficiency as shown in Table 1.

1.1

Key-escrow Free
×
×
√
√

Key-insulation
×
×
×
√

scheme based on bilinear pairing. We also give the
security proof for the CL-KIE scheme under the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption in the random oracle model.
• Finally, our scheme with key updates can give more
security fuctionality to solve the problem of key exposure compared with some other CL-PKE schemes,
while sacrificing a little on the cost of execution time.
This is an attractive advantage which the standard
CL-PKE scheme does not possess.

1.2

Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We formalize the definition and give the security model of CLKIE schemes in Section 2. Section 3 first gives an introduction to bilinear pairings and the Bilinear DiffieHellman Problem, then proposes a construction of the
CL-KIE scheme. We prove that our scheme under the
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption in the random oracle
model and compare our scheme with CL-PKE scheme on
efficiency and security capability in Section 4. Further,
the potential applications for CL-KIE is discussed in Section 5. At last, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2

Formal Definition and Security
Model

In this section we first formalize the definition of the CLKIE scheme by cooperating the key-insualted scheme and
the CL-PKE scheme. After that, we propose the security
model of the CL-KIE scheme.

Contribution

In this paper, we resolve the above problem and make the 2.1 Definition of CL-KIE
following novel contributions as follows:
We denote the CL-KIE scheme, which consists of the following algorithms:
• Firstly, we present a concrete paradigm called the
certificateless key-insulated encryption scheme (CL- Setup: The algorithm is given a security parameter
KIE). We integrate key-insulated technique into CLk, and generates the system parameters params,
PKE. Through this method, our new scheme not only
master-key and master-helper-key. The system
can solve the problem of key escrow, but also can
parameters include a description of a finite message
achieve the functionality of key-insulation, without
space M, a description of a finite ciphertext space C
heavy public key management.
and a randomness space R.
• We give the formal definition and security model for SecretValExtract: The algorithm takes as input
CL-KIE scheme and the construction of a CL-KIE
params and a identity string IDA ∈ {0, 1}∗ , and
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generates a random xA ∈ Zq as the secret value associated with the entity A.
PartialKeyExtract: The algorithm takes as input
params, master-key, and a identity string IDA , and
return the partial private key DA corresponding to
the entity A.
HelperKeyUpdate: The algorithm takes as input
params, a time period i, master-helper-key, a
identity string IDA , and return the helper key HKA,i
for a time period i.
PrivateKeyUpdate: The algorithm takes as input
param, a time period i, a helper key HKA,i , an identity string IDA , a partial private key DA and a secret
value xA , and output the private key SA,i for a time
period i.
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• Secret-Value-Queries: If necessary, A makes
Secret-Value-Queries on the identity IDA , and S
returns the secret value xA associated with IDA to
A.
• Public-Key-Queries:
A makes Public-KeyQueries on the identity IDA , and S returns the
helper key PA to A.
• Public-Key-Replace: If necessary, A can repeatedly make Public-Key-Replace to set the public
key PA for any value of its choice.
• Decryption-Queries:
A makes DecryptionQueries for a ciphertext C on the identity IDA at
a time period i. If the recovered redundancy in M is
valid, S returns the associated plaintext M to A.

Semantic security against an adaptive chosen ciphertext
for a KI-CLPKE scheme can be defined via the folPublicKeyExtract: The algorithm takes as input
lowing
games between two different Advesaries (A1 and
params, a secret value xA and a identity string IDA ,
A
)
and
Challenger S:
2
and output the public key PA of the entity A.
Encrypt: The algorithm takes as input a time period i,
params, an identity string IDA , a public key PA and
a plaintext M ∈ M. It returns the ciphertext C ∈ C.
Decrypt: The algorithm takes as input a time period i,
params, a private key SA,i and a ciphertext C. It
returns the corresponding plaintext M ∈ M.

2.2

Security Model

In this subsection we define the security model for the CLKIE scheme by Indistinguishability of Encyption Against
Adaptive Chosen Ciphertext Attacker (IND-CPA) game
which is conducted between a challenger S and an adversary A. In our scheme, we define two kinds of adversaries
T ypeI adversary (A1 ) and T ypeII adversary (A2 ): A1
represents the external attacker who can not access the
master-key but can replace the public key for an entity
with its choice; A2 represents the malicious KGC who can
access the master-key. We prohibit A2 from replacing the
public key since A2 can not seclect the secret value by itself. First we give a list of oracles that a general adversary
in our scheme may carry out, then we define chosen ciphertext security of CL-KIE for two kinds of adversaries
respectively.
The list of oracles that a general adversary in CL-KIE
may carry out is the following:
• Partial-Private-Key-Queries: If necessary, A
makes Partial-Private-Key-Queries on the identity IDA , and S returns the partial private key DA
associated with IDA to A.
• Helper-Key-Queries: A makes Helper-KeyQueries on the identity IDA at a time period i, and
S returns the helper key HKA,i to A.

• Chosen Plaintext Security for CL-KIE on A1
Setup: S takes as input a security parameter k
and execute the Setup algorithm. It returns
params except master-key to A1 .
Phase 1: A1 can access a sequence of oracles:
Partial-Private-Key-Queries,
HelperKey-Queries,
Secret-Value-Queries,
Public-Key-Replace, Decryption-Queries.
These queries may be requested adaptively, but
restricted by the rule of adversary behavior.
Challenge: A1 outputs two equal length plaintext
∗
at
M0∗ , M1∗ ∈ M on the challenge identity IDA
∗
a time period i . The challenge S pick a random
number b ∈ {0, 1} and generate C ∗ in relation to
(i∗ , Mb∗ , ID∗ ). C ∗ is delivered to A1 as a target
challenge.
Phase 2: A1 continues to access a sequence of oracles as in Phase 1, and S responds to these
queries as in Phase 1.
Guess: At the end, A1 outputs a guess b0 ∈
{0, 1}. The adversary wins the game if b = b0 .
We define A01 s advantage in this game to be
Adv(A1 ) = 2(P r[b = b0 ] − 21 ).
There are a few restrictions on the A1 as follows:
– A1 are not allowed to extract the partial private
∗
key for IDA
.
– In Phase 2, we insist that A1 cannot make a decryption query on the challenge ciphertext C ∗ in
∗
the relation to the identity IDA
and the public
∗
key PA .
• Chosen Plaintext Security for CL-KIE on A2
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Setup: S takes as input a security parameter k and Bilinear Diffie-Hellman(BDH) Problem
execute the Setup algorithm. It returns params
BDH Problem is for a, b, c ∈ Zq , given P, aP, bP, cP ∈
to A2 .
G1 , to compute abc which satisfies ê(P, Q)abc ∈ G2 .
Phase 1: A2 can access a sequence of oracles:
Helper-Key-Queries, Public-Key-Queries, 3.2 Construction
Decryption-Queries. These queries may be
requested adaptively, but restricted by the rule Setup: We can randomly select a security parameters
k ∈ Z+ , the Setup algorithm works as follows:
of adversary behavior.
Challenge: A2 outputs two equal length plaintext
∗
M0∗ , M1∗ ∈ M on the challenge identity IDA
and
∗
a time period i . The challenger S pick a random number b ∈ {0, 1}, and generate C ∗ in ralation to (i∗ , Mb∗ , ID∗ ). C ∗ is delivered to A2 as
a target challenge.
Phase 2: A2 continues to access a sequence of oracles as in Phase 1, and S responds to these
queries as in Phase 1.
Guess: At the end, A2 outputs a guess b0 ∈
{0, 1}. The adversary wins the game if b = b0 .
We define A02 s advantage in this game to be
Adv(A2 ) = 2(P r[b = b0 ] − 21 ).
There are a few restrictions on the A2 as follows:
– The Secret-Value-Queries is not allowed to
access if the public key for entity has been replaced.
– A2 are not allowed to replace the public key for
∗
.
IDA
– A2 are not allowed to extract the secret value
∗
for IDA
.

Step 1: Pick two groups (G1 , +) and (G2 , ×) of the
same prime order q where |q| = k. Choose a
generator P over G1 randomly, we can get a
bilinear map ê : G1 × G1 → G2 .
Step 2: Choose a random s ∈ Zq to compute Ppub =
sP , the corresponding s can be regarded as the
master-key: Mmk = s;
Choose a random w ∈ Zq to compute Phk =
wP , the corresponding w can be regarded as
the master-helper-key: Mhk = w.
Step 3: For some integer n > 0,we can select three
cryptographic hash functions:
• H1 : {0, 1}n → G1 .
• H2 : {0, 1}n × Z+ → G1 .
• H3 : G1 × G2 → {0, 1}n .
The system parameters params = (G1 , G2 , p, ê, n, P,
Ppub , Php , H1 , H2 , H3 ). The master key Mmk = s and
the master helper key Mhk = w.
The message space is M = {0, 1}n , the ciphertext
space is C = {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n , the randomness space
is R = {0, 1}n .

– In phase 2, we insist that A2 cannot make a decryption query on the challenge ciphertext C ∗ in SecretValExtract (params, IDA ): For a given identity
∗
IDA and params, the algorithm outputs a random
and the public
the relation to the identity IDA
xA ∈ Zq as the secret value for entity A.
key PA∗ .

3

KI-CLPKE Scheme

3.1

PartialKeyExtrat (params, Mmk , IDA ): For a given
identity IDA ∈ {0, 1}∗ of entity A, params and Mmk ,
the algorithm computes DA = sH1 (IDA ).

Bilinear Pairing and Bilinear DiffieHelperKeyUpdate (i, IDA , Mhk , params): Given
Hellman (BDH) Problem
a identity string ID
and a time period
A

Bilinear Pairing
Let G1 denotes a cyclic additive group of order q for
some large prime q, let G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group
of the same order q, We can make use of a bilinear map:ê :
G1 × G1 → G2 above these two groups which must satisfy
the following properties:

i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, the helper generates a helper key
HKA,i which can help the private key to be updated
at the time period i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}:
HKA,i = wH2 (IDA , i)

PrivateKeyExtract (i, IDA , HKA,i , params, DA , xA ):
Given a identity IDA , At a time period
i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, the private key is generated
as:
• Non-Degeneracy: If P is the generator for G1 ,
ê(P, P ) is the generator for G2 .
SA,i = xA H1 (IDA ) + DA + HKA,i
• Computability: For ∀P, Q ∈ G1 , ê(P, Q) can
= xA H1 (IDA ) + sH1 (IDA ) + wH2 (IDA , i)
be computed through an efficient algorithm in a
polynomial-time.
the value SA,i−1 will be deleted subsequently.

• Bilinearity: ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab , where P, Q ∈
G1 , and a, b ∈ Z∗q .
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PublicKeyExtract (params, xA , IDA ): Given params
and xA , the algorithm outputs PA = hXA , YA i =
hxA P, xA sP i.
Encrypt (i, params, IDA , PA , M ): At a time period i ∈
{0, . . . , n − 1}, to encrypt a plaintext M ∈ {0, 1}n ,
the algorithm does:
1) Check the equality ê(XA , sP ) = ê(YA , P ) holds.
If not, output ⊥ and abort encryption.
2) Select a random r ∈ Zq , U = rP .
3) Compute
ξ
=
ê(XA , rH1 (IDA ))
ê(Ppub , rH1 (IDA ))ê(Phk , rH2 (IDA , i)).
4) Output the ciphertext:
H3 (U, ξ)i.

C

=

hi, U, M ⊕

Decrypt(i, params, SA,i , C): Received the ciphertext
C = hi, U, V i. at the time period i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1},
the algorithm performs the following steps with the
Private key SA,i :
1) Compute ξ 0 = ê(U, SA,i ).
2) Compute M 0 = V ⊕ H3 (U, ξ 0 ).
3) If the recovered redundancy in M is valid, then
accept M 0 the plaintext.

4
4.1

Analysis
Security Proof

Theorem 1. Let hash functions H1 , H2 , H3 be random
oracles. For TypeI adversary in polynomial time, suppose
further that there is no IND-CPA adversary A1 that has
non-negligible advangtage against the KI-CLPKE scheme.
Then the KI-CLPKE is IND-CPA secure.
Proof. We first deal with the T ypeI adversary A1 . For the
first type adversary A1 is external attacker who can not
get the master-key, Given a BDH problem (P, aP, bP, cP ),
we can construct a challenger S to compute ê(P, P )abc by
making use of A1 as an adversary. Now, we begin to
propose the concrete proof.
Setup: Firstly, challenger S sets Ppub = aP and selects
params = (G1 , G2 , p, ê, n, P, Ppub , Php ) then sends
params to adversary A1 .
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H2 queries: S keeps a list H2list of tuples
hIDj , uj , wj i which is initially empty. When
A1 issues a query on IDi and ui , S responds as
follows:
• If IDi and ui is on H2list in a tuple
hIDi , ui , wj i, then βI responds with wi .
• Otherwise, S selects a random integer wi ∈
Zp and stores hIDi , ui , wi i into the tuple
list. S responds with wi .
H3 queries: S keeps a list H3list of tuples
huj , wj , Strj i which is initially empty. When
A1 issues a query on ui and wi , S responds as
follows:
• If ui and wi is on H3list in a tuple
hui , wi , Stri i, then S responds with Stri .
• Otherwise, S selects a random integer
Stri ∈ {0, 1}n and stores hui , wi , Stri i into
the tuple list. S responds with Stri .
Partial-Private-Key-Queries: S keeps a list
P P list of tuples hIDj , DA,j i. On receiving a
query Partial-Private-Key-Queries(IDi ), S
responds to the query as follows:
• If IDi = ID∗ , S aborts.
• Else, if IDi is on the list in the tuple
hIDi , DA,i i, then S responds with DA,i
• Else, S first searches H1list for the tuple with IDi . If no such tuple is found
then H1 (IDi ) is queried. Then S compute
DA,i = sH1 (IDi ) and output DA,i as the
answer.
Helper-Key-Queries: S keeps a list HK list of tuples hIDj , j, HKA,j i. On receiving a query
Helper-Key-Queries(IDi , i), S responds to
the query as follows:
• If IDi = ID∗ , S aborts.
• Else, if IDi and the time period i are on
the list in the tuple hIDi , i, HKA,i i, then S
responds with HKA,i .
• Else, S first searches H2list for the tuple with
IDi and the time period i. If no such tuple
is found then H2 (IDi , i) is queried. Then
S compute HKA,i = wH2 (IDi , i) and then
output HKA,i as the answer.

Phase 1: H1 queries: S keeps a list H1list of tuples
hIDj , uj i which is initially empty. When A1
issues a query on IDi , S responds as follows:

Secret-Value-Queries: S keeps a list SV list of tuples hIDj , xA,j i. On receiving a query SecretValue-Queries(IDi ), S responds to the query
as follows:

• If IDi is on H1list in a tuple hIDi , ui i, then
S responds with ui . If IDi = ID∗ , then S
set H1 (ID∗ ) = bP .
• Otherwise, S selects a random integer ui ∈
Zp and stores hIDi , ui i into the tuple list.
S responds with ui .

• If IDi = ID∗ , S aborts.
• Else, if IDi and xA,i is on SV list in a tuple
hIDi , xA,i i, then S responds with xA,i .
• Eles, S selects a random integer xA,i ∈ Zq
and stores hIDi , xA,i i into the tuple list. S
responds with xA,i .
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Public-Key-Queries: S keeps a list P K list of tuples hIDj , PA,j i. On receiving a query PublicKey-Queries(IDi ), S responds to the query as
follows:
• If IDi is on the list in the tuple hIDi , PA,i i.
Then S responds with PA,i .
• Otherwise S first searches S list for the tuple
with IDi . If no such tuple is found then
Secret-Value-Queries(IDi ) is queried. Then
S compute XA = xA,i P, YA = xA,i sP and
output PA = hXA , YA i as the answer.
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ξ ∗ is defined as:
∗
∗
ξ ∗ =ê(XA , rH1 (IDA
))ê(Ppub , rH1 (IDA
))
∗ ∗
ê(Phk , rH2 (IDA
, i ))

=ê(xA rP, bP )ê(bP, acP )ê(wP, r(h∗ ,i∗ P ))
=ê(P, P )abc ê(aP, cP )xA ê(wP, (h∗ ,i∗ )cP )
Above
all,
S
can
get
the
solution
for BDH problem,
i.e.
ê(P, P )abc
=
ξ ∗ (ê(aP, cP )−xA ê(wP, (h∗ ,i∗ )cP ))−1 .
Thus we
have proved the security of the scheme for the T ypeI
adversary through this reduction.

Public-Key-Replace: Assume a query that is to
replace the public key for IDi with value
hXi0 , Yi0 i.
If ê(Xi0 , P0 ) = ê(Yi0 , P ), then
0
0
0
PA (hXA , YA i) is a valid public key. S replace Theorem 2. Let hash functions H1 , H2 , H3 be random
oracles. For TypeII adversary in polynomial time, supthe public key with new values hXi0 , Yi0 i.
pose further that there is no IND-CPA adversary A2
Decryption-Queries: On receiving a query that has non-negligible advangtage against the KI-CLPKE
Decryption-Queries(IDi ,
Ci )
where scheme. Then the KI-CLPKE is IND-CPA secure.
Ci = (i, Ui , Vi ), S responds to the query
Proof. We secondly deal with the T ypeII adversary A2 .
as follows:
For the T ypeII adversary is a malicious KGC attacker
• If IDi = ID∗ , S aborts.
who can get the master-key, Given a BDH problem
• Else, S derives the private key SA,i = (P, aP, bP, cP ), we can construct a challenger S to comxA H1 (IDA ) + sH1 (IDA ) + wH2 (IDA , i), pute ê(P, P )a,b,c by making use of A2 as an adversary.
Now, we begin to propose the concrete proof.
then compute ξi0 = ê(U, SA,i ).
• Else,S first searches H3list for the tuple with Setup: Firstly, challenger S selects params
=
(Ui , ξi0 ). If no such tuple is found then
(G
,
G
,
p,
ê,
n,
P,
P
,
P
),
then
sends
params
1
2
pub
hp
H3 (Ui , ξi0 ) is queried. Then S compute
to adversary A2 , where Php is set as aP .
0
0
0
M = V ⊕ H3 (Ui , ξi ), and output M as
the answer.
Phase 1: H1 queries: S keeps a list H1list of tuples
hIDj , uj i which is initially empty. When A2
issues a query on IDi , S responds as follows:
Challenge phase: A1 outputs two equal length plain∗
at
text M0∗ , M1∗ ∈ M on the challenge identity IDA
• If IDi is on H1list in a tuple hIDi , ui i, then
a time period i∗ . The challenge S picks a random
S responds with ui . If IDi = ID∗ , then S
number b ∈ {0, 1}, sets U ∗ = cP , and generates C ∗
set H1 (ID∗ ) = bP .
in relation to (i∗ , Mb∗ , ID∗ ). C ∗ is delivered to A1 as
• Otherwise, S selects a random integer ui ∈
a target challenge.
Zp and stores hIDi , ui i into the tuple list.
S responds with ui .
Phase 2: A1 continues to access a sequence of oracles
H2 queries: S keeps a list H2list of tuples
as in Phase 1, and S responds to these queries as in
hIDj , uj , wj i which is initially empty. When
Phase 1.
A2 issues a query on IDi and ui , S responds as
follows:
Guess: At the end, A1 outputs a guess b0 ∈ {0, 1}. The
• If IDi and ui is on H2list in a tuple
adversary wins the game if b = b0 . We define A01 s
hIDi , ui , wj i, then S responds with wi .
advantage in this game to be Adv(A1 ) = 2(P r[b =
1
0
•
Otherwise,
S selects a random integer wi ∈
b ] − 2 ).
Zp and stores hIDi , ui , wi i into the tuple
When the challenge games begin, S sets Ppub = aP
list. S responds with wi .
as an instance of BDH problem and simulates hash
H3 queries: S keeps a list H3list of tuples
functions as random oracles. During the simulahuj , wj , Strj i which is initially empty. When
tion, S needs to guess every bit in target plaintext
A2 issues a query on ui and wi , S responds as
∗
∗
∗
M1 with a time period i . S will set H1 (IDA ) =
follows:
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗
bP , H2 (IDA , i ) = (h ,i P ), V = H3 (U , ξ ) =
H3 (cP, ξ ∗ ). After that, S returns a simulated cipher• If ui and wi is on H3list in a tuple
∗
∗
∗
∗
text C = (i , U , V ), which implies the parameter
hui , wi , Stri i, then S responds with Stri .
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Table 2: Performance comparison

PartialKeyExtract
PublicKeyExtract
Encrypt
Decrypt
Key-Insulation

CL-PKE [1]
M
2M
M +P +E
P
×

CL-PKE1 [6]
M
M
2M + P
M +P
×

CL-PKE2 [6]
2M
M
4M + E
M + 2P
×

Our Scheme
3M
2M
4M + 3P
P
√

a time period i∗ . The challenge S pick a random
number b ∈ {0, 1}, sets U ∗ = cP , and generate C ∗ in
relation to (i∗ , Mb∗ , ID∗ ). C ∗ is delivered to A2 as a
target challenge.

• Otherwise, S selects a random integer
Stri ∈ {0, 1}n and stores hui , wi , Stri i into
the tuple list. S responds with Stri .

Helper-Key-Queries: S keeps a list HK list of tuples hIDj , j, HKA,j i. On receiving a query Phase 2: A continues to access a sequence of oracles
2
Helper-Key-Queries(IDi , i), S responds to
as in Phase 1, and S responds to these queries as in
the query as follows:
Phase 1.
• If IDi = ID∗ , S aborts.
Guess: At the end, A2 outputs a guess b0 ∈ {0, 1}. The
• Else, if IDi and the time period i are on
adversary wins the game if b = b0 . We define A02 s
the list in the tuple hIDi , i, HKA,i i, then S
advantage in this game to be Adv(A2 ) = 2(P r[b =
responds with HKA,i .
b0 ] − 21 ).
• Else, S first searches H2list for the tuple with
When the games begin, S set XA = aP as an inIDi and the time period i. If no such tuple
stance of BDH problem and simulate hash functions
is found then H2 (IDi , i) is queried. Then
as random oracles. During the simulation, S need to
S compute HKA,i = wH2 (IDi , i) and then
guess every bit in target plaintext M2∗ with a time
output HKA,i as the answer.
∗ ∗
∗
,i ) =
) = bP , H2 (IDA
period i∗ . S will set H1 (IDA
Public-Key-Queries: S keeps a list P K list of tu∗ ∗
∗
∗ ∗
∗
(h ,i P ), V = H3 (U , ξ ) = H3 (cP, ξ ). In the
ples hIDj , PA,j i where PA,j = hXA , YA i. S sets
challenge phase, S returned a simulated ciphertext
XA = aP . On receiving a query Public-KeyC ∗ = (i∗ , U ∗ , V ∗ ), which implies the parameter ξ ∗ is
Queries(IDi ), S responds to the query as foldefined as:
lows:
∗
∗
ξ ∗ =ê(XA , rH1 (IDA
))ê(Ppub , rH1 (IDA
))
• If IDi is on the list in the tuple hIDi , PA,i i.
∗
∗
Then S responds with PA,i .
ê(Phk , rH2 (IDA , i ))
• Otherwise S first searches S list for the tuple
=ê(aP, bcP )ê(bP, cP )s ê(wP, r(h∗ ,i∗ P ))
with IDi . If no such tuple is found then
=ê(P, P )abc ê(bP, cP )s ê(wP, (h∗ ,i∗ )cP )
Secret-Value-Queries(IDi ) is queried. Then
S compute XA = xA,i P, YA = xA,i sP and
Above all, S can get the solution for BDH problem,
output PA = hXA , YA i as the answer.
i.e. ê(P, P )abc = ξ ∗ (ê(bP, cP )−s ê(wP, (h∗ , ∗ )cP ))−1 .
i

Decryption-Queries: On receiving a query
Decryption-Queries(IDi ,
Ci )
where
Ci = (i, Ui , Vi ), S responds to the query
as follows:
• If IDi = ID∗ , S aborts.
• Else, S derives the private key SA,i =
xA H1 (IDA ) + sH1 (IDA ) + wH2 (IDA , i),
then compute ξi0 = ê(U, SA,i ).
• Else,S first searches H3list for the tuple with
(Ui , ξi0 ). If no such tuple is found then
H3 (Ui , ξi0 ) is queried. Then S compute
M 0 = V ⊕ H3 (Ui , ξi0 ), and output M 0 as
the answer.

Thus we have proved the security of the scheme for
the T ypeII adversary through this reduction.

4.2

Performance Comparison

We compare the major computational cost of our scheme
with CL-PKE proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson [1],
CL-PKE1 and CL-PKE2 proposed by Cheng et al. [6]
in Table 2. We assume both schemes are implemented
on | G1 |= 160 bits, | G2 |= 1024 bits, | p |= 160 bits
and hash value = 160 bits. We denote by M the point
multiplication in G1 , E the exponentiation in G2 and P
Challenge phase: AII outputs two equal length plain- the pairing computation. The other computations are
∗
text M0∗ , M1∗ ∈ M on the challenge identity IDA
at trivial so we omitted them.
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Figure 1: The comparison of the encryption computational cost
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Figure 3: The comparison of the ciphertext size

5

Potential Applications

In view of the desirable merits, namely free from certificate authority and key escrow problem, and mitigating
consequence of key exposure, the certificateless key insulated encryption system can be applied to a range of
practical environments which are troubled by the private
key exposure problem.

Key Generation Center

: Ciphertext

: Plaintext
: Private Key at time i
Initial Key

The simulation results are shown in the Figures 1, 2,
3. This experiment is executed on common desktop with
3.20GHz CPU Intel i5-4460 by using PBC Library [17].
Obviously, the ciphertext size and decryption computational cost of our scheme are comparable with the counterparts in the existing CL-PKE schemes. Indeed, our
scheme is less efficient on execution time compared with
CL-PKE in encryption phase, it is acceptable since the
desirable key insulation function in our scheme as shown
in Table 2. The additional composition of the private key
in our scheme can be updated periodically, so our scheme
provides extra security capability that can alleviate the
problem of private key leakage. Therefore, this is a tradeoff between efficiency and security capability.

0

: Helper Key at time i
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1200
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Decrypt

Encrypt

1000
800
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Figure 4: The system model of CL-KIE cryptosystem

400

In an office situation, for instance, it is common that
an officer Bob might leave his seat without logging out
email account. A malicious colleague could sneak into his
0
0
10
20
30
40
50
seat and check his private mails from Alice easily even if
Number of require times
these mails were encrypted. In contrast, the consequence
of this case can be mitigated by adopting CL-KIE scheme
as shown in Figure 4. To decrypt an encrypted mail, Bob
Figure 2: The comparison of the decryption computa- should generate the latest private key at time period i
tional cost
with the help of Helper Key at time i that can only be produced by the helper device (his smart phone). Without
200
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the helper, obviously, the malicious colleague can hardly
decrypt these mails even if he had the access to Bob’s
desktop as the existing private key stored in Bob’s computer has expired. Besides, other privacy-sensitive environments, such as cloud data sharing system and personal
information system, are also the potentially applications
for CL-KIE.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the CL-KIE scheme by integrating the key-insulated security notion into the CLPKE scheme in order to solve the private key exposure
problem. We formalized the definition of CL-KIE scheme
and proposed a concrete construction of the CL-KIE
scheme. Moreover, the IND-CCA2 security proof of our
scheme under BDH problem in the random oracle model
was proposed. After that, we compared our scheme with
three CL-PKE scheme on efficiency and security. Our
scheme with key updated periodically can achieve keyescrow and key-exposure resilience which CL-PKE does
not possess, while sacrifcing a little on the cost of computing time. Besides, we further extended the CL-KIE
into the potential environments for the future practical
application.
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Abstract
Cloud computing supports a paradigm shift from local to
network-centric computing and enables customers with
limited computational resources to outsource large-scale
computational tasks to the cloud, such as linear equations and linear programming. Recently, Yu et al. [IEEE
TIFS, 11(6), 2016, 1362-1375] have proposed a scheme for
cloud storage auditing with verifiable outsourcing of key
updates. In this note, we remark that Yu et al.’s scheme
has two inherent weaknesses: 1) it does not truly mitigate
the client’s computational burden for key updates; 2) it
does not ensure confidentiality since the files uploaded to
the cloud by the client are eventually not encrypted at
all.
Keywords: Cloud Computing; Cloud Storage Auditing;
Confidentiality; Third-party Auditor

kinds of flaws in some outsourcing schemes [3, 4, 5] were
found for security, efficiency or other reasons.
Key-exposure problem is a special one related to key
management. A primary observation on the problem in
the scenario of cloud storage auditing is that once the
client’s secret key for storage auditing is exposed to the
cloud, the cloud is able to easily hide the data loss incidents for maintaining its reputation. More seriously, the
cloud maybe discard the client’s data rarely accessed for
saving the storage space [24].

Very recently, Yu et al. [25] have proposed a scheme for
cloud storage auditing with verifiable outsourcing of key
updates. The scheme involves three entities, the client,
the cloud infrastructure and a third-party auditor (TPA).
The client uploads his files to the cloud. The TPA audits
the integrity of the files stored in the cloud and regularly
1 Introduction
updates the encrypted secret keys of the client to prevent
any secret key exposition. Upon receiving the returned
Cloud computing making use of the tremendous resources
encrypted secret key, the client decrypts it to get the real
of computing and storage systems via the Internet, supsecret key.
ports a paradigm shift from local to network-centric computing [17, 19], and benefits scientific and engineering applications, such as data mining and many other computaIn this note we would like to stress that in Yu et al.’s
tional and data-intensive activities. It enables customers scheme the recovered secret key is only used to generate
with limited computational resources to outsource large- authenticators for the files instead of protecting these files.
scale computational tasks to the cloud, including linear No secret key associated to a symmetric key encryption
equations [21, 23], linear programming [9, 20, 22], bilin- is dedicated to the protection of the files. Besides, the
ear pairing [1, 7, 8, 11], matrix inversion computation [14] scheme does not truly mitigate the client’s computational
and matrix multiplication computation [13]. Many re- burden for key updates. In view of these weaknesses, we
searchers have studied the new computing paradigm and would like to point out that Yu et al.’s scheme could not
proposed a lot of schemes [2, 6, 10, 12, 15, 16]. But some be practically implemented.
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wt = 1 (wj+1 = w00 1 in this case, where w00
00
is the longest string such that wS
0 is a prej
fix of w ), then set Ωj+1 = Ωj {Rwj+1 } −
{Rw00 0 , Rw00 01 , · · · , Rwt } (Rwj+1 can be read
from the new top (ESwj+1 , Rwj+1 ) of the stack).

The scheme [25] uses the following notations. G1 , G2 are
two multiplicative groups with some prime order q. g
is a generator of G1 . ê : G1 × G1 → G2 is a bilinear
pairing. H1 : G1 → G1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ × G1 → Z∗q and
• Erase key pair (ESwj , Rwj ), and return
H3 : {0, 1}∗ × G1 → G1 are three cryptographic hash
ESKj+1 = (Xj+1 , Ωj+1 ).
functions. T is the total periods number of the whole
lifetime for the files stored in the cloud. w1 · · · wt is the VerESK: Input a client’s encrypted secret key ESKj =
binary string of the node wj associated with period j.
(Xj , Ωj ), the current period j and the public key P K.
wj |k (k ≤ t) is the k-prefix of wj . wj0 , wj1 are the left child
The client checks that
node and the right child node of wj , respectively. wj |k̄ is
!
t
Y
hwj1
the sibling node of wj |k . P K is the public key which is
ê(g, ESwj ) = ê R/G ·
Rwj1 , H1 (R) ,
unchanged in the whole lifetime. ESwj is the encrypted
m=1
node secret key. Rwj is the verification value which is
used to verify the validity of authenticators. ESKj is
where hwj = H2 (wj , Rwj ).
the client’s encrypted secret key in period j. Xj is the
τ
set composed by the key pairs. Ωj is a set composed DecESK: The client computes Swj = ESwj · H1 (R) .
0
The real secret key is set as SKj = (Xj , Ωj ), where
by the verification values. (ES, R) is the key pair of the
0
X
j is the same stack as Xj except that the top eleroot node. F is a file which the client wants to store in
ment in Xj0 is (Swj , Rwj ) instead of (ESwj , Rwj ) in
cloud. mi (i = 1, · · · , n) are n blocks of file F . DK is
Xj .
the decryption key to recover the encrypted secret key for
cloud storage auditing.
AuthGen: For a file F = {m1 , · · · , mn } and the current
It involves three entities, some clients, a third-party
period j, the client proceeds as follows.
auditor (TPA), and the cloud. The client has a secret key
associated to a signature SSig for ensuring the integrity of
• Parse SKj = (Xj0 , Ωj ) and read the top element
not only the file identifier name but also the time period
(Swj , Rwj ) from the stack Xj0 . Select r ∈ Z∗q
j. The protocol consists of the following phases:
and compute U = g r ,
SysSetup: Given a security parameter k and the total time period T , the client picks a generator u
of G1 , ρ, τ ∈ Z∗q and computes R = g ρ , G =
g τ , ES = H1 (R)ρ−τ . Set P K = (R, G, u). Set X0 =
{(ES, R)}, Ω0 = ∅ (where ∅ is null set), DK = τ and
keep it himself. The client sends ESK0 = (X0 , Ω0 )
to the TPA.

σi = H3 (namekikj, U )r · Swj · urmi
(i = 1, · · · , n), where the name is chosen randomly from Z∗q as the identifier of the file F .
Generate a file tag for F and j using the signature SSig in order to ensure the integrity of
name and j. Denote the set of authenticators
in time period j with Φ = (j, U, {σi }1≤i≤n , Ωj ).

EkeyUpdate: Input ESKj , the time period j, and the
• Send the file F and the set of authenticators
public key P K. The TPA parses ESKj = (Xi , Ωj )
along with the file tag to cloud.
where Xj is organized as a stack which consists of
(ESwj , Rwj ) and the key pairs of the right siblings ProofGen: Input a file F , a set of authenticators Φ =
of the nodes on the path from the root to wj . The
(j, U, {σi }1≤i≤n , Ωj ), a time period j, a challenge
top element of the stack is (ESwj , Rwj ). Firstly, pop
Chal = {(i, vi )}i∈I (where I = {s1 , · · · , sc } is a c(ESwj , Rwj ) off the stack. Then do as follows:
element subset of set [1, n] and vi ∈ Zq ) and the
public key P K. The cloud calculates an aggregated
• If wj is an internal node (wj+1 = wj0 in
authenticator Φ = (j, U, P
σ, Ωj ), where σ = Πi∈I σivi .
this case), select ρwj0 , ρwj1 ∈ Z∗q .
And
It also computes µ =
It then sends
i∈I vi mi .
then compute Rwj0 = g ρwj0 , Rwj1 = g ρwj1 ,
P
=
(j,
U,
σ,
µ,
Ω
)
along
with
the
file
tag as the rej
hwj0 = H2 (wj0 , Rwj0 ), hwj1 = H2 (wj1 , Rwj1 ),
sponse
proof
of
storage
correctness
to
the
TPA.
ESwj0 = ESwj · H1 (R)ρwj0 hwj0 , ESwj1 =
ESwj · H1 (R)ρwj1 hwj1 . Push (ESwj1 , Rwj1 ) and ProofVerify: Input a proof P , a challenge Chal, a time
(ESwj0 , Rwj0 ) onto the stack orderly. Let Xj+1
period j and the public key P K. The TPA parses
denote
the
current
stack
and
define
Ω
=
j+1
Ωj = (Rwj |1 , · · · , Rwj |t ). He then verifies the inS
Ωj {Rwj0 }.
tegrity of name and j by checking the file tag. After
j
that, the client verifies whether the following equa• If w is a leaf, define Xj+1 with the current
tion holds:
stack. If wt = 0 (the node wj+1 is the right sibj
P
lingSnode of w in this case), then set Ωj+1 =
hwj |m
t
i∈I vi )
ê(g,
σ)
=
ê(R
·
Π
R
,
H
(R)
j|
1
m=1
w
m
Ωj {Rwj+1 } − {Rwj } (Rwj+1 can be read from
·ê(U, uµ · Πi∈I H3 (namekikj, U )vi ),
the new top (ESwj+1 , Rwj+1 ) of the stack). If
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Table 1: Yu et al.’s outsourcing scheme
Client
–SysSetup. Set P K = (R, G, u),
X0 = {(ES, R)}, Ω0 = ∅.
DK = τ, ESK0 = (X0 , Ω0 ).

TPA

ESK

0
−−−−→

ESK1

←−−−−
..
.
?

Cloud

–EkeyUpdate. Update
it as ESK1 = (X1 , Ω1 ).

ESKj

–VerESK. Check ê(g, ESωj ) =
Qt
ê(R/G · m=1 Rωj1 hωj1 , H1 (R)).
–DecESK. Compute
Sωj = ESωj · H1 (R)τ ,
SKj = (Xj0 , Ωj ).
–AuthGen. For a file F = {m1 ,
· · · , mn }, compute U = g r , σi
= H3 (namekikj, U )r · Sωj · urmi
i = 1, · · · , n. Generate tag for
F, j using the signature SSig.

←−−−−

Set Φ = (j, U, {σi }1≤i≤n , Ωj ).

−−−

upload F, Φ, tag
− − − − − − − − − − −−

→

Store F, Φ, tag.

–Challenge. Set
Chal

Chal = {(i, vi )}i∈I .

−−−→

–ProofVerify. Verify the
integrity of name and
j by checking the tag.

←
−

P

–ProofGen.
Q
σ = i∈I σivi ,
P
µ = i∈I vi mi .
P = {j, U, σ, µ, Ωj }.

?

Check ê(g, σ) =
 Q
h j |m
t
ê R · m=1 Rωωj |m
,
P

v
i
· ê (U, uµ
H1 (R) i∈I

Q
· i∈I H3 (namekikj, U )vi

where hwj = H2 (wj , Rwj ). If it holds, returns
“True”, otherwise returns “False”.
We refer to the following Table 1 for a brief description
of Yu et al.’s scheme [25].

time period j, the client’s main computational task
is to calculate
U

= g r , Sωj = ESωj · H1 (R)τ ,

σi

= H3 (namekikj, U )r · Sωj · urmi ,
i = 1, · · · , n

3

Analysis of Yu et al.’s Scheme

?

ê(g, ESωj ) = ê(R/G ·
The scheme [25] aims to deal with the key exposure problem. They proposed the paradigm of cloud storage auditing which enables a client to outsource the burden of
key updates to the third party auditor. But we find the
scheme has two inherent flaws.
1) The scheme does not truly mitigate the client’s computational burden for key updates. Concretely, in the

t
Y

Rωj1 hωj1 , H1 (R)).

m=1

while the TPA’s main computational task is to calculate
Rωj0 = g ρωj0 , ESωj0 = ESωj · H1 (R)ρωj0 hωj0 ,
Rωj1 = g ρωj1 , ESωj1 = ESωj · H1 (R)ρωj1 hωj1 ,
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ê(g, σ) = ê R ·

t
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hωj |m
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i∈I
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vi
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Abstract
Authentication as a security key issue is required for securing the inter-vehicle communication. Mostly, authentication schemes that depend on the network infrastructure Road Side Unit (RSU) had been proven to have low
computation and communication overhead. RSUs may
become unavailable due to congestion or failure conditions. Replicating authentication service offered by RSUs
to trusted vehicles in their ranges may present novel alternative to support the availability of such services. A
complement to our previous replication protocol Central
Push-based Replication Protocol (CPRP) is presented in
this work. Two new replica allocation techniques are
proposed to spawn new replicas in order to improve the
authentication service availability that are offered from
RSUs. The optimality (Correctness) of these techniques
has been evaluated with different ratios of RSU failures
in different realistic scenarios. The results showed that
both techniques improve CPRP in increasing the authentication services availability.
Keywords: Allocation; Authentication; Availability; Road
Side Unit; VANET

1

Introduction

Exchanging life critical messages in VANETs requires authentication. Many security researches consider authentication as the most important security issue for exchanging
such messages. Authentication is needed to prove that the
sender is the actual owner of the message and to avoid
impersonation attack. Some Studies show that authentication services offered by Road Side units (RSU) have
less computation and communications calculations than
others [20, 21]. RSUs are located at certain positions on
the road network similar to access points in traditional
wireless networks to provide the necessary infrastructure
support for network setup and communications.

RSUs may become unavailable due to congestion, physical damage or because of their high deployment and
maintenance cost. Unavailability of RSUs will cause absence of vehicles communications at those areas. Replicating authentication services from RSUs to vehicles may
offers an alternative to support such service availability
when they are unavailable.
Replication is a classical approach for increasing service
or data availability in wired or wireless networks. Pushing
Authentication service from RSUs to vehicles may raises
two questions : when to replicate the service and how to
select the vehicle which will hold the replica.
Replication cost can be defined as the number of active
replicas in the network at certain time. However, replica
Allocation correctness measures how the distribution of
replicas is optimum.
This work is a complement of our work that was published in [9]. The proposed Central push-based Replica
Protocol (CPRP) was introduced to increase the availability of authentication service offered from the RSUs.
CPRP has three basic mechanisms: replica allocation,
replica activation and replica deallocation. Its basic idea
is to push the authentication service by RSU to replicate
it to the most central vehicle in its communication range
which is the nearest to the RSU. This replica still inactive
until it finds that no RSU in its range. It becomes active
replica and replaces the RSU in authenticating vehicles in
this area.
As mentioned, the communication range of vehicles is
quarter that of RSUs, thus vehicle can’t cover as many
vehicles when it becomes active. Another replicas should
be spawned to assist the replica in authenticating vehicles.
In this work, two methods are proposed for generating new replicas. The first is the Epidemic-based scheme
which doesn’t depend on network analysis. It generates
new replicas by pushing replicas epidemically. The second is topology-based scheme which depends on analyzing the network and compute node degrees, then push
the subreplicas to vehicles with high degrees. In general,
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the topology analysis exposes the network to more security threats. The service provider vehicle should reveal
the real identity for all analyzed vehicles to avoid malicious ones and to prevent impersonation attacks. Both
methods are explained and evaluated in the next sections.
Both techniques are compared in terms of enhancement
the performance of CPRP on increasing the availability
of the authentication service offered from RSU. They are
also compared in terms of their replication degree and
correctness of replica allocation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the literature review. In Section 3, basic assumptions for the two proposed schemes: Epidemic-based
and Topology-based are stated. Section 4 introduces the
proposed epidemic based scheme. The topology-based
scheme is presented in Section 5. Simulation Configuration is introduced in Section 6. Section 7 presents comparison evaluation for the protocols in terms of authentication service availability improvement, Increase in replication degree and replica allocation correctness. Section 8
presents conclusion of work.

2

Related Work

In this section the literature review is introduced in terms
of three points. On the one hand, authentication has
an increasing interest from research in VANETs. It represents the key function of communication in any network. On the other hand, recently, researches on increasing the availability of network functionalities provide promising opportunities to achieve better security
function. Data and service replication have been introduced in this work as an important mean for preserving the availability. Finally, Optimality (Correctness) of
replica allocation schemes are introduced.

2.1

Authentication

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) scheme is implemented
in [16, 17, 19]. This scheme requires that each vehicle
should be preloaded with a large number of public and
private key pairs and the corresponding public key certificates. PKI requires large storage space in vehicles.
Authority takes long time for tracking misbehaving vehicles due to long revocation list. Updating certificate
revocation lists in vehicles consumes long time.
Many researches had tackled how to overcome the
problems triggered by using PKI. In [21], (RAISE) rsuaided message authentication scheme is proposed. RAISE
is a symmetric key authentication scheme. In RAISE,
RSUs assist vehicles in authenticating messages. Each
message is attached with a short keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) which is generated by the vehicle, and the RSU in the range. RSU sends notice of
authenticity to each vehicle. With the short HMAC attached to the message, the verification of message authenticity can be performed in a fast and efficient way.
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Although this technique outperforms PKI, it is not scalable. If two vehicles are not in the same range of the
same RSU they can’t communicate. Scalability problem
was solved in [20]. Vehicle generates symmetric secret key
with the first RSU it pass by. Then it uses this symmetric
key to generate session keys with RSUs that are controlled
by the same CA.
In [8], an anonymous ring signature scheme is introduced. This scheme outperforms the above schemes in
which it offers low storage requirements and fast message
authentication. It also doesn’t depend on RSUs in authenticating vehicles.
In [3], they proposed an efficient message authentication scheme which is not vulnerable to impersonation attack based on elliptic curve cryptography.

2.2

Data and Service Replication

There are several studies that address service replication.
Service replication is classified into two major classes interms of spawning new replicas. The first class doesn’t depend on network topology analysis to make the replication
decisions. This type is network transparent. Replication
decisions occur at application layers and no information
is required from lower network layers. [4] and [12] have
largely been based on schemes that epidemically push the
service on all available nodes. Using all nodes as a service
holder is wasteful and unnecessary.
In [5], (SDP) Service Distribution Protocol For
MANET is proposed. In SDP, the replication decision
is based on service popularity which can be gained from
client interest in the services. The service is replicated by
the client with the highest interest in the service. This
approach can achieve high service availability and correct
service distribution.
Second class requires network topology. In [11] RegRes (Region Resident Service approach) is proposed.
Each service determine its desired service carriers density within region. The RegRes runs on the carries to
estimate the current density of service carriers. Then it
applies a spawn policies to decide when and which node to
spawn as new carriers. It account for variable node density, variable node mobility, replication cost and carriers
that fail or leave the region.
In [1] V-PADA Vehicle Platoon Aware Data Access,
a service replication solution. The concept lying behind
this approach, is that vehicles move in platoons and follow
the leader of the platoon. A vehicle which has a service to
share with other vehicles in the same platoon, can predict
platoon splits. If a vehicle leaves a platoon, it transfers
its services or data to other vehicles to be able to access
it. Each node has four states to be transferred between
them, initials, Join, Quasi split and split.
In [2], Scalable data lookup and replication protocol
for MANET (SCALAR) is proposed. SCALAR depends
on constructing a connected dominating set based on a
network graph. This set forms a virtual backbone upon
which data or service replication takes place. SCALAR
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had solved the scalability and data accessibility of services
and data in large networks. However, unneeded replicas
may ba generated. SCALAR overloads the network with
the dominating set computational overhead and recovery.

2.3

Optimality of Replica Allocation

Service replication protocols overload the network with
additional computation overhead.
The optimality or correctness of replica allocation can
reflect the optimal service distribution all over the network. In [5], they proposed a measure of correctness
to mobile ad hoc network (MANET), which is a relation between the number of available active replicas inside
a given partition and its size. The two proposed methods are Linear Correctness Ratio and Rational Correctness Ratio. They assumed that the correctness ratio is
bounded between 0% and 100%. In Linear Correctness,
If the partition has no replica, the ratio of correctness will
be 0%. Else, if there is one or two replicas in the same
partition, correctness ratio will be 100%. Otherwise, it is
linearly inversely proportional to the number of replicas.
However, in rational correctness ratio; it is more sensitive to the number of active replicas inside a partition.

Figure 1: Spawning new replicas by epidemic-based approach

by RSU becomes active because it is in uncovered area. It
pushes the replica epidemically to the two farthest vehicles with in its communication range. one is in its movement direction. The other, is in the opposite movement
direction. The two generated replicas becomes followers
to the main replica.
3 Basic Assumptions
At each second, the main replica checks if it has two
replicas
within its communication range. If it looses one
In this section, some basic assumptions are stated as folor
both,
it reassigns new replicas.
lows:
Algorithm 1, summarizes the process of the epidemic
• As an extension to our previous work [9], the con- based scheme as follows:
crete authentication scheme that is applied in this
work is Symmetric key Scheme of VANETs, because Algorithm 1 Enhance replica allocation protocol by epiof its low computation and communication overhead demically analysis
compared to Public Key Infrastructure [21].
1: Begin
• Only the replica that is pushed by the RSU has
the privilege to spawn new replicas and is termed
Replica.
• Replicas spawned from the vehicle replica are considered Followers and haven’t the privilege to spawn
new replicas.
• Communication range of the replica is quarter than
that of the RSU.

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

• If one of followers loose the connection of the Replica 10:
because it is out of its range it become invalid item 11:
If the Replica become inactive or hibernated because 12:
it enters RSU range, it hibernates all its Followers.

4

Epidemic Based Scheme

Epidemic based scheme is one of the proposed techniques
to improve the performance of CPRP by epidemically
spawn new replicas.
Figure 1 explains the mechanism of generating new
replicas using this scheme. After the replica that is pushed

5

for EACH SECOND do
for all Active V rep do
if V rep doesn’t find Followers in its range then
V rep calculates Dist with its neighbors
V rep chooses the two farthest neighbors to
push SUB-REPLICA
The first in its direction
The other in opposite direction
V rep assign SUB-REPs as followers replica to
it
end if
end for
end for

Topology Based Scheme

Topology based scheme is the second proposed scheme
to enhance CPRP performance. This scheme depends on
topology analysis of the network. After the replica that is
pushed by RSU becomes active because it is in uncovered
area.
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Simulation Configuration

In simulating this work, we use SUMO [18]1 (Simulation
of Urban Mobility) to model the movement of vehicles.
For network simulation we use OPNET [13, 15]2 . The vehicles movement are generated using car following model
that explained in details in [14].
In this simulation we use a frame work proposed in [10]
to simulate VANETs SUMO with OPNET. With SUMO
we generate network and route files, then simulate all vehicles positions at each second. These positions are written in a dump file. We use the trace exporter for OPNET
which is implemented and explained to generate one xml
topology file with trajectory for each vehicle.To generate
vehicles movement we use randomTrip.py module which
assigns a trip for each vehicle randomly.
For simplicity we use bidirectional highway with length
Figure 2: Spawning new replicas by topology analysis 5km, we used 400m as the RSU range and 100m as the
based approach
vehicles range. RSUs are placed at 350m distance between
each other. The average number of simulation’s run is
three. Table 1 summarizes the simulation configurations.
It sends inquiry to its neighbors about their degrees.
Then, calculates the average degree received from all
neighbors. Finally, it pushes its replica to nodes which
have degrees more than the average degree.

Table 1: Table of configuration parameters
Parameter
Way
No. of lanes
Way Length
RSU range
Vehicle range
RSU separated dis.
Hand off area
Mobility model
Vehicle movements

Figure 2 explains the toplogy based scheme as follows:
when the replica is out of the RSU range it becomes active. It sends to its neighbors vehicles inquiry about their
neighbor number. Vehicle A replied with three neighbors,
vehicle B replied with two neighbors and vehicle C replied
with one neighbor. Replica vehicle calculate the average
number of vehicles as (3 + 2 + 1)/3 = 2. Then, it makes
decision to choose vehicles A and B which have two or
more neighbors to push its replica.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the mechanism of the
topology-based scheme as follows:

Algorithm 2 Enhance replica allocation by topology
analysis
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Begin
for EACH SECOND do
for all Active V rep do
V rep sends inquery to its neighbors about their
DEG
V rep calculate TOT-DEG from all neighbors
V rep calculate AVG-DEG
V rep push SUB-REP to neighbor V which has
DEG greater than AVG-DEG
V rep assign SUB-REPs as followers replica to it
end for
end for

7

Value
bidirectional highway
two
5 KM
400 m
100 m
350 m
50 m
CAR FOLLOWING MODEL
random trips

Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, evaluation and comparison of the proposed
techniques: epidemic based and topology based technique
are done in terms of availability improvement, replication
degree and replica allocation correctness.
As a complement of our previous work, simulation is
done with the same configuration. 24 scenarios are generated for the simulation and are divided into two groups.
We assume four RSUs failure ratios at: 30%, 50%, 70%,
90%. For the first group we have 12 scenarios generated
as follows: For each RSU failure ratio, three scenarios
are generated; with high network density, moderate network density and low network density. The same has
done for the second group. For each RSU failure ratio,
also three scenarios are generated but with high vehicles
speed, moderate vehicles speed and low vehicles speed.
1 A microscopic traffic vehicle simulator http://sourceforge.
net/projects/sumo/
2 Version 17.1, licensed to NTI (National Telecommunication Institute)
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Availability Improvement

Authentication service availability is computed by accumulating and averaging the availability of all vehicles during the network life time.
AuthAvail =

N
1 X
A(vi )
N i=1

(1)

where AuthAvail is the total Authentication Service
Availability, N is the total number of vehicles, A(vi ) is
the vehicle i availability and is measured as follows:
(
1 vi ∈ RSUi orReplica
A(vi ) =
(2)
0 otherwise
First, when applying these techniques using the different network densities shown in Figure 3. We can observe
that they converge and almost have the same performance
in the three different densities. This is because both techniques spawn new replicas to improve the authentication
service availability. The epidemic-based generates replicas surround the original, while topology-based selects the
suitable vehicle by topology analysis. They improve the
performance of CPRP in high density with highest difference about 2%. It is also observed that in high density
network, the epidemic method slightly outperforms the
topology based.
Next, when applying both techniques on different
speed networks as shown in Figure 4. It can be observed
that they converge also in their performance to be almost
the same. They improve the performance of CPRP in low
speed networks with highest difference about 1.3%. It is
observed that the epidemic based slightly outperforms the
topology based in moderate speed. However, in low speed
density the topology based outperforms epidemical based.

7.2

(a) High Density

(b) Moderate Density

Increase in Replication Degree

In this subsection, the results of using the two proposed
(c) Low Density
techniques (Epidemic & Topology) to improve the performance of CPRP on increasing the replication degree Figure 3: Authentication service availability improvement
during the network lifetime are displayed.
using two techniques vs. different network densities
ReplicationDegree% =

N
1 X
Vi rep · 100
N i=1

(3)

where N is the total number of vehicles and Vi rep represents vehicle i that holds a replica.
Figures 5, 6 shows these effects on different network
densities and different network speeds respectively. It
is observed that applying both techniques begin with a
value at 30% infrastructure failure then increases at 50%
of infrastructure failure and finally decrease at 70% and

90%. The explanation of this is at low infrastructure failures spawning new replicas is low because the infrastructure existence hibernates the active replicas and prevents
spawning new ones. From 70% infrastructure failure the
situation changed because the main source to generate
original replicas is the infrastructure. These replicas then
can spawn new replicas.
First, for different network densities as shown in Figure 5. It is observed that applying both techniques, add
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(a) High Speed

(b) Moderate Speed

erage replication degree increases after applying epidemic
by about 3% in high density network, 4.6% in moderate
density network and by 7.6% in low density network. So,
both topology based and epidemic based have low replication degree in high density network then it increases by
decreasing the density. The interpretation is due to definition of replication degree which is the percentage of number of replicas over total nodes. So, the replicas ratio to
total total nodes increases by decreasing the network density. Topology based outperforms epidemic based by 2%
in high density, 3.1% in moderate density and by 5.85%
in low density.
Second, for different network speed as shown in Figure 6. Also, applying both techniques add additional
replication efforts which cause additional waste of recourse. Topology based outperforms the epidemic based
in all scenarios and almost the same in all scenarios with
few improvements in low speed networks. The average
replication degree increases after applying topology based
by about 1.3% in low speed network, 1.7% in moderate
speed network and by 2.3% in high speed networks. On
the other hand, applying epidemic based adds extra additional waste of resources in different speeds scenarios. Average replication degree increases after applying epidemic
by about 2.5% in low speed network, 3.7% in moderate
speed network and by 7.6% in high speed networks. So,
both topology based and epidemic based have low replication degree in low speed network then it increases by
increasing the speed. The interpretation of this is due
to the increase of vehicles speeds allows for increasing of
spawning new replicas when replicas reached an area not
covered with infrastructure. So, the replicas ratio to total total nodes increases by increasing the network speed.
Topology based outperforms epidemic based by 1.2% in
low speed, 2% in moderate speed and by 5.3% in low
speed.

7.3
(c) Low Speed

Figure 4: Authentication service availability improvement
using two techniques vs. different vehicles speeds
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Replica Allocation Correctness

The replica allocation correctness means how the distribution of the generated replicas is optimal. In [6, 7], they
proposed four different allocation correctness methods. In
this work we propose a new replica allocation correctness
for the optimal distribution of services in VANET.
Replica Allocation Correctness for the whole network
is computed by accumulating and averaging the correctness values for all vehicles During the network lifetime as
shown in Equation (4).

additional replication efforts which cause additional waste
of resources. Topology based technique has better performance in all scenarios and almost the same but with
few decrease in high density network. The average repliN
1 X
cation degree increases after applying topology based by
Cv (vi )
(4)
RAC =
N i=1
about 1% in high density network, 1.5% in moderate density network and by 1.75% in low density networks. On
the other hand, applying epidemic based adds extra ad- where RAC is the Total replica Allocation for the whole
ditional waste of resources in all densities scenarios. Av- network, N is the total number of vehicles, Cv (vi ) is the
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(b) Moderate Density

(c) Low Density
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(a) High Speed

(b) Moderate Speed

(c) Low Speed

Figure 5: Increase of replicas percentage vs. different Figure 6: Increase of replicas percentage vs. different
vehicles speeds
network densities
neighbors of the vehicle vi .
The explanation of how to compute replica correctness
value at each vehicle is as follows: if the vehicle is not
in range with any RSU and have no replica in its range
its correctness will be zero. But, if it has 1 replica in its
range, its correctness is one. Otherwise, it is computed
related to its neighbor as shown in the equation. This
where r represents the sum of replicas that exist in the ratio adapts to congestion conditions. Figure 7 illustrates
range of the vehicle vi , and n represents the number of an example of VANET in ad hoc mode in the area that

vehicle’s i correctness value and is measured as illustrated
in Equation (5):


r=0
0
Cv (vi ) = 1
(5)
r=1

 n−r
r>1
n−1
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lack infrastructure. Gray nodes represent replicas. By it has its best correctness value with High Density Netusing the Equation (5), vehicle A has no replica in its works.
range its correctness is zero.Vehicle C has replicas on all
of its neighbors, so its correctness is zero. Vehicle E has
1 replica so, its correctness is 1. Vehicles that have more
than one replica in its range their correctness is computed
related to their number of neighbors. If the number of
neighbors is large it has greater correctness. Vehicle B has
2 replicas and 3 neighbors so its correctness is 1/2. Vehicle
D has 5 neighbors, and has 2 replicas. Its correctness
value is 3/4.

(a) High Density

Figure 7: Example of replica allocation correctness
Figure 8 illustrates the replica allocation correctness
(b) Moderate Density
values for both techniques using different network densities and different infrastructure failure ratios. It is
observed that topology based schemes outperforms the
epidemic based in almost all scenarios. Topology based
scheme has the best performance with the moderate network density with average correctness about 67% for all
infrastructure failure ratios. Then it achieves an average
of 61% for low density network, and about 58% in High
density networks. The interpretation of this is due to the
topology scheme which depends on the analysis of network. When it is applied for high density networks there
still vehicles not covered by infrastructure or one of the
replicas especially with high infrastructure failure ratios.
On the other hand when it is applied with low network
densities; there may be additional unused replicas that decrease the correctness of the scheme. So, the optimum or
(c) Low Density
best value gained from applying this scheme on different
network densities is with the medium density network.
Figure 8: Correctness of replica allocation VS. different
When the epidemic based scheme is applied with dif- network densities
ferent network densities and with different infrastructure
failure ratios, it shows the best average with high density
network with about 55%. Then about 50% average correctness for medium density network, and 44% average
correctness value for low density networks. This is interpreted as the epidemic scheme may generate additional
Second, Figure 9 shows the replica allocation correctuseless replicas as density of the network decreases. So, ness values for both techniques using different network
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(a) High Speed

When it is applied for low speed networks; the changing
in replicas locations occur slowly which results in more
stable availability. On the other hand, when it is applied
with high speed networks the changing of replica allocation happens rapidly. So, applying the topology based
scheme to improve the availability of CPRP has its best
average correctness value with low speed networks, then
with moderate speed then with high speed networks.
When the epidemic based scheme is applied with different network speeds and with different infrastructure
failure ratios, it shows the best average correctness with
moderate speed network with about 57%. Then about
55% average correctness for low speed network, and 53%
average correctness value for high speed networks. This
is interpreted as the epidemic scheme which depends on
generating replicas epidemically generates more replicas
in high speed networks. On the other hand, it generates
insufficient replicas with the low speed networks. So, it
has its best average correctness performance with moderate speed networks.

8

(b) Moderate Speed

(c) Low Speed

Figure 9: Correctness of replica allocation VS. different
Vehicles speeds

speeds and different infrastructure failure ratios. It is
observed that topology based schemes outperforms the
epidemic based in almost all scenarios. Topology based
scheme has the best performance with the low speed network with average correctness about 67% for all infrastructure failure ratios. Then it achieves an average of 62%
for moderate speed network, and about 60% in High speed
networks. The interpretation of this is due to the topology scheme which depends on the analysis of network.
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Conclusions

In this work, two schemes are proposed to improve the
performance of CPRP protocol in terms of increasing the
availability of authentication service offered by RSU in
cases RSU unavailability. The first scheme is epidemicbased which spawns new replicas epidemically and doesn’t
depend on network analysis. The second scheme is
topology-based scheme which depends on analyzing the
network and compute node degrees, then pushes the new
replicas to vehicles with high degrees.
This work is a complement to our previous work. Simulation is done with the same configuration. 24 scenarios
are generated for the simulation and are divided into two
groups. Four RSUs failure ratios are assumed at: 30%,
50%, 70% and 90%.
For the first group, 12 scenarios are generated as follows: for each RSU failure ratio, three scenarios are generated; with high network density, moderate network density and low network density. The same has done for the
second group. For each RSU failure ratio, also three scenarios are generated but with high vehicles speed, moderate and low vehicles speed.
The performance of the two proposed schemes are compared and evaluated in terms of improve the availability
of authentication service offered by RSU, increase in replication degree and optimality (correctness) of replica allocation.
Although, the topology-based scheme exposes the network to more security threats because it depends on network analysis which requires revealing the real identity of
more vehicles, it shows better performance in all scenarios.
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Table 2: Performance evaluation of both epidemic-based and topology-based with different network densities
Network
High Density
Moderate Density
Low Density
Improve Availability with
21.8%
7.6%
2.5%
Epidemic
Improve Availability with
19.4%
6.8%
2.7%
Topology
Replication Degree with Epidemic
3%
4.6%
7.6%
Replication Degree with Topology
1%
1.5%
1.75%
Correctness with Epidemic
55%
50%
44%
Correctness with Topology
58%
67%
61%
Table 3: Performance evaluation of both epidemic-based and topology-based with different speed networks
Network
Improve Availability with
Epidemic
Improve Availability with
Topology
Replication Degree with Epidemic
Replication Degree with Topology
Correctness with Epidemic
Correctness with Topology

High Speed
3.25%

Moderate Speed
4.5%

Low Speed
11.25%

4.25%

2.5%

14.7%

7.6%
1.3%
53%
60%

3.7%
1.5%
57%
62%

2.5%
1.7%
55%
67%

First, the performance of the two schemes are evaluated for the first group (Different Network Densities) as
shown in Table 2.

scheme outperforms the topology based in moderate
speed with few difference. But, in low speed network
the topology based outperforms the epidemic based.

• In terms of increasing the availability of authentication service: When applying the two techniques, they
achieve about the same performance. But, they improve the performance of CPRP in high density with
highest difference.

• In terms of increase in replication degree, topologybased outperforms the epidemic-based in all scenarios
with few improvements in low speed networks. Average replication degree has its greatest value with
high speed networks. By applying epidemic-based
scheme. the average replication degree has its highest value also with high speed networks.

• In terms of increase in replication degree, topologybased scheme has better performance in all scenarios
and is almost the same. Highest value of average
replication degree by applying the topology-based
scheme is with low density network. By applying
epidemic-based scheme, the average replication degree has its greatest value also with low density network.
• In terms of correctness of replica allocation,
topology-based scheme outperforms the epidemicbased in almost all scenarios. Topology-based has
the highest average correctness with moderate density network. By applying epidemic based scheme, it
shows the best average correctness performance with
high density network.
Second, the performance of the two schemes are evaluated
for the second group (Different speed networks) as shown
in Table 3.
• In terms of increasing the availability of authentication service: When applying the two techniques,
they converge to be almost the same. The improve
the performance of low speed networks with highest
difference. It is observed that the epidemic based

• In terms of correctness of replica allocation,
topology-based scheme outperforms the epidemicbased in almost all scenarios. Topology-based has
the highest average correctness with low speed network. By applying epidemic based scheme, it shows
the best average correctness performance with moderate speed network.
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Abstract
The hybrid signcryption scheme based on certificateless
public key cryptography avoids the complexity of certificate management existing in the traditional public key
cryptography and the inherent key escrow problem existing in identity-based public key cryptography. The
certificateless hybrid signcryption scheme combined with
certificateless signcryption key encapsulation mechanism
and data encapsulation mechanism can dispose the messages with arbitrary length while conventional certificateless signcryption schemes cannot. Meanwhile, almost all
the proposed certificateless hybrid signcryption schemes
cannot survive against the known session-specific temporary information security (KSSTIS) attack. In this paper
we propose an efficient certificateless hybrid signcryption
scheme, and formally prove its security in random oracle
model under the assumption of Diffie-Hellman mathematical hard problems. Compared with the previous schemes,
our scheme has the advantage of lower computational cost
by reducing the amount of bilinear pairing computation.
Moreover, our scheme achieves KSSTIS attribute.
Keywords: Certificateless; Hybrid Signcryption; Random
Oracle Model; KSSTIS

1

Introduction

Signcryption is a cryptographic primitive which performs
both the functions of signature and encryption in one logical step. With lower computational and communication
cost, signcryption promotes the development of public
key cryptography. Traditional public key cryptography,
identity-based public key cryptography (IBC) and certificateless public key cryptography are three important
stages of public key cryptography. For a long period of
time, many signcryption schemes using conventional public key infrastructure (PKI) have been proposed, which
binds user’s identity and public key with a certificate. But

the certificate management is a particularly prominent issue. In order to solve this problem and reduce the burden
on traditional PKI, Identity-based public key cryptography was proposed, and a number of related signcryption
schemes [7, 8] have been proposed in recent years. For
IBC, the public key is computed with the binary string
of users identity, thus IBC does not need the certificate
used in PKI. However, the private key of IBC is generated by a private key generator (PKG). In this situation,
private key escrow becomes an inherent problem in IBC.
The PKG can forge or decrypt any ciphertext.
The notion of certificateless public key cryptography
(CLC) was presented by Al-Ryiami and Paterson [2],
which solves the certificate management problem of the
traditional PKI and the inherent key escrow problem of
IBC. For CLC, the private key is divided into two parts,
one part is selected by users themselves and the other is
generated by a key generation center (KGC). In 2008,
Barbosa and Farshim [3] firstly proposed a certificateless signcryption scheme and its security notions. Recently, many signcryption schemes [6,13] using certificateless cryptography have been proposed.
The notion of hybrid encryption was presented by Abe
et al. [1], and then Dent proposed the notion of hybrid signcryption [4]. Hybrid signcryption includes two
parts. One part is a key encapsulation mechanism (CLSCKEM) and the other part is a data encapsulation mechanism (DEM).In recent years, some hybrid signcryption
schemes have been proposed for various network applications [9, 11]. Li et al. [5] proposed the first certificateless
hybrid signcryption(CLHSC) scheme. The scheme consists of a tag key encapsulation mechanism (tag-KEM)
and a data encapsulation mechanism (DEM), and their
scheme makes up for the lack of authentication security
in Dent’s scheme [4]. At the signcryption stage, a symmetric key is generated by the key encapsulation mechanism, and then outputs the signcryption data. At the
decryption stage, after obtaining the symmetric key by
decapsulating the signcryption data, the ciphertext will
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be decrypted. Later, Selvi et al. [10] pointed out that Li’s
cryptographic hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ ×G1 → G1 ,
scheme may be existentially forgeable and proposed an
H2 : {0, 1}∗ ×(G1 )4 ×G2 → {0, 1}n and H3 : {0, 1}∗ ×
improved scheme. Recently, Yin and Liang [12] pointed
(G1 )4 → {0, 1}n . Then the KGC randomly chooses
out almost all certificateless signcryption schemes that
a master key s ∈ Z∗q and computes the master public
have been proposed in the literature cannot effectively
key Ppub = sP . The KGC keeps the master key
against the public-key-replacement attacks, and they pros and publishes the system parameters params =<
posed an enhanced scheme to fill this security gaps.
G1 , G2 , ê, q, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 >.
However, we find these certificateless hybrid signcryption schemes above cannot survive against known session- GUK (Generate user key): On input of an identity
ID and the system parameters params, a user ranspecific temporary information security (KSSTIS) attack.
domly choose xID ∈ Z∗q as his secret key, and then
To compensate for this security flaw, this paper proposes
computes
his public key P KID = xID P .
a new hybrid signcryption scheme based on certificateless
cryptography and proves that the scheme meets the con- EPPK (Extract partial private key): On input of
fidentiality and unforgeability in random oracle model,
an identity ID and the system parameters params,
also our scheme can against the public-key-replacement
KGC computes QID = H1 (ID||P KID ), and then
attacks. Compared with the schemes above, our scheme
computes the partial private key DID = sQID .
achieves KSSTIS security attributes and has less bilinear
GSK (Generate symmetric key): On
input
of
pairing computation.
sender’s identity IDs , public key P Ks , and private
key (xs , Ds ), receiver’s identity IDr and public key
2 Preliminaries
P Kr . Randomly choose x, y ∈ Z∗q , the sender does
the following steps.
Let G1 and G2 be a cyclic additive and multiplicative
1) Compute U = xP , T = ê(Ds , Qr ).
group respectively, whose prime order is a large prime
number q. P is a generator of the group G1 . If a map
2) Compute session key KAB = H2 (IDr , T , U ,
ê : G1 × G1 → G2 satisfies the following properties, we
xP Kr , xs P Kr , P Kr ).
call it bilinear pairing.
3) Obtain internal state information W̄ = (x, y,
U, xs , Ds , IDs , P Ks , IDr , P Kr ).
1) Bilinearity: for all a, b ∈ Z∗q , there is ê(aP, bP ) =
Output (KAB , W̄ ).
ê(P, P )ab .
2) Computability: for all P, N ∈ G1 , there is an efficient Encapsulation: On input of a tag τ and internal state
information W̄ . The algorithm works as the following
algorithm to compute ê(P, N ).
steps.
3) Non-degeneracy: there exists P ∈ G1 , such that
1) Compute w = y(Ds + xs P Kr ).
ê(P, P ) 6= 1G2 .
We can construct bilinear pairing ê using the modified
Tate pairing and Weil pairing of elliptic curve over a finite
field. The security of our scheme relies on the following
hard problems.
Definition 1. Computational Diffie-Hellman(CDH)
problem: For two integers a, b ∈ Z∗q and a generator P of
G1 , given the tuple (P, aP, bP ) to compute abP is hard.

2) Compute h = H3 (τ, U, w, P Ks , P kr ).
3) Compute v = 1/(y(x + h)).
Output δ = (U, w, v).
Decapsulation: On input of signcryption δ, a tag τ , the
sender’s identity IDs , public key P Ks , and the receiver’s identity IDr , public key P Kr , private key
(xr , Dr ). The receiver does the following steps.
1) Compute h = H3 (τ, U, w, P Ks , P Kr ).

Definition 2. Computational Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(CBDH) problem: For three integers a, b, c ∈ Z∗q and a
generator P of G1 , given the tuple (P, aP, bP, cP ) to compute ê(P, P )abc is hard.

3

?

2) Check if ê(vw, U + hP ) = ê(Qs , Ppub )ê(P Ks ,
P Kr ). If it is correct, go on and do the following
computations. Otherwise stop and return ⊥.
3) Compute T = ê(Dr , Qs ).

Certificateless Hybrid Signcryption Scheme

In this section, the certificateless hybrid signcryption
scheme is described in details. Our scheme includes the
following algorithms:

4) Compute session key KAB = H2 (IDr , T , U ,
xr U , xr P Ks , P Kr ).

4

Security Analysis

In this section, we use some mathematical hard probSetup: On input of a security parameter k, KGC picks a lems to analyze the confidentiality and unforgeability sebilinear pairing ê : G1 × G1 → G2 and three security curity of the scheme in the random oracle model, then
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we show that our scheme can survive against known EP P K query: AI picks an identity IDn . Assuming
session-specific temporary information security (KSSTIS)
that the identity IDn has made H1 query before, if
attacks.
IDn ∈ {IDi , IDj }, stops the challenge. Otherwise,
C searches the corresponding tuple (IDn , w, Qn ) in
the list L1 , returns Dn = wPpub and answers Dn .
4.1 Consistency
Our scheme satisfies the consistency.
ê(vw, U + hP )
= ê(y(Ds + xs P Kr )/y(x + h), xP + hP )
= ê((Ds + xs P Kr ), P )

4.2

Corruption query: AI picks an identity IDn . Assuming that the identity IDn has made GUK query before, C searches the corresponding tuple in the list
L1 , and answers xn .

= ê(Ds , P )ê(xs P Kr , P )

RPK query: AI picks a new tuple (IDn , P Kn ), C updates the list Lu and replaces with (IDn , ⊥, P Kn ).

= ê(Qs , Ppub )ê(P Ks , P Kr ).

GSK query: AI picks a tuple (IDs , P Ks , IDr , P Kr ).

Confidentiality

Theorem 1. Assuming that CBDH is hard to solve in
random oracle model, the scheme is secure against any
IND-CLHSC-CCA2-I adversary AI attack.

1) If IDs ∈
/ {IDi , IDj }, C randomly chooses x, y ∈
Z∗q , computes U and T . And then C runs
the symmetric key generation algorithm and
answers KAB , updates and stores the internal
state information.

2) If IDs ∈ {IDi , IDj }, C stops simulation.
Proof. Assuming that the challenger C receives an CBDH
challenge tuple (P, aP, bP, cP ), where P is a generator of
Encapsulation query: AI produces a tag τ , at the
cyclic additive G1 . And the goal for C is to compute
same time, C checks if there exists an internal state
the answer of ê(P, P )abc . The challenger C sends the sysinformation W̄ . If it is found, C performs the foltem parameters params to AI , and sets Ppub = aP . C
lowing steps. Otherwise, C stops the simulation and
maintains several lists L1 , L2 , L3 , Lu , Le , Ld and answers
returns a ⊥.
the following queries. Among these lists, L1 , L2 , L3 simulate H1 , H2 , H3 oracle respectively,Lu is used to track
1) If IDs ∈
/ {IDi , IDj }, C computes w = y(Ds +
GUK query, Le is used to track Encapsulation query, Ld
xs P Kr ) with the internal state information, and
is used to track Decapsulation query.
then computes h = H3 (τ, U, w, P Ks , P Kr )and
v = 1/y(x + h). Finally, C answers the signH1 query: C selects two random numbers i, j ∈
cryption δ = (U, w, v) to AI .
{1, 2, · · · , q1 }, where q1 is the number of H1 queries.
2) If IDs ∈ {IDi , IDj }, C stops simulation.
At the n-th query:
1) if IDn = IDi , C answers Qi = bp, and adds the Decapsulation query: AI picks the tag τ , signcryption
δ = (U, w, v), the sender’s identity IDs and the retuple (IDi , ⊥, bP ) into list L1 .
ceiver’s identity IDr . C does the following process2) if IDn = IDj , C answers Qj = cP , and adds
ing:
the tuple (IDj , ⊥, cP ) into list L1 .
1) If IDr ∈
/ {IDi , IDj }, firstly C computes
3) if IDn ∈
/ {IDi , IDj }, C randomly chooses w ∈
∗
h
=
H
(τ,
U, w, P Ks , P Kr ), and then checks
3
Zq , answers Qn = wP , and then returns it and
?
adds the tuple (IDn , w, Qn ) into list L1 .
if ê(vw, U + hP )=ê(Qs , Ppub )ê(P Ks , P Kr ). If
it is failure, C stops simulation and returns
H2 query: C checks if there exists a tuple
⊥. Otherwise, C computes T = ê(Dr , Qs ),
(IDr , T, U, xP Kr , xs P Kr , P Kr , h2 ) in the list L2 . If
and then computes the session key KAB =
the tuple is found, C returns h2 . Otherwise, C ranH2 (IDr , T, U, xr U, xr P Ks , P Kr ).
domly chooses h2 ∈ {0, 1}n , and then returns it and
2) If IDr ∈ {IDi , IDj }, C stops simulation.
adds the tuple (IDr , T, U, xP Kr , xs P Kr , P Kr , h2 )
into list L2 .
Challenge: A can stop the phase 1 queries whenI

H3 query: C checks if there exists a tuple
(τ, U, w, P Ks , P Kr , h3 ) in the list L3 .
If the
tuple is found, C returns h3 . Otherwise, C randomly
chooses h3 ∈ Z∗q , and then returns it and adds the
tuple(τ, U, w, P Ks , P Kr , h3 ) into list L3 .
GU K query: AI picks an identity IDn , C randomly
chooses xn ∈ Z∗q , and then answers P Kn = xn P ,
adds the tuple(IDn , xn , P Kn ) into list Lu .

ever he wants, and then produces two challenge
identities {IDA , IDB }, which IDA 6= IDB . if
{IDA , IDB } ∈
/ {IDi , IDj }, C stops simulation.
Otherwise C randomly chooses x, y ∈ Z∗q , and
sets T ∗ = η (η as a candidate answer for CBDH
problem), and then computes U ∗ = xP , K1 =
H2 (IDB , T ∗ , U ∗ , xP KB , xA P KB , P KB ).
C randomly chooses a number K0 ∈ {0, 1}n and a bit
d ∈ {0, 1}, sends Kd to AI . AI chooses a tagτ ∗
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and sends it to C, C picks w∗ ∈ G1 , computes Corruption query: AII picks an identity IDn . Assuming that the identity IDn has made GUK query beh∗ = H3 (τ ∗ , U ∗ , w∗ , P KA , P KB ), v ∗ = 1/y(x + h∗ ).
fore, if IDn = IDi , C stops simulation. Otherwise,
Finally, C sends the signcryption δ ∗ = (U ∗ , w∗ , v ∗ )
C searches the corresponding tuple in the list Lu and
to AI .
answers xn .
AI makes the queries of Phase 2 just like he made
in the first phase. At last AI produces a bit d0 ∈ GSK query: AII picks a tuple (IDs , P Ks , IDr , P Kr ).
{0, 1} as a guess to d. Only when AI uses the tuple
1) If IDs 6= IDi , C randomly chooses x, y ∈ Z∗q ,
(IDB , T ∗ , U ∗ , xP KB , xA P KB , P KB )to make H2 query,
computes U and T . And then C runs the symhe can check the correctness of the signcryption δ ∗ =
metric key generation algorithm and answers
(U ∗ , w∗ , v ∗ ), and if d0 = d, C outputs T as a soluKAB , updates and stores the internal state intion of the CBDH since the candidate answer KAB =
formation.
H2 (IDB , T ∗ , U ∗ , xB U ∗ , xB P KA , P KB ) for CBDH prob2) If IDs = IDi , C stops simulation.
lem is in the list L2 , where T ∗ = η = ê(DB , QA ) =
abc
0
ê(acP, bP ) = ê(P, P ) . If d 6= d, C fails and outputs F .
Encapsulation query: AII produces a tag τ , and at the
Thus, if the adversary AI wants to break the signsame time, C checks if there exists an internal state
cryption algorithm, he must solve the CBDH with noninformation W̄ . If it is found, perform the following
negligible advantage first. What he can do is to extract insteps. Otherwise, C stops the simulation and returns
formation from the signcryption messages, then uses some
⊥.
polynomial-time algorithm to solve the CBDH problem.
But we all know that this algorithm does not exist so far.
1) If IDs 6= IDi , C computes w = y(Ds + xs P Kr )
Therefore, when attacked by an IND-CLHSC-CCA2 adwith the internal state information, and then
versary AI , the proposed CLHSC scheme can maintain a
computes h = H3 (τ, U, w, P Ks , P Kr ) and v =
safe state.
1/y(x + h). Finally, C answers the signcryption
δ = (U, w, v) to AII .
Theorem 2. Assuming that CDH is hard to solve in ran2) If IDs = IDi , C stops simulation.
dom oracle model, the scheme is secure against any INDCLHSC-CCA2-II adversary AII attack.
Decapsulation query: A picks the tag τ , signcrypII

Proof. Assuming that the challenger C receives an CDH
challenge tuple (P, aP, bP ), where P is a generator of
cyclic additive G1 . And the goal for C is to compute the
answer of abP . C randomly chooses a number s ∈ Z∗q
as the master secret key, sets Ppub = sP , and sends
the system parameters params and s to AII . C maintains several lists L1 , L2 , L3 , Lu , Le , Ld and answers the
following queries. Among these lists, L1 , L2 , L3 simulate
H1 , H2 , H3 oracle respectively, Lu is used to track GUK
query, Le is used to track Encapsulation query, Ld is used
to track Decapsulation query.

tion δ = (U, w, v), the sender’s identity IDs and the
receiver’s identity IDr . C does the following processing:
1) If IDr 6= IDi , firstly C computes h =
H3 (τ, U, w, P Ks , P Kr ), and then checks if
?

ê(vw, U + hP )=ê(Qs , Ppub )ê(P Ks , P Kr ).
If
it is failure, C stops simulation and returns
⊥. Otherwise, C computes T = ê(Dr , Qs ),
and then computes the session key KAB =
H2 (IDr , T, U, xr U, xr P Ks , P Kr ).

2) If IDr = IDi , C stops simulation.
H1 query: AII randomly picks an identity IDi , and
sends it to C. C randomly chooses w ∈ Z∗q , com- Challenge: AII can stop the phase 1 queries whenever he wants, and produces two challenge idenputes Qn = wP , and then returns it and adds the
tities {IDA , IDB }, which IDA 6= IDB .
If
tuple (IDn , w, Qn ) into list L1 .
IDB 6= IDi , C stops simulation.
Otherwise
H2 query: The same as Theorem 1.
C sets U ∗ = aP , randomly chooses y ∈ Z∗q ,
and then computes T ∗ = ê(DA , QB ), K1 =
H3 query: The same as Theorem 1.
H2 (IDB , T ∗ , U ∗ , η, xA P KB , P KB ) (η as a candidate
answer for CDH problem). C randomly chooses a
GU K query: C selects a random number i ∈
number K0 ∈ {0, 1}n and a bit d ∈ {0, 1}, sends Kd
{0, 1, · · · , qu }, where qu is the number of GUK
to AII . AII chooses a tag τ ∗ and sends it to C, C
queries. At the n-th query:
picks v ∗ ∈ Z∗q , computes w∗ = y(DA + xA P KB ),
h∗ = H3 (τ ∗ , U ∗ , w∗ , P KA , P KB ). Finally, C sends
1) If IDn 6= IDi , C randomly chooses xn ∈
∗
the signcryption δ ∗ = (U ∗ , w∗ , v ∗ ) to AII .
Zq as the secret value, computes the public
key P Kn = xn P , and then adds the tuple
AII makes the queries of Phase 2 just like he made
(IDn , xn , P Kn ) into list Lu and answers P Kn .
in the first phase. At last AII produces a bit d0 ∈
2) If IDn = IDi , C sets P Ki = bP , adds the tuple {0, 1} as a guess to d. Only when AII uses the tu(IDi , ⊥, bP ) into list Lu .
ple (IDB , T ∗ , U ∗ , η, xA P KB , P KB ) to make H2 query,
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he can check the correctness of the signcryption δ ∗ =
(U ∗ , w∗ , v ∗ ), and if d0 = d, C outputs T as a solution of the CDH since the candidate answer KAB =
H2 (IDB , T ∗ , U ∗ , η, xA P KB , P KB ) for CDH problem is in
the list L2 , where η = xB U ∗ = baP = abP . If d0 6= d, C
fails and outputs F .
Thus, if the adversary AII wants to break the signcryption algorithm, he must solve the CDH with nonnegligible advantage first. What he can do is to extract information from the signcryption messages, then use some
polynomial-time algorithm to solve the CDH problem.
This algorithm does not exist yet. Therefore, when attacked by an IND-CLHSC-CCA2 adversary AII , the proposed CLHSC scheme can maintain a safe state.

4.3

Unforgeability

Theorem 3. Assuming that CDH is hard to solve in random oracle model, our scheme is secure against any sUFCLHSC-CMA-I adversary AI attack.
Proof. Assuming that the challenger C receives an CDH
challenge tuple (P, aP, bP ), where P is a generator of
cyclic additive G1 . And the goal for C is to compute
the answer of abP . The challenger C sends the system
parameters params to AI , and set Ppub = aP . C maintains several lists L1 , L2 , L3 , Lu , Le , Ld and answers the
following queries. Among these lists, L1 , L2 , L3 simulate
H1 , H2 , H3 oracle respectively, Lu is used to track GUK
query,Le is used to track Encapsulation query, Ld is used
to track Decapsulation query.
H1 query: C selects a random number i
∈
{1, 2, · · · , q1 },where q1 is the number of H1 queries.
At the n-th query:
1) If IDn = IDi , C answers Qi = bP , and adds
the tuple (IDi , ⊥, bP ) into list L1 .
2) If IDn 6= IDi , C randomly chooses w ∈ Zq∗ ,
answers Qn = wP , and then returns it and adds
the tuple (IDn , w, Qn ) into list L1 .
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Decapsulation query: The same to Theorem 2.
Eventually, AI produces a valid forgery quaternion
(τ ∗ , δ ∗ , IDA , IDB ). C checks if IDA 6= IDi . If it is
the case, C aborts. Otherwise, with the help of GUK
oracle, C can obtain IDA 0 s public key P KA and IDB 0 s
public key P KB , respectively. After that C uses tuple
(τ ∗ , U ∗ , w∗ , P KA , P KB ) to make H3 query and obtains
h∗ from list L3 . Then C does the following verification:
ê(v ∗ w∗ , U ∗ + h∗ P )
∗

ê(w /y, P )
ê(abP, P )

= ê(QA , Ppub )ê(P KA , P KB )
= ê(bP, aP )ê(xA P, P KB )
= ê(P, (w∗ /y) − xA P KB ).

At last, C can compute abP = (w∗ /y) − xA P KB .
If verification is right, C returns 1, otherwise 0.
So, if there exists a special adversary AI who can
forge a valid encapsulation message by learning something
about the signcryption, that means there is an algorithm
which can solve CDH problem with non-negligible advantage. However, this cannot happen. In other words, there
is no adversary who can forge in this way. Thus, the
scheme is secure against any sUF-CLHSC-CMA-I adversary AI attack.
Theorem 4. Assuming that CDH is hard to solve in random oracle model, the scheme is secure against any INDCLHSC-CCA2-II adversary AII attack.
Proof. Assuming that the challenger C receives an CDH
challenge tuple (P, aP, bP ), where P is a generator of
cyclic additive G1 . And the goal for C is to compute
the answer of abP . C randomly chooses a number s ∈ Z∗q
as the master secret key, sets Ppub = sP , and sends the
system parameters params and s to AII . C maintains
several lists, L1 , L2 , L3 , Lu , Le , Ld and answers the following queries. Among these lists, L1 , L2 , L3 simulate
H1 , H2 , H3 oracle respectively, Lu is used to track GUK
query, Le is used to track Encapsulation query, Ld is used
to track Decapsulation query.
H1 query: The same as Theorem 2.

H2 query: The same as Theorem 1.
H2 query: The same as Theorem 1.
H3 query: The same as Theorem 1.
H3 query: The same as Theorem 1.
GU K query: The same as Theorem 1.
EP P K query: AI picks an identity IDn . Assuming
that the identity IDn has made H1 query before,
if IDn = IDi , stops the challenge. Otherwise, C
searches the corresponding tuple (IDn , w, Qn ) in the
list L1 , returns Dn = wPpub and answers Dn .

GU K query: C selects two random numbers i, j ∈
{1, 2, · · · , qu }, where qu is the number of GUK
queries. At the n-th query:
1) If IDn = IDi , C answers P Ki = aP , and adds
the tuple (IDi , ⊥, aP ) into list Lu .

Corruption query: The same as Theorem 1.

2) If IDn = IDj , C answers P Kj = bP , and adds
the tuple (IDj , ⊥, bP ) into list Lu .

RPK query: The same as Theorem 1.

3) If IDn ∈
/ {IDi , IDj }, C randomly chooses
xn ∈ Z∗q as the secret key and computes P Kn =
xn P , and then answers it and adds the tuple
(IDn , xn , P Kn ) into list Lu .

GSK query: The same as Theorem 2.
Encapsulation query: The same as Theorem 2.
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Corruption query: AII picks an identity IDn . Assuming that the identity IDn has been made GUK query
before, if IDn ∈ {IDi , IDj }, C stops simulation.
Otherwise, C searches the corresponding tuple in the
list Lu and answers xn .
GSK query: The same as Theorem 1.
Encapsulation query: The same as Theorem 1.
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he can obtain T = ê(Ppub , QIDr )rj easily. And then
it is easy for the adversary to obtain the session key
KAB = H2 (U, T, rj P KIDr , IDr , P KIDr ). The same situation happens in Yin’s scheme [12]. When the adversary
obtains the ephemeral key r1−j , r2−j of j − th communication, he can obtain R1 = r1−j P, R2 = r2−j P, U =
r1−j P KR and V = ê(r2−j QR , Ppub ) easily. And the session key K = H2 (IDS , IDR , R1 , R2 , U, V ) can be easily
obtained.

Decapsulation query: The same as Theorem 1.
Eventually, AII produces a valid forgery quaternion (τ ∗ , δ ∗ , IDA , IDB ). C checks if {IDA , IDB } ∈
/
{IDi , IDj } and IDA 6= IDB . If it is the case, C 5
Performance Analysis
aborts. Otherwise, with the help of GUK oracle, C
can obtain IDA 0 s public key P KA and IDB 0 s public key P KB respectively. After that C uses tuple In this section, we will compare the scheme with Li’s
(τ ∗ , U ∗ , w∗ , P KA , P KB ) to make H3 query and obtains scheme and Yin’s scheme from two aspects: the security and the efficiency of Encapsulation(include GSK
h∗ from list L3 . Then do the following verification:
phase) and Decapsulation phase in the table 1. We as∗ ∗
∗
∗
sume that all the three schemes use the same parameters
ê(v w , U + h P ) = ê(QA , Ppub )ê(P KA , P KB )
∗
< G1 , G2 , ê, q >. In the column of “Security”, “KISSTIS”
ê(w /y, P ) = ê(DA , P )ê(aP, bP )
refers to known session-specific temporary information seê(abP, P ) = ê(P, (w∗ /y) − DA ).
curity. “Y” and “N” denote that whether satisfy this security property. In the column of “Computation Cost”,
At last, C can compute abP = (w∗ /y) − DA .
the notations “Encapsulation” and “Decapsulation” refer
If verification is right, C returns 1, otherwise 0.
to the computation of Encapsulation and Decapsulation,
So, if there exists a special adversary AII who can
respectively. Note that offline computation is not included
forge a valid encapsulation message by learning something
in “Computation Cost”. And here, three operations will
about the signcryption, that means there is an algorithm
be involved. MUL, EXP and PAI refer to the number of
which can solve CDH problem with non-negligible advanpoint scalar multiplications, exponentiations and bilinear
tage. This is impossible. In other words, there is no
pairing computations, respectively.
adversary who can forge in this way. Thus, the scheme
is secure against any sUF-CLHSC-CMA-II adversary AII
attack.
Table 1: Comparison of efficiency

4.4

Known Session-specific Temporary
Information Security

Assuming that at the j − th communication, ephemeral
key xj and signcryption δj = (Uj , wj , vj ) is leaked. For
adversary AI , he can not obtain the related information about private key (Ds , xs ) or (Dr , xr ). AI cannot compute Tj = ê(Ds , Qr ) or Tj = ê(Dr , Qs ) under
the assumption of CBDH problem and cannot compute
xs P Kr or xr P Ks under the assumption of CDH problem. All above problems will lead to the result that
it is hard to obtain the value of session key KAB =
H2 (IDr , T, U, xj P Kr , xs P Kr , P Kr ) for AI . For adversary AII , in the scheme, AII can obtain the partial private
key Ds or Dr , and then he can compute Tj = ê(Ds , Qr )
or Tj = ê(Dr , Qs ). But AII cannot compute xs P Kr
or xr P Ks without xs or xr under the assumption of
CDH problem. This leads to the result that it is hard
to compute KAB = H2 (IDr , T, U, xj P Kr , xs P Kr , P Kr ).
Hence, our scheme can survive against Known sessionspecific temporary information security (KSSTIS) attack. But in Li’s scheme [5], when the adversary obtains the ephemeral key rj of j − th communication,

Scheme
Li [5]
Yin [12]
Ours

Security
KISSTIS
N
N
Y

Computation Cost
Encapsulation Decapsulation
4MUL+EXP
MUL+4PAI
5MUL+EXP
4MUL+3PAI
3MUL
3MUL+PAI

Through Table 1 we can see that our scheme only needs
3 point scalar multiplications at the Encapsulation step,
which is more efficient than the other two schemes. And
at the Decapsulation stage, our scheme needs three point
scalar multiplications and one bilinear pairing computation. The computation cost of bilinear pairing computation is the most expensive in the scheme based on bilinear
pairing. Although Li’s scheme only needs one point scalar
multiplication, the number of bilinear pairing computations is far more than our scheme. Hence, our scheme
is the most efficient. And from the security aspect, our
scheme achieves the known session-specific temporary information security, which Li’s and Yin’s schemes can not
satisfy.
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Conclusion

In this paper, a secure CLHSC scheme is proposed from
bilinear pairing in random oracle model. In addition, the
scheme is highly efficient with only one bilinear pairing
operation. In terms of security, we solve the flaw that
most of the hybrid signcryption schemes cannot survive
against known session-specific temporary information security attack. Considering any length of plaintext can be
handled by hybrid signcryption and the efficiency of our
scheme, our scheme can be applied to the high security
requirements of communication networks and bandwidthconstrained communication environments, such as ad hoc
net, 4G communication and so on.
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Abstract
Revocable Attribute-Based Encryption (R-ABE) has received much concern recently due to its characteristic of
capability on encrypting the Data, according to some attributes, whereas users can decrypt the ciphertexts if they
own the credential of those attributes with ability to revoke the expired users. We propose a new practical Revocable Attribute Based Encryption which has a short
ciphertext O(1) and private keys O(1) with efficient running time. In this scheme the users can effectively be
revoked and added with backward and forward secrecy in
the indirect mode, which can controlled by Key Authority
Party without reseting the system parameter’s or updating and redistributing the attributes private keys which
has expense. Assuming the cloud provider is semi-honest
and has been delegated by KA in order to apply dynamic
processing on the data and controlling users. This scheme
is secured against Chosen Plaintext Adversary (CPA), assuming the (Decision) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent
assumption (n-BDHE) is being held.
Keywords: Access Control; Attributes Based Encryption;
Bounded CipherText; Key Policy; Revocation; Revocable
Storage Attribute-based Encryption

1

Introduction

Outsourcing is a movement has been influencing the
global revolution of the information technology which
gives effective solutions for data managing of the organizations, such as installations, data analysis, networks
and data protection. It offers wonderful benefits such as
better operating, reducing employment cost, delegating
responsibilities to external agencies, as well as mitigating
risk and resource’s scalability.
Moreover, delegating responsibilities to other party as
Cloud Service Party (CSP), there are data owner who still

worrying about privacy preserving of their data and how
they controlling the accessibility, in order to guarantee
secure offshoring.
ABE is one of popular accessing control techniques and
has been appeared firstly with Sahai and Waters [2] where
they aim to encrypt Ciphertexts one-to-many. However, the users can decrypt if they have certain requirements, although ABE algorithms suffer from two significant drawbacks. For instance, growing of the Ciphertext
impractically, and the revoking mechanism of expired or
dishonest user.
In fact there are two types of revocations, direct and
indirect models [13]. the first scenario revocation is enforced directly by the sender who determines the revoked
list during encryption stage, whilst indirect revocation are
controlled by the key authority KA which issues an updated key, such that only non-revoked users can update
their keys.
We present a novel way of an Indirect R-ABE technique
with bounded Ciphertext that overcomes the revocation
challenges, such as revoking users without resetting credentials of others users and preventing revoked users from
accessing the data or collude with dishonest users.
The challenging areas which have been handled in this
work are dynamic controlling of the users and shortening ciphertext, the scheme relays on broadcast encryption technique that proposed in [5] which has collusion
resistant and short ciphertext features.

1.1

Related Works

Many Revocable-ABE [1, 4, 9, 17, 18] were introduced recently. However, most of them suffered from the growth
of ciphertext’s size proportionally, with number of users
and attributes. Updating periodically the attributes private keys which is unaccepted for practicable applications,
particularly when users have limited resources.
Revocable Storage is a challenging task where the third
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party can modify the existing ciphertext to block the repealed users from accessing the stored data in outsourcing
storage without intermediating of the data owner while
the other user can keep accessing it. Sahai and Waters
innovated et al. [3] the first revocable storage when they
used only publicly available information with periodically
updating the ciphertexts and private keys. However, the
size of ciphertext increased linearly with number of associated attributes, also needs to re-distribute periodically
the private keys for all non-revoked users.

1.3

974

Contributions

We proposed a concrete R-ABE with following achievements (I) Short ciphertext and independent from number
of users or attributes. (II) The key authority KA has ability to revoke or add users efficiently (III) The revocation
processes did not need reseting user credentials or redistributing of the private keys or the public key (only the
updated key) (IV) There a proxy re-encryption to prevent
the existing data, however, each ciphertext will re-encrypt
once before storing it in semi-trust third party T T P (V)
Nuttapong and Hideki proposed a Conjunctive Broad- The scheme prevents a repealed user from accessing the
cast and Attributed Based Encryption, where the private old ciphertext by modify tiny part of ciphertext (about
key Conjuncted with a user index and the ciphertext as- 25% of the original ciphertext).
sociated also with a user index set S, the decryption can
achieve if the condition on attributes of the ABE hold
and, in addition, ID ∈ S and KeyGen used ID with 1.4 Organization
Linear Secret Sharing Schemes, but the size of CT and
Section 2 will present preliminaries and definitions of some
private keys were large [14].
security notions, Section 3 describes the scheme’s conJunbeom and Dong proposed et al. [11] designed revo- structions and correctness of the scheme, Section 4 incable CP-ABE Schemes with periodic or timed revocation troduces the security game and proving of the system’s
with the help of the semi-trusted proxy deployed in the security, Section 5 presents some enhancement technique
Cloud Services Provider (CSP). The main drawback of and applying precomputed algorithm to improve the cost
these schemes is relayed on other part for re-encryption. of system’s computations, Section 6 presents implemenDavid and Thomas presented et al. [8] a broadcast en- tation and result, and in Section 7 concludes and shows
cryption scheme, with attribute-based mechanisms that the open problems and future work.
lets the Data Owner to add/revoke groups of users were
defined by their attributes, also the size of private keys is
Preliminaries and Definitions
grown with the number of attributes that are related to 2
the user and size of Ciphertext is also increased linearly
with the number of attributes used in the access policy This section shows the preliminaries and definitions of
some security tools which will use to construct the scheme.
whereas the public key is somewhat large.

2.1
1.2

Bilinear Mapping

Our Result

We review some facts associated to bilinear map cycle
groups which are efficient and computable, introduced by
This section gives a comparison between state-of-art Boneh and Frankin [7], both groups have the same prime
schemes and our novel approach which realizes shrinking order group p, the map function must satisfy the following
of the private keys’s and ciphertext size without influ- properties:
ences with number of users or associated attributes, also
the performance is enhanced by applying precomputed al- Computability: There exist polynomial time algorithm
when given g1 , g2 ∈ G that can compute e(g1 , g2 ) ∈
gorithms and cached the computation in secure memory.
GT .
Table 1 shows the comparison.
We denote for the parameters of table1 as follows: Bilinear: For any a, b ∈ Zp the bilinear function is
U is universe attributes or all possible attributes in the
such that e(g1a , g2b ) = e(g1 , g2 )a.b ∈ GT are Nonscheme, S is set of attributes that have assigned to the
Degenerate where g is generator of G and e(g, g) genuser, Y is set of possible attributes have associated to
erator of GT where e(g, g) 6= 1.
CT, r is number of revoked user, Nmax the number of
leaf nodes in I where The total number of all nodes in Access structure: Suppose {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn } is a set of
the circuit is 2N max?1, SD is Subset Difference Method,
attributes, we say a selection of attribution S ∈
(RSABE) Revocable Storage Attribute-based Encryp2{P1 ,P2 ,...,Pn } is monotone if ∀B, C : B ∈ A and
tion, DO, nx is the number of rows that selected by
B ⊆ C then C ∈ S, a monotone access strucmap function p(x) for all x in Y, aMSE-DDH augture is a group collection of non-empty subsets S ∈
mented multi-sequence of exponents decisional Diffie Hell2{P1 ,P2 ,...,Pn } \{∅}, the authorized sets is in S or qualman problem, IBBE identity-based broadcast encrypified set, and the sets are not in S called the unaution, M number of total users in the schemes, COBG
thorized sets. We emphasize on restriction that using
Composite-Order Bilinear Groups.
monotone access structures in our system.
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Table 1: Comparison between other ABE schemes
Scheme
PK
Pr

[3]
O(|U |)
O(2|S|)

[20]
6
2|S| + 2

[16]
112
5 + 16L + 16[
log2N max]
+logN max]
O(|RL|)
(St + RL)

[10]
O(2|U |)
O(|S|)

[15]
O(2|U |)
O(2|U |)
+O(|S|)

Our
O(2|M |)
O(|S|)

CT
Updated

O(|Y |)
(P r + CT )

Security
Assumption
Security
Game
Access
Structure
Policy

COBG

2|Y | + 2
(P K + P r
+M SK)
(DBDH)

O(3.nx ∗ L)
Pr

O(1)
Pr

O(1)
CT

(DLIN)

COBG

aMSE-DDH

Selective
CPA
LSSS
L×n
CP-ABE

Full
CPA
(SD)
LSSS
KP-ABE

Selective
Oracle-CPA
LSSS
L×n
CP-ABE

KA to TTP

KA to TTP

KA to DO

KA to AAs

Selective-CPA
Non-interactive
LSSS
L × n + IBBE
CP-ABE
KP-ABE
KA only

Decisional
qBDHE
Selective
CPA
Fine
Grained
KP-ABE

Oracles
CPA
LSSS
L×n
KP-ABE

Revocation
Delegation
Revocation
Methodology
Supporting
RSABE

Periodically

On Demands

On Demands

Periodically

On Demands

On Demands

Yes

NO

NO

NO

NO

Yes

Access Circuit: Let C be a circuit represents accessing
control of attributes holders, which contains mainly
from (AND-Gate, OR-Gate) nodes, we denote to
{atti }i∈k as the set of attributes which are given
to the user k, N max is total number of attributes
which input to the circuit (leaf nodes), d is a depth
of the circuit and equals generally to the number
of circuit’s layers, nodex is an indexed node which
starts from initial node (the root) node1 or the output of circuit down to the last node nodel notice
that l ≤ 2N max − 1 is total number of nodes in
the circuit, a non-leaf nodes are the attribute nodes
nodx where (l − N max) ≤ x ≥ l, an input to the
nodex are input(nodex ) = (A, B) where A and B are
the direct inputs to the node, an output of nodex
is denoted by output(nodex ), namely if {atti }i∈k is
set of attributes which assigned to user k so we say
C({atti }i∈k ) =true obviously if {atti }i∈k satisfied
the access circuit C, also any nodex is satisfied if its
output is true C({atti }i∈k ) = true|∀input(nodex ) ⊆
{atti }i∈k .

3

KA to TTP

who is responsible of re-encrypts the data and proceed
the revocability tasks which are delegated from Key Authority KA who is accountable for keys managing, figure
1 shows the interactions between parties.

Figure 1: System model

Revocable ABE with Bounded 3.1 Scheme Definition
Ciphertext Scheme
Setup(n, λ): This algorithm runs by KA after inputs the

number of total users n with the security parameter λ
The proposed system is contained of six probabilistic aland publishes out the public key P K, public paramgorithms which are setup, keygen, encrypt, re-encrypt,
eters P P and keeps master secret key M SK secret.
decrypt and updatekey as described in next paragraph
assuming that there exist semi Trusted Third Party T T P KeyGen (k, {Attr}∀i∈Sk , M SK): KA takes the user in-
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dex k ∈ [n], set of user’s attributes {Attri }∀i∈Sk and 3.2 Security Game
the master secret key M SK and outputs the private
Revocable ABE with Bounded Ciphertext is secure
key for each attribute {prk,i }.
against selective chosen plaintext adversary CPA, where
UpdateKey(k, {Attri }∀i∈Sk , M SK): The KA uses k the security game is made up between an adversary A and
the current user index, {Attr }
user’s attributes a challenger B as follows.
i i∈Sk

that were assigned to user k and M SK master secret Setup: B selects at the beginning the authorized set S ,
0
key, this algorithm will output refreshed master upalso selects the revoked set Sr such that Sr ⊂ S, then
dated key M U K and submits the delegation keyDK
runs setup and UpDatekey algorithms and submits
that can depute T T P to handle either adding or republic key P K, public parameter P P and master
voking users, an UpDateKey algorithm might run if
updated key M U K to A whereas keeps master secret
one of the four actions happened:
key M SK hidden from A, the adversary selects set
of users and submits them to B as challenged set S.
1) Adds new user with new attributes and submits
the new attributes private key{prk0 ,i } and outs Phase 1: Adversary A is asking adaptively the chala new index k 0 .
lenger B queries about attribute private keys for
number of users Sq = {q1 , q2 , ..., qr } with one of the
2) Adds new attributes for existing user k.
two restrictions:
3) Revokes existing user k permanently from the
1) Case 1: In this case the adversary A chose an
scheme.
user k ∈ Sq , that must not belong to autho4) Revokes some Attributes?{prk,i } from user k.
rized sets k ∈
/ S0 and each attributes {atti } of
user k satisfied the access circuit C commonly
Encrypt(M, P P, P K, M U K): This a probabilistic algoC({atti }i∈k ) = true.
rithm works in very straightforward ways by taken
2) Case 2: A asks for the user k ∈ Sq belonged
the message M , public parameter P P , public key
to authorized sets k ∈ S0 and he/she has been
P K and master updated key M U K, the algorithm
revoked k ∈ Sr . Also user k satisfied the access
outputs succinct ciphertext CT0 , we emphasis on the
circuit
C({atti }i∈k ) = true.
size of ciphertext is not impacted neither number of
legitimate user nor valid attributes, size of CT0 preThen challenger obtains attributes private keys by
cisely O(CT0 ) = 1 which offered efficient property.
running KeyGen algorithm and responds to adversary A with attributes private keys.
Re-encrypt(CT0 , P P, P K, M U K): The T T P is allowed
to modify the existing ciphertext either for prevent- Challenge: After adversary A satisfied from asking
ing expired users from accessing it or allowing new
queries then will pick up two random messages
user to permit accessing these encrypted data, this
m0 , m1 where |m0 | = |m1 | and submits two
algorithm runs after T T P received the CT0 directly
message to challenger who will toe coin b ∈
or on demand of KA after receiving delegation keys,
{0, 1} and applies encryption algorithm on CTb =
and outs the CT .
Encrypt(mb , P K, P P, M U K) and sends CTb to adversary as challenge.
Decrypt(CT, k, {prk,i }, P P, M U K): The decrypter uses
this algorithm and inputs ciphertext CT , user index Phase 2: The adversary A is continuing adaptively
k, attributes private keys {prk,i }, public parameter
queries the challenger β in similar way of Phase1 by
P P and master updated key M U K, then it decrypts
sending request for other attributes private keys S2 =
out the message M .
{qr+1 , qr+2 , . . . , qm } and we recall same phase1’s restrictions.
Correctness: Required that the system to be correct,
Guess: Eventually adversary A outs the guessing of b0
specifically as follows:
and wins iff b = b0 .
Pr[Dec(CT, S, k, {prk,i }, P P, M U K) = M |∀S, k,
(P P, P K, M SK) ← Setup(n, λ),
{prk,i } ← KeyGen(k, {Attri }, M SK)

3.3

Security Assumption

Our system’s security is based on the complexity of
(Decisional) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent Assumption (n–BDHE) [6, 19] relays on choosing a symmetCT0 ← Encrypt (M, P P, P K, M U K)
ric pairing e : G × G ⇒ GT where G is a bilinear mulCT ← ReEncrypt (CT0 , P P, P K, M U K) ,
tiplicative group of prime order P , GT is target group
∀i ∈ Sk ] = 1.
of prime order P . The (decisional) n − BDHE prob(1) lem described when given to an algorithm B this tuples
M U K ← U pDatekey(k, {Attri }, M SK)
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(h, g, g1 , g2 , . . . , gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n ) ∈ G(2n+1) then the algorithm B can output b ∈ {0, 1} with advantage ζ, in
breaking decisional n–BDHE in GT if
| Pr[B(h, g, g1 , . . . , gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n , e(gn+1 , h)) = 0]
–P r[B(h, g, g1 , · · · , gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n , T ) = 0]| ≥ ζ.
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Zp and it continues in the same way until reaches
the inputs of the circuit (leaves) which are the attributes of this circuit {r(i,j) }i∈[m],j∈{A,B} . KeyGen
algorithm
computes private key of each attribute as
r(i,j)
)
{g (α
}i∈[m],j∈{A,B} and sends attributes private
keys Sk ⊆ S of user k rand sends to k via secured
(i,j) )
}i∈([m]∩Sk ),j∈{A,B} . We
channel the values {g (α
denote the attribute private of user k as pr(k,i) =
r(i,j)
)
.
g (α

With probability over the random choice of generator
g, h ∈ G, α ∈ Zp , T ∈ GT and the random bits used by
B, the left part of above equation is valid distribution and
is denoted V –BDHE and the right part invalid random UpDatekey (k, {atti }(i∈Sk ) , P K, M SK): This
algodistribution and denoted R–BDHE.
rithm runs by Key Authority when decides to revoke
certain user u or adding new user k 0 or after setup
algorithm the output of this is master updated key
4 Construction
(M U K) and delegated key DK which will be submit
to T T P as follows.
We describe in this section the constructing of revoca

ble ABE, as far we assume there exist Key Authority
Y
(KA) that in charges for creating users attributes priM U K = S, v 0 = (v.
g(n+1−j) )β  (3)
vate keys and revokes or adds users, Semi Trusted Third
(∀j∈S)
Party (TTP) that will re-encrypt the ciphertext and ap−β
β
DK = ({gn+1−ui }i∈Sr , {gn+1−k
0 }i∈Sa ) (4)
i
plies revocation or addition of users, Data Owner (DO)
and decrypter, all of the above parties are participating
where Sr , Sa are set of revoked and added users list
as follows.
respectively, then DK will send to T T P as delegated key to run Re-encrypt algorithm and updates
Setup(n, λ): Setup algorithm is running by KA to genthe existing ciphertext for modification and publishes
erate the public parameters P P , public key P K and
M U K. Our scheme is flexible for efficient key manmaster secret key M SK, n is the input for this algoagement processing in the following way:
rithm which is a number of expected users and λ is security parameter, the algorithm chooses g ⇐ G uni1) Removing all user’s attributes (revoke an user
formly as generator of source group G and α, γ ⇐ Zp ,
k
u), in this case the key authority refreshes
we denote gk = g (α ) the public parameter is P P to
M U K and updates v 0 in particularly
compute public P K, the KA picks random β ⇐ Zp
β

and computes the following tuple:
v0
0
(5)
v ←
gn+1−u
P P = (g, g1 , g2 , . . . , gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n , v = g γ )
PK

=

M SK

=

∈ G(2n+1)

g 0 = g β , w = e(gn , g1 )β , S0 ) ,
(α, γ, β)

(2)

where S0 , S are initial authorized and current authorized set respectively, then KA publishes P P and
P K while Master Secret key M SK are kept secret.
KeyGen (k, {atti }(i∈Sk ) , M SK): For each user k the
kγ

simultaneously in other side the T T P will update (small part only C1 ) the existing ciphertext
as follows:




0
0
−β
)t
C1 ⇐ C1 · (DKu )t
=
C1 · (gn+1−u



= 

C1
β
gn+1−u


 t0 

k

T T P computes dk = g (α ) = v (α ) and sets Y = dk
as final output of the circuit and assumes Y = dk =
kγ
y
g (α ) = g (α ) where y = k γ is the final output of the
root gate. Now to compute the attributes keys of user
k the KeyGen algorithm is inspired from fine-grained
structure so if the next gate is OR-Gate it just pass
same value to the two next fans and if the next gate is
AND-Gate it chooses random r(l,A) ∈ Zp uniformly
for A’s input and sets r(l,B) = y − r(l,A) ∈ Zp where l
is root gate index, for B’s input again it works same
as above if the gate is OR-Gate r(l−1,B) = r(l−1,A) =
rl and if the gate is AND-Gate then chooses random r(l−1,A) ∈ Zp and sets r(l−1,B) = rl − r(l−1,A) ∈

Here DKu ∈ Dk is assigned to user u. T T P will
update some part of the ciphertext for existing
data, however for future encryption the T T P is
preventing from adding revoked user with two
safe guards M U K and DK, also re-encryption
algorithm guaranties forward and backward secrecy.
2) Removing some part of user’s attributes in this
case the key authority first applies the above
step (remove the user u) then run KeyGen algorithm again to create keys as a new user with
new index k 0 and this index must be unique
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k0 ∈
/ S and for allowing the new user k 0 to decrypt previous ciphertext update some part of
ciphertext as follows:


0
C1 ⇐ C1 · (DK)t
=
=


t0
β
−β
C1 · gn+1−k
0 · gn+1−u
!t0
β
gn+1−k
0
C1 ·
β
gn+1−u

3) For adding a new user the key authority runs
KeyGen algorithm for obtaining attributes private keys and submits the keys through secure
channel.
Encrypt(M, P K, M U K): Data owner intends to encrypt the data before outsourced in the T T P environment, starts by chooses random t ∈ Zp uniformly,
and inputs the plaintext M ∈ GT then computes

CT = (C0 , C1 , C2 ) = g 0t , (v 0 )t , M.(w)t
(6)
Re-encrypt(CT, P K, P P, M U K): This algorithm runs
by T T P after receiving the ciphertext this step can
assist to revoke the expired user u or adds new user k 0
to the scheme where u, k 0 are the index of revoke and
added user respectively. Then the T T P will select
randomly t0 ∈ Zp and recomputes the ciphertext:


0
0
0
C1 ←
C1 .v 0t = v 0t .v 0t = v 0(t+t )
(7)


0
C2 ←
C2 .wt

to compose dk and decrypts the ciphertext CT =
(C0 , C1 , C2 ) according to the ABE circuit, the decrypter starts in reverse way beginning from the circuit’s input (leaves) until final gate(root), at first k
r(i,j)
)
inputs the attributes private keys pr(k,i) = g (α
then if the gate is OR-Gate then chooses any one of
A or B as input of the gates (leaves)
r(i,A)

{yi+1 = g (α

)

r(i,B)

or = g (α

)

}i∈([m]∩Sk )

where Sk is set of attributes belong to user k. Or
the gate might be AND-Gate, then multiply the two
inputs as
{yi+1

r(i,A)

= g (α

)

r(i,A)

r(i,B)

× g (α

r(i,B)

= g (α

)+(α

)

)

}i∈([m]∩Sk )

for remaining gates acts in same way namely for ORGate:
{yi+1

r(i,A)

)

r(i,B)

)

= y(i,A) = g (α

= y(i,B) = g (α

or
}∀i∈{(m+1),...,(l−1)}

and for AND-Gate the decrypter follows the circuit
rules and computes:
{yi+1

= y(i,A) × y(i,B)
r(i,A)

= g (α

)

r(i,B)

× g (α

r(i,A) +r(i,B)

= g (α

)

)

}∀i∈{(m+1),...,(l−1)}
(kγ )

y

until reaches final gate Y = g α = g (α
Hence decrypter gets dk .

)

= dk .

This above steps run once and not in each decryption
Note that there are difference between the authorized current set S which were chosen to compute processing and decrypter will store dk in secure place,
v 0 and the authorized initial set S0 , so S is used to then to decrypt CT which has been re-encrypted with
re-encryption whereas S0 is used for encryption, is T T P :
obviously to notice that the exponent of ciphertext t
e(gk , C1 )
Q
T =
is shifted to t + t0 with this algorithm as follows.
e(d ·
g
,C )
k

0t

0t0

C0 = g , C3 = g .

(8)

×

j∈S0 ,j6=k

n+1−j+k

0

1
e(dk ·

Q

j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j+k , C3 )
From above we realize no changing in C0 and T T P
Recall the ciphertext CT is composed from:
added new part the ciphertext C3
C0 = g β(t) ,

β.t

β.t 
β.t0
Y
Y
Y
C1 = v.
g(n+1−j) 
C1 = v.
g(n+1−j)  . v.
g(n+1−j) 
(∀j∈S0 )
(∀j∈S0 )
(∀j∈S)

β.t0
0
Y
β·t
β·t0
C2 = M · e (gn+1 , g) · e (gn+1 , g)
, C3 = g t
. v.
g(n+1−j) 
(∀j∈S)
First we reduce the numerator of decryption equation:

 
 

 
t0
t
t0
t+t0
β.t 
C2 =
C2 .w
= M.w .w
= M.w
.
Q
e gk , v. (∀j∈S0 ) g(n+1−j)


T =
Q
We emphasize this algorithm is run once so will not
e dk · j∈S0 ,j6=k gn+1−j+k , C0
effect the performance of scheme.
 
β.t0 
Q
e
g
,
v.
g
Decrypt(CT, k, {prk,i }, P P, M U K): If the decrypter k
k
(∀j∈S) (n+1−j)

has enough attribute’s private keys that can ful× 
Q
e dk · j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j+k , C3
fill the circuit’s requirement, then user k is capable
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 Q
β.t 
computes P P and publishes the public keys P K
e
· e gk , v. (∀j∈S0 ,j6=k) g(n+1−j)
as P P = (g, g1 , g2 , . . . , gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n , v = g ·


=
Q
−1
Q
e dk · j∈S0 ,j6=k gn+1−j+k , C0
g
, where P K = (g 0 = g β , w =
n+1−j
j∈Sc
 

β.t0
e(gn , g1 )β , S0 )) hence g, α, β, γ were chosen randomly
Q
e gk , v. (∀j∈S) g(n+1−j)
then P K and P P have uniform distribution same as

× 
Q
original scheme. M U K = (Sc , v 0 )
 Q
β
e dk · j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j+k , C3
where v 0 = v · j∈S gn+1−j
as in Equation (3).
 


β.t
Q
β·t
e (g, gn+1 ) · e gk , v. (∀j∈S0 ,j6=k) g(n+1−j)
Phase 1: The adversary A asks the algorithm B in this


=
Q
phase for attribute’s private keys of users Sq =
β·t
e dk · j∈S0 ,j6=k gn+1−j+k , g
{q1 , q2 , . . . , qr } recall that there are two possible sce 
β.t0 
Q
narios:
e gk , v. (∀j∈S) g(n+1−j)

× 
Q
1) Recall case1 when the user’s index is not in aue dk · j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j+k , g β·t0
thorized set S0 such that ∀i qi ∈ Sq and qi ∈
/ S0 ,
  Q
β.t
and each attributes {atti } of user k satisfied the
β·t
e (g, gn+1 ) · e gk , v. (∀j∈S0 ,j6=k) g(n+1−j)
access circuit C({atti }i∈k ) = true. In this case
=

β·t
Q
the algorithm B computes:
γ
e g · j∈S0 ,j6=k gn+1−j , gk

−1
  Q
β.t0
Y
e gk , v. (∀j∈S) g(n+1−j)
dk = gk · 
gn+1−j+k 
× 
β·t0
Q
j∈Sc
e g γ · j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j , gk
 
−1 αk
  Q
β.t0
Y
β·t


e (g, gn+1 ) · e gk , v. (∀j∈S) g(n+1−j)
= g · 
gn+1−j+k  
=
 Q
β·t0
j∈Sc
e v · j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j , gk
k
= vα
The right part of equation will be reduce as same manner:
Challenger B sets y = k γ then follows
fine-grained
tree
to
compute
β·t
β·t0

T = (g, gn+1 ) · (g, gn+1 )
r(i,j) ) i∈Att ,k∈S,j∈{A,B}
similar
to
original
/
k
scheme and then
A With
attributes
then the decrypter can obtain the plaintext by computes
n responds to
o
r(i,j)
)
private keys pr(k,i) = g (α
M = CT2 in blow equation.


β·t
gk , gn+1−k



i∈Attk ,j∈{A,B}

β.t

M=

β.t0

C2
M.e (gn+1 , g) .e (gn+1 , g)
=
β.t
β.t0
T
e (gn+1 , g) .e (gn+1 , g)

such that:
n
o
r(i,j)
)
C
pr(k,i) = g (α


= true

i∈Attk ,j∈{A,B}

5

Security

In the following theorem we prove semantic security of
the Bounded R-ABE scheme assuming the hardness of
the (Decisional) n-BDHE assumption holds, which are:
Theorem 1. let G be bilinear group of order p where p is
prime and n > 1 our proposed Bounded R-ABE scheme is
(n) semantically secure if the decision n-BDHE assumption holds in GT .

Note that the output for root node is
output(node1 ) = dk .
2) In other hand for Case 2 when A is asking for the
user k ∈ Sq belonged to authorized sets k ∈ S0
and he/she has been revoked k ∈ Sr . Also user k
satisfied the access circuit C({atti }i∈k ) = true.
Then B will update M U K.
Then B continues in computing the attribute
private keys as in case1.

Proof. Assuming there exists P P T adversary algorithm
Challenge: After adversary A finished from the query
A that can breakdown our scheme with advantage
phase then will submit to B two equal random mesAdvBRABE( A, n) > ζ in time t, also there exist algosages m0 , m1 where |m0 | = |m1 |, so B choses β ∈ Zp
rithm B has advantage ζ to break n-BDHE problem in
and toes fair coin b ∈ {0, 1} to select one mesGT , B calls algorithm A which selects the set S of users
sage, then B will simulate the running of encrypt
that A wishes to be challenged on.
and re-encrypt algorithms sequentially on the mesSetup: B selects the initial authorized set S0 , cursage CT = Re − Encrypt(encrypt(mb )), while picks
rent set Sc , chooses randomly g, α, γ, β ∈ Zp , then
random value for CT1−b ∈ GT and computes C2,b =
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mb · e (gn+1 , h) WOLOG:


 C2,1−b ∈ GT
if ciphertext is chosen randomly(invalid))


C2,b = mb · e (gn+1 , h) is valid n-BDHE.
0

where h = g β(t+t ) for the remaining ciphertext, B
computes C1 similar to the real scheme as in Equa0
tion (7) recall C1 = v 0(t +t) and from the simulated
value v 0 as in Equation (7) then C1 is computed as
follows:
C1

=

t+t0 )

(v 0 )(


= v ·

gn+1−j 

j∈Sc




j∈Sc

= g

β (t+t0 )

−1

Y

= g · 
gn+1−j 

·

about |S0 | + |S| times for every process and that consumes the resources especially on the users’s side which
are limited resources, so to overcome this problem we implement cached algorithm in both side without impacts
the security, following equations shows the caching steps
as:
1) When M U K is updated KA runs UpDateKey
algorithm
obtaining
MUK
=


Q
0
β
S, v = (v. (∀j∈S) g(n+1−j) )
to reduce the
overhead multiplication KA can pre-compute
 Q
β
v 0 = v. (∀j∈S) g(n+1−j)
and stores v 0 in cache
memory so the M U K will reconstruct from v 0 and
if the kA intends to add new user k 0 in this case
β
will update only v 0 = v 0 .g(n+1−k
0 ) , and in case of

β (t+t0 )
Y

Y


gn+1−j 

j∈Sc

β
, this
revoking existing user u then v 0 = v 0 /g(n+1−k)
will lead efficient calculation for M U K and reduces
the computation cost from O(|S|) to O(1)) for each
time we run UpDateKey.

2) When decrypter user aims to decrypt some ciphertext
according to decryption algorithm.

β (t+t0 )

= h.
T
0t

Guess: Eventually the Algorithm A submits out b0 guessing of the challenging ciphertext if b0 = b then
B outs 0 showing that T = C2,b ÷ mb = mb ·
e(gn+1 , h) ÷ (mb ) = e (gn+1 , h), else B outs 1 and
that refers T is chosen randomly in GT , Note that
| Pr[B(h, g, g1 , . . . , gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n , e(g(n+1 ), h)) =
0] − Pr[B(h, g, g1 , ., gn , g(n+2) , . . . , g2n , T ) = 0]| ≥ ζ,
is same to (Decisional)n-BDHE assumption and that
is the proof of Theorem 1.

This section examines the system performance and tests
the computations complexities, also we resolve the problem of complexity increasing significantly with number
of users by applying powerful tool of pre-computation
method.

6.1

Enhancing Performance

The proposed scheme has a dramatic increase of computation when KA is updating the keys or during user is
decrypting the ciphertext which they need to multiply

Q

j∈S0 ,j6=k

gn+1−j+k , C0



1

× 
Q
e dk · j∈S,j6=k gn+1−j+k , C3
There exit overhead computation on the client side
who also has limited resource so this calculation can
consume huge part from decrypter resources, again
to handle this problem we apply caching algorithm
by the client k as pre-computing parameter.
Y
z1 =
gn+1−j+k ,
j∈S0 ,j6=k

z2

=

Y

gn+1−j+k

j∈S,j6=k

and stores z in fast cache memory, then for each decryption process the client k computes:
T

Implementation and Result



e dk ·

β·t

Phase 2: The game between A and B will play identically as in phase1 with same restrictions.

e (gk , C1 )

=

For other part of the ciphertext C0 = g = g , C3 =
0
g β·t from Equation (8), then the algorithm B will
submit the challenging ciphertext CT to A where
CT = (C0 , C1 , C2,0 , C2,1 , C3 ).

6

980

=

e (gk , C1 )
1
×
e (dk · z1 , C0 ) ·e (dk · z2 , C3 )

which again minimizes the overhead computing from
O(|S0 | + |S|) to O(1)).
3) There also overhead computation and communication between the KA and T T P when is sending the
delegated keys DK, suppose there are many users
were wanted to revoke and adds so each time KA
sends:
−β
β
DK = ({gn+1−u
}
, {gn+1−k
0 }i∈Sa ),
i i∈Sr
i

so we need about O(|Sa | + Sr ) iterations for computation and communication in both side (KA and
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(a) Algorithms complexity vs users

(b) Algorithms complexity vs users without setup and keygen

(c) Algorithms complexity vs users with caching algorithm

(d) Algorithms complexity vs users with caching algorithm without
setup

(e) Algorithms complexity vs users with caching algorithm

Figure 2: Comparison of computational efficiency
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T T P ) and that can be reduced by mixing all in one:
!β
Y
Y
gn+1−ki0
DK =
gn+1−ui ·
i∈Sr

6.2

i∈Sa

Implementation

We demonstrate the proposed scheme and analyze the
performance, we uses the useful MIRACLE library and
runs under visual stdio 2012 C++ platform [12].
Figure a shows the growing of users affections only with
setup, keygen, updatekey and decrypt (small affections).
In figure b setup and keygen were hidden to presents there
small correlation in decryption process.
Figure c shows the enhancing of system and powerful reduction of algorithms’s complexity when we apply
caching algorithm and that leads most of algorithms are
running in few computation cost except setup algorithm,
the setup algorithm is committed in figure d and is clear
that all algorithms are running independently from number of users with low cost.
Setup algorithm is effected only with increasing exponentially with number of attributes as in figure e, whereas
the remained algorithms are not effected.

7

Conclusion

We could be concluded that R-ABE with bounded ciphertext has short ciphertext and private keys in addition low
computations complexity in both sides client users (encrypter and decrypter) and could be operated in limited
resources environment, also we overcome the updating
private keys problem, and we avoid the obstacle of stateless problem. The open problem to reduce the large size
of the public keys and in our future work also we will
intend to design multi key authorities R-ABE.
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Abstract
This paper presents a faster and efficient algorithm to
encrypt large size 24-bit color medical images. The algorithm generates permutation sequences which shuffles
the image pixels and color bytes. The generated masking
sequences alters the value of the pixels and color bytes.
The dynamic chaotic parameters initialisation is one of
the key factors in the proposed cryptosystem. Further,
the key image enhances efficiency of the encryption algorithm and the whole cryptosystem becomes complex
by executing XOR operation with the shuffled pixels and
bytes. The proposed algorithm yields final cipher images
of the test medical images that have good confusion - diffusion properties and validated through series of tests to
ensure the high security level.
Keywords: Chaotic Map; Immunohistochemical Images;
Logistic Map; Medical Image Encryption

1

Introduction

Telemedicine and E-health are becoming more popular at
times as there is a necessity for quick and secure diagnosis
of diseases by transmitting and storing information among
the experts. Since the internet is open to everyone, data
protection is most important thing to avoid unauthorized
access. The rapid growth of internet and E-techniques
allows transmitting large files such as image, video and
audio files. The medical experts, educationists and particularly insurance companies need methods to protect the
patient’s medical information [9, 10, 20]. The patient’s
information should be accessed only by the authorized
personnel during the transmission and storage.
The microscopic colour images such as immunohistochemical (IHC) images have been transmitted among the

experts for confirming the status of patient’s disease. Further, the experts or doctors always need a second opinion
to confirm the absolute status of the disease. Similarly,
the health insurance companies wanted to know the real
information of the patients by transmitting the images to
the experts and getting opinion from them [2, 24, 32, 33].
The main idea is to protect the large medical images
(colour) during the transmission and storage using chaotic
maps. Since the telepathology and high-content whole
slide imaging (WSI) techniques (virtual slides) are growing rapidly [5], the large size IHC images are considered
for the analysis of proposed algorithm.
Chaos theory has elucidated considerable interest in
computer science for several years because of its applications in the field of cryptography where the traditional
algorithms DES, 3DES, RSA are lacking to encrypt bulky
data efficiently [7, 18]. Many cryptographic protocols are
designed in the literature and chaos theory was proposed
in 1989 [17]. Chaos has lot of important qualities i.e.
high reactive to initial conditions, aperiodicity and topological transitivity [30]. Further, the chaos theory can be
use in symmetric key encryption due to their better computational performance over public key encryption [14].
Chaos theory involves in encryption based on the two
processes, one is ’confusion’ and another one is ’diffusion’.
The chaotic maps and matrix manipulations are useful in
generating confusion and diffusion processes [11]. In the
chaotic image encryption, some of the algorithms with
one round of shuffling and diffusion are also reported [6].
But for a cipher image with good confusion and diffusion property, the processing round should be more than
three rounds [1]. So far, several researchers have been
proposed different chaotic models to encrypt images using single choatic map[22], combinations of one or two
maps[21], higher order maps [25] and even the chaotic
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maps are combined with other techniques [19] to provide
higher level of security. In this study, the chaotic image
protection scheme is intended to encrypt immensely colossal size medical images using a Logistic map with dynamic
parameters. The large size immunohistochemical images
have been analyzed towards the proposed encryption algorithm.

2

The Mathematical Background
of Logistic Map
Figure 2: Lyapunov exponent diagram of logistic map

The Logistic map is a simple one dimensional map and
efficient in studying nonlinear dynamic systems which can
able to reveal chaos behaviour. It is defined as follows:
xn+1 = r × xn × (1 − xn ), xn ∈ (0, 1), r ∈ (0, 4)

(1)

where, xn is an independent variable; r is the control
parameter of logistic map; n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . When the value
of the control parameter lies between 3.5699456 and 4 that
is, (3.5699456 < r ≤ 4) and xn ∈ (0, 1), this logistic map
is chaotic which can able to produce n length sequences.
A bifurcation diagram represents the possible period
orbits of a chaotic map based on the bifurcation parameter values. For a diminutive change in the bifurcation
parameter values the possible periodic orbits of the logistic map represented by Equation (1) will be more complicated. From the bifurcation diagram the X-axis represents the bifurcation parameter and Y-axis represents
the possible population values x of the logistic map function. As the control parameter value of the Logistic map
increases, the bifurcation occurs. From the Figure 1 it is
possible to say that many bifurcations occurred for the
value of r lies between 3.6 to 4.0. The positive Lyapunov
number of the Logistic map influences the non periodic
orbits significantly which is shown in Figure 2.

3
3.1

Dynamic Control and Initial Parameters

In the proposed image encryption algorithm, the eight
different dynamic control and initial parameters helps to
generate chaotic sequences, thereby scrambles the image
pixels efficiently. The eight dynamic control and initial
parameters are generated from the two master dynamic
control and initial parameters.
The master parameter r1 = 3.612345678901234 and
x1 = 0.112345678901234 are used to generate a chaotic
sequence O = {o1 , o2 , o3 , .o10000 } to get dynamic control parameters by using Equation (1). Similarly, the
master parameter r2 = 3.712345678901234 and x2 =
0.212345678901234 are used to generate a chaotic sequence I = {i1 , i2 , i3 , . . . , i10000 } to get dynamic initial
parameters by using Equation (1).
The sequence element (on∗s ) is found and checked for
sequence element (on∗s ) ≥ 0.6, if true, drn = 3.0 + on∗s
else moved to on∗s+1 until the sequence element value is
≥ 0.6 and added with 3.0 to get drn . The sequence element in∗s is found and assigned as dxn = in∗s . Since the
number of parameters are eight, the technique produces 8
different control (dr1 , dr2 , dr3 , dr4 , dr5 , dr6 , dr7 , dr8 ) and
initial (dx1 , dx2 , dx3 , dx4 , dx5 , dx6 , dx7 , dx8 ) parameters.
The 8 dynamic chaotic parameters are used to produce
the permutation and masking sequences which are mainly
used for image encryption. By varying the values of
S(dif f ), r1 , x1 , r2 , x2 , it is possible to generate entirely
different control and initial parameters set. The pseudocode to generate the dynamic control and initial parameters are shown in Algorithm 1.

3.2

Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram of logistic map

The Proposed Cryptosystem

Chaotic Sequence

A chaotic map produces non-converging and non-periodic
sequences while assigning values for the initial and control parameters. These sequences are termed as chaotic
sequences. By using the real valued chaotic sequences, it
is able to produce an integer valued sequence. This se-
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Algorithm 1 Generation of dynamic chaotic parameters
1: BEGIN
2: Intitialise the chaos parameters
3: SET no params ← 8
4: SET dif f ← 888
5: SET seq no ← 100000
6: SET c miu ← 3.612345678901234
7: SET c pre ← 0.112345678901234
8: SET i miu ← 3.712345678901234
9: SET i pre ← 0.212345678901234
10: Generate control sequences using Equation (1)
11: Method: genSeqArray(seq no, c pre, c miu)
12: INPUT: chaos parameters seq no, c pre, c miu.
13: OUTPUT: Array of control sequences(c seq).
14: c seq[0] ← c pre
15: for i ← 1 to seq no do
16:
c seq[i] = c miu × c seq[i − 1] × (1 − c seq[i − 1])
17:
RETURN c seq
18: end for
19: Generate initial sequences using Equation (1)
20: inisequences ← genSeqArray(seq no, i pre, i miu)
21: Method: generateDynamicParams()
22: for i ← 1 to no params do
23:
control ← c seq[(i + 1) × dif f ]
24:
c count ← 1
25:
while control < 0.6 do
26:
control ← c seq[((i + 1) × dif f ) + c count]
27:
c count + 1
28:
end while
29:
cparams.dynamiccontrol ← control + 3.0
30:
controlparameterlist ← dynamiccontrol
31:
dynamicinitial ← i seq[(i + 1) × dif f ]
32:
cparams.setpreviouselement ← dynamicinitial
33:
cparamslist ← cparams
34: end for
35: RETURN cparamslist.
36: END
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Figure 3: The sample chaotic sequences (a) xn for r
3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (b)xn for r = 3.80002, x0
0.80002 and the sorted chaotic sequences (c) xn for r
3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (d) xn for r = 3.80002, x0
0.80002

=
=
=
=

Further, iterated through S to find the index position
of each element in C to get P = p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , pn . The
indexing an element in an array can be done through linear search. But, the linear search is time consuming. The
pseudocode to create permutation sequence using linear
search is shown in Algorithm 2 and the sample permutation sequences for the given values are shown in Figures 4(a)-(b).

Algorithm 2 Permutation sequence generation by linear
search
1: BEGIN
2: C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre, miu)
quence is called permutation sequence and it can be used
3: S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } ← sortSeqArray(C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } )
for image encryption and decryption. The sample chaotic
4: P{p1 ,p2 ,...,pn } ← linearSearch(S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } , c(i))
sequences and the sorted chaotic sequences for the given
5: END
values are clearly illustrated in Figures 3(a) - (d).

3.3

Generation of Permutation Sequence
by Linear Search

The chaotic sequences are real valued sequences, where as
the permutation sequences are integer valued sequences.
Generating permutation sequence is the vital part of
the proposed algorithm. This integer valued permutation sequence is used to shuffle the pixels and color
bytes. A chaotic sequence is generated using Equation (1). The first 1000 chaotic elements are discarded
to avoid the transient effect. Then, the chaotic sequence C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . , cn } is chosen from the 1001st
chaotic element and sorted in ascending order to get
S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , . . . sn }.

3.4

Generation of Permutation Sequence
by Binary Search

The indexing of an array element is done using the binary search which is very faster while comparing to linear
search. The S has been iterated to find the index position
of each element in C to get P = p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , pn using
binary search. The pseudocode for generating permutation sequence using binary search is given in Algorithm 3.
The sample permutation sequences for the given values
are shown in Figures 4(c)-(d).
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Algorithm 5 Masking sequence generation for colour
byte shuffling
1: BEGIN
2: C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre, miu)
3: S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } ← sortSeqArray(C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } )
4: nmax ← S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } [S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } .length − 1]
5: for i ← 0 to C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } .length do
6:
curr value ← M ath.abs(C[i]/nmax ) × 255
7:
M [i] ← curr value
8: end for
9: RETURN M{m1 ,m2 ,m3 ...,mn }
10: END

3.6
Figure 4: The permutation sequences for the given values (a) P for r = 3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (b) P for
r = 3.80002, x0 = 0.80002 and the permutation sequence using binary search for the given values (c) P for
r = 3.80001, x0 = 0.80001, (d) P for r = 3.80002, x0 =
0.80002

Algorithm 3 Permutation sequence generation by binary
search
1: BEGIN
2: C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre, miu)
3: S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } ← sortSeqArray(C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } )
4: A{a1 ,...,an } ← C{c1 ,cn ,c2 ,cn−1 ,...} ← cSeAr(C{c1 ,...,cn } )
5: P{p1 ,p2 ,...,pn } ← binarySearch(S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } , a(i))
6: END
Algorithm 4 Masking sequence generation for pixel shuffling
1: BEGIN
2: C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } ← genSeqArray(seq no, pre, miu)
3: S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } ← sortSeqArray(C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } )
4: nmax ← S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } [S{s1 ,s2 ,...,sn } .length − 1]
5: for i ← 0 to C{c1 ,c2 ,...,cn } .length do
6:
curr value ← M ath.abs(C[i]/nmax ) × (224 − 1)
7:
M [i] ← curr value
8: end for
9: RETURN M{m1 ,m2 ,m3 ...,mn }
10: END

3.5

Comparison of Time Complexity for
Permutation Sequence Generation

In this section, the time complexity to generate the permutation sequence by linear search as well as by binary
search method with various pixel lengths is investigated.
The time taken to generate the permutation sequence are
tabulated in the Table 1. The investigation clearly shows
that the time taken to generate permutation sequence by
binary search method is very little when compared to linear search method.

Proposed Algorithm for Image Encryption

The whole cryptosystem comprises of dynamic key generation, generation of permutation and diffusion sequences,
confusion-diffusion operations and XOR operation of
source image pixels with key image pixels. All these operation together makes the proposed system more secure.
The dynamic control and initial parameters are generated which make the algorithm more secured. Thereby,
the key become more secure and difficult to guess. The
permutation sequences are generated using dynamically
controlled logistic map. During the permutation sequence
generation, the sequence element is indexed using binary
search which makes the algorithm to behave faster. The
colour byte scrambling and pixel scrambling are done iteratively with respect to different permutation sequences.
Similarly, the masking sequences are generated to alters
the values of pixels as well as colour bytes. The confusion
and diffusion operations are done iteratively to makes the
algorithm more complex.
The test image pixels are read and divided into small
chunks of length n and the chunks are stored into a container map CM with index. The total number of pixels
of test medial image are 9000000. But, the permutation
and diffusion sequences are generated for 100000. It is
not necessary to generate 9000000 sequences which takes
more time. Further, the chunk size is 100000. So, the time
taken for sequence generation is very less. The permutation sequences P1 , P3 generated where length length = n
and P2 & P4 where length = n × 3 to scramble image pixels’ and colour bytes’ positions respectively. Similarly the masking sequences M1 & M3 are generated
to alter the
 24-bit pixel values and colour
 bytes where
mi = Int (|(mi /max (mi ))|) × (224 − 1) and M2 & M4
where mi = Int [(|(mi /max (mi ))|) × 255]. The pseudocode for generating masking sequence is given in Algorithms 4 and 5.
Then, the one dimensional array of pixels P is retrieved
from container map. The pixels P is shuffled using permutation sequence P1 and a bitwise XOR operation is
done between P , M1 and K (P ⊕ M1 ⊕ K). The K is the
pixels of key image. The size of the key image 1000×1000
which consists random pixel and byte values. Then, the
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Table 1: Time taken to generate the permutation sequence for various pixel lengths
W idth × Height
256 × 256
512 × 512
1024 × 1024
1920 × 1080
3000 × 3000

No. of pixels
65536
262144
1048576
2073600
9000000

Linear Search (sec)
7.4
117.29
1894.009
1921.561
38542.067

color bytes C, Y is separated from pixels P, K respectively.
Now C is shuffled using permutation sequence P2 .
Then, the bitwise XOR operation is done between C,
M2 and Y . Similarly, the sequences P3 , P4 , M3 and M4
are employed for pixel confusion, colour byte confusion,
pixel diffusion and colour byte diffusion respectively. The
bitwise XOR operation between shuffled image with key
image enhance the randomness of the cipher image. The
alogorithm becomes efficient due to the number of rounds
of scrambling done. The decryption is the reverse process
of encryption. The pseudocode for the proposed algorithm is given in Algorithm 6.
The block diagram of the proposed scheme is given in
Figure 5.

4

Binary Search (sec)
0.132
0.596
3.246
5.815
38.205

Result and Discussion

The proposed algorithm is experimented using a system
with the Intel Core i5-3230M processor with a speed of
2.60 GHz, and the RAM capacity is 4GB. The algorithm
has been coded using Java JDK 1.7.0 (64 bit). To analyze
the proposed algorithm, seven large size and 24-bit colour
images with size 3000 3000 are considered and they are
downloaded from The Human Protein Atlas [23, 27].
The experimental results are given to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed cryptosystem with high resolution
images. The selected initial and control parameters are
r1 = 3.612345678901234, x1 = 0.112345678901234, r2 =
3.712345678901234, x2 = 0.212345678901234. According
to the proposed algorithm, the values of l = 3000 × 3000,
n = 100000, and R = 4. The experimental plain, cipher
and key images are given in Figure 6.

4.1

Security Analysis

The systematic security analyses have been done on proposed encryption scheme to verify that the system is much
protective against the most frequent attacks. The key
space and sensitivity analysis, statistical analysis, histogram analysis, mean variance color byte, information
entropy analysis have been done to prove that the system
withstands on different attacks.
4.1.1

Key Space Analysis

The sensitivity of the proposed cryptosystem is around
10−16 based on the control parameter and the sensitivity is around 10−15 based on the initial condition. The
cryptosystem is designed in such a way that the encryption of colour components rely on each other. The keys of
colour component are independent from each other. The
key space is calculated by the control and the initial parameters, K = (1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 × 1016 ×
1016 × 1016 ) × (1015 × 1015 × 1015 × 1015 × 1015 × 1015 ×
1015 × 1015 ) = 10248 . The key space is much higher while
comparing with other literatures [3, 35, 26] as given in Table 2. This proves that the system defy against different
brute-force attacks.
Figure 5: The block diagram of proposed algorithm

4.1.2

Differential Attack Analysis

The original image can be modified slightly (e.g., change
a single pixel value) and encrypted to study the sensitiv-
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Algorithm 6 Proposed algorithm for image encryption
1: BEGIN
2: READ image
3: SET W ← image width
4: SET H ← image height
5: CALCULATE l ← W × H
6: SET I as one dimensional array of image pixels
7: READ key image
8: SET K as one dimensional array of key image pixels
9: GENERATE indexed Container Map(CM)contains
small chunks of length n from pixels I of length l
10: GENERATE Permutation sequences P1 and P3 where
length = n and P2 and P4 where length = n × 3
11: GENERATE Masking sequences M1 &M3 where
masking sequence array (mi ) ← [max(mi ) ×
(224 − 1)] and M2 &M4 where masking sequence array mi = [max(mi ) × 255]{mi -sequence Array[i],
max(mi )−maximum Sorted Sequence Array Value}
12: READ one dimensional array P from Container map
13: for i ← 0 to 4 do
14:
for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence
array index P1 do
15:
Encrypted pixels[i] ← Pixel array[sequence Array
Index [i]]
16:
end for
17:
COMPUTE Encrypted pixels P ← P ⊕ M1 ⊕ K
18:
GENERATE colour bytes C&Y from pixels P &K
19:
for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence
array index P2 do
20:
Encrypted bytes[i] (C) ← byte array[sequence
Array Index [i]]
21:
end for
22:
COMPUTE Encrypted Colour bytes ← C ⊕M2 ⊕Y
23:
GENERATE pixels P &K from the color bytes
C&Y
24:
for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence
array index P3 do
25:
Encrypted pixels[i] ← Pixel array[sequence Array
Index [i]]
26:
end for
27:
COMPUTE Encrypted pixels← P ⊕ M3 ⊕ K
28:
GENERATE colour bytes C&Y from pixels P &K
29:
for i ← 0 to length of the permutation sequence
array index P4 do
30:
Encrypted bytes[i] (C) ← byte array[sequence
Array Index [i]]
31:
end for
32:
COMPUTE Encrypted Colour bytes (C) ← C ⊕
M4 ⊕ Y
33:
GENERATE pixels (P ) ← colour bytes (C)
34: end for
35: COMPUTE resultant pixels I (Cipher image) ←
chunks of pixels assembled in container map (CM)
of length l.
36: END
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Table 2: The key space value comparisons
Encryption Algorithm
Proposed cryptosystem
Ref. [26]
Ref. [3]
Ref. [35]

Key Space
2720 ≈ 10248
2298 ≈ 1090
2292
2400

Figure 6: (a) The original plain image (3000 × 3000), (b)
cipher image (3000×3000) and (c) key image (1000×1000)

ity of the encryption algorithm. If a slight change in the
original image makes a significant change in the cipher image, then the algorithm is efficient and can withstands on
any differential attacks. The differential analysis has been
carried out by calculating the NPCR (Net Pixel Change
Rate) and UACI (Unified Average Changing Intensity)
using Equations (2) and (3).
N P CR

=

W X
H
X
1
D (p, q) × 100%
W × H p=1 q=1

U ACI

=

H
W X
X
|E1 (p, q) − E2 (p, q)|
1
× 100%
W × H p=1 q=1
255

(2)

(3)
where D(p, q) represent the difference between E1 (p, q)
and E2 (p, q). If E1 (p, q) = E2 (p, q) then D(p, q) = 0,
else D(p, q) = 1.
For an 8-bit grey image, the expected approximate are
N P CRE = 99.6094% and U ACIE = 33.4635%. The calculated values of proposed algorithm are given in Table 3.
The calculated NPCR and UACI values of immunohistochemical images are higher than the given in [4, 19].
Table 3 evidences that the proposed cryptosystem withstands strongly against differential attacks.
4.1.3

Correlation Coefficient Analysis

The correlation in between the two neighbouring pixels in
the original and cipher image is tested by considering the
whole pairs of neighbouring pixels in different directions
(in horizontal, vertical and diagonal) from the original
and cipher images and the correlation coefficients are es-
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Table 3: The NPCR and UACI values of the experimental images
File name

NPCR%

UACI%

Red

Green

Blue

Red

Green

Blue

109225 A 8 1

99.6022

99.6119

99.6095

41.8200

41.3991

41.8393

109225 A 9 1

99.6066

99.6119

99.6077

42.0469

41.9835

43.2646

7436 A 7 1

99.6090

99.6117

99.6115

36.2793

36.3419

38.2842

7436 A 8 1

99.6070

99.6130

99.6159

39.6193

39.6151

40.9691

7436 A 9 1

99.6050

99.6085

99.6120

36.7789

36.7797

38.5883

54482 A 8 1

99.6096

99.6014

99.6094

41.2274

41.2965

42.0912

54482 A 9 1

99.6098

99.6035

99.6125

41.8828

41.9248

42.5739

Lena

99.6219

99.6044

99.6067

33.0119

30.6249

27.63317

Ref. [12] Image 1

99.6253

99.6332

99.6259

33.4312

33.3385

33.3522

Ref. [19] Lena

98.8373

99.6277

99.6445

33.0753

30.7349

28.0029

Ref. [4] Lena

99.6013

99.6131

99.6226

33.4210

33.4485

33.4815

timated using the equations given below.
E(x)

=

W X
H
X
1
x(p, q)
W × H p=1 q=1

D(x)

=

H
W X
X
1
2
[x(p, q) − E(x)] ,
W × H p=1 q=1

Conv(x, y)

=

W X
H
X
1
[x (p, q) − E(x)]
W × H p=1 q=1

=

Conv(x, y)
p
p
D(x) D(y)

[y (p, q) − E(y)]
γxy

(4)

where x and y are the Red, Green, Blue values of twoadjacent pixels in the image and γxy is the correlation
coefficient of two adjacent pixels. The correlation coefficients in horizontal (HC), vertical (VC) and diagonal
(DC) directions of cipher images are shown in Table 4.
From Table 4, the cipher images’ correlation analysis values are nearing ’0’ and they are farther apart from the
correlation analysis values of plain images. The correlation coefficient value of plain images are nearing 1. For the
image 109225 A 8 1, the horizontal correlation coefficient
values of plain and cipher images are 0.9 and −0.00034
respectively which proves the superiority of confusion and
diffusion characteristics. Further, the values are identical
with other literatures [12, 19, 34].
The values of the two neighbouring pixels for different directions are plotted as shown in the following Figures 7(a)-(f).
4.1.4

Figure 7: (a), (b), and (c) represents the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal correlation coefficients of original plain
image; and (d), (e), and (f) represents horizontal, vertical,
and diagonal correlation coefficients of cipher image.

Key Sensitivity Analysis

The control and the initial parameters used for medical
image encryption in the experimental part are recalled
and attempted to decrypt the ciphered images with different key. The different key is prearranged with the value
of r1 = 3.612345678901235 which have the tiny difference from the encryption key and then the consequent
decrypted images are shown in Figures 8(a)-(b). It is evident that the use of slightly different key for decryption

results in the entirely different decrypted image from the
original which shows that the proposed system is highly
key sensitive.
4.1.5

Histogram Analysis

A histogram is a graph which is used to show the pixel
value distribution of an image. An opponent can guess
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Table 4: The correlation coefficients (CC) in horizontal (HC), vertical (VC) and diagonal (DC) directions of cipher
images
Component

CC

109225 A 8 1

109225 A 9 1

7436 A 7 1

7436 A 8 1

7436 A 9 1

54482 A 8 1

54482 A 9 1

Lena

Ref.[19]

Ref.[34]

Red

HC

-0.00034

-0.00027

0.00125

0.00238

0.00143

0.00280

0.00296

0.00298

-0.00110

-0.00201

Green

Blue

VC

-0.00043

-0.00028

-0.00270

-0.00157

-0.00290

-0.00160

-0.00108

0.00242

-0.01110

0.00293

DC

0.00052

0.00015

-0.00012

-0.00080

0.00001

-0.00109

-0.00074

0.00312

0.00120

-0.00164

HC

-0.00005

-0.00002

-0.00213

-0.00153

-0.00202

-0.00114

-0.00102

0.00105

-0.00008

-0.00149

VC

-0.00095

-0.00088

-0.00447

-0.00491

-0.00507

-0.00451

-0.00462

0.00377

0.00130

-0.00221

DC

0.00003

0.00003

0.00215

0.00192

0.00242

0.00141

0.00140

0.00148

0.00370

0.00349

HC

0.00012

0.00011

-0.00061

-0.00165

-0.00071

-0.00200

-0.00213

0.00247

0.00120

0.00055

VC

-0.00147

-0.00151

0.00248

0.00235

0.00271

0.00200

0.00189

0.00103

0.00540

0.00037

DC

0.00007

-0.00015

0.00332

0.00512

0.00294

0.00565

0.00602

0.00019

0.00110

-0.00092

Figure 8: (a)Decrypted cipher 109225 A 8 1 with wrong
key (b) Decrypted cipher 109225 A 9 1 with wrong key

certain amount of data if the histogram is not flat enough.
This is known as cipher only attack by analyzing the statistical property of the ciphered image. So the flat distribution is obtained during the medical image encryption.
The distribution diagram of the color bytes Red, Green
and Blue of the plain image and the cipher images are
shown in the Figures 9(a)-(f). From the figures, it is
proved that the cipher images are capable to resist the
cipher only attack.

4.1.6

Mean-variance Color Byte Analysis
Figure 9: (a), (b), and (c) represents the R, G and B
distribution of original plain image; and (d), (e), and (f)
represents the R, G and B distribution of cipher image.

The definition of mean-variance color byte value is,

C=

W X
H
X
1
B (p, q) − B
W × H p=1 q=1

(5)

where B̄ denotes the average of all the color values of image pixels, and W × H is the size of the plain image. The
mean-variance colour byte value of cipher image is higher
than the plain image and it proves that the scramble performance of the proposed algorithm is better. The red
component’s mean-variance color byte values of the plain
and encrypted image are 20.16568 and 64.03818 respectively as shown in Table 5.

4.1.7

Information Entropy Analysis

To measure the randomness of encryption, information
entropy is the metric which is given by Shannon is used.
It is a mathematical theory which is used for data communication and storage. The entropy value of the source
one is smaller than the ideal one. Let m be the information source, and the formula for calculating information
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Table 5: Mean-variance color byte value of images
File name

Size

Plain Image

Cipher Image

Red

Green

Blue

Red

Green

Blue

109225 A 8 1

3000 × 3000

20.16568

22.89676

19.77083

64.03818

64.00136

63.98380

109225 A 9 1

3000 × 3000

18.75448

19.47938

12.89327

64.02837

64.00637

63.98659

7436 A 7 1

3000 × 3000

38.53359

37.90420

26.13839

63.97741

64.03066

63.93428

7436 A 8 1

3000 × 3000

26.88287

26.93553

18.96092

63.99242

64.06941

63.89905

7436 A 9 1

3000 × 3000

34.76804

34.54240

24.29289

63.97604

64.02882

63.94772

54482 A 8 1

3000 × 3000

19.59453

19.12174

15.27504

64.01059

64.07322

63.88637

54482 A 9 1

3000 × 3000

18.52384

18.19927

15.11005

64.00498

64.06246

63.87084

Lena

512 × 512

41.44229

43.78703

27.63417

64.00606

63.97906

64.15340

5

entropy is,

Discussion

The chaotic image encryption literature provides many
(6) encryption techniques proposed by targeting grey scale
and colour images with smaller sizes [8, 16, 28, 29, 31].
i=1
Since the grey scale images are compiled with single chanwhere M is the total number of symbols mi ∈ m; p(mi ) nel pixels of 8-bit depth, the image encryption schemes
represents the probability of occurrence of symbol mi and are dealt with pixel shuffling and masking only. In case
log denotes the base 2 logarithm so that entropy is ex- of 24-bit color images, the encryption is dealt with pixpressed. For a random source emitting 256 symbols, im- els and color bytes. So the proposed scheme is employage’s entropy is H(m) = 8 bits. The information entropy ing confusion and diffusion operations on both pixels and
values of the plain images and the cipher images are shown color bytes of an image. Also by using the key image, it
in Table 6.
is possible to add more randomness by executing XOR
operation with the scrambled pixels and bytes. The resultant cipher image is having a good quality of confusion
4.2 Encryption Speed Analysis
and diffusion properties. Further, the encryption standard is not only based on the logistic map, it also rigorThe encryption speed is an important factor for describ- ously depends on the algorithm designed in the manner
ing the performance of the algorithm. Though the colour that involved in step by step operations on pixels and
image size is 3000 × 3000, the algorithm executes the en- number of iterations in shuffling the pixels and colour
cryption efficiently by means of splitting the image into bytes. The key space of the proposed system is sufficient
small chunks. Only one lakh permutation and diffusion and better than the other approaches [3, 26, 35]. The
sequences are generated to confuse and diffuse the chunks correlation coefficient, NPCR and UACI values of plain
of image iteratively. Hence, the time taken for sequence and cipher images are optimal and identical with existing
generation is very less while comparing to generate se- approaches [4, 12, 19, 34]. The randomness of the cipher
quences for whole image. Thereby, the algorithm encrypts image is proved by better entropy values than the existing
faster. Further, the binary search algorithm speeds up methods [12, 15, 25, 35]. The encryption speed is faster
the system and it is employed in indexing the sequences than the reported approach [13]. From the numerical reduring permutation sequence generation. The encryption sults, it is evident that the proposed scheme possesses the
time for test medical images are calculated and compared highest security against various forms of threats. Hence,
with existing literatures (Table 7). The encryption speed it is faster and efficient when compared to other existing
is 12.68 Mbit/s which is much better than the existing methods.
methods, thereby it proves that the cryptosystem is very
fast and efficient.
H (m) =

M
X

p(mi )log

1
p(mi )

6
Table 7: The encryption speed comparisons
Encryption Algorithm
Proposed algorithm
Ref. [13]
Ref. [22]
Ref. [25]

Encrption speed (Mbit/s)
12.68
9.89
9.39
9.12

Conclusion

This paper presents a faster and efficient symmetric cryptosystem using logistic map to encrypt large size 24-bit
colour medical images. The proposed cryptosystem will
be able to process different kinds of medical images as
well as images of any size. Security analyses and experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the
given scheme. The large key space supports the system
to resist against different brute-force attacks. Statistical
analysis reveals that the scheme protects the image from
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Table 6: Information entropy values of plain and cipher images
File name

Plain Image

Cipher Image

Red

Green

Blue

Red

Green

Blue

109225 A 8 1

3.66064

3.71358

3.66988

7.99993

7.99994

7.99994

109225 A 9 1

4.30507

4.32594

4.15458

7.99995

7.99996

7.99996

7436 A 7 1

5.94937

5.90641

5.69366

7.99989

7.99989

7.99991

7436 A 8 1

4.98705

4.96496

4.79376

7.99978

7.99979

7.99983

7436 A 9 1

5.93084

5.89377

5.63771

7.99988

7.99992

7.99991

54482 A 8 1

3.97933

3.95653

3.86004

7.99948

7.99947

7.99955

54482 A 9 1

3.88024

3.86895

3.79533

7.99944

7.99945

7.99953

Lena

7.25310

7.59403

6.96842

7.99936

7.99926

7.99932

7.4567

7.2863

6.9628

7.9893

7.9879

7.9897

Ref. [35] Lena

-

-

-

7.99936

7.99935

7.99936

Ref. [15] Lena

-

-

-

7.98970

7.98770

7.98960

Ref. [25] Lena

-

-

-

7.99927

7.99924

7.99911

Ref. [12] Image 1

any form of statistical attack. The scheme has high sensitivity to plain image and key, so it can withstand on
differential attack. Based on the performance and results
of security analsyses, one can conclude that the algorithm
is much faster and efficient. On the whole, the proposed
encryption scheme has high-level of security and it can be
utilized in secure medical image storage and communications.
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Abstract
Wireless Medical Sensor Networks (WMSN) facilitate the
traditional healthcare systems, however, due to the public transmission, the healthcare system in WMSN also
faces some serious security and privacy challenges. These
are major concerns in the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act. Especially, integrity and confidentiality of patient physiological data are two key issues
in privacy protection, which must be considered and addressed firstly. Therefore, the security and privacy in such
systems should be enforced via authentication as well as
encryption. This paper presents an authenticated certificateless public key encryption scheme for protecting the
integrity and confidentiality of the patient sensitive information in tele-healthcare system simultaneously. The
security of this protocol is based on the hardness of the
bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem, and we prove that it is
secure in the random oracle model. Our analysis and comparisons with related protocols show that this scheme is
a viable encryption for tele-healthcare system.
Keywords: Authentication; Bilinear Pairing; Certificateless Public Key Encryption; Privacy; Tele-healthcare System

1

Introduction

Wireless Medical Sensor Networks (WMSN) are the networks of medical sensors with small, limited memory
and low battery power, for enabling to offer professional,
individualized and real-time medical services [9]. In
WMSN, the wearable sensor in the patient’s body transmits his/her physiological signals (e.g., blood pressure,
pulse oxi-meter and temperature, etc.) to the doctor via
a wireless channel. In the transmission, lacking of neces-

sary security protection may divulge the patient’s privacy,
and then cause that the adversary eavesdrops and distorts
actual data to misadvise the patients with these false diagnoses and treatments [22].
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) [3], as a guideline for privacy and security
regulations, was presented in 1996. This Act stated that
the integrity and confidentiality of the personal health
records (PHR) between patient and doctor should be ensured. Therefore, in order to protect the patient’s privacy, authentication mechanisms and encryption protocols among patient, the medical server (MS) and doctor
are essential in tele-healthcare systems (THS).

1.1

Related Works

Wu et al. [26] proposed an authentication protocol with
a new phase named the pre-computing phase for the telecare medicine information system (TMIS). In that phase,
the entity computes costly and time consuming exponential operations and stores them into a smart card. When
these values are needed, the entity enables to ex-tract
them from the device rapidly to raise performance. In
2012, He et al. [7] pointed out that Wu et al.’s scheme suffered from the impersonation attack to the insider attack.
In order to overcome this weakness, they also proposed
a more secure authentication scheme for TMIS. Following these two works, the different authentication protocols [14, 23, 28] were presented to ensure that the data
cannot be distorted by an illegal entity.
With regard to the confidentiality of data, in public key
cryptography, a public key infrastructure (PKI) is responsible for providing an assurance through the certificates
issued by a certification authority (CA). However, this
PKI must manage the certificate in revocation, storage,
distribution and verification, which places a huge cost on
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the entity [10]. To avoid these disadvantages, Shamir [19]
put forward the notion of identity based public key cryptography (ID-PKC) by deriving the user’s public key directly from its identity information, such as email address
and IP address. Moreover, Boneh and Franklin [4] presented a practical identity based encryption (IBE) firstly.
Nevertheless, the inherent key escrow problem in ID-PKC
is a great drawback [15]. Al-Riyami and Paterson [1] introduced a new paradigm called certificateless public key
cryptography (CL-PKC) to get rid of the above flaws.
Then, they proved that their certificateless encryption
(CLE) is secure in the random oracle model. Based on
that scheme, Guo et al. [6] proposed a provably secure
CLE scheme for TMIS, which protects the confidentiality
of the PHR efficiently.
A common characteristic of above schemes is that each
protocol satisfies only one requirement of HIPAA. In 2002,
Lynn [12] proposed an authenticated IBE firstly, which
integrated the authentication with encryption on the basis of Boneh-Franklin’s IBE system [4] and ensured the
integrity and confidentiality of the data simultaneously.
Unfortunately, there is a security defect that the private
key generator (PKG) has the ability of impersonating any
user to recover confidential messages. After that, Cheng
and Comley [5] constructed an authenticated CLE to prevent the malicious PKG from eavesdropping the privacy
information. In addition, as a special authenticated encryption, the signcryption also achieves the same purpose [27]. Barbosa and Farshim [2] proposed the first certificateless signcryption scheme in 2008. However, their
construction is vulnerable to the malicious-but-passive
key generation center (KGC) at-tacks. In the same year,
Wu and Chen [25] designed a more efficient certificateless
signcryption scheme and introduced the public verifiability into it. Shamila et al. [17] claimed that the scheme
in [25] could not provide the confidentiality of data. Liu
et al. [11] introduced an efficient certificateless signcryption scheme with the security proof in the standard model.
But Sharmila et al. and Weng et al. [18, 24] pointed out
that their security proof is not sound and the scheme is in
fact insecure. In 2015, Huang et al. [8] proposed a new efficient convertible multi-authenticated encryption scheme
for mobile communication which the signature was cooperatively produced by a group of signers instead of a signal
signer. Based on factoring and discrete logarithms,Tsai
et al. [21] recently designed a publicly verifiable authenticated encryption scheme. They also claimed that even
if either factoring or discrete logarithms is broken, their
scheme still could keep the authentication, integration
and confidentiality of the message.

1.2
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in the random oracle model, provided that the bilinear
Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem is intractable. At last, we
compare the cost of the computation and communication
between our proposal and others by the evaluations and
experiments and it concludes that our protocol offers better performances in efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 addresses some preliminaries such as bilinear pairing, complexity assumption and the model of
Auth-CLE. Section 3 proposes an Auth-CLE scheme and
proves its security in the random oracle model. Section 4
compares the proposed scheme with some other related
schemes from two points. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 5.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Bilinear Pairing

Let G1 be a cyclic additive group generated by a point
P , whose order is p, G2 be a multiplicative group of the
same order. Assuming that the bilinear pairing is a map
ê : G1 × G1 → G2 with the following properties:
Bilinearity: For any X, Y ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp , we have
ê(aX, bY ) = ê(X, Y )ab .
Non-degeneracy: For any X, Y ∈ G1 , ê(X, Y ) 6= 1G2 ,
where 1G2 denotes the identity element of the group
G2 .
Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to
compute ê(X, Y ) for any X, Y ∈ G1 .

2.2

Complexity Assumption

Considering the following computational hardness assumption in < G1 , G2 , ê > as above, which is the basis
of our scheme’s security.
Definition 1. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem:
Given < P, xP, yP, zP >∈ G1 with uniformly random
choices of x, y, z ∈ Zp∗ , compute ê(P, P )xyz ∈ G2 .
The BDH assumption is that there is no polynomial
time algorithm that can solve the BDH problem with nonnegligible probability.
Let algorithm A be a BDH adversary who has an
advantage ε in solving the BDH problem if P r[A(<
P, xP, yP, zP >) = ê(P, P )xyz ] = ε. This probability
is measured over random choices of x, y, z ∈ Zp∗ and the
point P . Adversary A solves the BDH problem with ε
if and only if the advantage of A is greater than ε. The
BDH problem is said to be ε-intractable if there is no
algorithm that A solves this problem with ε.

In this paper, we put forward an authenticated CLE
(Auth-CLE) scheme in THS for protecting PHR. The
2.3 Syntax
authentication phase is added in decryption to protect
the integrity and confidentiality of ciphertext at the same Different from the traditional CL-PKE scheme in [1], an
time. Furthermore, we prove that our scheme is secure Auth-CLE scheme consists of seven probabilistic, polyno-
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mial time (PPT) algorithms: Setup, Partial-Private-Key- Type II has a non-negligible advantage against the chalExtract, Set-Secret-Value, Set-Private-Key, Set-Public- lenger in the following game:
Key, Authenticated-Encrypt and Authenticated-Decrypt.
Setup: The challenger CH takes a security parameter 1k
These algorithms are defined as follows:
as inputs and runs the Setup algorithm, then it sends
Setup: On input a security parameter 1k , this algorithm
the resulting system parameters params and mpk to
returns the system parameters params, master pubA. If A is of Type I, CH keeps the master secret key
lic key mpk and the master secret key msk. The sysmsk to itself. Otherwise, returns msk to A.
tem parameters params include the plaintext space
M and the ciphertext space C. After this algorithm Phase 1: A is given access to the following oracles:
is over, the KGC publishes params and mpk, then
1) Partial-Key-Extract-Oracle: Upon receiving a
keeps the msk secretly.
partial key query for a user’s identity ID, CH
Partial-Private-Key-Extract: On input params, msk
and an identity ID for the entity, KGC executes this
algorithm and returns the partial private key DID to
entity via a confidential and authentic channel.
Set-Secret-Value: On input params and an identity ID,
entity executes this algorithm and returns entity’s
secret value xID .
Set-Private-Key: On input params, entity’s partial private key DID and secret value xID , this algorithm
returns the entity’s full private key SKID .
Set-Public-Key: On input params, mpk and entity’s secret value xID , this algorithm re-turns the public key
P KID to the entity.
Authenticated-Encrypt: Running by a sender. On input params, message M ∈ M, the receiver’s identity
IDR , the public keys of receiver P KIDR and the secret value of sender xIDS , this algorithm returns a
ciphertext C ∈ C.

computes DID and returns it to A. (Note that
it is only useful to Type I adversary.)
2) Private-Key-Request-Oracle: Upon receiving a
private key query for a user’s identity ID, CH
computes SKID and returns it to A. It outputs
⊥ (denotes failure) if the user’s public key has
been replaced (in the case of Type I adversary).
3) Public-Key-Request-Oracle: Upon receiving a
public key query for a user’s identity ID, CH
computes P KID and returns it to A.
4) Public-Key-Replace-Oracle: For identity ID and
a valid public key, A replaces the associated
user’s public key with the new one of its choice
(this is only for Type I adversary). The new
value will be recorded and used by CH in the
coming computations or responses to the adversary’s queries.
5) Authenticated-Decryption-Oracle: On input a
ciphertext and an identity, CH returns the correct decryption of ciphertext using the private
key corresponding to the current value of the
public key associated with the identity of the
user, even if the corresponding public key for
the user ID has been replaced.

Authenticated-Decrypt: Running this deterministic
algorithm by a receiver. On input params, ciphertext C ∈ C, the sender’s public key P KIDS and a
private key of receiver’s SKIDR , this algorithm returns and verifies a message M ∈ M, which is either Challenge Phase: Once A decides that Phase 1 is over,
a plaintext message or a “Reject” message.
it outputs and submits two messages (M0 , M1 ), together with a challenge identity ID∗ of uncorrupted
secret key. Note that A is not allowed to know the
2.4 Security model for Auth-CLE
private key of ID∗ in anyway. The challenger CH
In the Auth-CLE, there are two types of adversaries with
picks a random bit β ∈ 0, 1 and computes C ∗ , which
different capabilities, Type I and Type II adversaries. A
is the encryption of Mβ under the current public key
difference between these two attackers is that AI does
P KID∗ for ID∗ . If the output of the encryption is
not have access to the master secret key of KGC while
⊥, A immediately losses the game. Otherwise, C ∗ is
AII does have. Specifically, the adversary AI in Type I
delivered to A.
represents a normal third party attacker against the AuthCLE scheme. That is, AI is not allowed to access to the Phase 2: A issues a second sequence of queries as in
master secret key but it may request the public keys and
Phase 1. A decryption query on the challenge cireplace them with the values of its choice. By contrast,
phertext for C ∗ the combination of ID∗ and P KID∗
adversary AII in Type II represents a malicious KGC
is not allowed.
who can generate the partial private keys of users, and it
0
is allowed to have access to the master secret key but not Guess: Finally, A outputs its guess0 β for β. The
adversary wins the game if β = β and the
replace a public key.
advantage of A in this game is defined to be
Definition 2. An Auth-CLE scheme is IND-CCA secure
Adv(A) =| P r(β 0 = β) − 12 |. The adversary
A breaks an IND-CCA secure Auth-CLE scheme
if neither polynomial bounded adversary A of Type I nor
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with (qH , qpar , qpub , qprv , qD , ε) if and only if the
QIDP = H1 (IDP ),
guessing advantage of A that makes qH times
c1 = r · P,
to the random oracle H(·), qpar times PartialKey-Extract-Oracle, qpub times Public-Key-Requestc2 = M ⊕ H2 (ê(H1 (IDP ), P KIDP )r ),
Oracle, qprv times Private-Key-Request-Oracle and
c3 = H3 (ω · P KIDP , M ).
qD times Authenticated-Decryption-Oracle queries
is greater than ε.
The scheme is said to be
Then, set the ciphertext to C = (c1 , c2 , c3 ) and trans(qH , qpar , qpub , qprv , qD , ε)-IND-CCA secure if there is
mit it to the patient via the WMSN.
no attacker A that breaks IND-CCA secure scheme
Authenticated-Decrypt: To decrypt ciphertext C =
with (qH , qpar , qpub , qprv , qD , ε).
(c1 , c2 , c3 ) for the patient with private key SKIDP ,
he/she computes

3

Our Protocol

M 0 = c2 ⊕ H2 (ê(SKIDP , c1 )).

In this section, we propose an Auth-CLE scheme to protect the integrity and confiden-tiality of data between the
patient and the doctor.

3.1

After that, check c3 = H3 (υ · P KIDD , M 0 ). If not,
reject the ciphertext. Otherwise, output M 0 as plaintext. Consistency of the scheme is clear since
ê(H1 (IDP ), P KIDP )r = ê(H1 (IDP ), υsP )r

Construction

= ê(H1 (IDP ), P )υsr

The proposed Auth-CLE scheme consists of the following
seven PPT algorithms.

= ê(υsH1 (IDP ), rP )
= ê(SKIDP , c1 )

Setup: Let G1 , G2 be cyclic groups of prime order p with
an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1 , ê : G1 × G1 → G2
be a bilinear pairing. The MS selects s ∈ Zp∗ at
random and computes Ppub = sP as master public key. Then, it chooses three collision resistant
hash functions H1 : {0, 1}l → G∗1 , H2 : G2 →
{0, 1}m and H3 : G1 × {0, 1}m → G∗1 , where l, m
denotes the bit-length of identity and plaintext respectively. The system parameters are params =
{G1 , G2 , ê, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 } and the master secret
key is msk = s.

by bilinearity.

3.2

Confidentiality Analysis

Theorem 1. Given H1 , H2 and H3 are three collision
resistant hash functions. The Auth-CLE scheme is INDCCA secure in the random oracle model assuming that the
BDH problem is intractable.

This theorem following from two lemmas will show that
our Auth-CLE scheme is secure against the Type I and
Type II attacker whose behaviors are as described in DefPartial-Private-Key-Extract: On
input
painition
2.
tient’s identity IDP ∈ {0, 1}l , MS computes
QIDP = H1 (IDp ) and sends the partial private key Lemma 1. The Auth-CLE scheme is (qH1 , qH2 , qpar ,
DIDP = s · QIDP ∈ G∗1 to patient via a secure qpub , qprv , qD , εI )-IND-CCA secure against the Type I
channel.
attacker A in the random oracle assuming the BDH problem is ε0I -intractable, where
Set-Secret-Value: On input params, doctor’s identity
2εI
qD qH1
qD
1
IDD and patient’s identity IDP , doctor picks a secret
(
−
−
).
ε0I >
qH2 e(qprv + qpar + 1)
2l
p
value ω ∈ Zp∗ and returns xIDD = ω as his/her secret
value. Correspondingly, the patient chooses xIDP =
Proof. In this lemma, a Type I A models an “outside”
υ ∈ Zp∗ as his/her secret value.
adversary AI , who replaces the public key of arbitrary
Set-Private-Key: On input params, DIDD and xIDD , identities but cannot corrupt the master secret key.
Let AI be a Type I IND-CCA adversary against our
DIDP and xIDP , the doctor obtains the private key
scheme.
Suppose AI has the advantage ε0I , makes qHi
SKIDD by computing SKIDD = ω · DIDD . The paqueries to random oracle Hi (i = 1, 2) and qD decryption
tient gets his/her private key SKIDP = υ · DIDP .
queries. We show how to construct a PPT algorithm B to
Set-Public-Key: On input params, mpk, xIDD and solve the BDH problem with instance of (P, aP, bP, cP )
xIDP , this algorithm returns P KIDD = ωPpub = by interacting with AI .
At the beginning, B simulates the algorithm
ωsP , P KIDP = υPpub = υsP as the public keys
Setup for AI by supplying AI with params =
of doctor and patient respectively.
{G1 , G2 , ê, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 }, where H1 , H2 and H3 are
Authenticated-Encrypt: To encrypt M ∈ {0, 1}m , the random oracles that will be controlled by B. B chooses
doctor selects a random value r ∈ Zp∗ and computes an index I uniformly at random with 1 ≤ I ≤ qH1 .
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The AI adversary may make queries of the random Public-Key-Request-Oracle: B maintains a Puboracles Hi (i = 1, 2) at any time during its attack. B
licKeyList of tuples < IDi , xi , P Ki >. On receiving
responds as follows:
a query IDi , B responds as follows:
H1 queries: B maintains a list of tuples < IDi , Qi , ti >
in H1 -List L1 . On receiving a query IDi to H1 , B
responds as follows:
1) If IDi already appears on the list L1 in a tuple
< IDi , Qi , ti >, B responds Qi as an answer.
2) Otherwise, if i 6= I, choose ti ∈ Zp∗ at random
and compute Qi = ti P , add < IDi , Qi , ti > to
L1 , then return Qi as an answer.

1) If < IDi , xi , P Ki > exist in PublicKeyList,
return P Ki as an answer.
2) Otherwise, if i 6= I choose xi ∈ Zp∗ and compute
P Ki = xi Ppub = bP , add < IDi , xi , P Ki > to
the PublicKeyList and return P Ki as an answer.
3) If i = I, add < IDi , ∗, P Ki = bQi > to PublicKeyList and return P Ki as an answer.

3) If i = I, add < IDi , Qi = aP, ∗ > to L1 and re- Public-Key-Replace-Oracle: AI may replace any
public key with a new value of its choice and B
turn Qi = aP as an answer (where “∗” denotes
records all the changes.
the arbitrary value).
H2 queries: B maintains a list of tuples < IDi , ei , Ri >
in H2 -List L2 . On receiving a query < IDi , ei > to
H2 , B responds as follows:
1) If IDi already appears on the list L2 in a tuple
< IDi , ei , Ri >, B responds Ri as an answer.
2) Otherwise, pick Ri ∈ {0, 1}m at random, add <
IDi , ei , Ri > to L2 and return Ri as an answer.
Phase 1: AI issues a sequence of polynomially bounded
number of the following oracle queries.
Partial-Key-Extract-Oracle: B maintains a PartialKeyList of tuples < IDi , Di >. On receiving
a query IDi , B responds as follows:
1) If < IDi , Di > exist in PartialKeyList, return
Di as an answer.
2) Otherwise, pick i at random, so that Pr[i 6=
I]=δ ( δ will be determined later.). If i 6= I,
search L1 for a tuple < IDi , Qi , ti >, compute
Di = ti Ppub , add < IDi , Di > to the PartialKeyList and return Di as an answer.
3) If i = I, return “Abort” and terminate.

Auth-Decryption-Oracle: On receiving a query <
IDi , P Ki , C >, where C = (c1 , c2 , c3 ). B responds
as follows:
1) If i 6= I and P Ki is the correct public key (not
a replaced one), B decrypts C by using the corresponding private key.
2) Otherwise, search L2 for a tuple < IDi , ei , Ri >.
If such a tuple exists, B retrieves the related Ri
to compute M = c2 ⊕ Ri and returns M as an
answer.
3) Otherwise, B picks Ri ∈ {0, 1}m at random,
computes M = c2 ⊕ Ri and returns M as an
answer. Add < IDi , ei , Ri > to L2 .
Challenge Phase: AI then outputs two messages
(M0 , M1 ) and a challenge identity ID∗ . On receiving a challenge query < ID∗ , (M0 , M1 ) >:
1) If ID∗ 6= IDi , B aborts the game.
2) Otherwise, B sets c∗1 = cP and defines
c∗2 = H2 (ê(SKID∗ , c∗1 )) ⊕ Mβ , c∗3 = H3 (ω ∗ ·
P KID0 , Mβ ) (note that B does not know c and
ω ∗ , P KID0 is the sender’s public key), returns
C ∗ = (c∗1 , c∗2 , c∗3 ) as a target ciphertext.

Private-Key-Request-Oracle: B maintains a Pri- Phase 2: AI requests in the same way as in Phase 1.
vateKeyList of tuples < IDi , xi , Di >. On receiving
Moreover, no Private-Key-Request-Oracle on ID∗ is
a query IDi , B responds as follows:
allowed and no Auth-Decryption-Oracle can be made
on the ciphertext C ∗ for the combination of identity
1) If < IDi , xi , Di > exist in PrivateKeyList, reID∗ and public key P KID∗ that encrypted plaintext
turn < xi , Di > as an answer.
Mβ .
2) Otherwise, if i 6= I, run the simulation algoGuess: AI should make a guess β 0 for β. The adversary
rithm Public-Key-Request-Oracle to get a tuwins the game if β 0 = β. Then, B will be able to
ple < IDi , xi , P Ki > and Partial-Key-Extractsolve the BDH problem by computing
Oracle to get a tuple < IDi , Di >, add <
ê(P Ki , c∗1 ) = ê(bQi , cP ) = ê(baP, cP ) = ê(P, P )abc .
IDi , xi , Di > to the PrivateKeyList and return < xi , Di > as an answer. (Note that if
∗
(ID∗i , e∗i )
the corresponding public key has been replaced, Analysis: By AskH2 , we denote the event that
∗
has been queried to H2 . Also, by AskH1 , we denote
such a private key query is not allowed.)
the event that ID∗i has been queried to H1 . If AskH2∗
3) If i = I, return “Abort” and terminate.
happens, B will be able to solve the BDH problem by
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choosing a tuple < IDi , ei , Ri > from L2 and computing H2 (ei ) with the probability at least qH1 . Hence,
we have ε0I ≥

1
qH2

2

Pr[AskH2∗ ].

It is easy to notice that if B does not abort
these oracles, the simulations of Partial-KeyExtract-Oracle, Private-Key-Request-Oracle, PublicKey-Request-Oracle and the simulated target ciphertext is identically distributed as the real one from the
construction.

By Definition 2, we have
1
εI < |Pr[β 0 = β] − |
2
1
= |Pr[β 0 = β|¬E]Pr[¬E] + Pr[β 0 = β|E]Pr[E] − |
2
1
1
≤ | Pr[¬E] + Pr[E] − |
2
2
1
1
= | (1 − Pr[E]) + Pr[E] − |
2
2
1
= Pr[E]
2
Pr[AskH2∗ ] + Pr[AskH1∗ |¬AskH2∗ ] + Pr[DecErr]
≤
2Pr[¬Abort]
e(qprv + qpar + 1)
qD
qD qH1
≤
+
(qH2 ε0I +
)
2
2l
p

Then, we evaluate the simulation of AuthDecryption-Oracle. If a public key P Ki has not been
replaced nor P Ki has not been produced by reselecting xi ∈ Zp∗ , the simulation is perfect as B knows
the private key SKi corresponding to P Ki . OtherConsequently, we obtain
wise, a simulation error may occur while B running
the decryption oracle simulation specified above. Let
q D q H1
qD
2εI
1
−
−
).
(
ε0I >
DecErr be this event. Suppose < IDi , P Ki , C >,
qH2 e(qprv + qpar + 1)
2l
p
where C = (c1 , c2 , c3 ) and P Ki = xi Ppub , has been
issued as a valid decryption query. Even if C is valid,
there is a possibility that C can be produced without
querying (IDi , ei ) to H2 .
Lemma 2. The Auth-CLE scheme is (qH1 , qH2 , qpub ,
qprv , qD , εII )-IND-CCA secure against the Type II atLet Valid be an event that C is valid, AskH2 tacker A in the random oracle assuming the BDH problem
and AskH1 respectively be events that (IDi , ei ) has is ε0II -intractable, where
been queried to H2 and IDi has been queried to
1
2εII
q D q H1
qD
H1 . Since DecErr is an event that Valid|¬AskH2
−
ε0II >
(
−
).
l
q
e(q
+
1)
2
p
H2
prv
happens during the entire simulation and qD
Auth-Decryption-Oracle queries are made, we have
Proof. In this lemma, a Type II A models an “inside”
Pr[DecErr]=qD Pr[Valid|¬AskH2 ]. However,
adversary AII , who has access to msk but cannot replace
public key of entity.
Let AII be a Type II IND-CCA adversary against our
Pr[Valid|¬AskH2 ] ≤ Pr[Valid ∧ AskH1 |¬AskH2 ]
scheme. Suppose AII has the advantage ε0II , makes qHi
+ Pr[Valid ∧ ¬AskH1 |¬AskH2 ] queries to random oracle Hi (i = 1, 2) and qD decryption
≤ Pr[AskH1 |¬AskH2 ]
queries. We show how to construct a PPT algorithm B to
+ Pr[Valid|¬AskH1 ∧ ¬AskH2 ] solve the BDH problem with instance of (P, aP, bP, cP )
by interacting with AII .
1
qH
≤ l1 +
At the beginning, B simulates the algorithm
2
p
Setup for AII by supplying AII with params =
{G1 , G2 , ê, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 }, where H1 , H2 and H3 are
random oracles that will be controlled by B. B chooses
an index I uniformly at random with 1 ≤ I ≤ qH1 .
Let the event (AskH2∗ ∨ DecErr)|¬Abort be deThe adversary AII may make queries of the random
noted by E, where Abort denotes an event that oracles Hi (i = 1, 2) at any time during its attack. B
B aborts during the simulation. The probability responds as follows:
¬Abort that happens is given by δ qprv +qpar (1 − δ)
which is maximized at δ = 1− qprv +q1par +1 . Hence, we H1 queries: B maintains a list of tuples < IDi , Qi >
in H1 -List L1 . On receiving a query IDi to H1 , B
1
have Pr[¬Abort]≤ e(qprv +q
, where e denotes
par +1)
responds as follows:
the base of the natural logarithm.
1) If IDi already appears on the list L1 in a tuple
< IDi , Qi >, B responds Qi as an answer.
If E does not happen, it is clear that A does not
I

gain any advantage greater than 21 to guess β due to
the randomness of the output of the random oracle
H2 . Namely, we have Pr[β 0 = β|¬E] ≤ 12 .

2) Otherwise, if i 6= I, choose Qi ∈ G∗1 at random
and add < IDi , Qi > to L1 , return Qi as an
answer.
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3) If i = I, add < IDi , Qi = aP, ∗ > to L1 and re- Challenge Phase: AII then outputs two messages
turn Qi = aP as an answer (where “∗” denotes
(M0 , M1 ) and a challenge identity ID∗ . On receivthe arbitrary value).
ing a challenge query < ID∗ , (M0 , M1 ) >:
1) If ID∗ 6= IDi , B aborts the game.

H2 queries: B maintains a list of tuples < IDi , ei , Ri >
in H2 -List L2 . On receiving a query < IDi , ei > to
H2 , B responds as follows:

2) Otherwise, B sets c∗1 = s−1 cP and defines
c∗2 = H2 (ê(SKID∗ , c∗1 )) ⊕ Mβ , c∗3 = H3 (ω ∗ ·
P KID0 , Mβ ) (note that B does not know c and
ω ∗ , P KID0 is the sender’s public key), returns
C ∗ = (c∗1 , c∗2 , c∗3 ) as a target ciphertext.

1) If IDi already appears on the list L2 in a tuple
< IDi , ei , Ri >, B responds Ri as an answer.

2) Otherwise, pick Ri ∈ {0, 1}m at random, add <
IDi , ei , Ri > to L2 and return Ri as an answer. Phase 2: AII requests the same methods that it used in
Phase 1. Moreover, no Private-Key-Request-Oracle
Phase 1: AII issues a sequence of polynomially bounded
on ID∗ is allowed and no Auth-Decryption-Oracle can
number of the following oracle queries.
be made on the ciphertext C ∗ for the combination of
identity ID∗ and public key P KID∗ that encrypted
Private-Key-Request-Oracle: B maintains a Priplaintext Mβ .
vateKeyList of tuples < ID , x , D >. On receiving
i

i

i

a query IDi , B responds as follows:

Guess: AII should make a guess β 0 for β. The adversary
wins the game if β 0 = β. Then, B will be able to solve
1) If < IDi , xi , Di > exist in PrivateKeyList, rethe BDH problem by computing
turn < xi , Di > as an answer.
−1
ê(aP KID∗ , c∗1 ) = ê(absP, s−1 cP ) = ê(P, P )abss c =
2) Otherwise, pick i at random, so that Pr[i 6=
abc
ê(P, P ) .
I]=δ (δ is the same as it in the proof of

Lemma 1). If i 6= I, run the simulation al- Analysis: Similar to Analysis in the proof of Lemma 1.
gorithm Public-Key-Request-Oracle to get a tuple < IDi , xi , P Ki >, pick s ∈ Zp∗ and compute Di = sH1 (IDi ), add < IDi , xi , Di > to the
Consequently, we obtain
PrivateKeyList and return < xi , Di > as an
answer.
1
q D q H1
qD
2εII
ε0II >
−
−
).
(
3) If i = I, return “Abort” and terminate.
l
qH2 e(qprv + 1)
2
p
Public-Key-Request-Oracle: B maintains a PubThese two lemmas complete the proof of Theorem 1.
licKeyList of tuples < IDi , xi , P Ki >. On receiving
a query IDi , B responds as follows:

3.3

Unforgeability Analysis

1) If < IDi , xi , P Ki > exist in PublicKeyList,
Theorem 2. Suppose H1 , H2 and H3 are three collision
return P Ki as an answer.
resistant hash functions, and A is an adversary that can
2) Otherwise, if i 6= I choose xi ∈ Zp∗ , compute forge a ciphertext with advantage ε by making q queries
H3
P Ki = xi P , add < IDi , xi , P Ki > to the Pub- to random oracle H and q queries to Auth-Decryption3
D
licKeyList, return P Ki as an answer.
Oracle. Then, there exists a PPT algorithm B that can
3) If i = I, set P Ki = bPpub = sbP , add < solve the BDH problem with advantage at least
IDi , ∗, P Ki > to PublicKeyList and return
ε
P Ki as an answer.
Adv(B) =
2
( qH (qH −1) )2 qD
3
3
Auth-Decryption-Oracle: On receiving a query <
IDi , P Ki , C >, where C = (c1 , c2 , c3 ). B responds Proof. We show how to construct a PPT algorithm B to
solve the BDH problem with instance of (P, aP, bP, cP )
as follows:
by interacting with A.
1) If i 6= I, B decrypts C by using the private key
At the beginning, B simulates the algorithm
< xi , Di >.
Setup for A by supplying A with params =
2) Otherwise, search L2 for a tuple < IDi , ei , Ri >. {G1 , G2 , ê, P, Ppub , H1 , H2 , H3 }, where H1 , H2 and H3 are
If such a tuple exists, B retrieves the related Ri random oracles that will be controlled by B. There are
to compute M = c2 ⊕ Ri and returns M as an two lists Li that store the answers on Hi queries (i = 2, 3
) and a list of possible bilinear pairing answers Le .
answer.
3) Otherwise, B picks Ri ∈ {0, 1}m at random, H2 queries: B maintains a list of tuples < ID, e, R > in
computes M = c2 ⊕ Ri and returns M as an
H2 -List L2 . On receiving a query < ID, e > to H2 ,
answer. Add < IDi , ei , Ri > to L2 .
B responds as follows:
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1) If ID already appears on the list L2 in a tuple Analysis: The probability that A has never issued
< ID, e, R >, B responds R as an answer.
Private-Key-Request-Oracle query on one of the
guessed identity is at least Cq2H3 . If A has submitted
m
2) Otherwise, pick R ∈ {0, 1} randomly, add <
a valid ciphertext, it forges a ciphertext successfully
ID, e, R > to L2 and return R as an answer.
between the guessed identity with at least probability
Cq2H3 (but this ciphertext is actually invalid).
H3 queries: B supplies A with (P, aP ) and sets 1 ≤ i 6=
j ≤ qH3 . B responds as follows:
If e = ê(P, P )abc is not on the list L , A cannot
e

generate a correct forgery for H2 is a random oracle.
Therefore, the probability that A queries H2 (e) is at
least ε. If this happens, B cannot fail and output the
correct value with probability at q1D . Then, we have

1) If it is the ith query, respond with bP and call
ID a guessed identity.
2) If it is the jth query, respond with cP and call
ID a guessed identity.
3) Otherwise, choose a random W ∈ G∗1 and add <
T, M, W > to L3 , return W = dP as an answer.

Adv(B) =

ε

.
( qH (q2H −1) )2 qD
3
3

Private-Key-Request-Oracle: On input identity ID,
B responds as follows:
1) If ID is a guessed identity, B fails.

4

2) Otherwise, the list L3 must contain the tuple
< T, M, W > for some d ∈ Zp∗ and B outputs
adP as its private key.

4.1

Authenticated-Encryption-Oracle: Suppose A issues an encryption query for a plaintext M between
doctor IDD and patient IDP .
1) If IDD and patient IDP are the guessed
identity,B picks three random values {R, T } ∈
G∗1 and S
∈ {0, 1}m , return C
=
(R, S, H3 (T, M )) as a ciphertext.
2) Otherwise, assume IDP is not a guessed identity,
the list L3 must contain the tuple < T, M, W >
for some d ∈ Zp∗ . Then, the patient’s private
key is adP and the ciphertext is computed as
described in the Authenticated-Encrypt. Return
the ciphertext to A.
Authenticated-Decryption-Oracle: Suppose A issues a decryption query for a ciphertext C =
(c1 , c2 , c3 ) between doctor and patient.
1) If IDP is the guessed identity, L2 is examined
for an entry of the form < IDP , e, R > for some
e. If such an entry exists, e is added to the list
Le . A is notified that C is invalid even if it is
valid.

Comparisons
Computation Costs

First, we evaluate the computational cost of our scheme
and others [2, 11, 17, 25] through combined implementation and simulation. We test the cryptographic operations in bilinear pairing, exponentiation and scalar
multiplication (without considering the addition of two
points, the hash function and exclusive-OR operations),
and detailed time results on a PC with the Intel Core
i5-2400 at a frequency of 3.1 GHz with 3 GB memory
and Windows XP operating system, using the MIRACL
(Version 5.6.1, [16]). For bilinear pairing, in order to implement it in practice efficiently, we employ the Fast-TatePairing in MIRACL, which is defined over the MNT curve
E/Fq [13] with characteristic a 160-bit prime and embedding degree 4. For ECC-based protocols, we choose
the recommended parameters “secp192k1” [20]. Furthermore, we denote the length of an element in a multiplicative group to be 1024-bit. Based on the above parameter settings, the average running time of each operation in 100 times is obtained and demonstrated in Table 1. Then, the total running time to finish one round of
“Authenticated-Encrypt and Decrypt” is illustrated in Table 2. For example, in Authenticated-Encrypt and Decrypt
of our scheme, there are two bilinear pairing operations,
one exponentiation and three scalar multication in the additive cyclic group in all; thus the total operation time is
2×2.65+1×3.75+3×0.78 = 11.39 ms. These indicate our
scheme is more scalable and efficient than existing works.

2) Otherwise, assume IDP is not a guessed identity,
the list L3 must contain the tuple < T, M, W >
for some d ∈ Zp∗ and adP is its private key.
Then, the ciphertext is decrypted as described 4.2 Communication Costs
in the Authenticated-Decryption algorithm. If
this ciphertext is valid, the correspondingly Next, we analyze the communication cost in terms of the
bandwidth of the transmitted ciphertext (or signcrypted
plaintext is given to A and it wins.
text). Suppose that the output of one-way hash function
Eventually, A decides that the game is over. If the is 160-bit. In our protocol, the ciphertext contains two
list Le is empty, B fails. Otherwise, B outputs a hash values and one point, thus the bandwidth of it is
(160 × 2 + 192)/8 = 64 bytes. In Barbosa and Farshim’s
random element of Le .
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Table 1: Cryptography operation time
Fast-Tate-Pairing
2.65 ms

Exponentiation
3.75 ms

Scalar Multiplication
0.78 ms

Table 2: Comparison of the related schemes
Scheme
[2]
[11]
[17]
[25]
Ours

Auth-Enc
1P+1E+4S
4E
5E
1P+4E+3S
1P+1E+2S

Auth-Dec
5P+1S
5P
7E
3P+4S
1P+1S

scheme [2], the signcrypted text contains two points and
one hash, the bandwidth of it is (192 × 2 + 160)/8 = 68
bytes. In Liu et al.’s scheme [11], the signcrypted text contains four elements of multiplicative group and one bilinear pairing, the bandwidth of it is (1024×4+160)/8 = 532
bytes. In the scheme of [17], the signcrypted text contains
two elements of multiplicative group and one hash value,
the bandwidth of it is (1024 × 2 + 160)/8 = 276 bytes.
At last, in Wu and Chen’s scheme [25], the signcrypted
text contains two points, two hash values and one element in additive group, and therefore the bandwidth of it
is (192 × 2 + 160 × 2 + 160)/8 = 108 bytes. The detailed
comparison results are also listed in Table 2, which shows
that the bandwidth of our scheme is the smallest.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an authenticated certificateless encryption scheme to ensure the confidentiality and
integrity of the transmitted information between patient
and doctor in THS, which satisfies the privacy requirements of HIPAA. Moreover, it is proved that our protocol
is IND-CCA secure and the information cannot be forged
in the random oracle model, relative to the hardness of the
BDH problem. By the evaluation and simulation, a comparison in Table 2 concludes that the proposed scheme
is advantageous over the related schemes in computation
and communication cost.
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Bandwidth
68 bytes
532 bytes
276 bytes
108 bytes
64 bytes

Total Time
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Abstract
A novel multi secret sharing scheme is proposed in this
paper. In the scheme, n secret images are firstly encrypted by hyper-chaos whose initial values are hash of
the image itself. Then the encrypted images are shuffled
into n confused images; lastly, the confused images are
used to generate n sharing images using the random grid
method. The proposed scheme has the advantage such
that it can lossless restore the original secret image, and
have the double verification ability, that is to say, it can
verify whether the anyone of the sharing is modified, and
it can also verify the whether the anyone of the original
secret image is completely reconstructed. The above advantages make it especially suitable for secret sharing of
important images such as medical and military images.
Experimental results and some comparison analysis are
given to testify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
Keywords: Hash-256; Hyper-chaos; Lossless Restoration;
Random Grid; Visual Secret Sharing

1

Introduction

In general, a secret is regarded as safer when it is given
two or more participants than that it is kept by only one
person. Based on this kind of idea, Blakley and Shamir
proposed the concept of secret sharing, respectively, in
1979 [2, 24]. As a kind of secret sharing, Naor and Shamir
(1995) proposed a new type of secret sharing called visual
cryptography (VC) or visual secret sharing (VSS) for images [21]. VC can encrypt a secret image into numerous
meaningless sharing images, and anyone of the shared images does not reveal any information about the secret,
In a general threshold VC scheme, a secret image is encoded into n meaningless random shares. The n shares
are distributed to n corresponding participants. In order to reconstruct the original secret image, at least k or

more participants are needed to share their shares, but
any k?1 or fewer shares have no means to give clue about
the secret.
In the last two decades, VC algorithm has aroused
many interests among the researchers. Various proposals of the VC schemes for different situation have been
proposed [6, 7, 9, 13, 20, 26, 31]. For example, people
have presented extended VC schemes to encode the secret image into natural-looking shares [26, 31]; the progressive VC schemes is that the restored secret image can
be shown in a progressive perceptual quality [9, 13]; prevention of cheating in VC is the scheme that break the
misleading secret by dishonest participants [6, 7].
Another interesting VSS scheme is random grid (RG)
based algorithm which has the advantages such as no pixel
expansion in sharing secret. RG is firstly proposed by
Kafri and Keren in 1987 [15]. Since then, some new researches have been made to probe extensive application
scene of the RG based VSS scheme. Among them, Shyu
proposed a RG-based scheme for gray-level and color images, and Chen et al. proposed a Threshold RG-based
scheme for color images [3, 25]. In the study of meaningful shares in RG-based VCC, Chen and Tsao proposed a
novel RG-based VSS scheme by skillfully designing a procedure of distinguishing different light transmissions on
shared images, and the visual quality between meaningful
random-grids and superimposed results can be adjusted
to be more friendly [4]. Abd El-Latif, et al. proposed a
scheme combines the error diffusion technique, RG and
chaotic encryption to encode a secret binary image into
meaningful shadow images [1]. Yan et al. proposed a
generalized RG-based VC with meaningful shares which
can support (k,n) threshold and provide adaptive visual
quality, at the cost of slightly decreasing visual quality
of shared images [28], and Chen proposed a lossless RGbased VSS scheme [5].
In recent years, security of VSS in different scenarios
has aroused people’s attentions [12, 16]. As different ap-
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plication situations have different requirements. In 2006,
Horng et al. showed that cheating is possible in (k,n)
VSS scheme, the cheating problem will happen when dishonest participants collude to cheat honest ones by enabling the latter to accept the wrong secret information
generated by the former [12]. Lee demonstrated that the
inside collusion attacks to the RG-based VSS schemes is
possible, and gives some examples for verifying feasibility of cheating [16]. In order to cope with cheating in
VSS, some people proposed schemes to verify the genuineness of shares through generating extra verification
shares [8, 18, 19, 27], for example, Wu et al. proposed
a cheating immune method to provided extra ability of
cheat-preventing for RG-based VSS [27]. Lin et al. exploited the hybrid codebook to hide the additional verification images into the share images to prevent cheating [18]; in order not to resort to any additional dedicated
verification share, Lin et al. proposed a VC-based scheme
with the ability to prevent cheating, the scheme designed
an authentication pattern stamping process to detect the
faked shares provided by malicious participants [19].
In real application of image encryption, for medical,
satellite and military image, it is demanded that the encryption algorithm is safe. Moreover, the decrypted image
must be lossless restored and verifiable. Inspired by the
above algorithm, we proposed a RG-based VSS scheme for
grey image, the main advantages of scheme include mini
pixel expansions in sharing secret, verification of sharing
secret and verification of restored secret image. Besides,
the proposed algorithm can lossless restore secret image,
the above features of the proposed scheme make it especially suitable for application of important images such as
medical, satellite and military.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some
preliminaries are introduced in Section 2. The proposed
scheme is describe in Section 3 and experimental results
and analysis are given in Section 4, in the last, some conclusions are described in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

conditions, diffusion and confusion, collision resistance.
This means that it should be very difficult to find two different sequences that produce the same hash value. These
characteristics make it can be used for verification of data
integrity. It has played an important role in the field of
information security [34].
At present, some typical hash function includes MD5,
SHA-1 and SHA-2. Among them, and the most important
hash functions is the SHA family, which shares the same
functional structure with some variation in the internal
operations, message size, message block size, word size,
number of security bits and message hash size [22]. In
this paper, SHA-1 with the 256 bits output is used for
generation of verification information.

2.2

RG-based VSS

The RG-based VSS was firstly proposed by Kafri, in the
scheme, for a given secret binary image, two random grids
and were generated, and anyone of them will leak no information about the binary image individually, yet they
reveal the secret binary image when the two grids were
superimposed. One of the three algorithms is given in
follows.
1) For a binary secret image B with the size of N × M ,
generate a random grid R1 which includes only 0 and
1, the size of R1 is the same as that of secret image.
2) For every pixel value B(i,j) , i = 1, 2, · · · , N , j =
1, 2, · · · , M , if B(i,j) is 0, then the value of R2 (i, j) is
equal to R1 (i, j), else R2 (i, j) is equal to the complement of R1 (i, j).
3) R1 and R2 are the random grid.
The original secret binary image can be restored by
superimposing R1 and R2 together. For example, in Figure 1, Figure 1(a) is the original secret image, Figures 1(b)
and (c) are random grids, and the Figure 1(d) is the restored image by Figures 1(b) and (c).

2.3

The Hyper-chaotic System

In this section, some relative technology such as Hash In the proposed scheme, a hyper-chaos system which is
function, RG-based VSS and the hyper-chaotic system modeled by Equation (1) is used for generation of random
based encryption algorithm are firstly introduced.
grid.
.
x1 = a(x2 − x1 )



 ẋ = −x x + dx + cx − x
2
1 3
1
2
4
2.1 Hash Function
(1)

ẋ3 = −x1 x2 − bx3


In computer science, one-way functions is a function that

ẋ4 = x1 + k
is easy to compute on every input, but it is very difficult
to compute their inverse functions. That is to say, for a where a, b, c, d and k are parameters, when a = 36, b =
given data x, it is easy to calculate one-way function of 3, c = 28, d = −16 and −0.7 ≤ k ≤ 0.7, the system is
x, on the other hand, knowing the value of one-way of x, hyper-chaotic, and its attractors are shown in Figure 2
it is quite difficult to calculate the value of x.
with parameters a = 36, b = 3, c = 28, d = −16 and
Hash functions is one-way function that converts in- k = 0.2, its Lyapunov exponents are λ1 = 1.552, λ2 =
put messages of any length into output sequences of fixed 0.023, λ3 = 0, λ4 = −12.573.
length, the output sequence is often called a hash value.
Because the hyper-chaos has two positive Lyapunov exA hash function has the properties of sensitivity to initial ponents, so the prediction time of a hyper-chaotic system
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shadow images in recovery, avoids the design of complex
codebook, and avoids the pixel expansion problem.

3

(a) Secret image

(b) Random grid R1

In this section, we give detailed description of the process
of sharing secret generation and restoration of original
secret image, and for simplicity,we only discuss the algorithm for grey image. The general flowchar of the scheme
can be described in Figure 3.

3.1

(c) Random grid R2

(d) Restored secret image

Figure 1: Experimental results of random grid

The Proposed Scheme

The Generation of Sharing Secret

Step 1: For secret images I1 , I1 , · · · , Im , firstly, the message authentication code (MAC) with the size of 256
bit for every image is calculated, thus m message authentication codes (MAC) H1 , H2 , · · · , Hm are obtained.
Step 2: For every Hi , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, assume its 256 bits
are expressed by h1 , h2 , · · · , h256 , then it is truncated
into 64 bit by Equation (2).
(

0

hi = hi ⊗ hi+128 , i = 1, 2, · · · , 128,
00

0

0

hi = hi ⊗ hi+64 , i = 1, 2, · · · , 64,

(2)

Step 3: For the produced 64 bit data, it is divided into 4
sections, every section includes 16 bits, apply Equation (3) to turn the 16 bits data into a integer which
(a) x1 − x3 plane
(b) x1 − x2 plane
belongs to [0, 65535]. Thus, we can get 4 integer
numbers.

Figure 2: Hyper-chaos attractors of System (1) with k =
00 00
00

x1 = Bin2dec(h1 h2 , · · · , h16 )

0.2



 x2 = Bin2dec(h00 h00 , · · · , h00 )
17 18
32
(3)
00
00
00

x
=
Bin2dec(h
h
,
·
·
·
,
h

3
33 34
48 )



is shorter than that of a chaotic system [29], as a result,
00
00
00

x4 = Bin2dec(h49 h50 , · · · , h64 )
it is safer than chaos in security algorithm. For more detailed analysis of the complex dynamics of the system,
Step 4: Multiply the above generated 4 number
please see relative reference [10].
by 10−5 , and give it to four initial values
As the hyper-chaos has the ergodicity, sensitive feax1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0), x4 (0).
tures on initial conditions and control parameters of
chaotic maps and random-like behaviors, these features

x1 (0) = x1 × 10−5

make it suitable for generating pseudo-random sequences



 x2 (0) = x2 × 10−5
and key sequences in cryptography [11, 23, 32, 33].
(4)
Among various image encryption algorithm based on
−5

x
(0)
=
x
×
10

3
3

hyper-chaos, it has been shown that some scheme can be


x4 (0) = x4 × 10−5
effectively broken with known plaintext and chosen plaintext attacks, and people have given detailed both mathematical analysis and experimental results to testify the Step 5: Implement encryption of secrets image
security weakness and potential risk of suffering statistical
I1 , I1 , · · · , Im based on hyper-chaos using the
attacks [14, 17, 30].
method proposed by Gao [11], that is to say, for
In application of random grid based secret sharevery image Ii , the following steps are done.
ing, Ahmed A. proposed a novel secret image sharing
scheme [1]. The scheme combines random grids (RG),
1) Iterate the hyper-chaotic system for N0 times
error diffusion (ED) and chaotic permutation, it has the
by Runge-Kutta algorithm to avoid the harmful
advantages of simple computation, alternative order of
effect of transient procedure.
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Figure 3: The general flowchart of the proposed scheme

2) The hyper-chaotic System (1) is iterated, and
as a result, four decimal fractions x1 , x2 , x3 , x4
will be generated. These decimal values are preprocessed firstly as follows

in the same way, take the remainder columns in order
from the m encrypted images, every column is combined into one image. Finally, m confused images
00
Ii , i = 1, 2, · · · , m are generated.

xi = mod((Abs(xi )−f loor(Abs(xi ))×1014 , 256) Step 8: For every confused image of I 00 , i = 1, 2, · · · , m,
i
(5)
repeat Step 1, then another m message authentica0
whereAbs(xi ) returns the absolute value of
tion code (MAC) Hi , i = 1, 2, · · · , m which belongs
00
xi .F loor(x) returns the value of x to the nearto Ii , i = 1, 2, · · · , m are obtained.
est integers less than or equal to x,mod(x, y)
returns the remainder after division.
0
Step 9: For every MAC Hi , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, repeat
3) Encrypt the image by formula according to
Step 2 to Step 4, then four initial values of hyperEquation (6):
chaos are generated.

C
= P3×(i−1)+1 ⊗ x1

 3×(i−1)+1
Step 10: For above four initial values x1 (0), x2 (0), x3 (0),

C
3×(i−1)+2 = P3×(i−1)+2 ⊗ x2
x4 (0). Iterate the hyper-chaotic system by Runge(6)

C3×(i−1)+3 = P3×(i−1)+3 ⊗ x3
Kutta algorithm with initial parameters, the step of



progression is 0.01, and the number of iterations is
C3×(i−1)+4 = P3×(i−1)+4 ⊗ x4
M × (N + 1). Then we will get four decimal fractions
in each iteration, and then preprocesses the four decwhere i = 1, 2, · · · represents the ith iteraimal fractions as follows
tion of the hyper-chaotic system. The symbol⊗
represents the exclusive OR operation bit-byx∗i = mod((Abs(xi ) − f loor(Abs(xi )) × 1014 , 256)
bit.Pi , i = 1, 2, · · · , N × M represents pixel values of the secret image, The process does not
(7)
end until the set is all encrypted. Then the
encrypted pixel set Ci , i = 1, 2, · · · , N × M is
where Abs(x) returns the absolute value of x.
written to the cipher-image.
F loor(x) returns the value of x to the nearest inWhen all the secret image are encrypted, m entegers less than or equal to x, mod(x, y)returns the
0
crypted image Ii , i = 1, 2, · · · , m are gotten.
remainder after division. As a result, x∗1 , x∗2 , x∗3 and
Obviously, as the initial values of hyper-chaos
x∗4 , which belong to will be used in generation of RG.
are different, so it means that the encryption algorithm is One-Time Pad, which is information- Step 11: Arrange the resulted x∗1 in M rows and N + 1
theoretically secure in that the encrypted mescolumns. As a result, a random grid generated by
sage provides no information about the original
hyper-chaos will be gotten.
message to a cryptanalyst (except the length of
00
the message).
Step 12: Repeat Steps 9 to 11 for every Ii , i =
0
1, 2, · · · , m, m random grids will be obtained. They
Step 6: Put the images Ii , i = 1, 2, · · · , m in a row, so a
are called Ri , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, with the size of M ×
matrix with the size M row and N × m column are
(N + 1).
presented. For convenience, it is assumed that every
image is with the size of M × N .
Step 13: Generation of sharing secret. For confused im00
age I1 . Firstly, convert the MAC H1 into 32 decStep 7: Shuffle the encrypted image. Take one column
imal values labeled by a1i , i = 1, 2, · · · , 32. In the
from every image in turn until column are obtained,
00
0
these columns are combined into a image Ii . Then
same way, Hi , i = 1, 2, · · · , m are also converted into
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b1i , i = 1, 2, · · · , 32.

a11 = Bin2dec(h11 h12 , · · · , h18 )






a12 = Bin2dec(h19 h110 , · · · , h116 )





······




 a132 = Bin2dec(h1249 h1250 , · · · , h1256 )

0

0

(8)

0

b11 = Bin2dec(hI1 hI2 , · · · , hI8 )




0
0
0


1
I I
I

)
b
=
Bin2dec(h
h
,
·
·
·
,
h

16
2
9
10




·
·
·
·
·
·



0
0
0


b132 = Bin2dec(hI249 hI250 , · · · , hI56 )

where as, h1i , i = 1, 2, · · · , 256 represents 256 bits of
0

0

H1 , and hiI , i = 1, 2, · · · , 256 is the 256 bits of H1 .
Obviously, a1i , b1i i = 1, 2, · · · , 32 all are in the scope
of [0, 255]. Then, put them into the last position of
the last column of R1 . Lastly, carry out the exclusive
or operation between the ahead N columns of R1 and
00
I1 , thus get the shared images E1 .
00

In the same way, for other confused images Ii , i =
00
2, 3, · · · , m, the sharing secret Ei , i = 2, 3, · · · , m can be
derived. all are with the size of M × (N + 1).
The detail flowchart of the generation of sharing secret
is shown in Figure 4.

3.2

Process of Secret Image Restoration

For every shared image Ei , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, the two groups
MAC can be collected from the last column, then use the
same way as that in the generation stage of sharing image,
0
we can obtain random grid Ri , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, then, the
following steps are executed in order to restore the secret
images.
Step 1: Implement the exclusive or operation between
0
the ahead N columns of generated Ri and Ei , i =
00
1, 2, · · · , m, then, image Ui , i = 1, 2, · · · , m with the
size of M × N are produced.
00

0

Step 2: Transform Ui , i = 1, 2, · · · , m into the Ui , i =
1, 2, · · · , m in the reverse order with the Step 7 of
generation stage of sharing.
Step 3: Use the MAC to execute Steps 2-4 in the generation stage of sharing secret to perform decryption
0
for every Ui , i = 1, 2, · · · , m, then the original secret Figure 4: The flowchart of the generation of sharing secret
images Ii , i = 1, 2, · · · , m are restored.

4

Experimental Results and Dis- 4.1 Experimental Results
cussions

Firstly, the secret images are calculated by MAC, and
The experiment was done by Mathworks MATLAB verthen MAC generated by the secret images is given in Tasion 12b. Some grey images such as ”Lenna, Bird, Aerial
ble 1, respectively.
and Camera” with the size of 256×256 are used for secret
The initial values of hyper-chaos converted from the
image; they are shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1: The MAC of original secret image
Secret Image
Lenna
Bird
Aerial
Camera

MAC
CD77462213222E005C31767595E33417FB1C78DB8570837C769E8A7AB4E754F8
A0C7B83460A68AE1DB97FFD9F98E0CB993FFAAACAB595012DA784833365D65F7
05B44DC1F9BEE57B656651A62E2A7389D8774AF93FF133A7E9C11D0AF8F67814
CB629BACC15E52D202567C47421D0368B92FE25B475FFABFFE9FBEB1C9415A17

above MAC are as follows:

x1 (0) = 0.07364



 x (0) = 0.49910
2

x3 (0) = 0.46934



x4 (0) = 0.52627

x1 (0) = 0.13105



 x (0) = 0.42354
2

x3 (0) = 0.01068



x4 (0) = 0.46013

(a) Lenna

(b) Bird

(c) Aerial

(d) Camera


x1 (0) = 0.14164



 x (0) = 0.15432
2

x
 3 (0) = 0.01257


x4 (0) = 0.49200

x (0) = 0.36484

 1

 x (0) = 0.47873
2

x3 (0) = 0.03421



x4 (0) = 0.61714

Figure 5: The image for test
(9)

So, the encrypted image and the final sharing secret image
can be got and are shown in Figure 6. Here the size of
encrypted image is with 256 × 256, and the sharing secret
image is with the size of 256 × 257.

4.2

Security of the Proposed Scheme

In the proposed scheme, the security of algorithm lies in
two aspects. One is that the hash values of original secret images are used to generate the initial values of the
hyper-chaos system and initial values decides the security
of encryption. It can be obviously seen from the generation processing of sharing secret, the initial values of
hyper-chaos (secret keys) are strongly related to secret
images. In the third stage of the scheme, the MAC of
shuffled image is used to generate another group initial
value of hyper-chaos, which affects the generation of final
sharing secret. This is a combination of two one-time pads
from the point of encryption, and the two MAC codes all
have 512 bits, this makes the secret space reaches, which
ensures the security of the scheme.

Another aspects lies in the generation of sharing secret based on hyper-chaos diffusion. One has shown that
image encryption algorithm based on hyper-chaotic system with only one round diffusion process has some kind
of weak security [32]. The proposed scheme achieves the
security through two rounds of diffusion process and one
position confusion.
From the description of the proposed scheme, it can be
seen that, the sharing secret can be used to restore the
original secret image, but the scheme need all the sharing
secret images to take part in. From the point of security,
once anyone of the sharing secret images is modified, the
original image will not be restored. The data position in
the sharing secret image is shown in Figure 7.
Obviously, the some original secret images will not be
completely restored if the ”Sharing image data” is tampered with from the scheme. Even if only one bit are
modified, some original secret images will not restored
completely.
For example, the value of the 30th position in Sharing
image data in sharing secret 1 is 45. If it is modified to
be 46, other data in all sharing secrets are all kept intact,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Data position information in sharing secret

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

”MAC of Shuffled Image” affects the generation of random grid, if it is falsified, the sharing secret will become
useless, because if it is modified, the initial values of
hyper-chaos will be altered, thus the random grid generated by hyper-chaos will be different from the original
one, this will result in the mistakenly restoration of original secret image. In the same sense, ”MAC of Secret
Image” affects the decryption of original secret image, if
it is falsified, the original secret image will not be correctly
decrypted. ”Random Grid Data” in the sharing secret is
redundant; it can be replaced by some valuables, which
will be studied in future works.
For example, for sharing secret 1, the data of ”MAC
of Secret Image” is ”205, 119, 70, 34, 19, 34, 46, 0, 92,
49, 118, 117, 149, 227, 52, 23, 251, 28, 120, 219, 133, 112,
131, 124, 118, 158, 138, 122, 180, 231, 84, 248”, if the
first number ”205” is modified to be ”206”, other data
in sharing secret 1 and other sharing secret are all not
modified. In this situation, the four shuffled images are
all correctly restored, and when restore the original secret
image, the initial values of hyper-chaos for the first group
become:

x1 (0) = 0.08132



 x (0) = 0.49910
2
(10)

x
3 (0) = 0.46934



x4 (0) = 0.52627

It is obviously different from the original initial value in
Figure 6: The encrypted and sharing secret images, (a)- Equation (7), so we get the restored secret image, which
(d) the encrypted image (e)-(h) the sharing secret
are shown in Figure 8.

4.3

Double Verification

then it is found that the image ”Aerial” is not lossless It can be seen from the generation of sharing secret, the
restored when we restore the original secret image, as the proposed scheme has verification of two stages. One is the
MAC of restored ”Aerial” is
integrity verification of sharing secret image; the other is
the integrity verification of restored original secret image.
”1C3132BE45A60A4E544F 39E29803B03A477C6
For anyone of sharing images, it is with the size of
C4B2D9F 0557AD217C6168BD3DA0”
256 × 257, in order to verify the integrity of sharing secret
image; we can perform the following steps:
It is totally different from that in table 1. Although the
image has no distinct changes from the visual effect, it is 1) Convert the ”MAC of Shuffled Image” into initial
indeed altered from the computation, so it is not lossless
value of hyper-chaos, and generate the random grid
R.
restore for the algorithm in real sense.
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3) Convert to original secret image from the shuffled
image, only the fourth image is altered, and the other
three are lossless.
To clearly explain the verification process, two examples are given in the following. The example1 illustrates
the verification of sharing secret, another one is for verification of restored secret image.
(a) Restored ”Lenna”

(b) Restored ”Bird”

(c) Restored ”Aerial”

(d) Restored ”Camera”

Figure 8: The recovered secret images when sharing secret
is modified

2) Carry out the exclusive or operation between R and
the sharing secret image, and the resulting image is
00
represented by I .
00

3) Calculate the MAC of I , and compared it with
”MAC of Shuffled Image”, if they are identical, it
proves the ”MAC of Shuffled Image” is intact; else
we can think the ”MAC of Shuffled Image” is modified.
Of course, if the ”Sharing image data” are modified, then
00
the MAC of I and that of ”MAC of Shuffled Image”
must be different from the properties of MAC. Similarly,
we can also judge whether the Sharing secret is tampered
with.
For the second verification stage, assume that the restored original image is I s , then, calculate the MAC of the
restored image, and compare it with that of the ”MAC of
Secret Image”, thus we can also judge the integrity of the
restored secret image.
The necessity of the second verification can be explained by the following example.
Assume the four sharing secret image are Iir , i =
1, 2, 3, 4, and the 20th column data in is tampered with,
and other any data in are all not modified.
From the processing of sharing image generation and
decryption, it can be concluded that
1) The first sharing secret image is modified through
the verification of ”MAC of Shuffled Image”, and the
other three sharing secret images are intact.

Example 1. For sharing image 2, the 32 decimal values
corresponding to ”MAC of Shuffled Image” are ”231, 30,
203, 231, 35, 111, 191, 127, 186, 197, 47, 240, 131, 114,
102, 156, 1, 136, 108, 248, 15, 215, 160, 183, 15, 170,
183, 44, 127, 237, 110, 231”. If the last two numbers
are modified into ”111, 230” from ”110 230”, then, the
original initial value of hyper-chaos and that of modified
one will become the following, respectively:

x1 (0) = 0.21497



 x (0) = 0.16323
2

x3 (0) = 0.53287



x4 (0) = 0.06067


x1 (0) = 0.21497



 x (0) = 0.16323
2

x
3 (0) = 0.53287



x4 (0) = 0.05810

(11)

Thus, the random grid generated by hyper-chaos with the
initial values of modified one is different from that generated by original initial values. In this case, the restored
secret images are shown in Figure 9. it can also be verified
that the restored images are damaging.

Example 2. In order to testify the necessity of integrity
verification of the restored secret image, it is assumed that
the first sharing image is inserted by two white lines, such
as shown in Figure 10. Then, the decryption process is
used to retrieve the secret images; the restored secret images are shown in Figure 10. It can be concluded that
from the verification process that, the image ”Lenna” and
”Camera” are lossless restored, because the MAC of the
two restored image and that in the sharing images are the
same, but the MAC of restored ”Bird” and ”Aerial ” are:
”E3D53BB3C4324F A6E023F 4CDEE4A7F 4CD956
CBB36E9523403B83C436049552D4”
”F 8F 7944EF E837387F 9C56C0CB8EEA19077337
09115D0F DAA23C6505B8D31ADC0”

Obviously, they are different from the MAC of secret
2) For the four shuffled images, only the first shuffled images (Table 1), so, it is regarded that the image ”Bird”
image is modified.
and ”Aerial” are damaging restored.
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(a) Restored ”Lenna”

(b) Restored ”Camera”

(c) Restored ”Aerial”

(d) Restored ”Bird”

(a) The first sharing secret of
damaged

(b) Restored ”Lenna”

(c) Restored ”Bird”

(d) Restored ”Aerial”

Figure 9: Restored secret image when the second sharing
secret is modified

4.4

Comparison
rithms

with

Existing

Algo-

It can be seen from the description of the scheme, the final
sharing secret is with the size of M × (N + 1), the pixel
expansion is 1 + N1M . Obviously, the pixel expansion is
(e) Restored ”Camera”
mini with the larger M and N .
Table 2 gives some comparisons with existing algo- Figure 10: Restored secret image when the first sharing
rithms in application type of images, size of sharing secret, secret is modified
property of restored secret image and verification of the
scheme.
Apparently, the proposed scheme has the following advantages when it is compared with some published liter- 4) Every right sharing secret can help to restore one
part of original secret image, the more sharing secret
atures.
takes part in, the better that original secret image
1) The generated sharing secrets have only mini expanrestore, if all the sharing secret are used, the secret
sions than original secret image, if the original secret
image can be restored completely. So the proposed
image is with the size of M × N , then the expansion
scheme can progressively recover the original secret
is only N1M compared with the original secret image.
image.
2) The sharing secret is generated by One-Time Pad,
which is information-theoretically secure in that the
Conclusions
encrypted message provides no information about the 5
original message to a cryptanalyst (except the length
A novel multi secret sharing scheme is proposed in this paof the message).
per. Generation of sharing secret includes three stages in
3) The proposed algorithm can not only verify the in- the scheme. The first stage is encryption of secret image
tegrity of the sharing secret, it can also verify the based on hyper-chaos, the encryption algorithm rely on
integrity of the restored secret image. If the sharing the secret image self. The second stage is shuffling of enimage is not modified, the restored stored image is cryption. The third stage is generation of sharing secret.
completely the same as the original one, parts of the In this stage, MAC of shuffled encryption image are used
sharing images are modified may not means that the for initial values of hyper-chaos, then the hyper-chaos is
original secret images are lossless restored or not, it used to generate random grid, finally, the sharing secret is
can be testified through the verification process.
generated through XOR operation between random grid
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Table 2: Some comparisons with existing scheme
The scheme

Type of secret image

Shyu’s method (2009)
Chen’s method (2011)
Wu’s method (2012)
Chen’s method (2013)
Lin’s method (2015)
Ours method

B, G, C
B
B
G
B, G, C
G

Pixel
expansion
N
N
N
N
N
Mini

Recovered
image

Type
VSS

of

Lossy
Lossy
Lossy
Lossless
Lossy
Lossless

RG-based
RG-based
RG-based
RG-based
RG-based
RG-based

Verification

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
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Abstract
The attackers may discover the existence of the secret
information or even get it by analyzing the cover’s statistical characteristics, changes of which often occur due to
the embedding. In this paper, a novel coverless text information hiding method was proposed. By using the words
rank map and the frequent words hash, normal texts containing the secret information could be retrieved from the
text database, and will be sent to the receiver without any
modification. Because the embedding is not needed, the
proposed method could be able to escape from almost all
state-of-the-art steganalysis methods.
Keywords: Big Data; Coverless Information Hiding; Frequent Words Hash; Rank Map; Steganography

1

Introduction

Steganography, also known as information hiding, is a
secure communication method that conveys secret messages in the form of plaintexts so that the appearances of
the secret messages will not draw eavesdroppers’ attention while they are being transmitted through an open
channel [17]. It can be used for intellectual property protection and secret communications [9]. For example, reference [20, 25] introduced two methods of detecting illegal copies of copyrighted images. For information hiding,
there are many kinds of covers, such as texts [15], images [7, 18], videos [16], etc. [1, 12, 21].
Compared to the image or other covers, text information hiding is the most difficult kind of steganography
due to the lack of redundancy. Because the text is frequently used in people’s daily lives, however, text information hiding has attracted many researchers’ interest,
and has many results [23]. Classified by the covers, text
steganography could be put into three types: text format-

based [3, 10, 11], generating-based and embedding-based
natural language information hiding. For text formatbased information hiding, the embedded information will
no longer exist if the document is generated without format after extracting the text content. Generating-based
natural language information hiding methods can fool the
computer statistical analysis, but is relatively easy to be
identified by people [2]. Embedding-based natural language information hiding methods have more robust and
better concealment than text format-based information
hiding, but the hiding algorithm is difficult to implement, and there are some deviations and distortions in
the statistic and linguistics because of the limitation of
the natural language processing [13].
Once the information hiding algorithm is public, the
steganalysis methods will be appearing. So attackers will
know the existence of the secret information by analyzing
changes of statistical characteristics of the covers caused
by the embedded information. Be there an algorithm with
which the secret information could be hidden without any
modification of the covers. Coverless information hiding [24, 6], firstly proposed by Xingming Sun et al., is the
best answer to the above question. Reference [24] presented a coverless image steganography framework, and
Reference [6] proposed a coverless text information hiding method. These two methods can directly retrieve the
stego-image (stego-text) without any modification of the
covers. Recently, coverless information hiding, which requires no modification on covers and could resist various
steganalysis technologies, draws more and more attention
from researchers [5, 22].
In this paper, a novel coverless text information hiding method is proposed. Firstly, a text database is constructed by collecting a large number of texts from the
Internet. Then the word rank maps of the words will
be calculated by statistically analyzing the text big data,
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meanwhile, the frequent words distance of every text is the words’ occurrence in a text database (or in a text), the
calculated. When a certain information will be transmit- Word Rank Map of a text database (or a text) is defined
ted, a normal text containing the secret information is as:
retrieved from the text database by using the frequent
RM = {(wi , fi )|i = 1, 2, · · · , U }
(1)
words distance and the word rank maps, and sent to the
receiver without any modification.
where U is the number of unique words in a text database
(or in a text), i is the rank of a word wi , and fi is the
2 Coverless Information Hiding
frequency of wi . Figure 2 shows the word rank map of a
text database. For the example in Figure 2, we can obtain
Coverless information hiding is a new challenging research
field. In fact, “coverless” is not to say that there is no
RM = {(the, 124020), (and, 55654),
carrier, but compared with the conventional information
(of, 54550), (to, 52331), · · · } (2)
hiding, coverless information hiding requires no other carries [6]. The idea of coverless information hiding is often Obviously, the top frequent words are: the, and, of, to,
used in our daily life, and the acrostic poem is a classic ex- in, a, on, for, and etc.
ample. An acrostic poem is shown in Figure 1 form which
we can learn that the secret information is ”TREE”. Coverless information hiding is essentially the disclosure of
secret information in the text. Its distinctive characteristic is ”no embedding”, that is, a carrier cannot embed
secret information by modifying it [6].

Figure 2: Part of a text database word rank map

Figure 1: An acrostic poem

3
3.1

The Proposed Method

For each text in a text database, we can obtain its
word rank map defined as Equation (1). Figure 3 shows
the rank map of a text named as ”2.1 million Audi cars affected by emissions cheating scandal.txt”, in which there
are 185 words, 113 unique words. From the rank map, we
learn that the top frequent words are: the, in, software,
emission, cars, etc.
For the top frequent words in the text database, we can
calculate their occurrences in a text in the same collection.
So, the Frequent Words Hash Function is defined as:
Hk (t) = {h1 h2 h3 · · · hk }

(3)

Preparation of the Text Database

where k is the number of the top frequent words chose
We construct a natural text database by fetching the news form the vocabulary of a text database, t is a text in the
from the normal news web sites. For each word of the text database, and hi is defined by:
vocabulary, we calculate the frequency of its occurrence,

and then rank the words with the descending way (Most
1 the i-th frequent word



frequent word has rank 1, next frequent word has rank 2
appears in text t
hi =
(4)
...). Figure 2 shows the ranking result of words in a text
0
the
i-th
frequent
word
does not



database. In order to make good use of the information of
appear in text t
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of each word. For each word wi appearing in the text
database, its word rank map is defined as
RM Wi

= {(rwij , f wij , wtij )|i = 1, 2, · · · , U ;
j = 1, 2, · · · , N }

(7)

where rwij is the rank of the word wi in a text wtij according to its occurrence, f wij is the frequency of wi ’s
occurrence in wtij , and N is the number of the texts in
which wi appears. Figure 5 shows the word rank map of
”from”, whose rank is 20 in the word rank map as shown
in the Figure 2.

Figure 3: Part of a text’s word rank map

For the top 30 frequent words shown in Figure 2, we
can calculate the hash value of a text named as ”2.1 million Audi cars affected by emissions cheating scandal.txt”.
The hash value is:
Hk (t) = {111111101110111101001010010010}

(5)

So, we map a text into a 30 bits string. Figure 4 shows
the hash values of some texts in a text database. In order
to measure the occurrence of the frequent words in a text
t, we define the Frequent Words Distance of a text as:
DF Wk (t)

=

HD(Hk (t), (b1 , b2 , · · · , bk ))

bi

=

0,

i = 1, 2, · · · , k.

(6)

Figure 5: Part of the rank map of ”from”

3.2

Information Hiding

The information hiding process is shown in Figure 6. Dewhere k is the number of the top frequent words, t is a tail procedures are introduced as follows. Suppose the
text in the text database, and HD is Hamming Distance constructed text database is T , and the communication
calculating operation.
key is k. We can calculate the word rank map of T by
using Equation (1), and get the vocabulary of T ,and let
it be W = {wi |i = 1, 2, · · · , U } where i is the rank of
wi , and U is the number of unique words in T . For each
text ti in T , we can calculate its word rank map by using
Equation (1), and let it be RMti .

Figure 4: The hash values of some texts in a text database

Figure 6: The process of information hiding

By statistical analyzing the occurrence of each word in
Because the key is k, we arrange the top frequent k × k
the text database, we can calculate the word rank map words in W as the right part of Figure 7. Suppose the
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((Rmi − 1)%k + 1). There may be some texts sathidden message is M = m1 , m2 , · · · , mn where mi is a
isfying this condition, then, we can select a text from
word, and n is the number of words in the hidden message.
those texts as the stego-text for m0i .
For each word mi in M , it is chosen from the top frequent
k × k words in W . Obviously, the selection range of mi
depends on k. Therefore, both sides of communication Finally, as described above, we can search a stego-text
set for each m0i in M 0 . These stego-texts is a normal
can choose more k so that mi has more options.
text set that contains the converted secret message,
and they can be sent to the receiver without any
modifying.

3.3

Figure 7: The words conversion table

3.2.1

Words Conversion

The process of extraction is shown in Figure 8. Suppose
the stego-text is S, so S is a set of normal texts. The
number of texts in S is the number of words in secret
message M . Let k be the communication key. Because
the text database T is open for all users, receiver can
calculate the word rank map of T , and get the top k
frequent words in W by using the communication key k.
Certainly, receiver can get the same word conversion table
shown in Figure 7. For each stego-text t in S, the details
of information extraction will be introduced as follows.

In order to enhance the security of the secret message,
we convert each word in M into one of the top frequent
k words in W before the information hiding. The conversion rule is shown in Figure 7. For each word in
{w1 , w2 , · · · , wk }, it will be converted into w1 . For each
word in {w(k+1) , w(k+2) , · · · , wk }, it will be converted into
w2 . And so on.
For each word mi in M , we can get its rank by using
the word rank map of T , and let it be Rmi . Then, it is
located in the ((Rmi − 1)/k + 1) row, ((Rmi − 1)%k + 1)
column in the word conversion table shown in Figure 7,
where ”%” is a remainder operation. Therefore it will be
converted into m0i = w((Rmi −1)/k+1) . In this way, we can
convert the secret information M = m1 , m2 , · · · , mn into
M 0 = m01 , m02 , · · · , m0n , and M 0 is a subset of the k top
frequent words in W .
3.2.2

Searching the Stego-text

Information Extraction

Figure 8: Secret message extracting process

3.3.1

Get the Candidate Word

Receiver can calculate the word rank map of t by using
For each word m0i = w((Rmi −1)/k+1) in M 0 , the stego-text
Equation (1), and the frequent words distance of t by usis get as follows:
ing Equation (6) and let it be DF Wk (t). By retrieving the
Firstly, for each text t in the text database, we calcu- word rank map of t, receiver can get the candidate word
DF Wk (t) in text t. Obviously, the
late the hash value of Hk (t), defined as Equation (3), whose rank is equal to
0
candidate
word
is
m
=
w((Rmi −1)/k+1) .
i
where k is the communication key. Then, we can
get the frequent words distance of t by using Equation (6), ant let it be DF Wk (t).
3.3.2

Get the Secret Message

Secondly, because m0i is in the top k frequent words in By using the word rank map of t, receiver can find the
0
0
the word rank map of T , we can get the rank map of word frequency of mi in t, and let it be F mi . Obviously,
0
0
F mi is equal to ((Rmi − 1)%k + 1). Receiver can find the
mi by using Equation (7), and let it be RM Wm0i .
secret message mi that is located in the ”w((Rmi −1)/k+1) ”
Thirdly, by using the word rank map RM Wm0i , we row, the ((Rmi −1)%k +1) column in the word conversion
retrieve all texts containing m0i to search a text table shown in Figure 7.
t in which the rank of m0i is equal to DF Wk (t),
So, receiver can get every word mi in M . and then get
and the frequency of m0i ’s occurrence is equal to the secret message M = m1 , m2 , · · · , mn .
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4

Discussion

4.1

An Example

In order to clearly explain the above coverless text information hiding process, we illustrate it by a simple example. We have constructed a text database which can be
expanded constantly, and it is open for all users. Suppose
the communication key is 30 and the secret information
M is ”mutual visit”. It is worth mentioning that, however, M is a subset of the top 900 frequent words in the
text database. Both sides of communication may choose
larger k, so that words of M have more options. The operating procedure of information hiding is introduced as
follows:
Firstly, sender computes the rank map of the text
database and ones of each text in it. Because
the communication key is 30, sender can obtain the top 30 frequent words set Wtop30 =
{wi |i = 1, 2, · · · , 30}, and the Wtop30 is: {the,
and, of, to, in, a, on, f or, that, said, is, China,
with, as, by, at, it, will, he, f orm, has, was, s,
be, have, are, an, Chinese, its, his}.

of ”on” is 25 and its frequency is 3 in text t2
whose frequent words distance is 25, and the
frequent words are {the, and, of, to, in, a, on, f or,
that, is, China, with, as, by, it, will, he, f rom, has, be,
have, are, an, Chinese, its} in it.

Figure 10: The word rank map of a stego-text

So, sender can get the word conversion table shown
in Figure 9. By retrieving the word rank map of
Finally, sender sends the two texts t1 , t2 as the stegotext database, sender finds the rank of ”mutual” is
texts to the receiver.
605, and the rank of ”visit” is 183. According to the
word conversion table shown in Figure 9, therefore,
“mutual” is located in 21st row, 5th column, and
”visit” is located in 7th row, 3rd column. Hence,
“mutual” will be converted into ”has”, and ”visit”
will be converted into ”on”.

Figure 9: The word conversion table when key is 30

Secondly, sender calculates the word rank map of ”has”
and ones of ”on”. By retrieving the two word rank
maps, sender can find a text named ”25reuters-golfryder-usa-north.txt”, and let it be t1 , and a text
named ”155 Chinese loggers’ release not victory of
diplomacy.txt”, and let it be t2 . Their word rank
maps are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. From
Figure 10, we learn that the rank of ”has” is 24
and its frequency is 5 in text t1 whose frequent
words distance is 24, and the frequent words are
{the, a, and, of , in, on, at, to, with, has, was,
is, that, as, his, f or, be, an, it, by, will, he, s, have}
in it. From Figure 11, we learn that the rank

Figure 11: The word rank map of a stego-text

Because the text database is open to all users, receiver
can calculate its word rank map, the top 30 frequent
words and the word conversion table shown in Figure 9
by using the communication key k = 30. Then, he (or
she) calculates the frequent words distance of t1 and ones
of t2 , and finds that they are 24 and 25. So, receiver
retrieves the word rank maps of t1 and t2 , and gets the
candidate words ”has” and ”on” whose ranks are 24 and
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25. From the word rank map of the stego-texts, he (or
she ) also learns that the candidate words’ frequency are 5
and 3. Finally, receiver gets the secret message ”mutual”
located in ”has” row, 5th column in the word conversion
table shown in Figure 9, and ”visit” located in ”on” row,
3rd column. Hence, receiver successfully extract the secret message ”mutual visit” from the stego-texts.

4.2

Security Analysis

Steganalysis is usually performed through the use of irrelevance between the embedded information and the carriers. Attackers often make steganalysis by analyzing the
difference of their statistical distributions [19]. In our proposed hiding method, however, the carriers are normal
pure text and the secret information is not been embedded in the carriers. The carriers can be sent to receiver
without any modification. So the information hiding does
not change the probability distribution of the carriers.
According to the definition of the security of an information hiding system in [4], the proposed information hiding method is theoretically safe. At the same time, the
proposed approach is also followed the Kerckhoffs Principle [8] in cryptography, and detail of information hiding
is open. If he does not know the communication key, the
attacker cannot gain any information about the hidden
information [14]. Therefore, the proposed method could
resist almost all kinds of current steganalysis method.

4.3

The Importance of Big Data

However, it is worth mentioning that, in order to enhance
security, there are two works must be done: one is to
change periodically the communication key to ensure that
the secret message may be converted into different subsets
of the top frequent words in the text database. The second
is to establish a large text database (text big data) to
increase the probability of the frequent words distance
is equal to the rank of a word in a text, and so there
are more choices of the stego-texts [23]. For example, in
the chose text database, for the word ”China”, there are
3258 texts in which it appears, and their frequent words
distance are shown in Figure 12. From the Figure 12, we
learn that these values are not evenly distributed. There
are 37 texts whose frequent words distance is 12, and
there is only one text in which the rank of ”China” is 12.
Therefore, the text big data is necessary to ensure the
smoothly implement of the proposed method.
Because the text big data is an important guarantee
of the smooth implementation of the proposed method,
some files should reside in the memory buffer when the
big data is handling. We firstly calculate the word rank
map of each text in the text big data, then the word
rank map of the text database, and finally the ones of
each word of the vocabulary, so the computing cost is
expensive especially when computing the word rank map
of the text database. In order to reduce the complexity,
we will use the ”inverted index” for storage optimization.

Figure 12: The distribution of frequent words distances
of texts containing ”China”

Because the location lab is simply designed, the capacity
of the proposed method is one word per text. In order to
increase the capacity of information hiding, we will design
better lab location methods in the future.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented a coverless text information hiding
method based on the frequent words hash. By using the
words rank map and the frequent words hash, normal
texts containing the secret information could be retrieved
from the text database, and will be sent to the receiver
without any modification. Because there is no embedding, the information hiding does not change the probability distribution of the covers. Therefore, the proposed
method is theoretically safe, and could be able to escape
from almost all state-of-the-art steganalysis methods.
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Abstract
Low-rate traffic denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are a
strategy to deny services of a network by detecting the
vulnerabilities in the application behaviors. The lowrate DoS attack against the application servers is considered in this paper with the motive to develop an efficient defense technique against the low-rate DoS attack.
Among different defense techniques, the Improved Random Time Queue Blocking (IRTQB) performs better than
other methods. IRTQB performs similar to Random Time
Queue Blocking (RTQB), but it selectively chooses the
blocking interval requests only from the potential attackers and discards them. However, the differentiation of
the attacker requests from the legitimate users’ is not always efficient as only the source IP addresses and the
record timestamp are considered. This can be improved
when considering more complex set of features. Hence, in
this paper, the Advanced Random Time Queue Blocking
(ARTQB) scheme is proposed by additionally employing
Bandwidth utilization of attacker and legitimate user in
IRTQB. ARTQB defines Spatial Similarity Metric (SSM)
between the requests in terms of source IP addresses, the
record timestamp and the bandwidth. Thus the defense
of the application server against the low-rate DoS attack
is be improved than IRTQB. Experimental results show
that the proposed ARTQB performs better protection of
Low-Rate DoS Attack against Application Servers (LoRDAS) by reducing the attack efficiency and attack impact
on the server.
Keywords: ARTQB; IRTQB; Low-rate Denial-of-Service
(LDoS); RTQB; Spatial Similarity Metric (SSM)

1

Introduction

Denial-of-service (DoS) is a type of attack in which the
attackers attempt to prevent the legitimate users from

accessing the network services. In a DoS attack, normally the attacker transmits unnecessary messages which
are having invalid return addresses and requiring the network or server to authenticate requests [9]. While sending the authentication approval, the network or server
has no ability to find the return address of the attacker,
and causing the server to wait before closing the connection. The attacker transmits more authentication messages along with invalid return addresses while the server
closes the connection. Hence, the process of authentication and server wait will begin again, keeping the network
or server busy.
A network or host can be compromised with DDoS attacks using two types of traffic, namely, high-rate DoS
traffic and low-rate DoS traffic [2]. DoS attacks are implemented in terms of many ways. The most common
ways are the flooding the network to reduce the legitimate
network traffic, disrupting the connections between the
user and the server, blocking certain range of users and
disrupting the state of the information of the users [10].
However the detection of DoS has become easier as it generates high inconsistent traffic rate by which the detection
algorithms assures the presence of attack. Thus, low rate
attacks came into real timer applications in which the DoS
is achieved in low traffic scenarios.
Low-Rate DoS attacks (LRDoS) are new types of DoS
attacks. In LRDoS the attacker sends a burst of welltimed packets, creating packet losses in a link and increments the retransmission timeout for only certain TCP
flows. As these traffic bursts are sent during the expiration times, the overall traffic is reduced considerably
thus disabling the efficiency of detection. Many techniques have been presented in the recent past to detect
the LRDoS but most of the techniques performed below
expectation. The introduction of new LRDoS such as
Shrew and reduction of quality (RoQ) attacks increases
the detection complexity.
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In this paper, the DoS detection schemes such as random service time (RST), Random answer instant (RAI),
Random time queue blocking (RTQB) and Improved Random Time Queue Blocking (IRTQB) are analyzed to determine the detection efficiency. The analysis results show
that the IRTQB performs better than the other three
methods; however the IRTQB also suffers from limitations. Particularly the differentiation between the attack requests from the legitimate users’ requests is not
satisfactory. Hence, bandwidth utilization is included in
IRTQB to develop Advanced Random Time Queue Blocking (ARTQB) scheme for effective defense of the application servers.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the related researches briefly. Section 3 presents the methodologies utilized in the paper.
Section 4 provides the experimental results and their discussions. Section 5 concludes the research.

2

Related Works

Macia-Fernandez et al. [5] proposed evaluation method
of low-rate DoS attack (LRDoS) against the iterative
servers. The evaluated attack characteristics are analyzed and the potential effects of the attack are also analyzed. The iterative servers are that those servers limited
to handle just a single service request compared to multiple service requests handled by the concurrent servers.
The analysis provides the vulnerability details of the iterative servers and provides better possibility of forecasting
the statistical metrics about the server behavior. The lowrate traffic behavior helps to subvert the provided service.
It is also possible to tune the parameters of the attack in
order to choose the suitable values for the efficiency and
the amount of load generated in the target server. Thus,
it becomes possible to bypass the intrusion detection system intended to protect the attacked server.
Macia-Fernandez et al. [6] in another work extended
the analysis results to support the analysis of the low-rate
DoS attacks against the concurrent servers like persistent
HTTP servers. The mathematical model for the low-rate
DoS attacks against the application server has been presented in an extended work [7] for the evaluation of the
attack in servers with superposition among the occurrence
probability functions. In another extension [8] presented
four efficient methods to tackle the low-rate DoS attacks
against the application server.
The efficient alternative techniques are based on the
blocking the entry of the requests in the service queue
of the server. Thus the efficiency of the low-rate DoS
attack can be reduced effectively without any impact on
the amount of time spent by the requests in the generated
systems. However, there are some limitations in which the
attack requests and the legitimate users’ requests are not
effectively differentiated in some instances.
Wang et al. [12] proposed a queuing analysis scheme
for the evaluation of the DoS attacks in the computer

networks. The stationary probability distribution can be
determined by developing a memory-efficient algorithm
and the computed probability distribution can be utilized
for finding other interesting performance metrics like the
connection loss probability and buffer occupancy percentages of half-open connections for regular traffic and attack
traffic. Thus the impact of DoS attacks can be detected
even in complicated computer networks.
Tang et al. [11] proposed a vulnerability model of
feedback-control based internet services to tackle the lowrate DoS attacks. The fundamental queries, namely
the impact of the LRDoS attack on the feedback-control
based systems and how the systematic evaluation of LRDoS is performed has been the center point of research.
These problems are tackled by considering the target system as a switched system. Both the oscillation of steady
state error and staying away from the desired state impair
the system’s performance and hence a novel methodology
is used to analyze the impact of the attack. However the
tradeoff between the effectiveness and the cost of LRDoS
attack has not been explained which hinders the analysis.
Wu et al. [13] proposed an LRDoS attack detection
scheme based on the network multi-fractal called as multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA). The
scheme detects the changes in terms of the multi-fractural
characteristics of the network traffic, which helps in finding the LRDoS attack flows.
Adi et al. [1] introduced an analysis technique to
demonstrate the impact of LRDoS attacks against the
HTTP/2 servers. The resource consuming HTTP packets are transmitted along with the principle of sending
requests in order to serve the full capacity of the servers.
The HTTP/2 packets serve as the underlying standard
and there are no computationally expensive applications
due to a backend server, which is not connected to the
HTTP/2 server. The server memory degrades at a certain rate indicating the presence of LRDoS.
Brynielsson et al. [4] presented a spectral analysis
based detection of LRDoS attacks against the HTTP
server. The weakness of the HTTP server is analyzed
and the attack simulator has been developed. When the
attack is present, disproportionate amounts of energy in
the lower frequencies can be detected effectively. Thus
the approach serves as a medium of detection with the
attacker has fixed wait times or floods the server when
initiating the attack. However the major drawback is that
the attacker has certain approaches to reduce the disproportionate amounts of energy to some extend so that the
attack detection becomes very difficult.
Bedi et al. [3] introduced the enhanced AQM technique
called as Deterministic Fair Sharing (DFS) for tackling
the congestion based DoS attacks. The concept of fair
buffer share is dynamically determined for each competing flow to ensure optimal fairness. It is achieved in DFS
by utilizing a set of data structures in combination to
provide low operational overhead while maintaining limited per-flow state and offer high DoS attack identification capability. Thus the congestion based DoS attacks
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can be detected effectively and DFS provides a higher degree of fairness and throughput to legitimate flows while
stabilizing the router queue length and allowing the least
bandwidth to the attack traffic.
Though the methods discussed in the literature are effective in the defense against the low-rate DoS attacks,
there seem to be more drawbacks that reduce the overall
performance. In some methods, the LoRDAS attacks become complex to detect and hence the attack efficiency becomes not possible to be minimized. The tradeoff between
the effectiveness and the cost of LRDoS attack influences
the attack performance, but it is not considered in the
existing methods. The smart attackers have the tendency
of reducing the disproportionate amounts of energy in the
existing methods also affects the attack detection.
Moreover, in the existing methods, the differentiation Figure 1: Application server model in LoRDAS attack
of the legitimate user requests and the attacker requests is
appropriately addressed. Similarly, only the record timestamp and the source IP address are considered for reducing the LoRDAS attack efficiency, which seems efficient;
however making room for improvement.
Hence the need for a novel strategy is needed to effectively detect the attacks and also develop a response
technique for reducing the attack efficiency and its impact
on the application server. Many methods were introduced
to detect the attacks, including the Shrew attack.
Some methods utilized the randomization of the timers
in the TCP flows for avoiding the synchronization between
the periodic arrival of short attack bursts and the expiration of a timer. But there are no effective solutions for
the LoRDAS. The Improved Random time queue blocking
Figure 2: Study scenario
(IRTQB) has been the effective solution till date but even
it has relatively near-par solutions only. IRTQB employs
record timestamp and the source IP address for reducing
attack impact. In this paper, ARTQB is proposed with the efficiency of the attack in the servers and without any
the bandwidth utilization additionally considered for the negative impact on the normal performance of the servers.
minimization of the attack efficiency.
The fundamental LoRDAS attack can be understood from
Figure 3.

3
3.1

Methodologies
Application Server Model

Application servers are the potential victims of LoRDAS
attacks shown in Figure 1. Certain conditions are required
for an application to be vulnerable to this kind of attacks,
and several different strategies might be followed by the
attacker to deny the service. In addition, the necessary
network model behind the attack is shown in Figure 2.
The application server model considered in the LoRDAS attack is composed of the following elements (1) a
service queue where incoming requests are placed upon
their arrival on the server, and (2) one or several service
modules which are in charge of processing the requests.
The low-rate DoS attacks in the application servers depends on two major aspects of server behavior such as the
presence of deterministic patterns and enabling instants
concurrence with the answer instants. The defense methods are developed based on the strategy used for reducing

3.2

Random Service Time (RST)

RST has been designed with the view of reducing the
predictability of the server behavior, thus considerably
preventing the server details to the attackers and reducing
the efficiency of the attack as shown in Figure 4. In this
scheme, the deterministic patterns are eliminated from its
mode of operation. So whenever the server utilizes a fixed
timeout feature that aims to randomizing the features to
make the implementation of the attack more difficult in
practice by blocking the prediction of the answer instants
and enabling instants. RST can be implemented in a
server such that its behavior is maintained with slight
modifications that do not alter the overall performance.
When the service of a request in the queue is idle,
the service module considers the request from the service
queue on the basis of the popular schemes like FIFO and
LIFO. Then by utilizing a processing time of the request,
the request is deadline constraint. In this period, the at-
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tacker manages to send a short attack burst that reaches
around the estimated answer time. When the processing is finished, the service module remains locked for a
random time called extra delay such that no additional
position is enabled as no answers will be generated in this
phase.
Either the conditions ∆t > ∆tRST + B/2 or ∆t <
∆tRST − B2 − RT T must be achieved during the attack
bursts so that the answer time is shifted. However condition ∆t < ∆tRST − B2 − RT T cannot be fulfilled if
∆tRST < B2 +RT T . Hence the ∆tRST takes values from a
uniform distribution with a maximum value ∆tRST
max in order to maintain, no free positions for the legitimate users
in RTT seconds.
∆t = U [0, ∆tRST
max ], if∆tRST <

B
+ RT T
2

where, ∆tRST is the mean extra delay, RTT is the round
trip time, B is the time period of attack burst, ∆t is the
variability in service time and ∆tRST
max is the maximum
value of mean extra delay. When ∆tRST > B2 + RT T ,
∆tRST is a random variable sampled from two different
uniform variables V1 and V2 are utilized.
∆t =

∆tRST
max
2

(2)
∆tRST

max
The mean value of the extra delay should be
in
2
order to appropriately shift the answer time. So ∆tRST
is sampled from V1 and V2 with a probability P .

V1 with probability P
∆tRST =
(3)
V2 with probability 1 − P

where V1 and V2 are variables and the probability P is
calculated by
P =

∆tRST
M ax + B
RST
2(∆tM ax + B + RT T )

Figure 4: LoRDAS attack when RST is active

(1)

(4)

The RST initially replaces the answer instant to a
newer position which does not come under the control of
the attacker. If the extra delay is longer and the condition
of the service queue is full of requests, then all of the attack burst traffic will be rejected by the server. The time
available for the legitimate user to insert new requests in
the service queue depends on the round trip time (RTT)
between the server and the attacker while the reception of
the attack packet will be sent as a response to the answer.
When the extra delay time expires, the answer is forwarded to the user who requested them. As the efficiency
of the attack is reduced, the server performs efficiently
and thus a new free position occurs at the end of transmitting the answers to the requested users. If the extra
delay time is much longer, then the legitimate user can
send a request at the start of the delay time while the attacker’s request is assumed to be occurring at the end of
the delay time, so that even the attack requests can be inserted at the free positions in the queue without affecting
the user requests.
Thus the efficiency of the attack is significantly reduced; however the fact assumed that the attack requests
are inserted at the end of the lengthy extra delay. But
when an extra delay is added to the original service time,
the attacker also perceives an increase in the estimation
of the service time, so that the attack parameters can be
adjusted to synchronize the attack bursts.

3.3

Figure 3: LoRDAS attack process

Random Answer Instant (RAI)

Random answer instant (RAI) differs from the RST technique by utilizing the decoupling the answer instants and
the enabling instants instead of introducing variability in
the server behavior as performed in RST as shown in Figure 5. The service of a request is extracted and processed
during the service time as in the RST. After processing
the requests from the queue, the service model waits for
the extra delay similar to RST but the difference being
when the first request service is processed, and then the
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new request is extracted from the queue and begins processing such that the extra delay becomes non-blocking.
Thus a new position in the queue is enabled at this period,
enabling instant. After the completion of extra delay, the
answer is sent to the corresponding user which is the answer instant.
When TS + ∆tRAI is the service time, a short attack
burst is send at the answer instant t1 − t0 . ∆t is given
RAI
by ∆t = U [∆tRAI
min , ∆tmax ]. The lower limit is given as
B
RAI
∆tmin = 2 thus ensuring the time interval duration
∆tRAI − B/2 between the enabling instant and the arrival of the short attack burst.

0
if ∆tRAI
max < B/2
∆t =
(5)
RAI
RAI
U [∆tmin , ∆tmax ] if ∆tRAI
max > B/2
where, ∆tRAI
max is the upper limit of the uniform distribution to select ∆tRAI and ∆tRAI
min is the lower limit of the
uniform distribution to select ∆tRAI . The upper limit
∆tRAI
max must be high as possible in order to introduce
higher variability. But by considering impact the values
becomes
tRAI
= [N ts + ∆tRAI , (N + 1)ts + ∆tRAI ]
1

(6)

In Equation (6), tRAI
is the time interval for new in1
coming request in RAI mechanism, ts is the service time,
∆tRAI is the mean extra delay in RAI, N is the number of
requests. Thus ∆tRAI
max should be configured as a trade-off
between reducing the impact and increasing the variability in the server so that RAI reduces the impact on the
normal behavior of the server so that the effectiveness of
the attack is reduced. However there is an interval called
as the tradeoff between the reduction of the impact and
increase of variability in the server, which causes impact
on the normal behavior of the server.

3.4

Random
(RTQB)

Time

Queue

Figure 6: LoRDAS attack when RTQB is active

Blocking
In Equation (7), ∆tRT QB is the mean extra delay for
RTQB. There are two reasons for considering a random
value. First, the attacker estimation of both the answer
instants and RTT is not perfect and, attack packets will
arrive even after RTT seconds from the answer instant.
Second, it is recommendable to introduce certain variability into the process; the attacker might be capable of
estimating the value ∆tRT QB and adapting the attack.
The service of a request is performed similar to the
RST and RAI. After the processing of the requests, the
answers are sent to the requested users in answer instant
and the extraction of new requests is enabled from the
queue in enabling instant. After the answer instant, all
new requests are rejected during the specified interval of
time. After this interval, the new requests are again accepted and the processing begins. Thus the effect of an
attack can be reduced while once a request enters during
the active stage of RTQB; the server behavior is also not
affected. The impact of RTQB on the server behavior,
(7) it is clear that when RTQB is active and once a request

As RST and RAI have certain limitations, Random time
queues blocking (RTQB) is introduced to overcome the
shortcomings as shown in Figure 6. RTQB aims at reducing the attack efficiency without creating any negative impact in the server behavior. The main concept of
RTQB is that when the attacker is able to accurately estimate the answer instants, then the short attack bursts
will arrive with the response attack messages arriving in
RTT seconds. In this situation, the legitimate users are
distributing the requests while the attackers will be considering the response messages. Hence, in RTQB all the
requests arriving at this time interval are blocked so that
the attack efficiency and the impact are reduced.
Ideally, the value for ∆tRT QB = RT T , all the attack
requests are projected in an interval [−B/2, RT T ] around
the answer instant. But ∆tRT QB is configured as a random value taken from uniform distribution
QB
∆tRT QB = U [RT T, ∆tRT
max ]

Figure 5: LoRDAS attack when RAI is active
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enters into the service queue, there is no difference in its
process. Thus, no impact is present due to the use of
RTQB. However, as RTQB blocks all the requests during
the specified time interval, it fails to select the legitimate
user requests.

3.5

Improved Random
Blocking (IRTQB)

Time

Queue

In order to avoid discarding of important legitimate user
requests during the time interval of RTQB, improved
version called Improved Random Time Queue Blocking
(IRTQB) is introduced as shown in Figure 7. IRTQB
selectively chooses the requests during the time interval
around the answer instants which comes from the potential attackers are only discarded. As the attacker uses only
restricted spoofing mechanisms that are allowed within
the same network segment, the attack is limited. The
attack interval starts only at t0 − B/2 where B is the
length of an attack burst. Thus, when the attack length
QB
]. The
is B, the interval becomes [t0 − B/2, t0 + ∆tIRT
max
spatial similarity metric SSM is defined between the two
requests to measure the probability that they come from
the same source. In IRTQB, the SSM includes the source
IP addresses only. For two generic IP addresses Ai and
Aj , the similarity metric is computed as the number of
consecutive bits set to ’1’ in the bit XNOR operation of
the two addresses.

than the RTQB. However, in RAI the tradeoff between
the reduction of the impact and increase of variability
on the server, which causes an impact on the normal behavior of the server. As the defense technique should
not cause any impact on the server, RAI is avoided and
RTQB is presented. RTQB reduces the impact on server
while also reducing the attack efficiency. It makes advantage of the attackers using short bursts of traffic that
arrive around the answer instants and blocks all the incoming requests in a time interval. During this interval
RTQB does not selectively choose the requests and blocks
all requests without analyzing the request sender. This
becomes a major drawback in RTQB which leads to an
improved technique called IRTQB. IRTQB employs SSM
and selectively blocks the requests so that the queue has
at least one free space and the attack efficiency is reduced.
Though IRTQB performs better than RST, RAI and
RTQB by reducing attack efficiency and no impact on the
server, the SSM metric only includes the source IP address and record timestamps. By including more reliable
factors, the performance can be further improved. Thus
the need for more advanced defense technique with SSM
considering more factors arises. This need is achieved by
including the bandwidth utilization factor with source IP
address and record timestamps in the proposed ARTQB
defense technique.

SSM (Ai , Aj ) = # consecutive bits1 (Ai XNOR Aj ) (8)
A spatial similarity metric (SSM) is defined between two
requests to measure the probability of the same source.
SSM includes the source IP addresses of incoming requests
for the analysis of the source. IRTQB maintains a record
of timestamps and source IP addresses for all incoming
requests with which the similarity is computed. If the
similarity between the two requests is higher than a predefined threshold SSM (Ai , Aj ) > SSMT h then, both are
discarded without any notification to the users. Thus, the
attackers are prevented from obtaining information about
the requests.
Figure 7: LoRDAS attack when IRTQB is active

3.6

Limitations of RST, RAI, RTQB,
IRTQB

RST decreases the attack efficiency by shifting the answer time to a position that is not controlled by the attacker and also by adding a source of variability in the
server behavior. However, when the extra delay included
in the original service time is longer, the attacker also perceives an increase in the estimation of the service time, so
that the attack parameters can be adjusted to synchronize the attack bursts. The reduction of attack effectiveness in RST is limited due to the fact that the maximum
amount of time for legitimate users to seize new positions in the queue is the RTT. RAI technique performs
better than RST and even provides better performance

3.7

Advanced Random
Blocking (ARTQB)

Time

Queue

Though IRTQB significantly reduces the attack efficiency
without impact on server behavior, still there is scope for
improvement in reducing the attack efficiency. IRTQB
is very efficient, but at the same time it is more costly
than other methods and hence improving the performance
without further increasing the cost is much more significant. Hence, a highly improved version of RTQB is proposed which is called as Advanced Random Time Queue
Blocking (ARTQB) as shown in Figure 8. Consider the
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utilization bandwidth of user bu , is employed by the service in processing a given request. The service bandwidth
for legitimate request and attack requests are varied for
their processing. Therefore, the service bandwidth for
identical requests is modeled as a random variable Bu ,
with the normal distribution. The mean value of Bu is
denoted as Bu and the variance is denoted as var[Bu ].
Bu = N (Bu , var[Bu ])

(9)

Where, N refers the normal distribution. Consider
∆bART QB is the extra bandwidth utilized and the value
for ∆bART QB = var[Bu ], as all the attack requests are expected in an interval [Bu , max(var[Bu ])] around the answer instant. Hence, ∆bART QB is configured as a random
value which is taken from the uniform distribution:
∆bART QB =

QB
]
U [Bu , ∆bART
max

Figure 8: LoRDAS attack when ARTQB is active

(10)

QB
Where, ∆bART
is the maximum value of ∆bART QB and Algorithm 1 ARTQB execution
max
U refers the uniform distribution. Assume, the bandwidth 1: Extract request from service queue
utilization of the attacker’s requests are around the an- 2: Processing request at service time Ts
swer instants are very high. Assume the queue contains 3: //Answer generation
N − 1 requests and that they are all processed by the ser- 4: For every answer
vice module at the rate of bandwidth bu Hz per request. 5: Insert answer instant in a list L
The attack bandwidth b1 for new incoming request is com- 6: Compute attack interval t1
7: Compute attack bandwidth b1
puted as,
8: Send answer to users
QB
bART
=
[N
b
+
∆b
,
(N
+
1)b
+
∆b
]
(11)
9: Extract new request (enabling instant)
u
ART
QB
u
ART
QB
1
10: End For
Therefore, the similarity metric SSM, is measured be- 11: For every incoming request Ra
tween two requests in order to identify the probability 12: Record timestamp, source IP, bandwidth utilization
that they come from the same source including same 13: Determine t1 and b1 for Ra
bandwidth. Similar to Equation (8), the spatial similarity 14: For all requests Rb in t1 and b1
metric is computed as the number of consecutive bits set 15: Compute SSM
to ’1’ in the bit XNOR operation of the two bandwidths 16: Determine a threshold for SSM, SSMT h
by considering two bandwidths Bi and Bj :
17: if (SSM (Ra , Rb ) > SSMT h ) then
18:
Discard Ra and Rb
SSM (Bi , Bj ) = # consecutive bits1 (Bi XNOR Bj ) (12) 19: else
20:
Insert Request in Queue
Then, the simple spatial similarity metric for both band21: end if
width and IP addresses is computed as,
22: End For

SSM (Ai , Aj , Bi , Bj )
= SSM (Ai , Aj ) + SSM (Bi , Bj )
=

(13)

# consecutive bits1 (Ai XNOR Aj )
+# consecutive bits1 (Bi XNOR Bj )
(14)

3.8

Description

ARTQB extracts the requests from the service queue and
processes them at the service time Ts . After completing the processing the answers are send to the legitimate
users who requested them while on the other side called
enabling instant, the new requests are started to process.
These requests arriving at attack interval t1 and attack

bandwidth b1 are selectively chosen and those from the attackers are discarded. When the attack interval expires,
new requests are accepted again and the processing begins. ARTQB maintains a list of answer instants from
the beginning of the server operation. Similar to IRTQB,
around every answer instant, the attack interval and attack bandwidth exists indicating that the attack packets
will be arriving during the interval and bandwidth. This
helps in avoiding those attacks in the form of requests.
The attack interval starts at the length of attack burst B
which means that the interval begins at halfway through
the initial time and the attack bandwidth starts that the
bandwidth begins at halfway through the initial bandwidth. At this instant, no requests will enter the queue
but these will be helpful in deciding the new requests as
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legitimate or attack requests.
ARTQB also maintains a list containing the timestamps, source IP addresses and bandwidth utilization for
all incoming requests. Using the record list, for all the
incoming requests the SSM is computed between the incoming request Ra and every request Rb arriving in the
attack interval and bandwidth. If the SSM is higher than
the defined threshold SSMT h , both the requests Ra and
Rb are discarded while in other case the incoming request
is accepted. Thus the attack efficiency is reduced below
half when the bandwidth utilization is included along with
timestamps and source IP addresses in the SSM metric.
It is also noted that there is no impact in the server behavior when the ARTQB scheme is active in the server.
The overall flow of ARTQB is shown in Figure 9.

4

Performance Evaluations

In this section, the proposed defense techniques are evaluated experimentally in the Network Simulator-2. The
performance of the low-rate DoS attack is evaluated by
measuring the mean in-system time and the attack efficiency. The low-rate DoS attack is employed in the
application server inorder to evaluate the attack impact
in the server. The server is supplied with different defense techniques namely RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and
ARTQB with configuration parameters prescribed with
IRTQB and ARTQB considering additional configuration
parameter called the SSM threshold. Table 1 shows the
configuration values for attack and server parameters in
Scenario 1 (S1 ), Scenario 2 (S2 ) and Scenario 3 (S3 ).
Table 1: Configuration values for the attack and server
parameters
Parameter
Duration of attack burst, B
Time between attack packets
in a burst
Mean service time, Ts
Variance of server, var[Ts ]
Interval between legitimate
users requests
Number of server threads
Number of positions in service queue, N
Number of attack threads
Round trip time, RTT
Similarity metric, ST

Value
0.4s
0.2s
12s
0(S1 ), 0.2(S2 , S3 )
3s(S1 , S2 ), 0.95s(S3 )
1(S1 , S2 ), 4(S3 )
4(S1 , S2 ), 8(S3 )
-N
1s
32

Scenario 1, S1 : The server is mono-threaded and the
variance of the service time for attack requests, var[Ts ],
and var[Bs ] is 0. Scenario 2, S2 : Server variance of
var[Ts ], and var[Bs ] is modified. Scenario 3, S3 : The
aim of this scenario is to check how a multithread operation in the server affects the performance of a given

Figure 9: Overall flow of ARTQB

defense technique. The Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the
comparison of RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB in
terms of attack efficiency (%) in three scenarios S1 , S2
and S3 . The Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the comparison
in terms of mean in-system time (s) in scenarios S1 , S2
and S3 .
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4.1

Attack Efficiency

4.2

Mean In-system Time

and 32sec in the time period of 2sec. When the time period is 12sec, the mean in-system time of ARTQB is 22sec
Attack efficiency is the percentage of service queue posi- which is lower than the other defense mechanisms.
tions captured by the attacker over the total number of
positions captured during the attack execution.
Figure 10 shows that the attack efficiency comparison of RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB during
Scenario 1 (mono-threaded with zero variance). In Scenario 1, the attack efficiency decreases from 100% to an
asymptotic value. The attack efficiency of ARTQB has
been much reduced than the other mechanisms since, consideration of the bandwidth utilization. It shows that
the 100% attack efficiency in RST decreases to 39% for
ARTQB whereas the attack efficiency of other mechanisms such as RAI, RTQB and IRTQB are 90%, 82% and
60% in the time period of 2sec. When the time period
is 12sec, the attack efficiency of ARTQB is 20% which is
lower than the other defense mechanisms.
Figure 11 shows that the attack efficiency comparison
of RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB during Scenario 2 (di- threaded with variance 0.2). In Scenario 2,
the attack efficiency decreases from 85% to an asymptotic value. By considering the bandwidth utilization in
ARTQB, the attack efficiency is reduced compared with
other mechanisms. It shows that when the time period
is 2sec, the attack efficiency of ARTQB is 54% which
Figure 10: Scenario 1 attack efficiency (%)
is smaller than the other mechanisms. Also, it is clear
that the 85% attack efficiency in RST decreases to 27%
for ARTQB whereas the attack efficiency of other mechanisms such as RAI, RTQB and IRTQB are 51%, 41% and
35% in the time period of 12sec.
Figure 12 shows the attack efficiency comparison of
RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB during Scenario 3
(multi-threaded with variance 0.2). In Scenario 3, the
attack efficiency of ARTQB is much reduced than the
IRTQB technique by considering the bandwidth utilization. It shows that when the time period is 2sec, the
attack efficiency value of ARTQB is 46% compared with
other mechanisms. Moreover, it is clear that the 87%
attack efficiency in RST decreases to 23% for ARTQB
whereas the attack efficiency of other mechanisms such as
RAI, RTQB and IRTQB are 55%, 44% and 35% in the
time period of 12sec.

Mean in-system time is the time from when a request
enters the server to the instant at which its corresponding
answer is sent.
Figure 13 shows that the mean in-system time comparison of RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB during
Figure 11: Scenario 2 attack efficiency (%)
Scenario 1 (mono-threaded with zero variance). In Scenario 1, the mean in-system time decreases from RST
to ARTQB. The reduction in mean in-system time is
Figure 14 shows that the mean in-system time comparachieved by considering the bandwidth utilization. It
shows that the 87sec in RST decreases to 30sec for ison of RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB during
ARTQB whereas the mean in-system time of other mech- Scenario 2 (di-threaded with variance 0.2). In Scenario 2,
anisms such as RAI, RTQB and IRTQB are 71sec, 49sec the mean in-system time decreases from RST to ARTQB.
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Figure 12: Scenario 3 attack efficiency (%)

RTQB and IRTQB are 55sec, 35sec and 29sec in the time
period of 12sec.
Figure 15 shows that the mean in-system time comparison of RST, RAI, RTQB, IRTQB and ARTQB during
Scenario 3 (multi-threaded with variance 0.2). In Scenario 3, the mean in-system time of ARTQB is much reduced than the RST technique by considering the bandwidth utilization. It shows that when the time period is
2sec, the mean in-system time of ARTQB is 40sec compared to the other mechanisms. Also, it is clear that the
38sec mean in-system time of RST decreases to 23sec for
ARTQB whereas the mean in-system time of other mechanisms such as RAI, RTQB and IRTQB are 34.1sec, 28sec
and 27sec in the time period of 12sec.
From the overall results the major research outcomes
are that the RST is very simple defense yet not the best
method as the attack efficiency is high and also there is
impact of attack in the server behavior. When the extra
delay is smaller, RTQB and IRTQB performs better but
for higher extra delay RAI outperforms the other methods. However RAI also does not reduce the attack impact
on server especially during the extra delay.

Figure 14: Scenario 2 mean in-system time (s)

Even RTQB and IRTQB have limitations. Considering these aspects the proposed ARTQB uses SSM with
bandwidth utilization reducing the attack efficiency and
the impact on the server more than half of the initial efThe mean in-system time of ARTQB has been decreased ficiency without further increasing the cost.
due to considering the bandwidth utilization. It shows
that when time period is 2sec, the mean in-system time
of ARTQB is 41sec compared with other defense mecha- 5
Conclusion
nisms. Moreover, it is clear that the 56sec mean in-system
time in RST decreases to 25sec for ARTQB whereas the Detection of the low-rate DoS attacks is very important in
mean in-system time of other mechanisms such as RAI, ensuring the behavior of the application servers. Though
Figure 13: Scenario 1 mean in-system time (s)
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[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
Figure 15: Scenario 3 mean in-system time (s)
[10]
the methods such as RST, RAI, RTQB and IRTQB reduces the effect of low-rate DoS attack without much impact on the server behavior, still there are limitations.
Hence in this paper, ARTQB is proposed with the aim of [11]
maximal reduction of the attack efficiency on the server
and minimizing the impact on server behavior. ARTQB
selectively chooses the requests during answer instants.
Similarly the use of SSM with the bandwidth utilization along with considering source IP addresses and the [12]
record timestamp enhances the reduction of attack efficiency. Experimental results conclude that the proposed
ARTQB reduces the attack efficiency below half without
[13]
any impact on the application server behavior.
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Abstract
After the occurrence of network intrusion, the system is
running in a state of the lower quality. Along with the
system’s tolerant capacity decline, it eventually stops providing services or even shutdown. This paper developed a
Markov intrusion tolerance model (SMP), aiming at difficultly evaluates and enhances the system’s tolerant capacity issues. Based on formalized related security state
of the model, the quantitative analysis of system’s tolerant capacity is performed. Then calling the parameters
solution algorithm to calculate the SMP model’s average
time of system fault (ATOSF) under each security state.
After analyzing the variety track of ATOSF, found the
system’s tolerant key points. Maintenance of these key
points, it can enhance the system’s tolerant capacity, so
as to increasing the availability of the system. The experiment results provide evidence that using the Markov to
the system’s tolerant capacity in the quantization process
is feasible and effective.
Keywords: Capacity Analysis; Intrusion Tolerance;
Markov; SMP; State Transition

1

Introduction

People use the network resources facilitate because of the
Internet openness, but it also brings a lot of security
threat [7]. Early network security technology focuses on
solving two problems contains block the way to the invasion and repair the system security vulnerabilities. Intrusions and system vulnerabilities have unpredictability [5].
Therefore, it is impossible to repair the system in advance
of all security vulnerabilities. It will certainly lead to the
success of network intrusion. Researchers need to develop
a mechanism to guarantee the system operating correctly
under state invasion. Researchers need to develop a mechanism to guarantee the system operating correctly under
state invasion, and it is called Intrusion Tolerance Tech-

nology.
In 1985, Fraga and Powell [3] have proposed intrusion
tolerance technology. However, in recent years, it develops under the impetus MAFTIA and OASIS projects. It
is as the current network security core technology, Intrusion tolerance technology allows weaknesses in the system.
With the operation of the system, these weaknesses are
likely to be captured intruder and use. Finally, it will be
successful invasion. Intrusion tolerance technology is in
this case to ensure the system’s key features and essential services (allow degraded model) continues to run. In
the study of intrusion tolerance system, we use the security attributes quantitative analysis method to accurately
predict the performance of the system, and we find the
weaknesses and the existence of critical points system.
We raise key intrusion tolerance and achieve the purpose
of increasing the system running security and long.
Currently, we use quantitative methods to analyze the
intrusion tolerance system has been taken seriously by
scholars. Abroad, Madan [6] uses a quantitative method
SMP model to analyze the intrusion tolerance system.
Denning et al. [2] built an intrusion tolerant system, which
improves the tolerance by establishing the steady-state
probability for each state node. Ilgun et al. [4] had established the state analysis rules of intrusion tolerance
system, which can effectively improve the system tolerance. In China, Jia et al. [12] establish an intrusion tolerance public key encryption scheme in a standard model
and use a probabilistic analysis for quantitative analysis
model. Chen et al. [1] use the theory of Markov to quantitative analysis database security in intrusion tolerant
systems, which ensure the safe operation of the database
server. Xing et al. [11] putted forward the calculation
method of a kind of measurement tolerance, in the case
of attack is inevitable, as long as not beyond measure,
the system should provide effective services to legitimate
users. Through the evaluation of the results of simulation
experiment, for different attack tolerance strategy to provide effective help. Wei et al. [10] built tolerating invasion
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ability model to obtain stability probability of model in
integrity status using the Markov chain, and they constructed multi-term index of tolerating invasion ability,
such as network information machine density, integrity,
system autonomy and service availability, and carried out
quantitative calculation according to influence on network
system of invasion and function of tolerating invasion.
In this paper, we add the Intrusion Learning State
based on SITAR [9] intrusion tolerant system architecture, and build an optimized state transition model. Since
the state of the model between the transfers meet the
transfer of Markov, we use the Markov model to quantitative analysis. It provides a theoretical guidance to build
a reliable, confidential and complete tolerance system.

2

Optimized Tolerant System
State Transition Model

Tolerant system that protects objects is diversity. The
framework, tolerance policy, security algorithms of each
tolerant system is different. In order to abstract describe
the dynamic behavior of intrusion tolerant system, we
build the optimized SITAR model, and its structure is
shown in Figure 1.

damage to the system. The system will enter State UD
(Unknown Damage State). The system will wait the improvement or repair of the administrators and return to
State N. If the system which is under the invasion cannot
mask the relative harm and the tolerant system is triggered, the system will enter State T (Trigger State). The
system runs in State T, the tolerant system will evaluate
the system’s current status.
After the assessment, if we take the lower level of strategy to continue running, the system will enter State DS
(Downgrade Service Status). The system will wait to
learn or improve and enters IL. After the assessment, if we
take the safe stop strategy, the system will enter State SS
(Security Stopped States). The system will wait to learn
or improve and enters IL. After the assessment, if the
system is completely out of control, the system will enter State OC (Out of Control State). The system will
wait the improvement or repair of the administrators and
return to State N. The system is in the IL state and completes the learning, improvement or perfect. The system
will return State N and start again.
After analyzing, we find that the model in each state
node has certain closeness. The conversion in each state
node does not affect the previous state. The characteristics of the model meet the Markov process SMP (Markov
Process). Therefore, we can use Markov to analyze the
model. Additionally, the model contains a number of
states. Each state can take the appropriate security policy
and make sure the system run normally. Therefore, the
model also has a certain degree of flexibility and security.

3

Figure 1: Tolerant system state transition model

In Figure 1, the system in the first State N (Normal
State) is normal operation. The intruders detect weaknesses in the system and use these weaknesses. The
system will enter the F state (Fragile State) and still
run. If the system detects its own weakness in F state
and is repaired successfully, the system will return to
State N. If the intruders successfully exploit the system
weaknesses to start to invade the system, the system will
enter State BA (Being Attacked State). If the system
which is under the invasion can mask the relative harm,
the system will enter State SD (Shield Damage State).
The system will wait to learn or improve and enters IL
(Intrusion Learning State). If the system which is under
the invasion cannot mask the relative harm and the tolerant system is not triggered, the intruders will make some

Build the
Model

SMP

Probability

We assume that the duration of each state of the node is
random and has an arbitrary distributed. The conversion
in each state node does not have the memory. Meanwhile,
in order to simplify the analysis, we will all pay the cost
of the attack are considered time cost.

3.1

DTMC Matrix

DTMC (Discrete-time Markov Chain) matrix is that we
use discrete time values and combine the Markov chain
technology to make each node of the state space in the
process of the Markov. Each node transition probabilities in a state space form a matrix, which is called the
DTMC Matrix. We analyze the Optimized SMP model
and get the state space of the system, which is called
Sspace = {N, F, BA, SD, U D, T, DS, SS, OC, IL}. In addition, Psl , Pd , Psi , Pw , Pa , Ps , Pu , Pd , Ph , P1 , P2 , P3 , Pn ,
Pon , Pun , Pin represent a conversion between the probability of each state. The SMP probabilistic model is
shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the meanings of the probability symbols
are as follows:
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Psl : SD → IL, it is a probabilistic that the system
shields the intrusion harms but needs to learn or develop.
Pdi : DS → IL, it is a probabilistic that the system can
provide the downgrade service but needs to learn or
develop.
Psi : SS → IL, it is a probabilistic that the system is safe
to stop running and needs to learn or develop.
Pw : N → F , it is a probabilistic that the system has
weak and is found.
Pa : F → BA, it is a probabilistic that the system successfully exploits vulnerabilities invasion.
Figure 2: DTMC transition model

Ps : BA → SD, it is a probabilistic that the system successfully shields the intrusion.

Pu : BA → U D, it is a probabilistic that the system can- model DTMC:
not find the intrusion.

N
F
Pd : T → DS, it is a probabilistic that the system finds
BA
the intrusion and provides the downgrade service.
SD
UD
Ph : T → SS, it is a probabilistic that the system finds P =
T
the intrusion and is to stop running successfully.
DS
SS
P1 = 1 − Pw − Pa : F → N , it is a probabilistic that the
OC
system finds the weak and repair successfully.
H

P2 = 1 − Ps − Pu : BA → T , it is a probabilistic that the
system detects the presence of the invasion and successfully triggers intrusion tolerant systems.

3.2

















Pn
P1
0
0
Pun
0
0
0
Pon
Pin
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0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
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0
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DTMC State Duration

P3 = 1 − Pd − Ph : T → OC, it is a probabilistic that the The state duration is that each state holds time
H represents the duration masystem eventually stops running because of the inva- in SMP model.
trix
of
the
SMP
model.
hi represents some a
sion caused the fault occurs.
state duration in SMP model, i ∈ Sspace , H =
Pn : N → N , it is a probabilistic that the system is safe [hN , hF , hBA , hSD , hU D , hT , hDS , hSS , hOC , hIL ]. In Figure 2, the meanings of the state duration are as follows:
to run.
Pon : OC → N , it is a probabilistic that the system is hN : It is a time that the system runs normally and its
weakness is not found by an intruder.
completely out of control, but improved or repaired
return to normal operation.
hF : It is a time that the system is not successful invasion
when the intruder finds the weakness and uses it.
Pun : U D → N , it is a probabilistic that the system is
not found in the invasion, and it improves or repairs
hBA : It is a time that the system finds invasion and trigto rerun after a period of time.
gers a successful intrusion tolerance.
Pin : IL → N , it is a probabilistic that the system develops and returns to normal after learning, improving hSD : It is a time that the system shields invasion successfully and runs normally.
or perfecting.
In Figure 2, transition probability matrix P describes hU D : It is a time that the system cannot find invasion
and runs normally.
the possibility of the system transferring between the various states. The probability value can be determined
by the experience of the network management or deter- hT : It is a time that the system is evaluated and decides
what the security policies the system can use to deal
mined through the intrusion injection mode. The transiwith the invasion.
tion probability matrix P of the system state transition
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hDS : It is a time that the system finds the invasion, but
Through the analysis, the probability of SMP model
cannot block it and only provide the downgrade ser- security attributes is related to the stability probability
vice.
of each state node space Sspace . If we use π to express the
stability probability, πi expresses each state node space
hSS : It is a time that the system is safe to stop running. S
space , i ∈ Sspace .
The system in the UD, SS, OC state stops running and
hOC : It is a time that the system is completely out of
does not provide any service. The safety damaged space
control.
of the system SD = {U D, SS, OC}, safety not damaged
hIL : It is a time that we learn the invasion and optimizes space SU = {SD, T, DS, IL}. At this time, the availabilthe system.
ity probability PAva = 1 − πU D − πSS − πOC .
The system is in the UD, OC state, when the intruder attacks the server and makes the system in un4 SMP Model Analysis
safely stopping state. The system will make the data
According to the quantitative analysis of the SMP model stolen. The safety damaged space of the system SD =
analysis, the network administrator can better safeguard {U D, OC}, The safety not damaged space of the system
system. In order to quantify the simplified SMP model SU = {SD, T, DS, SS, IL}. At this time, the confidenand accurately, this paper gives the following definition. tiality probability PCon = 1 − πU D − πOC .
The system in the UD, SS, OC state, the integrity will
Definition 1. DTMC state probability, the probabil- be damaged by the intruder. The safety damaged space of
ity of each state of the system into SMP model. the system SD = {U D, SS, OC}, the safety not damaged
In this paper, we use matrix to express V .
So space of the system SU = {SD, T, DS, IL}. At this time,
V = [vN , vF , vBA , vSD , vU D , vT , vDS , vSS , vOC , vIL ], vi the integrity probability PInt = 1 − πU D − πSS − πOC .
expresses State i DTMC state probability, i ∈ Sspace .
Therefore, the probability of SMP model security attributes:
Definition 2. SMP stability probabilities, the system in
X
the state SMP model and continue to stay in the percentP
=
1
−
πj , k = Ava, Con, Int
(1)
k
age of the whole model of duration. It is expressed by π,
j∈SD
so πi expresses State i SMP stability probability.
Definition
The system
SMP model
the average
invasion.

3. Average Time of System Fault (ATOSF), SMP model security attributes is inversely proportional
starts from a state of implementation of the to the probability of the safety damaged space πj .
in the reach system to stop running state of
length of time due to failure caused by the

4.2

SMP Model Parameters Algorithm

The stability probability of SMP model each state mainly
consider two input parameters: each state DTMC transiAttributes SMP model security attributes mainly consider tion probability matrix P and each state DTMC duration
three main aspects. It each expresses the availability, con- matrix H. Through the above analysis, SMP model parameters algorithm is shown.
fidentiality and integrity.

4.1

SMP Model Security

The availability expresses that the model can provide
services for legitimate users, the probability of occurrence Step 1: Through Equation (2), we calculate Figure 2
each state DTMC probability matrix V .
is expressed by PAva .
 0
The confidentiality expresses that the model cannot be
V
=V ·P
P
stolen the data by the intruder, the probability of occur(2)
v
=1
i
i∈S
space
rence is expressed by PCon .
The integrity expresses that the model is not modified
The matrix P is DTMC transition probability maby the intruder; the probability of occurrence is expressed
trix. Through Equation (2), we can calculate the reby PInt .
lationship of each state’s DTMC probability in SMP
The state space of node Sspace as shown in Figure 2
model, which is shown in Equation (3).
is divided into two subsets: The invaders invasion behavior node space SI and The response behavior of the
vN = Pn vN + P1 vF + Pun vU D + Pon vOC + Pin vIL
system adopted in the post invasion node space SR ,
SI = {N, F, BA}; SR = {SD, U D, T, DS, SS, OC, IL}.
= [Pn + P1 Pw + Pun Pu Pa Pw + Pon P3 P2 Pa Pw
In State SR , the system is in a certain state, SMP model
+Pin (Psl Ps Pa Pw + Pdi Pd P2 Pa Pw
security attributes will be lost, the state format safety
+Psi Ph P2 Pa Pw )]vN
damaged space SD . Contrary, the system is in another
vF = P w vN
certain state, SMP model security attributes will not be
lost, and the state format safety not damaged space SU .
vBA = Pa vF = Pa Pw vN
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vSD

= Ps vBA = Ps Pa Pw vN

vU D

=

probability:

Pu vBA = Pu Pa PW vN

vT

= P2 vBA = P2 Pa Pw vN

vDS

= Pd v T = Pd P2 Pa Pw v N

vSS

=

Ph v T = Ph P2 Pa Pw v N

vOC

=

P3 v T = P3 P 2 Pa Pw v N

vIL

=

Psl vSD + Pdi vDS + Psi vSS

=

(Psl Ps Pa Pw + Pdi Pd P2 Pa Pw
+Psi Ph P2 Pa Pw )v

PA =
=

Pon P3 P2 Pa Pw

=

Pin (Psl Ps Pa Pw + Pdi Pd P2 Pa Pw
+Psi Ph P2 Pa Pw )

(3)

1 − (hU D Pu Pa Pw

=

1 − (hU D Pu Pa Pw + hSS Ph P2 Pa Pw

(4)

Step 2: We put the DTMC probability matrix V and
duration matrix H into Equation (5).
X
πi = f racvi hi
vj hj , i, j ∈ SSpace
(5)
j

We calculate the SMP model each state stability
probability as shown:
X
Sum =
vj hj
j∈Sspace

[hN + hF Pw + hBA Pa Pw + hSD Ps Pa Pw
+hU D Pu Pa Pw + hT P2 Pa Pw

(7)

According to SMP model parameters algorithm, we
combine the specific parameters of the network intrusion tolerance system and can accurately quantify
tolerance system and provide data basis for the future analysis.

4.3

We put Equation (4) into Equation (3) and get each
state DTMC probability matrix V of the SMP model.

=

=

+hOC P3 P2 Pa Pw )vN /Sum

Pun Pu Pa Pw

PC

PCon
PInt

1/[Pn + P1 Pw + P A + P B + P C]vN

PB

1 − (hU D Pu Pa Pw + hSS Ph P2 Pa Pw

+hOC P3 P2 Pa Pw )vN /Sum

Through i∈SSpace vi = 1, we can get vN +vF +vBA +
vSD + vU D + vT + vDS + vSS + vOC + vIL = 1. We put
it into Equation (3) and get the DTMC probability
of State N:
=

=

+hOC P3 P2 Pa Pw )vN /Sum

P

vN

PAva

SMP State Average Fault Time

According to Definition 3, the average fault time is a measure of an important indicator of intrusion tolerance system resistance ability. SMP model some a state average
fault time is bigger and it expresses the invasion of the
state of the system to stop running time is long, the cost
is high, the reliability of the system is also higher. We
analyze the SMP model in Figure 2 and find some state
is stopping running state that the system has some problems. We repair the weakness of the system or develop
the system in this state by the mode administrator manual to make the system run again. We set a model in
such a state is called a stop state set SE. The collection
of the rest of the state is called intermediate state set SM.
According to the Trivedi algorithm [8], we can get the
ATOSF:
AT OSF =

X

Coni hi

(8)

i∈SM

In Equation (8), Coni expresses total number of the system in the stop State i. hi is the duration time of State i.
+Pdi Pd P2 Pa Pw + Psi Ph P2 Pa Pw )]vN The system always starts in State N and the ConN is
the key. Through Figure 2, through State N probability
πN = hN vN /Sum
is divided into inflow probability Pin and outflow probaπF = hF Pw vN /Sum
bility Pout , Pin + Pout = 1. Because ConN is the total
number that the system through State N before entering
πBA = hBA Pa Pw vN /Sum
the state stopped, so ConN = 1/Pin = 1/(1 − Pout ). In
πSD = hSD Ps Pa Pw vN /Sum
SMP model, the factor of the effect State N coming into
πU D = hU D Pu Pa Pw vN /Sum
probability Pin is a problem. The paper calculates the
πT = hT P2 Pa Pw vN /Sum
inflow probability Pout to ensure ConN .
πDS = hDS Pd P2 Pa Pw vN /Sum
Through the analysis, the system in State N entering
the stopping state has five paths: N → F → BA →
πSS = hSS Ph P2 Pa Pw vN /Sum
SD → IL, N → F → BA → U D, N → F → BA → T →
πOC = hOC P3 P2 Pa Pw vN /Sum
OC, N → F → BA → T → DS → IL and N → F →
πIL = hIL (Psl Ps Pa Pw + Pdi Pd P2 Pa Pw
BA → T → DS → IL. We analysis the five path and
+Psi Ph P2 Pa Pw )vN /Sum
(6) find the system in through State BA enters the stopping
state and the stopping state enters State N again by the
Step 3: We put the SMP model state stability probabil- administrator. The outflow probability of State N Pout =
ity into Equation (1) and get the security attributes Pa Pw . We get the SMP model each State Con and the
+hDS Pd P2 Pa Pw + hIL (Psl Ps Pa Pw
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Table 1: Software configuration of network server
Server ID
IP1

Operation system
Windows 2003 Server

Provide services
FTP Server

IP2

Windows 2003 Server

HTTP Server

IP3

Windows 2000 Server

SQL Server

Weaknesses ID
CVE-2004-0575
CVE-2008-0702
CVE-2002-0364
CVE-2006-2379
CVE-2007-0038
CVE-2004-0893

system ATOSF.
1/(1 − Pa Pw )

ConN

=

ConF

= Pw ConN

ConBA

= Pa Pw ConN

ConSD

= Ps Pa Pw ConN

ConU D

= Pu Pa Pw ConN

ConT

= P2 Pa Pw ConN

ConDS

= Pd P2 Pa Pw ConN

ConSS

= Ph P2 Pa Pw ConN

ConOC

= P3 P2 Pa Pw ConN

ConIL

=

AT OSF

=

(Ps Pa Pw + Pd P2 Pa Pw + Ph P2 Pa Pw )ConN
X
Coni hi
(9)
i∈SM

ATOSF is an important index that makes the system safe
and reliable. We enlarge the ATOSF to can increase the
attack price. However, the ATOSF is related to the Coni
and hi . With the fixed intrusion tolerance system, each
State Con can be ensured. We can enlarge the state duration time h to make the ATOSF.

5
5.1

Experiment Analyses and Evaluation
Experimental Environment

The topological structure of the network of the SMP
model is shown in Figure 3. The server IP1 to IP3 forms
an intrusion tolerance system in the control strategy of
firewall to provide the corresponding network service with
the host of users inside and outside the network. The
software configuration and the weakness of its specific are
shown in Table 1. The author organizes the student to
simulate the intrusion tolerance system, so as to obtain
test data.

5.2

Experiment Analysis and Evaluation

Through the analysis of the test data and the estimation of the statistics, the following parameters values are
shown: DTMC transition probability matrix P . The system is always in normal operation. So Pn = 1. How-

Figure 3: Topology model of the testing network

ever, when the system is managed and run again. So
Psl = Psi = Pdi = Pin = Pun = Pon = 1. Each server
tolerance system has a lot of weakness in Figure 3, so
the weakness of the system is found and its probability is Pw = 0.3. When the invaders found weaknesses
in the system and successfully exploited these vulnerabilities to invade the tolerance system, its probability is
Pa = 0.5. The system detects the weakness and timely
repair and its probability is P1 = 1 − Pw − Pa = 0.2.
The system is found to be invaded and successfully shield
the intrusion and its probability is Ps = 0.4. The system could not find the intrusion and its probability is
Pu = 0.2. The system detects intrusion and successful
trigger intrusion tolerance system and its probability is
P2 = 1 − Ps − Pu = 0.4. The intrusion system continues
to run but providing degraded service and its probability
is Pd = 0.5. The system finds the invasion and succeeds
to stop system and its probability is Ph = 0.4. The system eventually stops running because of the invasion and
its probability is P3 = 1 − Pd − Ph = 0.1.
The duration time matrix H. The tests show that the
system degrading service operation has most of the time.
The system is the shortest in the tolerance time triggering.
The test shows that the degraded service operation time
of the system is the longest, the tolerance to trigger time
is the shortest, the normal operation time and the no
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Table 2: SMP model parameters
State i
N
F
BA
SD
UD
T
DS
SS
OC
IL

DTMC probability vi
0.6098
0.1512
0.0756
0.0302
0.0151
0.0302
0.0151
0.0121
0.0030
0.0575

SMP stability probability πi
0.6044
0.2698
0.0299
0.0150
0.0150
0.0059
0.0059
0.0180
0.0074
0.0285

found invasion to continue running time are similar, the
shielding the intrusion behavior to continue running time
and the learn and improve time are similar, the time of
the other states are not equal. In this paper, we use the
unit time measurement, and the duration of each state is
set to: hN = 1, hF = 1.8, hBA = 0.4, hSD = 0.5, hU D =
1, hT = 0.2, hDS = 4, hSS = 1.5, hOC = 2.5, hIL = 0.5.
We put all the parameters into SMP model parameters
algorithm Equation (9), and calculate the SMP related
parameters the SMP parameters are shown in Table 2
We put Table 2 into Equation (7) and Equation (8). We
can get the system availability probability PAva = 0.9596,
the confidentiality probability PCon = 0.9776, the integrity probability PInt = 0.9596, the total probability
AT OSF = 2.2355. We make the further analysis with
Equation (8) and get SMP model each state ATOSF,
which is shown in Figure 4.

The visits number of each state Coni
1.1765
0.3530
0.1765
0.0706
0.0353
0.0706
0.0353
0.0282
0.0071
0.1341

get the effectively increasing the system ATOSF. At the
same time, it also increases the cost of the invasion and
enhances the reliability of the system.

6

Conclusion

Intrusion tolerance technology is an important technology
of network security management. It is a kind of technology to ensure the operation of the network after the intrusion happened. So the research on the intrusion tolerance
is a hotspot. This paper is based on the SITAR intrusion
tolerance system structure and increases the attack state
and puts forward to optimize the state transfer model.
Due to the conversion of the state of the model meeting the semi Markov theory, the system introduces the
DTMC to construct the optimized SMP model. Through
the quantitative analysis of the model, we calculate the
ATOSF locus of the model each state.
Finally, through the analysis of the test data, we can
get the conclusion that enlarge model intermediate state
{N, F, DS} duration time to add the difficulty of intrusion. The next step for the research will be further improved the system. We increase the tolerance of online to
repair system, reduce the system stop state, and improve
system availability.
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Figure 4: Change trajectory of each intermediate state’s
ATOSF
As can be seen from Figure 4, the duration of the intermediate state of the overall system ATOSF from big
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the intermediate state {N, F, DS} duration time, we can
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Abstract
By sharing the personal health information (PHI) in
the healthcare provider (HP) which is equipped with
cloud servers, mobile-healthcare (m-healthcare) significantly promotes a huge revolution of medical consultation. Nonetheless there is a series of challenges such
as PHI confidentiality and the attribute revocation. To
deal with these problems, we propose a scheme based on
the attribute-based encryption. The scheme which supports non-monotonic access structures and fine-grained
attribute revocation is established over the composite order bilinear groups. By utilizing this scheme, we can well
protect PHI and achieve the goal of revocation. Furthermore, the security analysis and comparison show that our
scheme is more expressive despite of the lower efficiency.
Keywords: Attribute-based Encryption; Attribute Revocation; M-healthcare System; Non-monotonic Access Structures

1

Introduction

M-healthcare cloud computing system has been spread
widely all over the world. Due to its high efficiency and
accessibility for medical consultation, it has been increasingly adopted by world-renowned organizations such as
the European Commission activities. Both patients and
HP greatly benefit from its great convenience [11, 24].
M-healthcare cloud computing system can be considered as a huge social network. PHI collected by body
area networks (BANs) should be securely transmitted to
HP and shared among the authorized physicians. The
authorized physicians may access the PHI to accomplish
medical treatment [27, 36, 40].
In such situation, many issues should be considered,
especially preventing the patients’ PHI from being eavesdropped and tampered, and having the authorities of au-

thorized physicians revoked.
In terms of the security aspects, access control for patients’ PHI is one of the most important issues. Namely,
only the authorized physicians can recover the patients’
PHI . Therefore, how to share the patients’ PHI and who
should be shared with should be considered carefully. To
solve these challenges, there were a variety of achievements [16, 23, 29, 31, 32, 37, 40].
Recently, the scheme [40] is constructed for securing
the PHI along with a multi-level model which contains
four entities - patient, directly authorized physician, indirectly authorized physician and unauthorized physician.
The directly authorized physician can access the patient’s
PHI. The indirectly physician can only access the data
authorized by the directly authorized physician. So the
directly authorized physician owns all the privileges of patient and controls the data which the indirectly authorized
physician can access. However, if the directly authorized
physician is bribed, he can be capable of colluding with
the indirectly physicians who do not satisfy the access
control. Moreover, the directly authorized physician who
is bribed can share the fake information with the indirectly authorized physicians [39]. As a result, this scheme
may suffer from collusion attack and forgery attack.
In order to solve the problems mentioned above, we
proposed a scheme. In this scheme, PHI confidentiality
and the revocation of authorities can be achieved with
high flexibility by utilizing the fine-grained attribute revocation and non-monotonic access structures. With the
non-monotonic access structures [26], private keys can
represent any access structures involving AND, OR, NOT,
and threshold operations. To accomplish it, a set of attributes was selected as the universe. Then a set of d attributes was selected from the universe which was used
to encrypt the ciphertext and the negation of remaining attributes represented the negated attributes. As
for the normal Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) supporting NOT operation over access structures, there is no
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choice but to add more negated attributes to the set, like
”Not Nurse”. Therefore, by utilizing our scheme, we can
encrypt the patients’ PHI flexibly with a smaller attribute
set.
Moreover, we implemented fine-grained attribute revocation [34] in our scheme. By providing a revocation list
for every attribute, the scheme supports attribute/user
revocation. So access control of PHI confidentiality can
be achieved flexibly. By making use of the above methods, the authorities of physicians can be well controlled.
Our contributions are outlined below:
1) We propose a new attribute-based encryption with
non-monotonic access structures supporting finegrained attribute revocation. our scheme achieves
the goals of PHI confidentiality and the revocation
of authorities.
2) For the first time, we bring attribute-based encryption with non-monotonic access structures and finegrained attribute revocation into m-healthcare cloud
computing system, which can flexibly achieve PHI
confidentiality.
3) The security analysis is provided in this paper and
we compared it with existing works to show the advantages and disadvantages of our scheme.

2
2.1

Related Work
Attribute-based Encryption

In the identity-based encryption (IBE) system, the public key to encrypt the message is the unique identity of
user [6]. In order to send the ciphertext to the user, the
data owner has to know the user’s identity. Biometrics
are always considered as the best carrier for user identity. In the Fuzzy IBE (FIBE) [30] which was Sahai and
Waters firstly proposed, the identity was characterized as
a set of attributes. The ciphertext which was encrypted
by the set ω T
could be decrypted by the attributes set
ω 0 only if |ω 0 ω| > d, where d denotes the threshold.
In 2006, Goyal, Sahai and Waters et al. [13] expanded
the FIBE to ABE. In ABE, the identity information of
user was generalized to attributes related to user identity.
According to the relation between access structure and
ciphertext or private key, ABE was categorized into key
policy ABE (KP-ABE) and ciphertext policy ABE (CPABE) [3]. Moreover, they also provided a basic security
property namely collusion resistance which could prevent
adversary from decrypting the ciphertext illegally by cooperation. Then Chase et al. [7] made use of a certificate
authority (CA) and multi authorities to prevent single
authority from being corrupted. In this scheme they utilized globally unique identifier (GUID) to defend collusion
attack.
In 2008, Bethencourt, Sahai and Waters [4] proposed
the first CP-ABE scheme supporting tree access structure.
The scheme defended collusion attack by using different

random numbers for various private keys. In the same
year, Cheung and Newport [9] introduced a provably secure CP-ABE based on standard model and the decisional
bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) assumption. However,
the scheme only supported AND operation. Considering
the adaptive security, partitioning reduction could not
be well applied into ABE. Dual system encryption [35]
provided a new way to solve this problem. Lewko and
Waters [17] constructed the first adaptive security ABE
scheme by utilizing the dual system encryption. Due to
involving the composite order bilinear maps, the scheme
requires an extremely large group order which also results
in low efficiency. Subsequently, the first adaptive security
ABE based on prime order was proposed by Okamoto
and Takashima [25]. The scheme effectively implemented
the dual system encryption by using dual paring vector
space. Although its efficiency had been greatly improved,
there was always existing a gap comparing with selective security model. To improve the efficiency, various
constant-size ciphertext ABE schemes [21, 33, 38] were
constructed in different ways. Furthermore, in 2015, Gorbunov et al. [12] presented an ABE scheme for circuits
of any arbitrary polynomial size, which could be a new
framework for constructing ABE schemes.

2.2

Attribute Revocation

Attribute revocation can be classified as direct revocation and indirect revocation. Direct revocation performs
revocation directly by the encryptor who establishes and
updates the revocation list. Indirect revocation performs
revocation indirectly by the private key authority which
publishes private keys periodically. In practical scenarios, attribute revocation is conundrum waiting to be addressed [8, 22].
In 2006, Pirretti et al. [28] introduced a scheme to implement indirect revocation by revoking the latest version of users’ attributes to achieve the goal. Prior to encryption, encryptor should negotiate with the authority
to confirm the validity duration of attributes. Furthermore, users and authority must accomplish key update
periodically online. Then Bethencourt et al. [4] put the
expiry date of attributes into ciphertext to implement revocation and solved the problem of negotiation between
encryptor and authority. Afterward, binary tree was used
to revoke user [5] through updating the minimum set of
unrevoked users. However, the drawback was that it only
supported user revocation.
In 2007, Ostrovsky et al. [26], for the first time, presented a direct revocation scheme based on the ABE. But
the size of ciphertext and key was slightly large. To reduce
the expense of revocation, Attrapadung et al. [2] proposed
a direct revocation scheme on KP-ABE and CP-ABE
in conjunction with broadcast encryption. The advantage was that revocation would not influence other users.
In 2011, Asim et al. [1] constructed a direct revocation
scheme by taking advantage of polynomial to share secret.
In this scheme, all revoked users’ secret shares were put
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into ciphertext, so that only authorized users can get message when decrypting. However the complexity of pairing
calculation involved the count of revoked users, which resulted in its low efficiency. Then, [20] were proposed to
achieve fine-grained revocation. However, the defect was
that only an attribute of user could be revoked in an encryption. Until 2012, the direct revocation [34] was firstly
introduced to supporting fully fine-grained attribute revocation by specifying a revocation list for every attribute.
Recently, several applications of healthcare [10, 14] based
on the fine-grained attribute revocation have been constructed.

decryptor must have at least d + 1 attributes to perform
an interpolation. Moreover the decryptor has to check the
rest namely the one point, if the point differs from the d
attributes and it is in the negated attributes, then decryptor has the privilege to achieve the share of message.
Otherwise, the decryptor can not obtain the message.
At first, there is a set of attributes P in which the attribute x̆ can be positive like x or negated (the negation
of attribute) like x0 . A is a set of monotonic access structures over P for which we given a LSSS {ΠA }A∈A . Ã is a
family of non-monotonic access structures over P̃ including all positive attributes of P. For ∀A ∈ A, there exists a
non-monotonic access structure Ã. Let S̃ ⊂ P̃, N (S̃) ⊂ P,
namely, the attributes in S̃ are positive, but the attributes
3 Preliminaries
in N (S̃) may be positive or negated. Then let S̃ ⊂ N (S̃).
For every attribute x ∈ P̃ but x ∈
/ S̃, we have x0 ∈ N (S̃).
3.1 Definitions
Therefore, N (S̃) include all attributes in S and the other
Definition 1 (Access Structure). Let {P1 , ..., Pn } be negated attributes not in S. So corresponding to the
a set of parties. A collection A ⊆ 2{P 1,...,P n} is mono- monotonic access structure A over N (S̃) there is a nontonic, for ∀B and C, if B ⊆ A and B ⊆ C then C ⊆ A. monotonic access structure Ã over S̃.
An monotonic access structure is a monotonic collection A of non-empty subsets of {P1 , P2 , ..., Pn }, namely, 3.3 Mathematical Background
A ⊆ 2{P1 ,P2 ,...,Pn } \ {∅}. The sets in A are regarded as
authorized sets and the sets not in A are unauthorized Composite Order Bilinear Maps. Let N = p1 p2 p3
(p1 , p2 , p3 are primes and different from each other),
sets.
Definition 2 (Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes [26]). G, GT are cyclic groups of order N . Let e : G × G → GT
Call a secret-sharing scheme Π which depends on a set of denote a bilinear map. e is a valid bilinear map from G
parties P as linear (over Zp ), if it satisfies the followings. to GT if e satisfies the properties as follows:
1) A vector over Zp is composed by the shares for each
party.
2) The share-generating matrix for Π is the name of
A matrix M which consists of n + 1 columns and
l rows. For all i = 1, ..., l, mark the i0 th row
of M with a party x̆i ⊆ P. The column vector
v = (s, r1 , r2 , ..., rn ), in which s ⊆ Zp is the secret
to be shared, r1 , r2 , ..., rn ⊆ Zp are chosen at random. Based on Π, l shares of which M υ is the vector
make up the secret s. Correspond to x̆i there exists
a (M υ)i .
On the basic of the above definitions there is a linear
secret sharing-scheme (LSSS), which observes the definitions as follows: assume that for the access structure A
there exists a LSSS Π. S is an authorized set that belongs
to A. Let I = {i : x̆i ∈ S} andP
let {λi } is a valid share of
s, there is {ωi ∈ Zp }i∈I , then i∈I ωi λi = s.

3.2

1) Bilinear: ∀a, b ∈ ZN ,e(g a , g b ) = e(g, g)ab
2) Non-degenerate: There exists g ∈ G that make N
is the order of e(g, g).
3) Computable: For ∀u, v ∈ G, e(u, v) is computable.
Lagrange Coefficients.
For ∀i ∈ Zp and a set S ∈ Zp ,
Q
there is 4i,S = j∈S,j6=i x−j
i−j . By utilizing the collisionresistant hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p , we can link
every attribute with one and only element in Z∗p .

3.4

Assumption

The Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Assumption. The decisional BDH assumption is that:
Choose randomly a, b, c, z ∈ Zp , any polynomial-time adversaries can not distinguish the tuple (A = g a , B =
g b , C = g c , Z = e(g, g)abc ) from the tuple (A = g a , B =
g b , C = g c , Z = e(g, g)z ).

Non-Monotonic Access Structures

With the negated attributes, we can construct nonmonotonic access structures based on the ABE monotonic
access structures. To accomplish it, a set of attributes is
selected as the universe. From the universe, a set of d attributes is selected to encrypt a ciphertext was setup by
the authority. Attributes in the set were called positive
attributes and the negation of remaining attributes were
called negated attributes. To recover the ciphertext, the

4

System Model

HP is honest but curious, which means HP will try to
find as much PHI stored in cloud servers as possible, but
it will observe the rules honestly. In a sense, the HP may
be corrupted by some malicious users, moreover, some
users may want to achieve authories beyond theirs. Since
the HP is not considered to be fully trusted, the HP must
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support patient to specify the access structure to con- ID is not in the revocation list, HP will generate private
trol the data decryption. The main requirements of this key for physician. The authorized physicians may gain
scheme are presented as follows:
PHI.
1) Confidentiality. Since the data storage is provided by
the HP, the data should not be leaked even though 5
Our Construction
HP is attacked by malicious users. At the same time,
the unauthorized physicians who do not satisfy the In this section, we will give concrete construction of ABE
with non-monotonic access structures supporting fineaccess policy can not gain the plaintext of PHI.
grained attribute revocation, which involves quadrupli2) Revocability. While patient has updated the revoca- cate algorithm: Setup, Encryption, Key Generation and
tion list, the physicians who possess the attributes Decryption. In our system, we consider the two users parevoked by patient can not decrypt ciphertext suc- tient and physician as the encryptor and the decryptor
cessfully.
respectively.
Let N = p1 p2 p3 (p1 , p2 , p3 are primes and different),
In this paper, to guarantee the correctness of the
G, GT are cyclic groups of order N . Let e : G × G → GT
scheme, we consider the transport channel is fully sedenote a bilinear map where e is the generation of Gp1 ,
cure. Before giving the concrete construction, we illusand Y is the generation of Gp2 .
trate our framework in Figure 1. There are five entities
in our framework:
Setup(1λ , d, n): The parameter d specifies the count of
• Patient: Patient is equipped with sensors in body attributes for every ciphertext. Let positive attributes set
area. Sensors can collect PHI of patient and trans- S̃ = {1, 2, ..., d} and the user identity set U = {1, 2, ..., n}.
mit the PHI to mobile. Patient who owns the PHI, Choose ti , µi ∈ Zp1 randomly, for any attribute i ∈ S̃,
ti
µi
has the privilege to specify the access structure and compute Ti = g , hi = g . Then, choose c ∈ Zp1
randomly, for any i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n, n + 2, ..., 2n}, compute
update the revocation list.
i
fi = g c . Choose two secrets α, β ∈ Zp1 uniformly at
• Mobile: Mobile is a transmitter which is used to ac- random, and compute g1 = g α and g2 = g β . Choose two
cept the PHI and transmit ciphertext of PHI to Base polynomials h(x) and q(x) of degree d randomly with the
Station.
constraint is that q(0) = β. (h(x) has no constraint.) Finally, choose a from Zp1 randomly. The published public
• Base Station: Base station is the repeater between
parameters are:
Mobile and HP. Via base station, data is sent by
Mobile can be transmitted to HP.
P K = (N, g, g a , g1 , g2 ; g q(1) , g q(2) , ..., g q(d) ; g h(0) ,
g h(1) , ..., g h(d) ; {Ti }i∈S̃ , {hi }i∈S̃ ,
• Healthcare Provider (HP): The cloud infrastructures
including processors, bandwidth, storage etc are pre{fi }i∈{1,2,...,n,n+2,...,2n} ).
served by HP. We suppose that the storage space,
bandwidth, computing performance of HP can be ex- The master key is:
pandable, so that HP owns powerful performance. In
M K = (α, a, c, {ti , µi }i∈S̃ , Y ).
our system, HP provides several functions as follows:
data storage, key distribution, data transmission, an The functions T, V :Zp1 →Gp1 are defined by the public parameters, which are public and computable. Then, comupdate of revocation list.
pute:
• Physician: Serving as the end of the system, physid
T (x) = g2x · g h(x) , V (x) = g q(x) .
cian is the decryptor who can achieve PHI depending
on his attributes.
Encryption(M, S̃, P K): Message M ∈ GT , then encrypt
The basic architecture of M-healthcare includes three M (M can be PHI) under S̃. Then,choose s, y ∈ Zp1 at
components: body area networks (BANs), wireless trans- random, and computes:
mission and healthcare which are illustrated in Figure 1.
E (1) = M e(g1 , g2 )s · e(f1 , fn )y , E (2) = g s , E (3) = (g a )y
Via wireless transmission, the ciphertext of PHI is transmitted from BANs to healthcare. The system operates as For any x ∈ S̃, then computes:
follows:
(4)
(5)
Ex = T (x)s , Ex = V (x)s
At first, the sensors in body area collect the patient’s
PHI and transmit PHI securely to Mobile. Mobile will Choose a d degree polynomial l(x) randomly with the conencrypt the PHI based on various sets of attributes which straint is l(0) = y. For any x∈S̃, S is the non-revocation
x
are chosen from the universe negotiated by patient and list, R is the revocation list, let S = U − R (S 6= ∅),
x
x
x
x
HP. Then mobile transmits the encrypted data to HP then computes:
via base station. Finally, if the attributes that physician
(6)
(7)
l(x)
possesses satisfy the access structure and the physician’s
Ex = g l(x) , Ex = Tx
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Figure 1: A basic architecture of M-healthcare
(1)
(2)
If Sx 6= U namely Rx 6= ∅, choose ηx , sx from Zp1 at
Di = g2λi · T (xi )ri , Di = g ri
random and computes:
The fine-grained attribute revocation performs under
Y
the set of positive attributes. At first, choose t, ξi from
Ex(8) = g ηx (hx
fn+1−j )l(x) ,
Zp1 and Y0 from Gp3 randomly. Then compute:
j∈Sx

Ex(9)
Ex(10)

= g sx ,

(3)

Di

ηx

= g (

Y

sx

fn+1−j )

(10)

(8)

are used to randomize Ex
Remark: ηx , sx , Ex , Ex
which is used for revocation to prevent e(g1 , gn )l(x) from
being computed by the potential adversary. If Sx = U
namely Rx = ∅, then computes:
Q
(10)
(8)
(9)
Ex = (hx
fn+1−j )l(x) , Ex = Ex = 1
j∈Sx

Namely:

Then output the ciphertext as:
=

ID

µi +ti ξi

(5)

Yi,1 , Di

= g ξi Yi,2

(1)

(2)

(γ, E (1) , E (2) , {Ex(3) , Ex(4) , Ex(5) , Ex(6) , Ex(7) , Ex(8) ,
Ex(9) , Ex(10) }x∈S̃ ).

Key Generation(Ã, M K, P K): Except for the attributes which are in Ã(suppose that can be checked efficiently), if the negation of remaining attributes are not
the negated attributes of N (S̃), this algorithm will generate the private components for user with which the users
can decrypt the ciphertext and obtain the data. By utilizing the LSSS to obtain the shares {λi } of the secret α.
We also select a ri ∈ Zp1 for each i.
For each i, x̃i is positive, we have:

(3)

(4)

(5)

Di = (Di , Di , Di , Di , Di )
For each i, x̃i is negated, we have:
(6)

Di

(7)

= g2λi +ri , Di

(8)

= V (xi )ri , Di

= g ri

Then we can get the key component for negated attribute x0 :
(1)

ηx = sx = 0

E

= g at+c

Then we can achieve the key component for positive
attribute x:

j∈Rx
(9)

(4)

= g t Y0 , Di

(2)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Di = (Di , Di , Di , Di , Di )
For all of the shares i, the private key D for decryptor
to decrypt the ciphertext is made up of Di .
Decryption(E, D): E and D are given as a ciphertext
and private key. The decryption perform as follows: Let
I = {i : x̃ ∈ N (S̃)}. An efficient process related to the
LSSS can generate a set of coefficients Ω = {ωi }i∈I which
satisfy Σi∈I ωi λi = α (the λi , α is unknown to the decryption).
For each i, x̃ ∈ N (S̃) and xi ∈ S̃, namely the attribute
is positive, we have:
(1)

(2)

(2)

Zi = e(Di , E (2) )/e(Di , Ei )
= e(g2λi · T (xi )ri , g s )/e(g ri , T (x)s )
= e(g2 , g)sλi
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For each i, x̃ ∈ N (S̃) and x0i ∈
/ S̃, namely the attribute
is negated. Let S̃i = S̃ ∪ {x0i }, then |S̃i | = d + 1. Based
on the function V (x) and S̃i , compute lagrangian coefficients {σx }x∈S̃i which satisfy Σx∈S̃i σx qx = q(0) = β,
then compute:

At first, from the aspect of revocation, the adversary
is an revoked user. If he wants to recover the data from
E (1) , what he must compute is e(f1 , fn )y which is for revocation. But for y, there is a d degree polynomial l(x)
and the constraint is l(0) = y. Moreover, y, l(x) are chosen randomly and the scope of y, l(x) is the encryption
(6)
e(Di , E (2) )
algorithm. Therefore the y can not be computed. The
Zi =
(8) Q
(5)
(7)
only way to compute e(f1 , fn )y is relying on the Xi . Note
e(Di ,
(Ex )σx ) · e(Di , E (2) )σxi
that if an attribute of the set of adversary is revoked, then
x∈S̃
he can only compute the result e(g at , g l(x) ) · e(f1 , fn )sx .
e(g2λi +ri , g s )
Q
=
Due to the sx is a random value, that is to say, the adver(V (x)s )σx ) · e(V (xi )ri , g s )σxi
e(g ri ,
sary can not compute e(g at , g l(x) ). Namely the adversary
x∈S̃
can
not compute e(f1 , fn )y .
e(g2λi , g s ) · e(g2ri , g s )
P
Then, from the aspect of decryption, the adversary is
=
e(g ri , g s x∈S̃ σx q(x) ) · e(g ri σxi q(xi ) , g s )
an unrevoked user without valid authority, so he can gain
e(g2 , g)sλi · e(g, g)ri sβ
the e(f1 , fn )y legitimately. To prove he can attack the
P
=
ri s x∈N (S̃) σx q(x)
scheme, he should recover M from M e(g1 , g2 )s . Accorde(g, g)
ing to the decisional BDH assumption, think of A = g1 =
= e(g2 , g)sλi
g α , B = g2 = g β , C = g s , Z = e(g1 , g2 )s = e(g, g)αβs ,
0
Then compute the revocation component. At first, let namely a = α, b = β, c = s. Considering the M is the
0
L = {xi |xi ∈ S̃, ID ∈
/ Rx }. For each x ∈ L, then com- message which is achieved by the adversary, if M 6= M ,
then
the
adversary
can
not
recover
the
message,
otherpute:
wise M 0 = M , where z = αβs, namely the adversary
Q
(10)
(6)
(4)
(6)
) distinguish the tuple (A = g a , B = g b , C = g c , Z =
fn+1−j+ID )e(fID , Ex can
e(Di , Ex )e(Ex ,
j∈Sx ,j6=ID
e(g,
g)abc ) from the tuple (A = g a , B = g b , C = g c , Z =
Xi =
(9) Q
(8)
(5)
(7)
e(g,
g)z ). In other words, the adversary can solve the
fn+1−j+ID )
e(Di , Ex )e(fID , Ex )e(Ex ,
j∈Rx
decisional BDH assumption. As a result, the semantic security of our scheme is that the construction can be easily
e(g at , g l(x) )
=
broken by the adversary who can solve the decisional BDH
e(f1 , fn )l(x)
assumption. However, the decisional BDH assumption is
Finally, let A = {i : xi ∈ S̃}, the message is achieved proven to be a hard problem to be solved.
by decryption as follows:
Q
6.2 Comparison
Xi
(1)
M e(g1 , g2 )s e(f1 , fn )y · e(g at , g y )
E
i∈A
Q
·
=
In this section, we compare our scheme with some existing
Zi e(D(3) , E (3) )
e(g2 , g)sα · e(f1 , fn )y e(g t , g ay )
i
i∈I
works which are similar to our scheme in attribute-based
encryption and healthcare.
=M
There are three schemes [15, 18, 19] to be comDiscussion. By utilizing our scheme, the patient can en- pared with our scheme. The first scheme [15] is a
crypt the PHI by specifying a set of attributes. The fine- ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)
grained attribute revocation supports that the patient re- scheme, which applies direct revocation to revoke user or
vokes the attribute of physicians, such as revoking the attribute. The difference of revocation between this paper
physicians who possess the attribute ”Nursing Care”. So and our scheme is that this paper makes use of a mediator
the physicians who hold the attribute can not access the who holds a revocation list to implement revocation. In
PHI. According to the non-monotonic access structures, the revocation list, there is a set of user identities which
not only the encryption of the PHI was using less at- are respectively related to a set of attributes. The second
tributes but also NOT operation over the access structure scheme [18] is a multi-authority attribute-based encrypcan be achieved. The goal of PHI confidentiality can be tion (MA-ABE) scheme and the third scheme [19] is a
attained flexibly.
key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) scheme,
which all take advantage of the indirect revocation. Based
on the indirect revocation, the second and third scheme
6 Analysis
have to rely on the authority to enforce revocation, which
means the ciphertext and users’ private key must be up6.1 Security Analysis
dated. Moreover the second scheme does not support reIn our scheme, a physician who can recover the data from voking attributes. Further, the three schemes do not supciphertext, must be an unrevoked user with valid author- port non-monotonic access structures which means they
ity. Therefore, we will analyse the security from two as- can not support NOT operation over access structure. If a
pects that revocation and decryption.
patient wants to encrypt the PHI with negated attributes
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Table 1: Property comparison
Schemes
Encryption type
Revocation type
User revocation
Attribute revocation
Non-monotonic

[15]
CP-ABE
Direct
√
√
×

[18]
MA-ABE
Indirect
√
×
×

[19]
KP-ABE
Indirect
√

Ours
KP-ABE
Direct
√

√

√
√

×

Table 2: Computation comparison
Schemes
Key generation
Encryption
Decryption

[15]
(2n + 1)e
(n + 1)e + eT
(3n + 1)eT + 2np

[18]
(n + 1)e
eT + (n + 1)e
(n + 1)(p + eT )

by utilizing the above schemes, he has to input more attributes, for example, ”Nurse” and ”Not Nurse” and so
on. Certainly, to accomplish the non-monotonic access
structures in our scheme, we must sacrifice efficiency.
In addition, we present the theoretical comparison with
the above schemes in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively for
property and computation. The explanation of notations
defined by us in tables are as follows: p, eT and e represent
the computation cost of a bilinear pairing, an exponentiation in GT and an exponentiation in G, respectively.
Due to positive attributes and negated attributes in our
scheme, k denotes the count of positive attributes.

7

Conclusions

In the paper, for the first time, we proposed an ABE
scheme with non-monotonic access structures supporting
fine-grained attribute revocation in m-healthcare. The
advantage is that we provide a flexible solution for access control of m-healthcare. However, there exists some
problems such as the slightly large size of ciphertext and
the lower efficiency. The next step is to reduce the size of
ciphertext and improve the efficiency while ensuring the
properties of the scheme.
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Abstract
Remote user authentication scheme is one of the most convenient authentication schemes to deal with secret data
over public communication channel. In order to satisfy
the security requirements, the smart card has become an
essential device, one that is widely used. This is because its low computational cost and expedient portability. Recently, Liu et al. pointed out some security
weaknesses in Li et al.’s scheme, such as man-in-the middle attack and insider attack. They hence claimed that
their scheme is more secure and practical remote user authentication scheme. However, we find that Liu et al.’s
scheme is still insecure against outsider attack and offline password guessing attack. To overcome these security vulnerabilities, we propose a new authentication
and key agreement scheme using smart card. In addition,
we demonstrate that proposed authentication scheme has
strong resistance to the various attacks. Finally, we compare the performance and functionality of the proposed
scheme with other related schemes.
Keywords: Authentication; Biometrics; Elliptic Curve
Cryptosystem; Smart Card

1

Introduction

Since Lamport [14] proposed the first password-based authentication scheme over insecure communication in 1981,
password-based authentication schemes [1, 9, 10, 22, 25]
have been extensively investigated. However, a main
problem of password-based remote user authentication
scheme is that a server must maintain a password table for
verifying the legitimacy of a remote user. Therefore, the
server requires additional memory space for storing the
password table for verifying user identity. Furthermore,
password is generally simple and can be easily broken or
forgotten. For this reason, many researchers has proposed
a new remote user authentication scheme by using bio-

logical characteristics of persons such as fingerprint, iris
and so on. The main property of using biometric is its
uniqueness. In the view of the fact that many remote
user authentication schemes using biological characteristics [3, 16, 19, 20] have been proposed. In 2009, Xu et
al. [21] proposed a novel user authentication and claimed
that their scheme is secure against various attacks. However, Song [23] and Sood et al. [24] found that Xu et al.’s
scheme has some weaknesses, and Sood et al. proposed an
improved schemes. Subsequently, Chen et al. [2] pointed
out that there are vulnerabilities on Song and Sood et
al.’s schemes. Chen et al. then presented an enhanced
version to solve the weaknesses. Recently, Li et al. [15]
claimed that Chen et al.’s scheme is still insecure and
proposed a modified smart card based remote user password authentication scheme. Unfortunately, Liu et al. [17]
found that there are weaknesses in Li et al.’s scheme, such
as the man-in-the-middle attack and insider attack, and
proposed a novel scheme to defend against these security
weaknesses. However, we found that Liu et al.’s scheme
is still insecure against the outsider attack and off-line
password guessing attack.
In this paper, we find that the security weaknesses of
the two-factor authentication scheme by Liu et al. After
careful analysis, we demonstrated their scheme does not
actually resist off-line password guessing and user impersonation attacks. To overcome these security vulnerabilities, we propose a new biometrics-based authentication
and key agreement scheme using smart card. In addition,
we demonstrate that the proposed authentication scheme
has strong resistance to various attacks, and compare the
performance and functionality with other related schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly introduce some cryptographic definitions. In Section 3, we briefly review Liu et al.’s
smart card-based password authentication scheme, and
Section 4 analyzes its weaknesses. In Section 5, we propose new authentication scheme. Section 6 and 7 gives security and performance analysis of the proposed scheme.
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Finally, we present the conclusion in Section 8.

2

• Rep(BIO∗ , P ) = R if BIO∗ is reasonable close to
BIO.

Preliminaries

The function Gen is a probabilistic generation procedure, which on biometric input BIO outputs an “exIn this section, we briefly introduce the Elliptic curve tracted” string R ∈ {0, 1}l and an auxiliary string P ∈ {0,
cryptosystem, threat assumptions and fuzzy-extractor.
1}∗ and the function Rep is a deterministic reproduction
procedure, which allows to recover R from the corresponding auxiliary string P and any vector BIO∗ close to BIO.
2.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem
The detailed information about fuzzy extractor can be
The elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) was first pro- founded in literature [6].
posed by Koblitz [11] and Miller [18] to design public
key cryptosystem, and presently it is widely used in
several cryptographic schemes to provide desired level 3
Review of Liu et al.’s Scheme
of security and performance [13]. For example, 160-bit
ECC and 1024-bit RSA have the same security level in In this section, we demonstrate Liu et al.’s smart cardpractice [8]. An elliptic curve EK defined over a field K based password authentication scheme [17] before demonof the characteristic 6= 2 or 3 is the set of solutions (x, y) strating its weaknesses. Their scheme is an improvement
∈ K 2 to the equation:
of Li et al.’s scheme [15]. The notations used in Liu et
al.’s scheme are listed in Table 1. Their scheme involves
two entities, i.e., the user Ui and the server S, to communicate with each other to perform the following four
Cryptosystems based on GF(q)∗ can be translated to phases: (1) The registration phase; (2) the login phase;
systems using the group E, where E is an elliptic curve (3) the authentication phase; and (4) the password change
defined over GF(q). The point multiplications kP = (P + phase.
P + ... + P , k times) that means k times addition of point
P . Given an elliptic curve E defined over GF(q) and two
points P , Q ∈ E, find an integer x such that Q = xP if
Table 1: The notations used in Liu et al.’s scheme
such x exists. This problem proved to be more intractable
than the typically discrete logarithm problem. The details
Term
Description
of the ECC definitions can be found in [11].
Ui
The ith user
y 2 = x3 + ax + b,

2.2

a, b ∈ K, 4a3 +27b2 6= 0.

Threat Assumptions

We introduce the Dolev-Yao threat model [7] and consider
the risk of side-channel attack [12] to construct the threat
assumptions which are described as follows:.
1) An adversary A can be either a user or a server. A
registered user can act as an adversary.

IDi , P Wi

The identity and password of the user i

S

The server

x

The naster secret key stored in the S

Ti

The timestamp of the Ui

Ti0

The time of receiving the login request
message

2) An adversary A can eavesdrop every communication
in public channels. He/she can capture any message
exchanged between user and server.

Ts

The timestamp of the server S

Ts0

The time of receiving the mutual authen-

3) An adversary A has the ability to alter, delete or
reroute the captured message.

h(·)

A secure hash function

⊕

Exclusive-or operation

4) Information can be extracted from the smart card by
examining the power consumption of the card.

k

Concatenation operation

sk

The shared session key

2.3

tication message

Fuzzy Extractor

We describe the basis of a biometric-based fuzzy extractor, which converts biometric information data into a ran- 3.1 Registration Phase
dom value. Based on Refs. [4, 5, 26], the fuzzy extractor is
given by two procedures (Gen, Rep). The fuzzy extractor At the beginning of the proposed scheme, the server S
selects the master secret key x and a collision-free oneconsists of two procedures (Gen, Rep).
way hash function h(·). The user Ui then registers to the
server S by the way below:
• Gen(BIO) → hR, P i .
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S1. The user Ui first selects his/her identity IDi , password P Wi and a random number r, and then
computes h(r||P Wi ). The Ui then submits {IDi ,
h(r||P Wi )} to the server S for registration over a
secure channel.

S2. The server S then computes the following parameters:

S2. The server S computes the following parameters:
Ai

=

h(IDi ⊕ x)||h(x),

Bi

=

Ai ⊕ h(r||P Wi ),

Ci

=

h(Ai ||IDi ||h(r||P Wi )).

S3. The server S stores the data {Bi , Ci , h(·)} on a new
smart card and issues the smart card to the user Ui
over a secure channel.

= h(IDi ⊕ x)||h(x),

α0

= Ei ⊕ A0i ⊕ Ti ,

Di0

= h(IDi ⊕ α0 ).

Then, the server S checks whether Di0 is equal to the
received Di . If this holds, the server S confirms that
the user Ui is valid and the login request is accepted;
otherwise, the login request is rejected.
S3. The server S randomly generates a number β, and
computes the following parameters:

S4. The user Ui stores the random number r into the
smart card.

3.2

A0i

Fi

=

h(IDi ⊕ β),

Gi

=

A0i ⊕ β ⊕ Ts ,

where Ts is the current timestamp of the server S.

Login Phase

This phase is invoked whenever the user Ui wants to login to the server S. These steps of the login phase are
conducted as follows:
S1. The user Ui inserts his/her smart card into a card
reader, and inputs his/her identity IDi and password
P Wi .
S2. The smart card first computes two parameters: A0i =
Bi ⊕ h(r||P Wi ) and Ci0 = h(A0i ||IDi ||h(r||P Wi )).
Then, the smart card checks whether Ci0 is equal to
the stored Ci . If this holds, the smart card continues
to perform the next step; otherwise, the smart card
terminates this session.
S3. The smart card randomly generates a number α, and
computes the following parameters:
Di

= h(IDi ⊕ α),

Ei

= A0i ⊕ α ⊕ Ti ,

S4. The server S sends the mutual authentication message {Fi , Gi , Ts } to the user Ui .
S5. Upon receiving the message {Fi , Gi , Ts } from the
S, the user Ui checks the validity of the Ts . If
Ts0 − Ts ≤ 4T , where Ts0 is the time of receiving the
mutual authentication message, the user Ui continues
to perform Step 6; otherwise, the user Ui terminates
this connection.
S6. The user Ui computes β 0 = Gi ⊕ A0i ⊕ Ts and Fi0 =
h(IDi ⊕ β 0 ), then checks whether Fi0 equals to the
received Fi . If they are equal, the validity of the
server S is authenticated; otherwise, the session is
terminated.
S7. The user Ui and the server S construct a shared session key sk = h(α0 ||β||h(Ai ⊕ IDi )) to ensure the
secret communication.

where Ti is the current timestamp of the user Ui .
S4. The smart card sends the login request message {IDi ,
Di , Ei , Ti } to the server S.

3.3

Authentication Phase

After completing this phase, the user Ui and the server
S can mutually authenticate each other and establish a
shared session key for the subsequent secret communication. These steps of the authentication phase are shown
as follows:
S1. The server S verifies whether IDi is valid and Ti0 −
Ti ≤ 4T , where Ti0 is the time of receiving the login
request message and 4T is a valid time threshold. If
both conditions are true, the server S continues to
execute Step 2; otherwise, the server S rejects the
login request.

3.4

Password Change Phase

S1. The user Ui inserts his/her smart card into a card
reader, enters his/her old identity IDi and password
P Wi , and requests to change the password.
S2. The smart card computes A∗i = Bi ⊕ h(r||P Wi )
and Ci∗ = h(A∗i ||IDi ||h(r||P Wi )), and then checks
whether Ci∗ is equal to Ci that is stored in the smart
card. If the equation holds, the user Ui submits the
new password P Winew ; otherwise, the smart card rejects the password change request.
S3. The smart card computes Binew = A∗i ⊕h(r||P Winew )
and Cinew = h(A∗i ||IDi ||h(r||P Winew )). Then, the
smart card replaces Bi andCi with Binew and Cinew ,
respectively.
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4

Security Analysis of Liu et al.’s 4.4 Not Support Perfect Forward Secrecy
Scheme
Liu et al. claimed that even if an adversary obtained

Liu et al. claimed that their scheme could resist the various attacks. However, we find that their scheme is still
insecure against the outsider and off-line password guessing attacks. The following attacks are based on the threat
assumptions that a malicious adversary A was completely
monitored through the communication channel connecting the Ui and S in the login and authentication phases,
and obtained the information saved in their own smart
card [7]. Thus, the A can eavesdrop, modify, insert, or
delete any message transmitted via a public channel [14].
We now reveal the details of these problems.

the server S’s master secret key x, he/she cannot derive
the previous session key sk because α and β are encrypted
into the ciphertext Di and Fi , respectively. Therefore, the
A cannot obtain α and β. However, if the A obtain the
server S’s master secret key x, then he/she can easily obtain α and β. Suppose that an adversary A intercepts the
communication messages {IDi , Di , Ei , Ti , Fi , Gi , Ts }.
The A can then compute α = Ei ⊕ (h(IDi ⊕ x)||h(x)) ⊕ Ti
and β = Gi ⊕ (h(IDi ⊕ x)||h(x)) ⊕ Ts .

5
4.1

Outsider Attack

The outsider is the person who has registered with the
server S, not the person who is not the user of the system. In the registration phase, the server S stores {Bi ,
Ci , h(·)} on a smart card, and submits them to the user
Ui . After receiving the smart card, the Ui stores the random number r into the smart card. Let A be an active
adversary who is a legal user and owns a smart card to
extract information {BA , CA , rA , h(·)}. The A then can
easily obtain h(x) which is the same for each legal user
belonging to the S.
h(IDA ⊕ x)||h(x) = BA ⊕ h(rA ||P WA ).

The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose a new biometric-based password authentication scheme using smart card. In the proposed scheme, there are also two participants, the user
Ui and the server S. The proposed scheme consists of
four phases: registration, login, authentication, password
changing phase. For convenience, some notations used in
the proposed scheme are described in Table 2.

Table 2: The notations used in the proposed scheme
Term

Description

Ui

The ith user

IDi , P Wi

4.2

Off-line Password Guessing Attack

Suppose that an adversary A intercepts the communication messages {IDi , Di , Ei , Ti , Fi , Gi , Ts } between the
user Ui and the S, and steals the smart card of the Ui
after login and authentication phase. The A then can
extract the data {Bi , Ci , r, h(·)}, and now perform an
off-line password guessing to obtain the current password
of the user Ui .
P Wi∗ ,

S1. The A selects a random password
calculates
h(IDi ⊕ Ei ⊕ Bi ⊕ h(r||P Wi∗ ) ⊕ Ti ), and compares
it with Di . If this holds, the adversary A infers that
P Wi∗ is the user Ui ’s password; otherwise, the A selects another password nominee, and performs the
same processes, until he/she locates the valid password.

The identity and password of the user i

S

The server

x

The master secret key stored in the S

P

The base point of the elliptic curve E

rP

The point multiplication defined as
rP = P + P + · · · + P
|
{z
}
r times

Ti

The timestamp of the user Ui

Ti0

The time of receiving the login request
message

Ts

The timestamp of the S

Ts0

The time of receiving the mutual authentication message

R i , Pi

The Ui ’s nearly random binary string and
auxiliary binary string

4.3

Not Support User Anonymity

Suppose an adversary A intercepts the communication
messages {IDi , Di , Ei , Ti , Fi , Gi , Ts }, and then he/she
can easily obtain the identity IDi of the user Ui . We
therefore concluded that Liu et al.’s scheme cannot provide user anonymity.

h(·)

A collision-resistant hash function

⊕

Exclusive-or operation

k

Concatenation operation

sk

The shared session key
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5.1

Registration Phase

S4. The smart card sends the login request message
{AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } to the server S.

At the beginning of the proposed scheme, the server S selects the master secret key x, the base point P of the elliptic curve E and a collision-resistant one-way hash function 5.3 Authentication Phase
h(·). Then, the user Ui registers to the server S by the
Upon completing this phase, the user Ui and the server
way below:
S can mutually authenticate each other and establish a
S1. The Ui imprints the personal biometric information shared session key for the subsequent secret communicaBIOi at the sensor. The sensor then scans the tion. These steps of the authentication phase are shown
BIOi , extracts (Ri , Pi ) from Gen(BIOi ) → (Ri , Pi ), as follows:
and stores Pi in the memory. Next, the Ui selects
server S verifies whether Ti0 − Ti ≤ 4T , where
the identity IDi and password P Wi , and computes S1. The
0
Ti is the time of receiving the login request message
RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ). Lastly, the Ui sends the regisand 4T is a valid time threshold. If both conditions
tration request message {IDi , RP Wi } to the S over
are true, the server S continues to execute Step 2;
a secure channel.
otherwise, the server S rejects the login request.
S2. After receiving the registration request message from
the Ui , the server S verifies whether IDi is valid, and S2. The server S computes the following parameters:
computes the following parameters:
A0i = Di ⊕ x ⊕ h(x),
Ai = h(IDi ⊕ x),
ID0 = AIDi ⊕ h(A0 ),
i

Bi

= h(Ai ) ⊕ RP Wi ,

Ci

= h(IDi ||RP Wi ),

Di

= x ⊕ Ai ⊕ h(x).

S3. The server S stores the data {Bi , Ci , Di , h(·), P } on
a new smart card and issues the smart card to the
user Ui over a secure channel.
S4. The user Ui stores the random string Pi into the
smart card.

5.2

Fi0

The server S then compares whether Fi0 is equals Fi .
If this holds, the server S confirms that the user Ui
is valid and the login request is accepted; otherwise,
the server S rejects the login request.
S3. Next, the server S randomly generates a number β
and computes the following parameters:

Login Phase

This phase is invoked whenever the user Ui wants to login
to the server S. The steps of this phase are conducted as
follows.
S1. The Ui inserts his/her smart card into the card reader
and enters the identity IDi and password P Wi , and
imprints the biometrics BIOi∗ at the sensor. The
sensor then sketches BIOi∗ and recovers Ri from
Rep(BIOi∗ , Pi ) → Ri .
S2. The smart card first computes two parameters:
RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ) and Ci0 = h(IDi ||RP Wi ). The
smart card then examines whether Ci0 is equal to the
stored Ci . If this holds, the smart card continues to
perform Step 3; otherwise, the smart card terminates
this session.
S3. The smart card randomly generates a number α and
ni , and computes the following parameters:
Bi ⊕ RP Wi ,

h(Ai )

=

AIDi

= IDi ⊕ h(Ai ),

Ei

= αP,

Fi

= h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Ei ||Ti ),

where Ti is the current timestamp of the user Ui .

i

= h(IDi0 ||h(A0i )||Ei ||Ti ).

Fi

= βP,

Gi

= h(IDi0 ||h(A0i )||Fi ||Ts ),

where Ts is the current timestamp of the server S.
S4. The server S sends the mutual authentication message {Fi , Gi , Ts } to the user Ui .
S5. Upon receiving the message {Fi , Gi , Ts } from the
S, the user Ui checks the validity of the Ts . If
Ts0 − Ts ≤ 4T , where Ts0 is the time of receiving the
mutual authentication message, the user Ui continues
to perform Step 6; otherwise, the user Ui terminates
this connection.
S6. The user Ui computes G0i = h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Fi ||Ts ),
then checks whether G0i is equal to the received Gi .
If this holds, the validity of the server S is authenticated; otherwise, the session is terminated.
S7. Finally, the user Ui and the server S construct a
shared session key sk = αβP to ensure the secret
communication.

5.4

Password Change Phase

During the password change phase, Ui updates the password without any assistance from server Sj . This phase
consists of the following steps:
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S1. The Ui enters the identity IDi and password P Wi , 6.3 Resisting User Impersonation Attack
and imprints the biometrics BIOi∗ at the sensor.
The sensor then scans BIOi∗ , and recovers Ri from Suppose an adversary A intercepts all of the message {Di ,
Ei , Fi , Ti , Fi , Gi , Ts } transmitted in public channel beRep(BIOi∗ , Pi ) → Ri .
tween the Ui and S, and steals the smart card of the
Ui , then extracts the all of the information {Bi , Ci , Di ,
S2. Next, the SCi calculates RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ), and
h(·), P , Pi }. However, the A cannot generate the lechecks whether h(IDi ||RP Wi ) is equal to the stored
gal login request message {AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti }, where
Ci . If this holds, the smart card asks the Ui for a
AIDi = Bi ⊕ h(Ai ), Di = x ⊕ Ai ⊕ h(x), Ei = αP ,
new password; otherwise, the SCi immediately terand Fi = h(IDi ||h(Ai )||Ei ||Ti ). This is because the value
minates the password change phase.
h(Ai ) is protected by RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ), and the Ai
is
protected by server S’s master key x. The user Ui ’s
S3. The Ui inputs new password P Winew , and the smart
password
is protected by collision resistant one-way hash
card further computes RP Winew = h(P Winew ||Ri ),
function,
such as, h(P Wi ||Ri ), where Ri possesses high
Binew = Bi ⊕ RP Wi ⊕ RP Winew and Cinew = Ci ⊕
entropy.
Moreover,
there is no the same biometric temRP Wi ⊕ RP Winew .
plates between any two people. The A cannot generate
the mutual authentication message {Fi , Gi , Ts } without
S4. Finally, the smart card replaces Bi with Binew and the value h(A ). The proposed scheme can therefore resist
i
Ci with Cinew in memory.
user impersonation attack.

6

Security Analysis of The Pro- 6.4 Providing Perfect Forward Secrecy
The perfect forward secrecy means that if one of longposed Scheme

term keys is compromised, a session key which is derived
In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed scheme, from these long-term keys will not be compromised in the
which retains the merits of Liu et al.’s scheme, can with- future [27]. In the proposed scheme, a session key between
stand several types of possible attacks; and we also show the user Ui and server S is calculated as follows:
that the proposed scheme supports several security propEi = αP,
erties. The security analysis of the proposed scheme was
conducted with the threat assumptions made in the SecFi = βP,
tion 2.
sk = αβP.

6.1

Resisting Outsider Attack

Even if the server S’s long-term key x is compromised,
the adversary A cannot retrieve α and β to generate the
session keys between the Ui and S. The session key of
the proposed scheme is based on elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem. The adversary A cannot obtain αβP
from the αP and βP . Above all, the scheme achieves the
perfect forward secrecy.

The outsider is the person who has registered with the
server S, not the person who is not the user of the system. Suppose an outsider adversary A extracts all of the
information {BA , CA , DA , h(·), P , PA } from own smart
card by side channel attack [12]. However, he/she cannot obtain any secret information of the S. The A can
compute h(AA ) = BA ⊕ RP WA . However, the value x
Performance Analysis
is a master secret key stored in the server S. Therefore, 7
A does not know, and the proposed scheme can resist
In this section, we compare the functionality between the
outsider attack.
proposed scheme and the other recent schemes [2, 10, 15,
16, 17, 23, 25]. From Table 4, we can see that all of other
existing schemes involve some time-consuming operations,
6.2 Resisting Insider Attack
such as modulus exponential operations, symmetric enThe insider is the authorized users of the server who ac- cryption/decryption operations, multiplication/division
cess data or resources. In the registration phase, the user operations and scalar multiplication. From this comparconceals the password in a ciphertext from the server S ison, we can see that the hash operation costs of the
to resist an insider attack. More specifically, the user proposed scheme are slightly lower than the authentiUi first selects their password P Wi , and then submits cation scheme by Liu et al., and the proposed scheme
RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ) to the server S for the registration performs four further scalar multiplication functions and
over a secure channel. The S cannot retrieve the password four fuzzy-extraction functions than Liu et al.’s scheme
P Wi or biometrics BIOi from RP Wi = h(P Wi ||Ri ). In to accomplish mutual authentication and key agreement;
addition, the S does not store RP Wi in the database. however, the proposed scheme archives perfect forward
The proposed scheme therefore can resist insider attack. secrecy.
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Table 3: Functionality comparison of the proposed scheme and other related schemes
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

×

Juang et al. [10]
×

Sun et al. [25]
Li et al. [16]
Song [23]

×

×

Chen et al. [2]

×

×

×

Li et al. [15]

×
×

Liu et al. [17]

×

The proposed
F1: Mutual authentication; F2: Session key agreement; F3: Freely chosen and exchanged password; F4: Withstanding man in the middle attack; F5: Withstanding insider attack; F6: Withstanding replay attack; F7: Providing
perfect forward secrecy; F8: Satisfying known-key security; F9: User impersonation attack.
Table 4: Computational cost comparison of the proposed scheme and other related schemes
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

Total

1H

2H+3S

3H+3S

4H+6S+1M

1H+5S

1H+5S

12H+22S+1M

-

2H+1S

4H+2M

4H+1S+2M

2H

-

12H+2S+4M

1H

2H+3S

8H+4S

10H+10S+1M

1H+6S

1H+9S

23H+32S+1M

Song [23]

-

2H+1E

3H+1S

3H+1S+1E

-

-

8H+2S+2E

Chen et al. [2]

-

1H+1E

2H+2M+4E

1H+1M+4E

3H+2M+2E

3H+2M+3E

10H+14E+7M

Li et al. [15]

-

2H+2E

4H+1M+4E

3H+3E

3H+2M+4E

-

12H+3M+13E

Liu et al. [17]

1H

3H

6H

6H

4H

-

20H

The proposed

1H+1F

4H

4H+1F+2P

3H+1F+2P

3H+1F

-

15H+4F+4P

Juang et al. [10]
Sun et al. [25]
Li et al. [16]

C1: Computational cost of the user in registration phase; C2: Computational cost of the server in registration phase;
C3: Computational cost of the user in login and authentication phases; C4: Computational cost of the server in
login and authentication phases; C5: Computational cost of the user in password change phase; C6: Computational
cost of the server in password change phase; H: Hashing operation; E: Modulus exponential operation; S: Symmetric
encryption/decryption operation; M: Multiplication/division operation; Null: P: Scalar multiplication; F: Fuzzy
extraction; Null: Cannot provide this functionality.

8
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Abstract
K-anonymity is an effective model for protecting privacy
while publishing data, which can be implemented by different ways. Among them, local generalization are popular because of its low information loss. But such algorithms are generally computation expensive making it difficult to perform well in the case of large amount of data.
In order to solve this problem, this paper proposes a clustering based K-anonymity algorithm and optimizes it with
parallelization. The experimental result shows that the
algorithm performs better in information loss and performance compared with the existing KACA and Incognito
algorithms.
Keywords: Clustering based K-anonymity; Information
Loss; Privacy Preservation

1

Introduction

Along with the development of computer network, distributed computing, data mining and big data, huge
amounts of data can be collected and analyzed efficiently.
But when we explore the potential value of large amounts
of data, privacy and privacy protection would be the focusing point. According to Manish Sharma [21], the secondary use of data is a source of privacy disclosure, which
is the use of data for some purpose other than the purpose for which the data was collected initially. Jisha also
noted that privacy is being violated mainly through three
types of attack, such as linking attack, homogeneity attack and background knowledge attack [16]. Therefore, it
is a very important issue to pay equal attention to data
secondary using, data misusing, data mining and privacy
preservation.
Privacy preservation is tightly associated with
database security. Database security is usually achieved
by means of access control, security management and
database encryption [24]. Access control is a selective

policy for restricting unauthorized users to access a resource through the user permissions. Security management refers to what kind of security management mechanisms are used to distribute database management authorities. Centralized control and decentralized control
are 2 typical modes. Database encryption mainly includes
three aspects: record encryption, database structure encryption and hardware encryption. These measures can
protect the security of the database to a certain extent,
for example, the direct disclosure of sensitive information such as, identification card number, home address,
health information etc. But they are unable to prevent
those indirect accesses to private data through federation
reasoning. In [5], it shows that through joining voter registration table and medical information table (individual
identification is hidden), by attributes of Zip code, Sex,
Date of Birth, etc., more than 85% of American citizens
can be uniquely identified. In addition, encryption and
access control, to some extent, limits the sharing of data.
For such reasons, data anonymity is an effective means
to achieve privacy preservation. The basic idea is to transform some part of the original data, for instance, through
generalization, compression, etc., and let the transformed
data cannot be combined with other information to reason about any personal privacy information. Specifically,
the implementation of privacy preservation mainly concentrates on two aspects: (1) How to ensure that the data
been used without privacy disclosure? (2) How to make
the data to be better utilized? Therefore, a better trade
off between privacy preservation and data utilization is a
problem that the academia and industry need to be solved
urgently.
K-anonymity was first proposed in 1998 by Sweeney et
al. [23]. K-anonymity depends on anonymizing the original data set to satisfy the anonymization requirements,
which can be used for data publishing. The common
anonymization techniques are generalization and hidden.
The basic idea of K-anonymity is anonymizing the publishing data to meet the requirement that at least K
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tuples cannot be distinguished by each other. Namely,
generalized to interval [10 − 20]. And for category
for each tuple there exists at least K tuples with equal
attributes, the original concrete values will be
value of quasi-identifiers. Researchers have proved that
replaced by more general ones, according to a priori
the complexity of K-anonymity is NP-hard [20].
established VGH(value generalization hierarchies).
For example, a nationality attribute whose value
Currently, there are many algorithms to implement Kis ”China”, then it can be generalized to ”Asia”.
anonymity [17]. From the point of generalization, can be
Suppression can be viewed as an extreme form of
categorized as recoding mode (global recoding, local regeneralization, in which the generalized attributes
coding), data grouping strategy (classification, clustering,
cannot be further generalized [6]. Kameya et al.
and Apriori algorithm). From the perspective of the data
proposed a cell-suppression based k-anonymization
characteristics, they are static data set and dynamic data
method which aims to preserve the MAR(Missing at
set (incremental data, stream data, and uncertain data).
random) condition uses the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Secdivergence as a utility measure [28]. Besides, He et
tions 2 and 3 discuss the related work and some prerequial. proposed a novel linking-based anonymity model,
site knowledge of k-anonymity. Our main contributions,
which can resist the attack incurred by homogeneous
the clustering based k-anonymity algorithm GCCG and
generalization [7].
its parallel optimization are described in Sections 4 and 5.
The experimental results are shown in Section 6. SecDividing and grouping based anonymity.
tion 7 provides some final conclusions and directions for
According to the different ways of dividing, it
future work.
can be divided into micro aggregation, condensation,
anatomy and permutation, etc.

2

Related Work

Privacy preservation was firstly concerned in the field of
statistics and then extended to various areas. The main
research directions are as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Main research directions of privacy preservation [17]
Research direction

Relevant techniques

General privacy protection technique

Data
perturbation,
randomization, data exchange, data encryption,
etc.

Privacy protection technology for data mining

association rules mining,
classification, clustering
etc.

Privacy
preservation
based data publishing
principles

K-anonymity,
Minvariant,
T-closeness,
etc.

2.1

Different Kinds Of Anonymity Algorithms

Anonymity methods mainly include generalization, classification and clustering etc. [17].

• Micro aggregation divides each class according
to the data similarity, making the tuple size of
a class at least k, and then using the class centroid to generalize all the data of a class. Mortazavi et al. proposed a Fast Data-oriented micro aggregation algorithm (FDM)in [18] that efficiently anonymizes large multivariate numerical datasets for multiple successive values of
k and proposed a disclosure-aware aggregation
model in [19], where published values are computed in a given distance from the original ones
to obtain a more protected and useful published
dataset.
• Condensation[1, 2, 3] is a new kind of method
similar to micro aggregation, which was proposed by Aggarwal et al. in 2004. The basic
idea is to divide the original data into different groups, and then process each group with
condensation technique. Condensated data will
be reconstructed by general reconstruction algorithm, which would not reveal any privacy information of the original tuples.
• Anatomy method was firstly put forward by
Xiao et al. [25]. It publishes the sensitive
attributes and quasi-identifier attributes separately to reduce the correlation degree between
them. Permutation depends on disturbing the
order of sensitive attributes after grouping to
reduce the correlation between quasi-identifiers
and numeric sensitive attributes. In [30], Yu
et at. proposed a novel anonymization method
based on anatomy and reconstruction in LBS
privacy preservation.

Generalization and suppression based anonymity.
The main idea of generalization based anonymity
is to increase equivalence class size of the table by
reducing the data precision of the quasi-identifier
attributes. Generally, quasi-identifier can be divided
into two kinds: numeric attribute and category Clustering based anonymity. Anonymity can also be
attribute. Numeric attributes are usually generimplemented by clustering, which is the most comalized to interval, for instance, the age 16 can be
monly used method. The basic idea is to produce at
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the search scope. However, the information distortion of Incognito is relatively high.

Single Dimension
Global Recoding
Recoding Mode

Multi-dimension

Local generalization. This kind of algorithm usually
maps attribute value to generalization value based
Partition
on the grouping , that is to say, even the same atData Grouping
tribute values can be generalized to different values
Clustering
Strategy
if they are in the different groups. Grouping data
Apriori
usually adopts some heuristic principles, such as division, clustering and so on. Information loss of this
Figure 1: Generalization based anonymity algorithm [5]
kind of algorithm is less than the global generalization algorithms, but its complexity usually is higher.
In the case of a large amount of data, the performance is a problem to be concerned. Representative
least k records of a class as the equivalence class. The
algorithms are: GA [9], Mondrian Multidimensional
tuples in a same class need to be as similar as possible
algorithm [11], KACA algorithm [12] as follows.
to make the information loss minimum after generalization. Liu et al. proposed a privacy-preserving
Iyengar proposed GA (Genetic algorithm), which can
data publishing method, namely MNSACM, which
meet the requirements of K-anonymity, but when
uses the ideas of clustering and Multi-Sensitive Buckprocessing large amount of data, it will spend a
etization (MSB) to publish microdata with multiple
few hours. Mondrian multidimensional algorithm
numerical sensitive attributes [14]. Bhaladhare et al.
proposed by Le.F evre can partition continuous atproposed two approaches for minimizing the disclotributes but not for discrete attributes. Li put forsure risk and preserving the privacy by using sysward KACA algorithm, through merging the nearest
tematic clustering algorithm [4]. Xin et al. proposed
equivalence class to form a bigger cluster. Although,
a trajectory privacy preserving method based on the
KACA has low information loss, the performance is
adaptive clustering, and designed a 2-stage clustering
poor because of massive distance computations.
method for trajectory k-anonymity [26].
To sum up, it concludes that, generally, the global generalization
algorithms are efficient, but the information
2.2 Generalization Based Anonymity
quality is low. On the contrary, local generalization algoCurrently, there are many algorithms to implement k- rithms can greatly improve the information quality, but it
anonymity, and most of them use the generalization and is often inefficient. So, in this paper our motivation is to
suppression as shown in Figure 1.
propose an efficient local generalization algorithm which
From the perspective of generalization methods, it can has great information quality and great performance sibe divided into 2 categories: global generalization and multaneously.
local generalization.
Generalization
Algorithm

Local Recoding

Global generalization. This kind of algorithms allows
the whole domain of identifier attributes mapped to
a generalization domain, that is to say, a value in
a table would only have one generalization value.
In general, global generalization algorithm is simple and efficient. But it needs to set generalization
level in advance and has problems of over generalization causing high information loss. Representative
global generalization algorithms include: u-Argus algorithm [25], Datafly [22], Incognito [10], etc.
u-Argus algorithm proposed by De.Wall et al. [8],
which the published data includes all tuples and all
properties of the initial data, except very few data
will be lost. But if there exists many attribute combinations, it can not provide enough protection for
released data. Datafly proposed by Sweeney uses
suppression and heuristic generalization, which is efficient but has much distortion. LeFevre proposed
Incognito, which adopts the Generalization Graph for
data generalization with the bottom-up approach. It
prunes redundant branches of the graph to narrow

3

Prerequisite Knowledge

To use K-anonymity, supposing the original data are
stored in database with the form of structured table. We
assume that data publishers have the raw data table T ,
each row in the table is corresponding to a specific entity, such as student id, name, gender, birth place, etc.
As shown in Table 2, each row in the table is so called a
tuple.
Definition 1. Quasi-identifier. Quasi-identifier is some
form of attributes combination, which can determine some
individuals in table T by joining some external information.
Theoretically, in a table, all attributes except identifiers, can be quasi-identifiers.
Definition 2. Sensitive identifier. Sensitive identifiers
are those attributes concerning sensitive privacy information, such as salary, health information, etc.
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Table 2: An example of data to be anonymized
Education
Bachelors
Bachelors

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

State-gov

White

Male

39

White

Male

50

Self-empnot-inc

HS-grad

Private

White

Male

38

11th

Private

Black

Male

53

Bachelors

Private

Black

Female

28

Masters

Private

White

Female

37

9th

Private

Black

Female

49

White

Male

52

HS-grad

Self-empnot-inc

a

b
d

c
e

f

Figure 2: An classification tree example for a category
attribute

value of the attribute in the whole domain. Then the information loss (IL) of the tuple on the numeric attribute
is defined as Equation (1) .

xmax − xmin
Since attribute sensitivity is context-dependent, so it
.
(1)
IL =
M ax − M in
is not invariable and should be configured manually according to actual situations. In this paper, taking Table 2
For a category attribute, we usually need to build a
as an example, we set attribute workclass as a sensitive
classification
tree at first. As shown in Figure 2, it is a
identifier.
classification tree example for a category attribute. SupDefinition 3. Equivalence class. The Equivalence class posing that the value of a tuple is generalized from e to
of table T on attribute Ai , · · · , Aj is the set of tuples that c. Then the information loss of the tuple on the attribute
is defined as Equation (2).
all values of these attributes are identical.
For example, in Table 1, the top 2 rows: {Bachelors,
size(c)
.
(2)
IL =
State − gov, W hite, M ale, 39} and {Bachelors, Self −
Size
emp − not − inc, W hite, M ale, 50} are the same equivalence class on attribute {Sex, Education, Race}.
“size(c)” is the number of its descendant leaf nodes and
Size is the number of all leaf nodes. Therefore, in FigDefinition 4. K-anonymity Property. Generate several
ure 2, the information loss is 2/3, in that the total number
equivalence classes on quasi-identifiers. If each size of
of leaf nodes is 3, and node c’s descendant leaf is 2. For
the equivalence class is no less than K, we can say the
all the attributes of a tuple, its information loss is defined
equivalence class partition has k-anonymity property.
as Equation (3), where m is the number of all attributes.
That is to say, according to the quasi-identifiers, each
Pm
ILi
record has at least (k − 1) other same records to make
IL = i=1
.
(3)
m
them unable to be identifier by each other. Therefore, we
can say the Table 2 is a 2-anonymity result of Table 1.
Finally, the average IL of all the tuples is the informaK-anonymity adopts generalization and suppression to
tion
loss of the whole data set after generalization.
preserve privacy. So there will be a certain degree of information loss inevitably. In order to describe quantitatively,
it is necessary to introduce a corresponding measurement
for information loss. There are many different measure- 4
GCCG: Clustering Based Kment models for information loss, including Prec, DM,
anonymity
NE, etc. In this paper we use the measurement method
in [27]. In order to compare the result under different
amount of data, the sum of the original formula is modi- The key point of K-anonymity is to produce a number
fied as the mean value. Such a change won’t change the of equivalence classes whose size is at least k and each
equivalence class has the same form on quasi-identifiers.
relationship of size between results.
This idea is very similar to clustering. Each equivalence
Definition 5. Information loss. Supposing that a nu- class can be regarded as a cluster, and at the same time,
meric attribute in a tuple, the original value x is general- the centroid of a cluster can be seem as a generalization
ized to [xmin , xmax ], where xmin is the minimum of the form of a equivalence class. Next, we will take the data
equivalence class and xmax is the maximum of the equiva- set in Table 2 as a 2-anonymity example to explain the
lence class. Max and Min is the maximum and minimum GCCG algorithm in detail.
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Table 3: An example of anonymized data after k-anonymity (k=2)

4.1

Education

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

Bachelors

State-gov

White

Male

[39 - 50]

Bachelors

Self-emp-not-inc

White

Male

[39 - 50]

HS-grad

Private

White

Male

[38 - 52]

HS-grad

Self-emp-not-inc

White

Male

[38 - 52]

Low

Private

Black

*

[49 - 53]

Low

Private

Black

*

[49 - 53]

High

Private

*

Female

[28 - 37]

High

Private

*

Female

[28 - 37]

Algorithm Overview

There are four main steps of our clustering based Kanonymity algorithm: Grading, Centering, Clustering,
and Generalization, abbreviated by GCCG. The pseudo
code of GCCG is as Algorithm 1, and we will explain each
step in detail.
Algorithm 1 GCCG Algorithm
1: Input: Dataset D (with n records), Anonymity constant K, Classification tree for each attribute.
2: Output: D’s k-anonymity result
3: Begin
4: for i = 1 to n do
5:
Grade each tuple by the cluster centroid;
6: end for
7: Sort D by the centroid grading score;
8: for i = 1 to n/k − 1 do
9:
Choose the first tuple to be the clustering centroid;
10:
Choose the centroid and the nearest (k − 1) tuples
to make up a new equivalence class;
11:
Remove the k tuples from D;
12: end for
13: Make the rest tuples to be the last equivalence class;
14: for each equivalence class do
15:
Generalize the tuples using the class centroid;
16: end for
17: End

4.2

Grading Tuples Using Cluster Centroid

Since the cluster centroid will be used for equivalence
class generalization. So, the clustering quality will affect
anonymity greatly. If the tuples in a cluster are much
scattered, then we need a more general value to generalize them, thus resulting in much information loss. So
in this paper, we propose an evaluation method to find
an appropriate clustering centroid. The method can be
divided into two kinds according to different attributes:
category or numeric.

Table 4: Original data table
Education

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

Bachelors

State-gov

White

Male

39

White

Male

50

Bachelors

Self-empnot-inc

HS-grad

Private

White

Male

38

11th

Private

Black

Male

53

Bachelors

Private

Black

Female

28

Masters

Private

White

Female

37

9th

Private

Black

Female

49

White

Male

52

HS-grad

Self-empnot-inc

Masters

Private

White

Female

31

Bachelors

Private

White

Male

42

For a category attribute, the score is the ratio of the
count of the attribute value to the whole attribute values in dataset. Assuming that the ratio is P1, then P1 is
regared as the attribute score of the tuple. That means
more frequent a value, more possibility for it to be a center. For a numeric attribute, we take the proportion of
the ratio of the value to K as the score. Finally, the sum
of all attributes is the score of the tuple on center grading.
Table 5 is result of sorted data set of Table 4 by the score.

4.3

Tuples Distance Definition And Calculation

After selecting the cluster centroid, distance computation
among tuples is another key problem for clustering. Not
as KACA (another typical clustering based generalization
algorithm for k-anonymity), it uses iterative generalization and its efficiency is low [29]. So, in our algorithm, we
just calculate the distances among tuples, which simplifies the distance calculation. In this paper, the distance
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Table 5: Dataset sorted by score
Education

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

Score

Bachelors

State-gov

White

Male

39

1.8

Bachelors

Self-emp-not-inc

White

Male

50

1.8

Bachelors

Private

White

Male

42

1.8

HS-grad

Private

White

Male

38

1.6

HS-grad

Self-emp-not-inc

White

Male

52

1.6

Masters

Private

White

Female

37

1.4

Masters

Private

White

Female

31

1.4

Bachelors

Private

Black

Female

28

1.2

11th

Private

Black

Male

53

1.1

9th

Private

Black

Female

49

0.9

between tuples is defined as follows:
For a numeric attribute A, supposing a1 , a2 are the
values of two tuples, then the distance on attribute A is:
dist =

|a1 − a2 |
.
range

(4)

Where “range” is the difference between the maximum
and minimum value on attribute A.
For a category attribute B, supposing b1 , b2 are values
of two tuples, then the distance on attribute B is:
dist =

P arent depth(b1 , b2 )
.
Depth

(5)

Where “Parent depth(...)” is the subtree depth whose
root is the nearest common ancestor of b1 and b2 . “Depth”
is the depth of the entire classification tree. For example,
in Figure 2, the distance between e and f is 1/2.
According the distance definition above, Table 6 is the
result after clustering. Each two rows is regarded as an
equivalence class.

4.4

Generalization Procedure

Since GCCG algorithm is based on clustering, we generalize the tuples after being clustered. That is, use the
cluster centroid to generalize them. Specific ways are as
follows:
For a numeric attribute A, we use [amin , amax ] to generalize. amin is the minimum value of A in the equivalence
class and amax is the maximum value. For a category attribute, we use the value of the nearest common ancestor
in the classification tree to generalize. For both type of
attributes, “*” is the most generic form, that is to say,
all attribute information is removed. According to the
method, the generalized result of Table 6 is shown as Table 7.

Table 6: Dataset afer clustering
Education

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

Bachelors

State-gov

White

Male

39

Bachelors

Private

White

Male

42

White

Male

50

White

Male

52

Bachelors
HS-grad

Self-empnot-inc
Self-empnot-inc

HS-grad

Private

White

Male

38

Masters

Private

White

Female

37

Masters

Private

White

Female

31

Bachelors

Private

Black

Female

28

11th

Private

Black

Male

53

9th

Private

Black

Female

49

5

GCCG Parallel Optimization

To enhance the performance of GCCG algorithm, GCCG
parallelization is necessary. Observing the whole algorithm, we can find that most of the operations are focusing on centroid selection and distance computation. So,
if this part of operations can be parallelized, the performance of the whole algorithm will be improved.
In this paper, we use distances to divide the data set
into a few small sub-datasets. That is, based on the original center selection method, the original data set is divided into n clusters (sub-datasets). Then all the subdatasets do anonymity at the same time by GCCG with
multithreading. During the clustering based data partition, we choose similar tuples into a same sub-dataset
that reduces the information loss. Moreover, as the original times of distance computing is an arithmetic progression, after data partition, the distance computation
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Table 7: Dataset after being generalized
Education

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

Bachelors

State-gov

White

Male

[39 - 42]

Bachelors

Private

White

Male

[39 - 42]

*

Self-emp-not-inc

White

Male

[50 - 52]

*

Self-emp-not-inc

White

Male

[50 - 52]

*

Private

White

*

[37 - 38]

*

Private

White

*

[37 - 38]

High

Private

*

Female

[28 - 31]

High

Private

*

Female

[28 - 31]

Low

Private

Black

*

[49 - 53]

Low

Private

Black

*

[49 - 53]

Table 8: Result using parallel anonymity
Education

Workclass

Race

Sex

Age

Bachelors

State-gov

White

Male

[39 - 42]

Bachelors

Private

White

Male

[39 - 42]

*

Self-emp-not-inc

White

*

[37 - 50]

*

Private

White

*

[37 - 50]

*

Private

White

*

[37 - 50]

Senior high

Self-emp-not-inc

*

Male

[52 - 53]

Senior high

Private

*

Male

[52 - 53]

*

Private

*

Female

[28 - 49]

*

Private

*

Female

[28 - 49]

*

Private

*

Female

[28 - 49]

Algorithm 2 Dataset partition in parallel mode
1: Input: Dataset D (n records), anonymity constant k,
parallel constant c;
2: Output: sub-dataset D’[c];
3: Begin
4: subsize=n/c;
5: while exists dataset’s size > subsize do
6:
for each dataset with size more than subsize do
7:
Choose the first tuple to be the cluster center;
8:
Choose the nearest size/2-1 tuples to make up a
sub-dataset with the new center;
9:
Make the rest tuples to be another sub-dataset;
10:
end for
11: end while
12: End

6

Experimental Evaluation

The hardware used in the experiment is: Intel Xeon
E5504 @ 2.00 GHz, 4G DDR3 Memory. Program implementation is Java7 and use Java7 Fork/Join multithreading framework to do parallel programming [15].
Database: MySQL 5.6.18. The experimental data are
Adult Database from UCI Machine Learning Repository [13]. After preprocessing, the dataset contains 30,661
tuples and 5 attributes. Table 9 provides a brief description of the dataset including 4 quasi- identifiers and 1
sensitive attribute.

6.1

Information Loss

The experiments in this paper are all implemented by
JAVA under the same hardware environment. We choose
Incognito and KACA as the algorithm to compare.
Figure 3 describes the information loss of the three alcomplexity can be reduced by the square of the number gorithms when K changes from 3 to 10. It shows that the
of sub-datasets. Table 8 is the result using 2-threads to two local generalization algorithms have lower informado the anonymity for the data in Table 4.
tion loss than the global generalization algorithm. More-
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Table 9: Adult dataset description
Attribute

Distinct
values

CTree

Type

Height

Age

72

Numeric

5

Sex

2

Category

2

Workclass

8

Sensitive

-

Race

5

Category

2

Education

16

Category

3

6.2

Execution Performance

Figure 4 describes the running time of the three algorithms when K changes from 3 to 10. It says that, as
a global generalization algorithm, Incognito performs the
best and KACA consumes much time because of its frequent distance computation and cluster merging. GCCG,
also belongs to local generalization algorithm, performs
about 10 times faster than that of KACA and is much
close to Incognito.

Table 10: Average size of equivalence classes
K

Incognito

KACA

GCCG

3

851.69

3.08

3.00

4

851.69

4.14

4.00

5

1533.05

5.12

5.00

6

1533.05

6.09

6.00

7

1533.05

7.24

7.00

8

1533.05

8.20

8.00

9

1533.05

9.22

9.00

10

1533.05

10.30

10.00

over, concerning the information loss, GCCG performs
the best, about one third of the Incognito.

Figure 4: Execution performance comparison among different algorithms

6.3

Comparison Between Serial and Parallel Algorithm

Figure 5 shows the running time of serial GCCG and parallel GCCG when K changes from 3 to 10. From Figure 5,
it shows that the performance of 2-threads parallelization
improved about 3.5 times faster than that of the serial
one, and 4-threads improved about 10.5 times. Moreover,
be different from the serial algorithm, the running time
of the parallel algorithm is not relevant to K, that is to
say, the performance keeps relatively stable.
Figure 6 describes the information loss of serial GCCG
and parallel GCCG when K changes from 3 to 10. From
the result we can see that parallel GCCG will have more
information loss. But in the case of large amount of data,
the growth is quite few.
Figure 3: Information loss comparisons among different
generalizations

7

Table 10 describes the average size of the equivalence
classes of the three algorithms when K changes from 3
to 10. The result shows that the information loss is related to the size of equivalence class. When increasing the
size of equivalence class, the information loss will increase
appropriately. Therefore, controlling the size of the equivalences class is a effective way to control the information
loss.

In this paper, we proposed an clustering based local generalization algorithm GCCG for K-anonymity. Experimental results show that GCCG has lower information
loss and better performance compared with the classical local generalization algorithms,KACA. More specifically, comparing with classical local generalization algorithm KACA, the information loss of GCCG is about
half of KACA, but with 10 times of performance improvement. Comparing with global generalization algo-

Conclusions
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Figure 5: Performance comparison between serial and
parallel GCCG

Figure 6: Information loss comparison between serial and
parallel GCCG

rithm Incognito, the information loss of GCCG is about
one third but with almost equal performance. Besides
that, the parallel GCCG shows great performance improvement, when using 4-threads parallelization, there are
10 times acceleration with little information loss in the
case of a large amount of data.
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target of network attacks. Due to the system fault, hacker
intrusion, internal leakage and other reasons, data leakage
may occur at any time, resulting in unquantifiable losses.
Therefore, aiming at big data oriented privacy protection
issues deserves a enough attention with broad prospects.
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Abstract
In the case of most current digital signature algorithm
can be attacked by quantum algorithm, code based digital
signature algorithm, which represents the Post-Quantum
Cryptography, has become the hotspot of current research. CFS algorithms proposed in 2001 is one of the
most important code based digital signature algorithm,
but its signature efficiency is very low. In this paper, an
improved CFS algorithm is proposed by means of code
based hash function. The output of this hash function
is a syndrome of a regular word whose weight is no more
than error correcting capacity t of the code. By using this
hash function instead of the random hash function, the decoding algorithm can avoid the time-consuming syndrome
decoding attempts. The signing time of the improved algorithm reduces t! times than the original. At the same
time, the signature efficiency is no longer restricted to
error correcting capacity of the code. Furthermore, the
securities of these two algorithms both rely on the equivalent NP complete problems.
Keywords: Digital Signature; Hash Function; Quantum
Attack; Syndrome

1

Introduction

Public-key cryptography has obtained a lot of valuable results since it was developed over 30 years ago. No matter
in the field of individual privacy, commercial confidentiality, or even national security etc., it has played a key role.
Under the threat of Quantum algorithm [13, 24], most
of the widely using public-key algorithms based on number theoretic difficult problems nowadays are no longer
secure. Currently, code based public key cryptography
technique is regarded as a method which can resist Quantum attack [20, 23]. Because of this, it has become one
of the mainstream of public key cryptography in future
development.
McEliece proposed the first code-based public-key en-

cryption algorithm based on the irreducible binary Goppa
codes [14]. In this algorithm, the encryption process
is equivalent to adding a random wrong vector to the
plaintext; while the decryption process is corresponding to decoding. Another important algorithm named
Niederreiter’s algorithm [18] realizes encryption and decryption process through syndrome decoding. It has been
proved that its security is equivalent to the McEliece algorithm: that means their security can be reduced to
two NP-complete problems: the random binary codes decoding problem and the Goppa code distinguishing problem [3, 9]. Since code based cryptography technology was
proposed, there are a number of research achievements
over the past 30 years, including encryption, digital signature [6, 22], identification [5], hash function [1], stream
ciphers [12] and so on, almost throughout all the fields of
cryptography. And in the midst of digital signature field,
Courtois-Finiasz-Sendrier (CFS) signature algorithm [6],
which was proposed in 2001, has been viewed as a classic
algorithm.
CFS algorithm, which is the first secure signature algorithm based on binary Goppa codes, is constructed on
the basis of the Niederreiter encryption algorithm. Many
comprehensive discussions about the security of the CFS
have been made in the past decade [7, 11]. There are also a
variety of improved algorithms such as mCFS [7], parallel
CFS [10], etc. In addition, other special-purpose signature, such as ring signature [15, 25], blind signatures [19],
etc. also can be constructed on the basis of CFS. Similar
as CFS, the core of these algorithms is that the hash value
of the message has to be transformed to a syndrome of
Goppa code through preprocessing during signature. The
signing process is decoding syndrome by using the secret
decoding algorithm, which regards the codeword as signature value; to verify the validity of signature, the syndrome of the codeword is calculated and compared with
the hash value of the message.
Although signature algorithms based on CFS could
provide relatively high security, its shortcoming is still
evident, namely, the efficiency of signature is rather low.
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The original CFS algorithm, for example, in order to get
a decodable syndrome, it has to execute t! attempts averagely, where t is error correcting capacity of the Goppa
codes. Apparently, if the parameter t increases, signatures
times will grow exponentially rapidly, while low security
defects can be brought by smaller t value. Meanwhile,
this contradicts the basic aim of high error correcting capacity of error correcting codes, which, to some extent,
hampers the application of CFS series algorithms.
In this paper, we mainly study the flaw mentioned
above of CFS algorithms. Through analyzing algorithm
implement details and identifying the main causes of the
inefficiency of signature, signing process could be improved. We propose an efficient code based digital signature algorithm, whose signing time does not grow rapidly
with the parameter t. Without reducing security, the efficiency of algorithms could be effectively improved. It is
a type of more practical digital signature algorithm.

The error correcting capacity of the code is determined
by the minimum distance, in general, error correcting capacity t of linear codes with the minimum distance dmin
−1
c.
meets the condition t ≤ b dmin
2
Goppa code is a kind of special linear code [2], whose
parameters used in the McEliece encryption algorithm
have the following form: n = 2m , k = n − mt. The foundation of the efficient decoding is the specific structure of
the generator polynomial of Goppa codes, which is also
the basis of constructing code based cryptographic algorithms. That is by regarding the structure information
of Goppa codes and corresponding decoding algorithm as
secret trapdoor information or decryption private keys,
a one-way trapdoor function can be used to construct
public-key encryption algorithm and signature algorithm.
In this paper, linear codes and Goppa codes are over
the binary field F2 .

2.2

Difficult Problems

Public-key cryptography is always founded upon some difficult problems, such as the security of RSA relies on the
difficult problem of factoring big integer problem. The fol2.1 Error Correcting Codes
lowing is a summary of some difficult problems on which
Definition 1. A (n, k) linear code C over a finite field code based public key algorithms mainly rely. All of them
Fq is a linear subspace with dimension k of the vector have been proved that are NP-complete problems and can
space Fqn . The elements of Fqn are called words, while the effectively resist known quantum attacks.
elements of C are called codewords. Number n is called
Problem 1. Syndrome Decoding(SD) Problem,
the length of C and k is called the rank of it.
Input: A finite field Fq , randomly select a matrix H ∈
Definition 2. The matrix G ∈ Fqk×n is a generator ma(n−k)×n
and vector s ∈ Fqn−k , integer k > 0.
Fq
trix for the (n, k) linear code C over Fq , if the row of G
span C over Fq .
Output: A word x ∈ Fqn , its weight w(x) ≤ k, and meets
HxT = s.
The generator matrix G for linear code C is not unique,
but the different generator matrixes can mutually convert Problem 2. Goppa Codes Distinguishing(GD) Problem,
by elementary row transformation, namely, if G is a genInput: A finite field Fq , randomly select a matrix H ∈
erator matrix for C, and P is an elementary matrix, PG
(n−k)×n
Fq
.
is also a generator matrix for C.

2

Preliminaries

(n−k)×n

Definition 3. The parity check matrix H ∈ Fq
of
(n, k) linear code C is defined by H · xT = 0, ∀x ∈ C.

Output: Judge whether H is a (n, k) Goppa parity check
matrix or a (n, k) random code parity check matrix?

The parity check matrix of the linear code is also not 3
CFS Signature Algorithm
unique, which is similar to generator matrix. And different parity check matrix can also mutually convert by 3.1 Principle and Realization
elementary row transformation. Vector c of length n is a
codeword of C is equivalent to HcT = 0. For any word c, Digital signature is an important cryptographic techniques used to realize non-repudiation and authenticaHcT is called the syndrome of c.
tion. There are generally three different ways to build
Definition 4. The Hamming distance d(u, v) is defined code based digital signature algorithm: (1) Building an
as the number of different components of u and v, of algorithm whose procedure is just the inverse process of
which u = (u1 , u2 , . . . , un ) and v = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ) are two the code based public-key encryption algorithm; (2) Using
codewords of the linear codes respectively, i.e. d(u, v) = zero-knowledge identification algorithm together with the
|{i|ui 6= vi }|. Hamming weight w(u) of codeword u is Fiat-Shamir paradigm to develop a signature algorithm;
defined as the Hamming distance between u and all zero (3) Constructing a special subset of the syndrome space
codeword, i.e.w(u) = d(u, 0), the minimum Hamming as the foundation of digital signature algorithm.
CFS signature algorithm belongs to the first category,
weight of non all zero codewords of code C is called the
which is a kind of signature algorithm based on classic
minimum distance of code C, generally sign as dmin .
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Niederreiter encryption algorithm. Such algorithms digi- Algorithm 1 mCFS Signature Algorithm
tal signature process can be concluded as follows:
1: Gen mCFS
2: Select a (n, k) Goppa code C randomly over F2 , of
• Calculate the hash value of the message m by using
which the error correcting capacity is t, and the parity
a public hash function;
check matrix is H, select a valid syndrome decoding
algorithm γ;
• Regard the hash value as the cipher text and use the
3: Select a (n − k) × (n − k) invertible matrix Q over F2 ,
signers private key to decrypt it;
and a n × n permutation matrix P randomly;
4:
Select
a public secure hash function h : {0, 1}∗ →
• Attach the proper forms of the decryption results ben−k
F2 ;
hind a message m as a signature value.
pub
5: Define < h, t, H
= QHP > as public parameters
of the system, and < Q, H, P, γ > as the users private
For code based signature algorithm, however, it’s
key.
pretty hard to accomplish the second step. The main
reason is the output of cipher text by Niederreiter algo- 6: Sign mCFS (msg, Q, P, γ)
rithm should be a syndrome with low weight error vec- 7: For the signer needs to sign a message msg, the signature process is as follows:
tors. But the message m may not be transferred to a
required syndrome, which is the cause of ineffectively de- 8: Calculate the hash value of the message msg, s =
h(msg);
coding. Only the syndrome of the error vector whose
weight does not exceed the decoding capacity t of the se- 9: Randomly select i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n−k }, by using the
secret decoding algorithm γ to try to decode si =
lected Goppa codes can be decoded successfully. ThereQ−1 h(s||i), until i0 has been found, which meets the
fore, in effect, CFS algorithm is a probabilistic signature
existence of γ(si );
algorithm, which could not pause transforming the hash
value of the message repeatedly until a valid syndrome 10: If v = γ(si0 ), the signature value is (i0 ||vP).
pub
)
11: Verify mCFS (msg, i, u, H
has been found.
Basic CFS signature algorithm uses an increment 12: Set < msg, i||u > as the message-signature pair of the
receiver, the verify process is:
counter to tag the number of decoding attempts. In order
pub
to avoid the security risks of this counter, Dallot devel- 13: Calculate a = h(h(msg)||i) as well as b = H uT ;
oped a mCFS algorithm [7] which based on CFS signa- 14: Signature is valid if and only if a = b.
ture algorithms but much secure. mCFS includes three
phases: Gen mCFS , Sign mCFS and Verify mCFS .
Detailed description of the algorithm is shown in AlgoAnd the approximate success probability of mCFS sigrithm 1.
nature algorithms is
t

3.2

n
Nd
1
Ps =
≈ t!t =
Nt
n
t!

Performance Analysis

Dallot et has conducted a rigorous formal proof of CFS
and mCFS signature algorithm, that the security of the
algorithm is reduced to the SD and GD problem under the
Random Oracle model. Because of the high level of the
security, most of the current code based signature scheme
is designed on the basis of CFS.
Even though mCFS algorithm has very high level security, its realization efficiency, namely the speed of signature, is rather low, which is caused by too many syndrome
decoding attempts. The analysis of mCFS signature algorithms success probability as below:
For pre-selected Goppa codes (n = 2m , k = n − mt),
we assume that the number of decodable syndrome is Nd ,
the number of overall syndrome is Nt , obviously
Nt = 2n−k = 2mt = nt

(1)

The weight of error vector which has decodable syndrome has to be less than the error correcting capacity t,
hence
Nd =

t  
X
n
i=0

i

 
n
nt
≈
≈
t
t!

(2)

(3)

That is to say, every t! times attempts can only get
one decodable syndrome. With t increasing, this number
could grow relatively fast, such as set t = 10, a signature
can be obtained after trying 10! = 3628800 times averagely. In some earliest literatures [6] authors proposed
t = 9. But under Bleichenbacher’s attack [11], this parameter is no longer safe, the parameter m = 15, t = 12
or m = 16, t = 10 is recommended. In the long term,
with new attack methods proposed, value of t will unavoidably growing larger and larger. In order to obtain a
valid signature, the signing speed becomes lower and lower
with numbers of syndrome decoding attempts growing exponentially, and at the same time, implement efficiency
would become worse.
The main reason of the inefficiency of mCFS signature algorithms is generally the si calculated from hash
value of the message is not a decodable syndrome of liner
code C. In order to decode successfully, it has to find
a decodable si through trying so many different si . A
valid decoding and successful signature based on finding
a proper si which is exactly within decoding capacity of
C. In order to improve the efficiency of signature, the
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original algorithm needs to be improved, so that the calculated si itself or at least in a great probability should
be a decodable syndrome required.

4

Efficient Code Based Digital
Signature Algorithm

In this section, we first construct a code based hash function and then on the basis of it, we improve the mCFS
signature algorithm to obtain an efficient code based digital signature algorithm.

4.1

Code Based Hash Functions

The method for constructing a code based hash function
is first proposed by Augot et, which is based on MerkleDamgard design principle [16, 8], namely, a compression
function f permits to loop calculate the given message
several rounds for obtaining an iteration value as the hash
value of the message. It can be proved that the security
of the hash function constructed in accordance with this
method has no less security than the compression function [1]. Bernstein and Meziani et improved the implement efficiency of the original method respectively [4, 17].
Such constructing methods can be concluded as:
Set compression function as f , and the input is s bits,
the output is r bits (r < s). To derive hash value of
the given message msg, it needs to do a number of loop
iterations by using function f :

Figure 1: The diagram of hash iterations

For any word c of length n, it can be divided into w
blocks of equal length, each block contains l bits. If a
word c of weight w within each block ((i − 1)l, il] happens
to have only one 1, c is called as regular word.
Set H as the parity check matrix of Goppa codes,
which is a (n − k) × n matrix. Divide H into w submatrix Hi , i = 1, 2, . . . , w in accordance with the following method

• The first round: Select the initial vector IV of length
H = (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hw )
(4)
r; Select s − r bits from a given message msg, sign
as m0 , and concatenate it with the IV as the initial of whichHi = (h(i−1)l+1 , h(i−1)l+2 , . . . , hil ), andhj is the
input vector of f with length s, then get r bits initial jth column of the matrix H.
Next we define compression function f : F2s → F2r ,
output;
where s = wlog2 l, and r = n − k = mt is the number of
• Starting from the second round, feed r bits pre-round matrix H ’s rows.
output back to the input, similar as the first round,
For any x ∈ F2s , x is divided into the w blocks of
select s − r bits from the message msg as mi in or- equal length in accordance with the same way, that is
der, concatenate r with mi as the input vector of f . x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xw ), and xi ∈ F log2 l . Convert xi into
2
Calculate the new r bits output.
numbers between 0 to l − 1. Select the (xi + 1)th column P
of the matrix Hi , that is h(i−1)l+xi +1 . Calculate
• Loop this process until the message is taken out.
w
z = i=1 h(i−1)l+xi +1 , then the output of the compresDuring the final round, if the remaining bits of the
sion function is f (x) = z.
message msg are insufficient to s − r bits, randomly
select some bits to meet the requirement. The fi- Theorem 1. The output of the compression function f
nal output of the function f is the hash value of the above is equivalent to calculating a syndrome of a regular
message msg.
word of length n and weight w, that is, for any x ∈ F2s , a
regular word c could be found which meets HcT = f (x).
Figure 1 shows this iterative process. In the construction of the hash function mentioned above, the compres- Proof. First of all, according to the definitions above,
sion function f is the most important part, and even the
w
X
security of hash function also depends on the security of
f (x) =
h(i−1)l+xi +1 .
(5)
f . A kind of constructing method of compression function
i=1
f based on coding difficult problem is presented below.
Define a word c = (c1 , c2 , . . . , cn ) of length n is as
First select a (n, k) Goppa codes, where n = 2m , k =
n − mt, and select a positive integer w|n. It is clear that follows:cj = 1 ⇔ ∃xi , (i − 1)l + xi + 1 = j. That means
0
0
existing a xi , after converting it to a decimal number, the
w = 2m , m0 < m. Set l = n/w = 2m−m .
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selected column number is corresponding to the location Algorithm 2 mCFSc Signature Algorithm
label j of cj . Due to calculating a syndrome of a word is 1: Gen mCFSc
equivalent to adding matrix H ’s columns which are corre- 2: Selects a (n, k) Goppa codes C randomly over F2 , with
sponding to non-zero bits of the word, by definition, f (x)
the correcting error capacity t and the parity check
is exactly the syndrome of word c, namely HcT = f (x).
matrix H, a valid decoding syndrome algorithm γ;
According to the definition of c, c have and only have 3: Randomly select a n × n permutation matrix P over
one 1 within each block ((i − 1)l, il], i = 1, 2, . . . , w. So
F2 ;
that c is a regular word of weight w.
4: Choose a positive integer w ≤ t and w|n, and construct code based hash function hc : {0, 1}∗ → F2n−k ;
Based on the compression function above, we define a 5: Define < hc , t, Hpub = HP > as system public pacode based hash function hc : {0, 1}∗ → F2r as below:
rameters, and < H, P, γ > as the users private key.
For a given message msg, choose (n, k) Goppa codes 6: Sign mCFSc (msg, P, γ)
and get a compression function f in accordance with the 7: Set the message of the signer is msg, and the signature
definition above. Through using Augot loop iteration
process is:
method several times to compress message msg by f , we 8: Choose a one-time random number R
∈
can obtain a bit string of length r as hash values hc (msg).
{1, 2, . . . , 2n−k }, and calculate s = hc (hc (msg)||R);
The function hc can apply on arbitrary length message 9: Set v = γ(s), so that the signature value is (R||vP).
pub
msg, and the output is a bit string of length r = n − k.
)
10: Verify mCFSc (msg, R0 , u, H
11: Set the received message signature pair is <
Theorem 2. As the above definition, the output of code
msg, R0 ||u >, the verify process is:
based hash function hc is a syndrome of a regular word of 12: Calculate a = hc (hc (msg)||R0 ) and b = Hpub uT ;
length n and weight w.
13: Signature is valid if and only if a = b.
Proof. According to the loop iteration constructing methods of the hash function, the output hash value of the final
of message-signature through signature process above, it
round is also the output of the function f . According to
can get the equation as follows:
Theorem 1, for any message msg, hc (msg) is a syndrome
of a regular word of length n and weight w.
b = Hpub uT = HP(vP)T = HPPT v T
We analyze the security of hash functions having this
structure: obviously the one-way character of hash function hc relies on a special SD problem:
Input: A (n−k)×n matrix H over finite field F2 , vector
s ∈ F2n−k , integer k > 0;

=

5

Hv T = s = hc (hc (msg)||R0 ) = a

Performance Analyses of Algorithms

This section focuses on the security analysis and efficiency
Output: A regular word x ∈ F2n , its weight w(x) ≤ k, analysis of the code based signature algorithm mCFSc
and satisfies the condition HxT = s.
mentioned in Section 4.2 and comparing it with other existing code based signature algorithms.
Augot called this problem as Regular Syndrome DeBetween the three kinds of construction method of
coding (RSD) Problem. It can be proved that this is a
building code based digital signature algorithm, the secNP complete problem [1].
ond one, based on zero-knowledge identification algorithm
and the Fiat-Shamir paradigm, always have very long sig4.2 An Efficient Digital Code Based Sig- nature length [20], roughly 120 Kbits. The third method,
constructing a special subset of the syndrome space as
nature Algorithm
the foundation of digital signature algorithm, have been
The mCFS algorithm,which is proposed by Dallot et, proved only be used as one-time signature [20]. So, the
can improve the original CFS signature algorithm [7] first method, represented by mCFS, is the mainstream of
with stronger security. In this section, by applying the code based signature and we only compare our algorithm
code based hash function hc given in 4.1, we aim to im- with the mCFS algorithm.
prove the implement efficiency of mCFS to obtain an efficient signature algorithm mCFSc . This signature al5.1 Security Analysis
gorithm can greatly improve the signature efficiency of
mCFS without any decrease of security. mCFSc also in- First of all, we analyze the security. Compared with the
cludes three phases: Gen mCFS c , Sign mCFS c and mCFS signature algorithm, the primary difference is reVerify mCFS c . Algorithm 2 gives the details of the al- placing the random hash function h with the code based
gorithm.
hush function hc . The point is the essence of this change
The correctness of verify process in Algorithm 2 can is that it substitutes random hash function for a trapdoor
be proved as below: If < msg, R0 ||u > is a legitimate pair hash function, and the trapdoor information is decoding
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Table 1: The security comparison of two algorithms
Signature algorithm
mCFS
mCFSc

Dependent problems
SD, GD
RSD, GD

Hardness of problems
NP complete
NP complete

Table 2: The efficiency comparison of two algorithms
Signature algorithm
mCFS
mCFSc

Hash times
t! + 1
2

Decoding times
t!
1

Hash times(t = 9)
362881
2

Decoding times(t = 9)
362880
1

Table 3: The signature time consumption (in seconds) of two algorithms
(m, t)
mCFS
mCFSc

(15,7)
189.58
0.052

(15,8)
2570.48
0.073

(15,9)
35562.24
0.109

algorithm γ of selected Goppa codes. For this type of
hash functions, anyone who knows the trapdoor information can effectively calculate the inverse of the hash value,
or else, any useful values cannot be provided without the
trapdoor information.
In mCFSc , decoding algorithm γ is the signer’s private
key which couldn’t be obtained but the signer. The security of this hash function can be guaranteed so long as the
absolute confidentiality of private key. So the security of
mCFSc is equivalent to mCFS. Hence, this change does
not result in any reduction of security. Table 1 shows the
security comparison of these two algorithms.

5.2

Efficiency Analysis

According to Algorithm 2, during the process of signing
message msg, it has to perform twice hash computation
and once syndrome decoding algorithm. According to the
Theorem 2, the output of hash functions hc is a syndrome
of a regular word of weight w which does not exceed decoding capacity t of the selected Goppa codes. Therefore anyone who has the secret syndrome decoding algorithm γ can always effectively obtain one regular word of
length n and weight w. Compared with mCFS algorithm
average t! times attempts to get a decodable syndrome,
the biggest advantage of mCFSc is greatly improving signature speed by relieving plenty of decoding attempts.
In the long term, this algorithm provides a fundamental method to liberate algorithm from the restriction of
code parameter t, so that we can obtain high security by
choosing very large t without any reduction of signature
speed. Table 2 shows the efficiency comparison of these
two algorithms.
In Table 2, parameter t takes the classical value 9. In
order to obtain higher security, this value should be increased, and t = 10 or t = 12 is recommended [11]. It

(16,7)
442.51
0.096

(16,8)
7862.41
0.203

(16,9)
57697.92
0.327

is easy to see with t increases, the consumption of mCFS
will increase rapidly, while the consumption of our algorithms mCFSc remains very low. In order to resist the
new attacks in the future, the value of t will unavoidably
growing larger and larger, and the implement efficiency of
mCFS will become worse and worse, while mCFSc always
has good performance.

5.3

Experimental Results

In this section, we give some experimental results to reveal the efficiency difference between mCFS and mCFSc .
Because of the similarity of Gen and Verify phases of
these two algorithms, we only count the time consumption of Sign phase, the most time-consuming phase in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
The software we used is Magma V2.12, running on 64
bit Windows7 operating system, and the hardware parameters are: Intel Core i7-4710, 2.50GHz, 4GB RAM.
The decoding algorithm for Goppa codes is the Patterson
algorithm [21].
We first selected six different Goppa codes with different parameters m and t. For each code we selected 20 text
files with size of 10kB and counted the average time consumption of Sign phase in these two different algorithms.
The experimental results are show in Table 3.

6

Conclusions

As the most important code based digital signature algorithm, the security and implement efficiency of CFS
has been extensively studied since it was first proposed.
However, with parameter increasing very quickly, its still
hard to fundamentally solve the sharp reduction of the
signing speed. The further application of the algorithm is
therefore seriously limited.
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